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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED Sl\ATS
WASHINGTON D C. 20548

To the President'of the Senate and the
Speaker of the Bouse of Representatives

This report assesses the Federal Communications Commission's
program for re ul.atim& dotestic telecommunications common carriers.
The report m es seveeal recommendations tip the Congress and theCommissiom or itproving' the regulatory feamework provided by
the Comm cations Act of 1934.

CommissiOn, supported by the courts, .has issued a series
of decisions which have allowed competition into the' manufacture
of telecommunications terminal equipment and into the inteirstate
provision of telecommunications services. The question now cen-
ters on how to nurture Competition during the transftion from a
highly concentrated-industry structure to a less concentratea and

* more diversified, Competitive structure made posdible by new
technologies. GAO Conducted th-is review to evaluate the Commis-
sion's program for tegulating domestic telecommunications common
carriers in light of, the changing industry structure.

GAO requested that the CommissioM provide up gency comments
on this, report. The Commission (lid hot provide Us' official agency
comments; however, we were provided a sbrief staff commentary on
technical issues raised in the report. ,

We are sending copies of t is report to the Director, Office
of Management and Budget, and t!le Chairman, Federal Communications
Commission.

YA,6,c/6.-x

Acting Com 411er General
,of the United States'

:
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY
REPORT'TO THE CONGRESS ACTIONS NEEDED TO DEAL WITH A

CHANGING DOMESTIC TELECOMMUNI.
CATIONS INDUSTRY

DIGEST:
, Rapid technological chanO has broken down the
natural monopoly characteristics of the tele
communications industry and paved the Way for a
more competitive industry structure. One contrib
utor to this change'has been,the development of
alternative transmissi n technologiespoint7tox point microwave, satel ites, and coaxial,cable--
to 'the traditional tec nology of paired wires.

The size of, the market for telecommunidat(ions
has also groWpreflecting the convergence of
data processipg and telecommunications--further
dismantling tfre natural monopoly characteristics
of the industry. New equipment Fias been devel
oped to proviVe new services such as digital
networks to matt computers' specialized data
transmission needs.

Reacting to this technological change, the Fed
eral Communicatioris Commission, supported by the
courts, has over the past 20 years issued a
number of decisions allowEng competition into the
manufactilre of telecommunications terminal equip-
ment and into the,interstate provision of tele
communications services, whsich bave altered the
structure of the telecommunications industry.
While the established firms still exist and con
tinue to dominate the industry, they are compe
ting with new, small carriers in many markets.
In other markets, however, the established domi
nant firms still operate as de facto monopolists.

Where a firm operates in two tharkets--one
monopolized and one populated by new competitive
entrantsLk has an inceniive to crosssubsidize
the competitive markets by undercharging for
services in the competitive markets and over
charging for servides in the captive monopoly
markets. This has created a need for the Com
mission to expand its regulatory approach beyond
its traditional concern of potemtial abuse by
carriers of their monopoly powertO include en
suring fair cotpetition between the established'
carriers offering monopoly and competitive
services and new carriers offering only com
petitive services. -
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GAO cond4ted this review to comprehensively
401re aluate the Commission's program for regulating

mestic telecommunications comaion carriers in
light ol th% cAnging industry structure. The
review included assessments of both the methods
the Commission uses to carry out a system of
price/earnings regulation for 'monopoly carriers
and the actions it is taking to prevent anticom-
petitive behavior by dominant carriers against new
entrants. GAO has ancluded a considerable amount
of factual 'and analytical data in this report
-because of the complexity and interrelated nature
of the issues confronting the Commission and the
Congress.

THE DEVELOPMENTrOP COMPETITION
IN DOMESTIC COMMON CARRIER
TELECOMMUNICATIONS'

The evdlution of the domestic telecommunications
common carrier industry from a highly monopolized
structure to a competitive structure is not com-
plete. GAO recommends that the Commission (having
set the industry on the road to a mouc.competitive
structure) establish within its Common Carrier'
Bureab an industry _analysis section to.monitor
industry structure-- Through its monitoring activ-
ities, the seceion wOuld providea basis for
determining which carriers are 47ominant and,which
are nondominant so that the app opriate regulatory
programs and policies can be ap lied to these car-
riers. It would also enable the Commission to
,measure its effectiveness in encouraging competi-
tion. (See p. 28.)

If it wishes° to endorse the trend toward competi-
tion in the telecommunication industry, the Con-
gress should amend title I of the Communications
,Act of 1934 to direct the Commission to rely on
competition and theiprivate sector to the maximum
extent possible to achieve the overall goals of
the act. (See p. 27.)

4

To promote more efficient use of the Commission's
resources, GAO recommends that_ the Congress amend
the act to allow the Commission to exempt carriers
from any or all provisions of title II, who because
of their lack of market power do not require the
full range of regulations. The Commission could
/then focus its resources on improving the regula-
'tion of those carriers whose market dominance
requires continued regulation, (See p. 27.)
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IMPROVING FCC's APPLICATION
OF PRICE/EARNINGS REGULVION

The,Commission has used a S'ystem of price/
'earnings regulation which relies on rate of
return/rate,base regulation toTgdvern prig
charged by carriers. To implement such atlAo-,
gram, the Commission must establish and mOnitor
rates of return, review the reasonableness of
investments an0 expenses, and approve individual
rates for carriers services. The comMission
has, however, focused on establishjmg carriers'
rates of return and paid little attention to 1

carrier investment cost and expenses.

GAO recogdizes that because of the nature and
magnitude of ehe tasks involved, a system of
price/earnings regulation can nev'er be expected
to fully simulate a competitive outcome. As
workable competition develops, the Commission
can,relax its 'application of price/earnings
regulation. Until a Competitive env.ironment
exists, however., GAO recommends that the Com
mission take a number of actions to strengthen
its application of this regulatory appro&rh.
(See p..62.)

),
Uncertainty.exists regarding the Commission's
authority to authorize the construction of car-
rier facilities, particularly whether it extends
to carrier switching equipment. To clarify the
Commission's' authOiTty and to allow it greater
flexibility iop carrying out its responsibilities
for determining the reaonableness .of carrier in-
vestment costs, GAO recommends that the Congress
amend the Communications Act to give the Commis- 4
sion explicit authority to require carriers to'sub-
mit for approval plans for the construction of any
facility subject to its jurisdiction and-sto allow
the Commission to require carriers to file long-
term facilities construction plans. (See p. 63.)

THE 20-YEAR STRUGGLE WITH COSTING
PRINCIPLES AND METHODOLOGIES

4

Allocating costs appropriately among various tele-
communications services is a critical aspect in
preventing potential cross-subsidy between monopoly
and competitive services.

The Commission, over the last 20 years, has estab-
lished the broad principle that costs should be
fully distributed ampng all services. The Commis-
sion has had limited success in developing a
method to implement this princiyle.

Tear Sheet
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The Commission initially developed a methodology
whose design was flawed. Efforts to correct it
were unsuccessful. The Commission has recently
adopted an interim costing approach to serve as
a stopgap measure until a long-range solution
can be developed. ,(

To comprehensively address the problem of p6-
tential cross-subsidy, GAO recommends that the

'Commission include additional service ca4-go-
ries and improved factors for allocating costs"
in its interim costing approach. (See p. 88.)

To develop a long-term costing.approach the
Commission needs to revise its'Uniform System
of Accounts. Since 1978 the Commissiod has'
been attempting to revise the system but with-
out success. Management problems, identified
in a November 1979 GAO report, have h'ampered
the effort and,remain uncorrected. In addition,
the Commission has not decided on the overall
direction or structure for the system.

GAO recommends that the Commission establish a
group consisting of accountants, engineers, econ-
omists, tand attorneys to revise the Uniform System
of Accoukts. Also the Commission needs to revise
its Uniform System of Accounts to reflect current
technology and business functions'and to 9ppropri-
ately allocate costs by service which can be audi-
ted and revie0*.d. (See p. 99.)

With the development of competition the Commission
must detect and correct carrier rates which are
too low in addition to rates which'are too high.
The Commission,'however, has had difficulty in
obtaining from carriers cost data from which it
can prescribe a lawful tariff. A tariff contSins
the rates, terms, and conditions for a communi-
cations service. GAO recommends that the Congress
amend the Communications Act to provide the Commis-
sion with the authority to prescribe interim
tariffs based on the cost data which the carrier
has submitted. This authority will'provide the
Commission with a tool for dealing with carrier
rates which appear too low. Should the Commission
prescribe higher rates, it may increase the car-
rier's incentive to supply cost data which more
Clearly supports rates it would prefer. (See
p. 88.)

USING SEPARATE SUBSIDIARIES
AS A PROCOMPETITIVE TOOL

In its "Computer II Decision" the Commission
embraces a separate subsidiary device as a.way

iv



of preventing,the potential crosssubsidization
between a dominant carrier's competitive opgra
tions in certain equipment and service markets,
and its traditional monopoly offerings. The
effectiveness of the separate subsidiary
approach, however, depends primarily on the
nature and stringency of,the conditions gov
erning separation and the quality of regi./1,1a
tory oversight.

The separate subSidiary approach proposed by
the Commission does not go far enough in pro
viding for organizational restructuring and
separation conditions. Further,'the Commission
has moved too quickly toward implementing the
separate subsidiary regulatory approach before
many essential costing, accounting,'and depre
ciatiOn problems have been resolved. Further,
the Commission has hot-undertaken a system

and thorough assessment'of what it will
require--in the way of resodrces,.staffing,
and functional organization--to give the
approach CCedibility and a realistic chance
of success.

GAO recommends that the Commission strengthen
the co,nditions governing separation adopted in
the Computer II Decision.

GAO also recommends that the Commission as part
of implementing any deregulation approach based
on the use of separate subsidiaries carry out
those tasks which are necessary to ensure their
efficacy. This includes

-resolving the outstanding costing, accounting,
' and depreciat,ion issues which must be imple

mented prior to establishing separate subsi
diaries; 6

-training and onganizing A staff to monitor
and enforce compliance with its requirements
and conditions; and

--prescribing conditions for capitalization
and financing arrangements for the separate
subsidiaries.

Looking beyond the Computer II Decision, GAO.
further recommends the Commission initiate a
proceeding to evaluate the need for structval
separation of a dominant carrier's interex
change (long distance) and intraexchange
(local) operations. (See p. 135.)
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DEPRECIATION RATESETTING 6

AND ITS IMPLICATIONS IN A
MORE COMPETITIVE gNVIRONMENT

During 1980 and 1981, the Commission made changes
to its methods and practices for setting depreci
ation rates. These changes, allowing faster cap
ital recovery, have been largely in response to
the rapid changes in technology and reilect the
Commission's overall thrust for a more competitive
environment.

ik In implementing its changes, however, the Commis
sion has not resolved questions regarding the
methods and procedures needed to set new depre
ciation rates.. For example, the proper method
for allocating the depreciation reserve
,account to individual plant accounts has not
been determ-ined and requirements for setting
depeeciation rates for that part of the depreci
able plant from the telephone pole to the custo
mer's premises have not been developed.

Before proceeding to set revised depreciation
rates, GAO recommends the Commission address
these and other questions. Doing so will place
the Commission in a position to avoid accepting
and approving depreciation rates with less than
the rigorous review needed: (See p. 159.) 40

Commission action is also needed before-imple
menting that part of its Computer II Decision
relating to customer premises equipment--
telephones, computer terminals, and other equip
ment which mayi be located at the customers
premises and attached to the conpunications
network. The Commission has`proposed to deregu
late as of March 1, 1982, new.customer premises
equipment and to continue to regulate existing
customer premises equipment. (See p.'160.)

ENSURING gAIR, NON
DISCRIMINATORY ACCESS
TO LOCAL EXCHANGES

Since competition was first allowed in interstate
telecommunications services, the Commissidn has
required that all carriers offering authoried
interstate communications services be alloWed
access to local exchange facilities on a non
discriminatory basis. Such access is virtually
the only means forf/loCal distribution of inter
state telephone Services. The Commissibn and
the courts have, 1-iwever, continued to identify
access discrimination problems involving both

-*fp vi



the types of access7services provided and the
rates.charged for sUch services:

During recent years, the local exchange costs
assigned to interstate services have also grad-
ually increased, giving rise to the allegation
that rates for such services subsidize intrastate
rateS. yThe existence and magnitude of.any,such
subsidy, hawever, is' unclear.

The Comm ssion is addressing the problem of
access disceimination. Neither the Commis-
sion's- Pasteactions nor its present proposals,
trowever, resolve the following questions. (

--What types of interconnection should telephone
companies be required to provide to new car-
riers?

--What rates should be ciwged to new carriers
;for access, to jocal exct\anges?

--What are the eff cts pf competition on any
subsidies which iiay have been provided between
interstatw servi es,and intrastate services?

--Can nondisdiiminatory acdess conditions be
assured without major changes in telephone
industry structure and procedures?

GAO recommends that the Congress address
these questions by amending the Communications
Act of 1934 to establish the basic framework
to create nondiscriminatory access conditions.
This includes expanding the Commission's author-
ity allow it to regulate all long-distance
telecommunications facilities and services.
(See p. 184.)

On June 30,* 1981, GAO recfuested Commission
comments on this report. The Commission did
not provide GAO official agenay comments.
The Commission's Chairman did, howeVer, on
July 20, 1981, pravisle a brief written staff
commentary on,the technical issues raised in
the report. The Chairman stated that the com-
ments did not necessarily represent the.polick
of the Commission. GAO reviewed the staff com-
mentáry and revised technical material as
appropriate. These revisions, owever, did not
affect GAO's conclusions or recommendations.
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GLOSSARY

Charges to carriers offering inter-
exchange services to cover local
exchange coSts associated with the
origination and termination of such
services.

A company, organization, or individual
providing wire or electronic communi-
cations services for hire.

A regulatory process which relies on
continuing informal review rather than
formal rate investigations.

The contribution of profits by one
telecommunications service priced

.above its cost made to defer the,
cost of another telecombunications
service priced below its cost.

The record of a proceeding which is
assigned a docket number for admin-
istrative control purposes.

Used in relation to a firm in an
industry which controls a significant
portion of total industry output.

The decline in a firm's unit costs
as it iner(lases its scale or Plant
size.

A service which involves, more than
the pure transmission of information.

The effectiveness with which resources
are allocated to meet consumer d mands.
Evaluating the eff-iciency,of a f rm's
production-process would involve
considerations of input factors
well as cost, quantity, and quality of
output..

Exchange network facilities for
interstate access. This term par=
ticularly refers to the charges,)
terms, and conditions applicable
to the origination and termination
of interstate services, offered by
other common carriers.



Equal life group

Execunet

Fully distributed
cost allocation

Group plan

Industry structure

Institutional
advertising

Intrastate service

Interexchange service

The arrangement of groups of units
by length of life so that units with
a 1-year life form one group, those
with 2-year life form another, etc.

A telecommunications Service provided
by MCI Telecommunications Corporation
through which, a customer can dial
a local MCI Telecommunications Cor-
poration number and be connected to

, a telephone in another city served
by the firm.

A method of allocating total costs
among various telecommunications serv-
ipes based on the services' historical
cost responsibility. ,

As applied to depreciation accounting,
a plan'under which depreciation charges
are accrued upon the basis of the
original cost of all property included
in each depreciable plant account,
using the average service life thereof..
properly weighted,- and upon retire- ,.
ment of any depreciable property its
full service value is charged to the
depreciation'reserve whether or'not

ithe particular item has attained the
/ average service life.

The organizational aspects of firms
in a particular market, in,cluding
the numben and size of the firms
and the presence or absence of bar-
riers to entry.

Advertising which.is designed to
enhance a firm's image, as opposed
to advertising designed to promote
a specific product-or service or
purely informative advertising.

Service offered within the boundaries
of a State, including both local and
toll service. Such service presently
falls under the jutisdiction of S'tate
regulatory commissions:

Long distance or toll telecommunica-
tions service, asdistinguished from
local telephone service. It includes
both intrastate and interstate toll
service.

1 6



Interstate service

Joint Board

Jurisdictional
separations
procedures

Life indication

Local exchange service

Telecommunications services between
States. Such service presently
falls under the Federal Communica-
tions Commipsion's jurisdiction.

A board composed of Federal Communi-
cations Commission and State commis-
sion members, created under Section
410 of the Communications Act of 1934.

The procedures for dividing the cost
of common carrier facilities and
services'between interstate and intra-
state jurisdictions.

The average life determined by an
analysis of a band of actual plant
mortality data or by a computed mor-
tality analysis.

Telepnone serviae for single line, P

business and residence customers
which provides tne capability for
originating calls to a defined local
calling area, for receiving incoming
calls, and for access to and from
the toll network.

Marginal cost The rate at which total costs changeA b as output is varied. It maysb.e
thought of as the difference in total
cost between producing or not pro-
ducing an additional unit of output.
Marginal cost is generally synonymous
with incremental cost.

Message toll telephone ft long-diStance communications,
service service permitting subscribers to

local exchange service in separate
areas to establish two-way tele-
communications on a'message-by-
message basis.

Mortality data' A historical record showing:

-=The number cif plant items or
equivalent units (usually expressed
in dollars) added each calendar
year.

--The nUmber of units retired each
yepr, and the distribution by years

.of placing of such retirements.

1



--The net increase or decrease
resulting from purchases, sales,
or adjustments, and the distribu-
tion by years of placing of such

( amounts.

--The number that remains in servioe
at the end of each year, and the
distribution by years of placing
of these survivors.

4

Natural monopoly An industry in which economies of
scale are so pronounced that com-
petition among firms results in
a monopoly by the largest firm.

Net salvage

Network

1/4'

'7*
Price/earnings

regulation

The salvage value of the property
retired less the cost of removal.

X system where a number of terminal
.points are.able to access one another
through a series of communications
lines and switching arrangements.

Regulation which aiMs at (1)
determining a firm's total revenue
requirements, (2) determining
revenue,contributions by user group,
-and (3), designing rate structures.

Primary allocation AcCounts in which data on- individual.

, records service revenue and usage is recorded.
This information can be,used to allo-
cate common costs among various serv-
ices.

Private line services A communications link between two
-or more designated points set aside
for a particular customer's.exclusive
use during stated time periods.

Public land mobile
radiO"service

Rate of return/rate
base regulation

Mobile radio-telephone services pro-
vided by telephone common carriers And

, radio common carriers. These services
include one-way paging and two-way tel-'
ephone(Service interconnected with the
public telephone'network.

A method of rgulation allowing a /
regulated fium to-earn revenues
equal to its cbst of service, in-
cluding a fair return to stockholders
and bondholders. Such regulation
attempts to prevent firms from
ceiving monopoly profits but stilly
allows them

0
tsoc,attract new Capital.
-I.
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Remaining life

Service life

Seryice value

Settlement pfocedures

Tariff

Terminal equipment

1 The future expected service in years
of the survivors at a given age.

The period between the time of in-
stallation of telephone plant and the
time of its retirement.

Original cost of.an asset less any
. salvage plus the cost of removal.

The method for dividing revenues
from a long-distance call involving
two or more compvies.

A schedule governing any generally
applicable charge, characteristic,
regulation, or practice associated
with a regulated telecommunications
service.

Any equipment capable of sending
and/or receiving information over a
communications channel.

Theoretical depreciation An estimate of the balance which
reserve should be in the depreciation reserve

at the time of study considering
the distribution by ages of existing
property.

Uniform system
accounts

of An accounting system prescribed
by the federal Communications Com-
mission for domestic common carrliers.

C6mbirling firms et different stages
,of the production process into one
business unit.

Vertical integration

Vintage.group.'

,Wide area telephone.
service

All of the plant group under studi,
that Was installed in the same
accounting period.

A system where a telephone user is
allowed an unrestricted number of
calls in specific areas for one
overall rate.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Technological changes in the domestic common carrier tele-
cOmmunications industry have prompted a critical reexamination
of the basic communications policy and regulatory methods con-tained in the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 151 et seq.).,the enabling legislation of the Federal Co unications Commission(FCC). During the last several Congresses, xtensive hearingshave been held and, although none was enactedkegislation wasintroduced to amend the Communications Act. At present a bill(S. 898, 97th.Cong., 1st Sess.) is pending befcilre the Congresswhich would set new common carrier communications policy goalsand provide FCC different regulatory tools.

These same technological changes have spurred the growth ofthe domestic common carrier industry. In 1979, the over 1,500carriers in the domestic common carrier industry generated'over
$53 billion in service revenues, employed over one million per-sons, and had a gross investment in plant and equipment ofabout $155 billion.

This_report contains conclusions and recommendation which
, -provide a framework from which the Commission c n improve its

regulatory program ancl the Congress, through 1 gislative change,can clarify the methods for regulating domesti telecommunica--tions common carriers.

ACHIEVING THE NATIONIs
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
POLICY GOALS ,

Title I of the.Communications Act contains this Nation'spolicy for common carrier telecommunications. The act createdFCC

'"* * * for the purpose of, regulating interstate and
foreign-commerce in coMMunication,by wire and radio'so as to make available, so far as possible, to allIhe people of the United.States,a rapid,'efficient,
Mation7wide, and world-wide mitre and radio communica-iion service with adequate.facilities at reasonablecharges * * *"

While general in nature this policy statement encompasses severalgoals--rapidity, efficiency, universality of seevice, adequate ;facilities, and reasonable charges.

To satisfy these policy goals and the'goals of earlierState regulation a regulated monopolized industry structure
_ developed, reflecting the traditional belief that the domesticcommon carrier telecommunications industry was a "natural

. monopoly."

1
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A natural monopoly exists when the production of a good or
service is characterized by economies of scale;, that is, per
unit production costs decrease as the firm becodv larger.
Consequently, an industry's largest firm has the lowest cost
per unit of output and is the most efficient. This firm is able
to underprice its competitors and drive them out of business;
a monopoly by the largest firm is the "natural" result. A key
attribute of a_natural monopoly is that a single firm can supply
the entire market for a good or service more cheaply than any
combination of smaller firms.

To secure the benefits from the natural monopolist's low-
cost production for society, while preventing the monopolist
from exploiting its monopoly position, regulation is imposed.
Unregulated monopolists, for example, may produce too little,
charge prices that are too high when compared to a competitive
situation, engage in discriminatory pricing, and reap monopoly
profits. Regulation, thus, attempts in such circumstances to
establish a means for assuring good performance. To accomplish
this, the regulatory agency'may take actions such as limiting
the number of firms which may provide service in a particular
market and'placing restrictions on firms' freedom to compete.
In addition, the agency, rather than the'marketplace, becomes
responsible for determining price, quality, and conditions of
service.

Title II of the Communications Act sets out FCC's regulatory
structure for dealing with a monopolistic industry structure.
The act requires every common carrier to furnish services upon 1

reasonable reqbest and at reaso able charges,. Consequently, com-
mon carriers must file intersta se tariff schedUles with FCC, and
the rates and requirements in-'those schedules are subject to FCC
review and regulation. No carrier may construct or acquire,ad-
ditional interstate teleCommunications transmission facilitiesk
or curtail or discontinue service over these facilities without
FCC approval. Carrier accounting and depreciation practices are
also subject to Commission regulation. Appendix I highlights the

. key sections of titles I and II of the Communications Act per-
,

'taining to domestic.common carriers.

The natural monopoly characteristics of an industry, includ-
ing telecommunications, however, are not fixed over time. The
particular economies of scale which determine whether one or many
firms can serve the market at the lowest Cost depends on the
technology available at a specific time. A natural monopoly,
therefore, is the best.structure for an industryonly_as long
as the technology which gave rise to the monopoly dominates. For
example, technological changes may allow lowest cost production
to occur at relatively small output levels, thus changing the
optimum industry structure from a natural monopoly to a competi-
tive system. Conversely, technology may change in the other
direction, allowing lowest cost production'to occur only in a
monopoly. In either case, preserving an industry structure no
longer warranted by the available technology .can impose various
costs on society, such as potentially higher prices.

2
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The ability to satisfy the.entire market is also not fIxed
over t.ime. For example, increAsed demand for a good or service
can enlarge the market beyond.the monopolistts economies of'scale.
Consequently, the enlarged market can be served by more than oneJrfirm.

Rapid technological change has broken down the natural
monopoly characteristics of the telecommunications industry andpaved the way for,a more competitive industry structure. One con-tributor to this change has been the development of alternative
transmission technologies--point-to-point microwave, satellites,
and coaxial cable--to the traditional technology of paired wires.

The size of the market for telecommunications has also
grown--reflecting the convergence of data processing and
telecommunications--further dismantling the natural monopoly
characteristics of the industry. For example, traditionally
telecommunica,tions terminal equipment consisted of essentially
one product--the black dial teleptione. As the use of computers

, has ind.ceased, however, the need arose to establish communicationssystems which would facilitate activities between coTputers. Suchsystems requite a v,ariety of terminal equipment, mucH of which hasbeen made available through advances in computer and electronicstechnology. TKis has also changed the kinds,of services provided,-moving beyond simple voice communicaticlis. For example, digital
networks have been established to'meet computers' specialized datatransmission needs. Services have developed to allow disparate
computers to communicate.

Reacting to this technological change, FCC, supported by the,courts, over the last 20 years has issued a series of decisions
which have allowed competition into the manufbcture of telecom-
munications terminal equipment and into the interstate provision
of telecommunications services.

The primary rationale FCC offqred in its decisions to allow-competition in the terminal equipm4nt sector was the consumer's
right to,intercOnnect with the telecommunications system equipmentof his*or her own choosing so long as the equipment was not harm-ful to the network. Natural monopoly issues in terminal equipment
were not raised since FCC recognized that this sector's economies
of scale are not Aignificant:

FCC offered several rationales in its series of decisions
introaucing competition in interstate services: First, it rea-
soned that the public would benefit from the dynamic nature of
increased competition. These benefits would include increased
technical innovation, the introduction of new techniques and
services, potentially lower costs, and increased responsivenessdri the part of existing carriers.

addition, the Commission reasoned that the new common
carr ers that were providing these services were not entering afixed homogeneous market. As a result, these carriers could be
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eicpected to satisfy demands which were not being met by existing
carriersvand, therefore, expand the size of the aggregate market.
Finally, FCC felt that competition in interstate services was in
the public interest and would further the policy goals ()If the

Communications Act. Abpendix IV contains a _chronology of key
FCC decisions,allowing competition.

This series of decisions and the resulting court cases have
altered the structure of the telecommunications industry. While
the established firms still exist and continue to dominate the
industry, they are .competipg with new, small carriers in many

markets. In other, markets, however, the established dominant
firms still operate at de facto monopolists. This has created a
need for FCC to expand its regulatory approach beyond its trad-
itional concern of potential abuse by carriers of their monopoly
power to include ensuring fair competition between tl)e established
carriers offering monopoly'and competitive services and new car-
riers dffering only competitive services. In particular, a mon-
opolist, even a regu4ted one, will have a strong incentive-to
practice "monopolistic cross-subsidy"-whereby its protewted.monop-
oly services are charged rates much higher than costs, yielding
high rates of return while existing or potentially competitive V
services are charged rates much lower than costs, yielding low or
negative rates of return. FCC has tried to ensure in rts regula-
tion that the monopoly services, therefore,"do not cross subsid,ize

the competitive offerings or that monopoly services' consumers do
not bear a portion,of the cost of the competitive offerings.

oRqpiivIvitIdN OF-FCC
COMMON CARRIER ACTIVITIES

FCC is an independent Federal agency headed by seven Commis-
sioners, one of whom serves as Chairman. Commissioners areap-
pointed by the President and approved by the Senate f6r terms not
to exceed 7 years. The Commissioners supervise all FCC activi-
ties, delegating re onsibilities to staff units, bureaus, and
committees of Commi sioners.

In'fiscal yea 981 FCC budgeted about.$14 million and 322
positions for its common carrier activities. Most FCC work in
this area is carried out by its"Common Carrier Bureau whose

functions include

- -developing, recommending, and administering common carrier
policies;

- -conducting adjudicatory and rulemaking proceedings, in-
cluding rate and service investigations;

- -determining the fulness of carrier tariffs;

- -acting on applications for service, faciNtity and radio
authorizations;

--reviewing carrier performance;
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--conducting ecAomic research and analysis;

- -administering Commission'adcounting and reporting
requirements;

- -conducting compliance and enforcement activities; and

.--recommending for FCC prescription annual depreciation
rates for classes of communications plant.

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this review was to evaluate FCC's program for
regul&ting domestic telecommunications common carriers. Our
review drew on an earlier report 1/ which set out the three major-
issues facing the Congriss in the domestic common carrier area.

,--What domestic common carrier telecommunictions policy
goals should the United States pursue?

- -What industry-structure should provide common carrier
services?

-Can 'the present methods for regulating the common carrier
industry be improved?.

In,particular, we. examined FCC's activities in regulating
the common carrier industry with'special attention given to
,FCC's regulation of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
(AT&T). We did this for two reasons. First, from our-analysis,
as will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 2, AT&T is a
dominant carrier in the industry. As a result, it possesses mar-
ket power which might be abused and it could take advantage of
an incentive to thwart competition by engaging in anticompetitive
practices such as cross-pubsidy. Second, reflecting this poteh-
tial, FCC over the last,20 years has focused the majority of its .

regulatory activitieS for preventing monopoly abuses,and anticom-
petitive practices on AT&T. Consequently, FCC's actions vis-a-vis
AT&T :served as the primary, if not the sole, example of its ex-7
ecution of its regulatory responsibilities and thus a major focus
'of our review. 2/

1

1/"Developing a Domestic Common Carrier Telecommunications Policy:
What Are The IssueS?" (CED-79-18, Jan. 24, 1979).

2/While FCC also regulates international common carriers, our
review did not focus on this aspect of their program because we
had covered this subject in two earlier,:reviews. See "espon-
sibilities, Actions, and Coordination of Federal Agencies in
International Telecommunications Services" (CED-77-132, Sept. 29,
1977), and "Greater Coordination and a More Effective Policy
Needed forVInternational Telecommunications Facilities".(CED-78-
87, Mar. 31, 1978).
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In reviewing the Commission's regulatory prograM, we had two
objectives. Our first objective was to assess the methods FCC
uses' in implementing for monopo y-common *carriers a system of
price/earnings regulation whic involves rate of *return/rate base
regulation. We examined FCC's activities regarding (1) setting
an allowed rate of return, (2) .assessing, the reasonableness of

_operating expenses, (3) apibroving additions to the rate base, (4)
approving accounting and depreciation practices, and (5) judging
the reasonableness of individual tariffs (chs. 3, 4, and 7). Our
second objective was to review the regulatory problems associated
with introducing competition into domestic telecommunications. We
examined tbe actions FCC has taken to prevent aft,icompetitive be
havior against new entrants by dominant common caviers. These
actions include (1)'creating cost standards to judge'the'reason-
ableness of rates 'apd to prevent cross-subsidy (ch. 4), (2) re- .

vising the Uniform System of Accounts (ch. 5), (3) using separate
subsidiarieS as an additional'. safeguard against cross-subsidy or
other anticompetitive actions (ch. 6), and (4) developing access
charges to ensure ,nondiscriminatory interconnection (ch. 8).

To accomplish our objectives, we initially reviewed the
economic literature to identify the componentsar'a traditional
regulatory program and any relevant alternativeS. We also sought
in the 1iterature review, information on potential areas of anti-
competitive behavior by dominant common-carriers and the efficacy
or methods to mitigate such behavior: This was done to provide a Y
benchmark against which we could compare FCC's program.

To provide an additional benchmark, we visited three reprp-
sentative State regulatory commissions (New York, Michigan,..and
Wisconsin) suggested to us by FCC and'the Naional Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners. 1Ne obtained a perspective of
how their regulatory programs worked. We also contacted two other
Federal regulatory agencies to discuss the aspects of their pro-
grams which were relevant to FCC's activities.

We next reviewed FCC decisions over the? last 20 years in
regulating domestic common carriers and preventing anticompeti-

. tive behavior. As part of this work, we interviewed present
and*former FCC officials and reviewed FCC documents and written
comments filed on FCC actions by members of the public and
representatives of ttfe industry. We also reviewed legislative
-proposals and associated hearing records as well as court
decisions.

A

As part of our assessment, we contacted officials in the
domestiC common carrier industry, representatives of industry
assoc,iations,'and'other Federal agencies, most notably the
National Telecommunications and InTorTation Administration and
the Department of Justice. All of the groups we contacted-are
listed in appendix II. In addition, we hired three consultants
knowledgeable in the field of common ,Carrier regulation. These
consultants provided advice and'expert opinion on the,report.
(See app. III.)



Our review was conducted at FCC headquarters, Washington,
D.C., and its Common Carrier Bureau field office id. New York
City from June 1979 through July 1981. During this time, we
worked with two other'legislative agencies. We provided back-
ground information to the Congressional Budget Office to assisE
it in assessing the budgetary impact of- H.R. 6121, "The Telecom
munications Act of 1980," which was being considered by the 96th
Congress. We also ,have maintained an ongoing working relation-
ship with.the office of Technology Assessment as part -of its
study of Telecommunication TechnologY and Public Policy. This
contact included reviewing draft material it developed relative
to its study.

In August 198'0, while we were conducting oun revfew, Peter W.
Rddino, Jr., Chairman, House Committee on the Judiciary, requested
out comments on certain portions of H.R. 6121 dealing with s'eparat'e'
sueldiaries. Based on the work we had done as of that date, we
pro ded our comments'in :a letter dated Septemberl 5, 1980,
(B7200146, CED 0=371).

Out analysis and evaluation of FCC's Computer II decision
4 (77 FCC 2d 384 (1980)) in chapter 6 deals only with the adequacy
of the structural separation and procompetitive safeguards which
the agency has required as a condition for the participation of
the dominant carrier"in "Aregulated"" offerings of enhanced serv-
ices and terminal equipment. We did not consider, the more funda-
mental, threshold question of AT&T's,ability to engage in these
actiVities at/all under the terms of a 1956 Consent Decree entered
into by it ana-by the Department of Justice in settling an anti-
trust action brought by the Government in 1949.. The constructipn
or interpretation of the Consent Decree and what the decree per-
mits ATST to do is a matter of dispute between FCC and ,Justice.,

A !I

On Match 4, 1981, AT&T petitioned the U,S, distrafct court
with jurisdiction over the 1956 Consent Decree to clarify the de-
cree to allow it to participate in deregulated, cpmpetitive serv7
ice and equipMent offerings in the manner provided for in FCC's
Computer II decision. 1/H As of July 1, 1981, the court had not
ruled on the petition.

Further, Justice is presently engaged. in an antitrust action
against AT&T which-alleges attempts by the firm tp monopolize the
domestic telecommunications industry and which Seeks the divesti-
ture of various operations and associated assets_of the firm. 2/

1/United States v. Western Electric Company, Inc.,- Civ. No.
17-49, (Dist. Ct. for the Dist. of New Jersey).

a

2/United States'v. American Telephone and Telegraph Company,
No. 74-1698 (Dist. Ct. ..for the Dist. of Col.).
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because this matter is still in litigation, we have not addressed
this area and have refraimed from'commenting on the, issues in-
volved.



CHAPTER 2

THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETITION IN DOMESTIC

COMMON CARRIER TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Domestic common carrier telecommunications is in the midst
of an evolution--from a highly monopolized structure to a coin-
petitive structure. 7echnology has been the driving force behind
this 'Change, reducing the barriers to entry into the industry
and Oreating market'opportunities for a variety of firms. FCC
and the courts have reacted to the impact of) techndlogical change
by removing regulatory restrictions on entry and, as a result,
numerous firms have sought to enter the industry. Despite these
changes the structure of the industry remains highly concentrated
and.dominated by one firm.

Having established a policy in favorf competition, FCC
must be.in a position to monitor competitive development so
that regulation may be relaxed in markets where workable competi-
tion has been established and maintained in markets where monopoly
conditions still exist. FCC currently has no ongoing analysis of
the state of competition. We believe FCC needs to establish such
an industry analysis function, and use informationithis function
develops in its regulatory decisionmaking.

If the Congress wishes to endorse the tre4 toward competi--
tion it needs to amend -title I of the COmmunications Act to direct
FCC to rely on competition to the maximum extent possible to
achieve the Overall goals of the act. To assist in deregulating
nondominant carriers, the Congress needs to give FCC authority
to relax title II regulation of carriers when it finds it in the
public interest.

THE DOMESTIC COMMON CARRIER
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY--
WHO ARE THE PLAYERS?

The largest, and most prominent, firm in the common carrier
industry is AT&T or the Bell System. AT&T is defined as the
parent company, which includes AT&T Long Lines Department (pro-
vider of interstate long-distance services); its principal domes=
tic telephone operating companies; the Western Electric Combany
(the system's manufacturing arm); and Bell Telephone Laboratories
(the system's research and development arm). AT&T is both a hold-
ing and an operating company. It owns 100 percent of Western
Electric's stock and 50 percent of Bell Laboratories' stock
(Western Electric owns the,other 50 percent). In addition, AT&T
owns controlling interest in 23 of its 25 operating companies
and minority interest in 2 others.

'AT&T is the largest nonfinancial corporation in the world.
AT&T's operating revenues in 1979 were over $46 billion and its

9
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gross plant totaled almost $124 billion. 1/ AT&T provides 85
percent of the Nation's local exchange service. 2/ It also pro-
vides 81 percent of the long-distance interexchange service--
Message Toll Telephone Service (MTS) and Wide Area Telephone
Service (WATS). 3/

In addition, AT&T is engaged in virtually all other aspects
of the common carrier telecommunications industry. For example,
it is the major private line voice and data services supplier 4/
and provides the bulk of the facilities used in transmitting
radio and television programs.

The so-called independent telephone companies provide most
of the remainder of the Nation's telephdhe service. There are
about 1,500 small telephone companies many of which are cooperative
and municipal systems. The exception to this are the few medium-
sized systems which are the subsidiaries of five independent
holding companies. Table I compares these firms to AT&T on the
basis of 'revenues and telephones secved. General Telephone and
Electronics Corporation (GTE) is by far the largest of the major
independents. Like AT&T it operates local ushanges, provides a
variety of interstate services, and manufactures communications
equipment. Overall, the independent telephone companies pro-
vide about 19 percent of domestic telephone service, while
serving about one-half the U.S. land area.

-

1/1979 data is used in this section for the purpose of consis-_
tency since more recent data was not available 0 all cases.

2/Local 'exchange service provides users'with the ability to
originate and receive calls within a defined local calling area,
and to access the long-distance interexchange services network.

3/MTS/WATS is long-distahce telephone service. It is provided on
a switched basis which means a user can reach potentially any
telephone subscriber in the United States. MTS/WATS is used by
both residential and business customers, and it is the largest
form of interexchange telecommunications service. 4

4/Private line telecommunications services are provided between
or aMong two or more points over facilities dedicated to a par-
ticular customer's use. Various types of services are avail-
able on a private line basis, including voice, data, facsimile
and audio/video programing transmission. The demand for pri-
vate line services consists entirely of business traffic.

10
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Table I

A Comparison of AT&T and the Independent
Telephone Companies

(1979)

Company
Operating
revenues

Percent
share

Telephones
served

Percent
share

American Telephone

(000)

and Telegraph Co. $46,430,667 83.6 . 141,936,300 81.0

General Telephone
and Electronics
Corp. 4,380,965 7.9 15,138,800 8.6

United Telecommuni-
cations, Inc. 1,281,627 2.3 4,501,900 2.6

Continental
Telephone Corp. 901,011 1.6 3,023,600 1.7

Central Telephone.
and Utilities
Corp. 526,192 1.0 1,888,600 1.1

Mid-Continent
Telephone Corp. 218,566 0.4 1,062,200 0.6

Other independent
telephone
companies 1,788,639 3.2 7,610,600 4.4

Total $55,527,667 100 175,162,000 100

Soufce: U.S. Independent Telephone Association.

The primary,..established carrier providing domestic telegraph
communications .6rvices is the Western Union Telegraph Company.
Western Union, until January 1979, provided public message-tele-
gram service a$ a de jure monopoly; however, FCC has relaxed the
legal barrier to entry into this service. In addition, Western
Union has,virtually no domestic competition in the area of
switched public record telex/TWX services. 1/ Western Union

1/Telex/TWX is a service where written messages are originatéd and,
terminated directly at a customer's premises in teletypewriter
machines provided as part of the service.



also provides some private line and other services which compete
with similar services by other carriers. Western Union's oper-
ating revenues in 1979 were $636 million, and its gross plant
totaled $2 billion.

The most recent additions'to the common carrier industry are
the so-called other common carriers (OCCs). These carriers have
developed primarily in response to FCC and court decisions allow-
ing entry into the common carrier industry discussed in Chapter
1. The OCCs are usually grouped into four categoriesSpecialized
Common Carriers, Domestic Satellite Carriers, Resale (including
value added) Carriers, and Miscellaneous Common Carriers.

Specialized Common Carriers provide terestrial point-to-
point private line voice and data communications primarily via
their own intercity microwave transmission facilities. The con-
nection between the user's premises and the carrier's network is
usually leased from the local telephone company. Most of these
carriers have also recently expanded their offerings to include
public switched services--in particular MTS/WATS equivalents.
There are six specialized carriers, and their operating revenues
for 1979 totaled about $247 million. MCI Telecommunications
Corporation and Southern Pacific Communications Co. are among the
largest specialized carriers.

The Domestic Satellite Carriers offer essentially the same
services as the specialized carriers but they use satellites in-
stead of microwave for transmission. Because of the costliness
of developing and launching satellites, initial costs are higher L
than those for a microwave systems; howev4r, satellite transmis-
sion costs are insensitive to distance, generally giving satel-
lite carriers a cost advantage over long distances. There are
three satellite carriers operating--RCA American Communications
Inc., Western Union and American Satellite Corporation.

The Resale Carriers lease circuits from other carriers,
primarily AT&T, and use these circuits to provide service to the
final user. Those resale carriers,which add specialized services
to existing services are more specifically referred to as value-
added carriers. Services which they offer might include special-
ized data processing capabilities which permit different computer
terminals to communicate with one another. The major value added
carriers are GTE-Telenet; Tymnet, Inc.; and Graphnet Systems Inc.
Included among the pure Resale Carriers are those entities that
lease satellite transmission capacity from the underlying satel-
lite carriers and resell the transmission of television signals
to cable television networks. Because they do not c.&-nstruct
facilities networks, investment costs and construction delays for
Resale,Carriers are less than for the Specialized or Domestic
Satellite Carriers thus tending to lower the barriers to entry in
this industry group.

The 48 Miscellaneous Common Carriers, like the Specialized
Common Carriers, own their own microwave relay facilities. Their
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main service is one-way transmission of television signals to
cable television systems, although they also provide some service
to television broadcast stations and a very limited amount of
other point-to-point services, including data, facsimile and
voice transmission.

Complimenting the firms providing service are those which
manufacture telecommunications equipment. Such equipment is used
for transmitting, switching and terminating voice and data com-
munications and is manufactured by a wide variety of firms. This
portion 'of the industry will be discussed more fully in a subse-
quent section.

COMPETITIVE STATUS OF THE
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY

Technological change has paved the way for the introduction
of competition".into the telecommunications industry, breaking
down the former barrier of natural monopoly. FCC and the courts
have responded to this change by ,relaxing the legal barriers to
entry and, as a result, new firms have entered the industry. The
telecommunications industry, however, remains highly monopolized.

To provide a perspective on the competitive status of the
common carrier telecommunications industry, we collected revenuel
data for carriers operating in common carrier telecommunications
markets and submarkets. 1/ We then used this data as a method
for determining which firms appear to possess market power and,
thus, may be considered'dominant.

In defining telecommun:%tions markets, we used a traditional
approach wh-ich attempts to define market boundaries based on the
interchangeability of products and services offered within them.
Such an approach is recognized both in law and scholarly litera-
ture. We limited our analysis to domestic common carrier tele-
communications services and equipment (excluding mobile sermices),
in keeping with the scope of our review. We did not include some'
services,and equipment which others might include in a discussion
of the relevant_submarkets for the telecommunications industry--
such as postal'se,tvices and computers. The telecommunications
services we included involve transmitting information electronic-,
-ally, over distance, from an identified sender to an identified

recipient. This is in contrast to transmission of information
over distance on a mass media basis such as that provided by tele-
vision. The telecommunications equipment market involves elec-
trohic and electromechnical devices used to originate, transmit,

switch, and terminate messages.

1/As discussed on page 24, FCC has not performed such an analysis
7 of the doMestic common carrier industry.



Our analysis also c.;60s4ders markets on a national basis.
We recognize that there may be other methods fo,r assessing market
structure, for example, on a regional basis.- We chose, however,
to conduct our assessment on a national basis since the neces-
sary data was available from FCC or others we contacted. We also
chose to measure a firm's market shar.e by computing the ratio of
its revenues (expressed as a percentage) to those of all firms in
the particular market or submarket. Such a method is often used
in assessing market structures. For example, FCC used such an
approach in its 1976 evaluation of the economic effects of com-
petition in the telecommunications industry (Docket 20003).

Data we used in carrying out this analysis was obtained from
a variety-of sources. Much of the data was taken from FCC's an-
nual publication "Statistics of Communications Common Carriers" -

and from material presented by FCC in docketed proceedings. Other
data was obtained from common carrier industry sources. Finally,
certain 1970 and 1975 ,data relating to the independent telephone
industry was obtained from the U.S. Department of Justice. 1/

The telecommunications
services market structure

Table II shows the market share as measured by total
revenues for the entire telecommunications services market. This
market includes all of the carriers discussed on pages 9 through
13 and is measured on a nationwide basis. While its market share
has declined slightly, AT&T still accounts for 82 percent of the
market. AT&T's decline in market share is a product of the growth
of the independent telephone companies which tend to be situated
in the more rapidly growing areas of the country. Despite the re-
laxation of the legal barriers to entry and their rapid growth, the
other common carriers' overall market share,has remained largely
unchanged.

1/Data obtained from the Department of Justice.was collected
in connection with its antitrust proceeding against AT&T.
The accuracy of the data we used was, however, agreed to by
both AT&T and Justice.
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TABLE II
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES MARKET SHARES

AS MEASURED BY REVENUES

PERCENT

84.9%

13.8%

1.3%

TOTAL REVENUES
$19.4 BILLION

1970

83.7%

AT&T

EZ3 INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANIES

OTHER COMMON CARRIERS ...1j

15.2%

TOTAL REVENUES
$33.7 BILLION

1975

82.2%

16.3%

1.5%

11

TOTAL REVENUES
$53.4 BILLION

1979

Ll/IncIudes Western Union, Specialized Common Carriers, D -Satellite Carriers,Resale Carriers, and Miscellaneous Common

Carriers.
Source: FCC, U.S. Independent Telephone Association, Department of Justice, and Southern Pacific Communications Co.

Table III breaks down the total services market into a local
services submarket and,an interexchange services submarket. In
both of these submarkets, AT&T has maintained a market share in
excess of 80 percent, although its share of the interexchange
services submarket has declined somewhat. The other common car-
riers do not operate in the local services submarket which is com-
prised of primarily telephone services ahd which has historically
been served on a monopoly basis by AT&T and the independents.
Their share of the interexchange submarket has remained largely
unchanged.
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TABLE III
LOCAL SERVICES AND INTEREXCHANGE SERVICES SUBMARKET

SHARES AS MEASURED I3Y REVENUES

PERCENT

85.1%

14.7%

,

LOCAL SERVICES SUBMARKET

84.7%

15.3%

TOTAL-REVENUES
$9.9 BILLION

1970

TOTAL REVENUES
S16.5 BILLION

TOTAL REVENUES
$23.8 BILLION

1975 1979

PERCENT
1NTEREXCHANGE SERVICES SUBMARKET

84.5%
82.7%

12.9%

2.6%

15.1%

411.

InTrn",T7V.

80.4%

16.9%

7")

2.7%
GM7-17/171

TOTAL 14VENUES
$9.5 BILLION

,1 970

M AT&T
[1:3 INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANIES

OTHER COMMON CARRIERS

TOTAL REVENUES
$17.2 BILLION

1975

TOTAL REVENUES
$29.6 BILLION

1979

Source: FCC, U.S. Independent Telephone Association, Department of Justice, and Southern Pacific Communications Co.
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The interexchange submarket can be broken down into several
different sub7submarkets. FCC, in its S:pcond Computer Inquiry, 1/
has made an initial distinction between 416,as.i.c and enhanced ,serv-

ices within what we have designated aS the interexchange services

,submarket. A basic transmission service is defined by FCC as
the offering of transmission capacity to Move- informaeion between
two or more points. In offering this capacity, a communications
path is provided for the analog or digital transmission of voice,

data, video, or other information. An anhanced service is a
service which involves more than the pure transmission of infor-
mation. For example, in an enhanced service, computer processing
applications ,ire used to act on the'content and other aspects of
the user's information.

Within the basic transmission services sub-submarket we see
three major'service sectors--MTS/WATS, private line services, and
public switched record services. 2/ Table IV presents market
share'-data for these three sectors. In MTS/WATS, the largest
sector in terms of revenues--total revenues in 1979 of $26.9
billion--AT&T again has, by far, the overwhelming market share.
The other common carriers were allowed into this sector by a
1977 court decision. From 1977 through 1979, their market share
grew to approximately one-half of 1 percent.

The private line services sector has experienced the most
significant penetration by the OCCs reflecting the fact that (1)
Tegulatory barriers to entry were relaxed in 1971; (2) until
the 1977 court decision this was the only area in which OCCs
were competing; and (3) growth in demand for these services has
been very rapid. Although the OCCs' Share has grown to almost 10
percent of ti)..p sector, AT&T's share remains in excess of 85 per-

,

cent.

The public switched record services sector cOnsists almost
entirely of Western Union's,Telex/TWX service. Since AT&T dis-
continued TWX service in 1971 and sold some of the associated
facilities to Western Union, Western Union has maintained virtu-
ally a 100 percent share of the sector.

Reliable data on the enhanced services sub-submarket is not
available. Consequently, its overall size cannot be accurately
determined or the Share of its participants computed.

1/Docket 20828, amendment of section 64.702 of the Commission's
Rules and Regulations (Second Computer Inquiry) is discussed
further in chapter 6.

2/These are the same categories used by FCC in its Competitive
Carrier Rulemaking (Docket 79-252).
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TABLE IV
MARKET SHARES AS MEASURED BY REVENUES FOR MTS / WATS

PRIVATE LINE SERVICES, AND PUB*LIC SWITCHED RECORD SERVICES SECTORS

PE RCENT

85.8%

14 2%

MTS / WATS

83.8%

16.2%

81.3%

18.2%

TOTAL REVENUES
$8.2 BILLION

1970

TOTAL REVENUES
$15.4 BILLION

1975

TOTAL REVENUES
$26.9 BILLION ,

1979

PER

4.

Imew

CENT
93.5%

5.7% 0.8%CI"7"772

PR IVAT E LINE SERVICES
88.1%

85.2%

7.4%
4.5% 5.3%177771 PVTOPPFIl firm

TOTAL REVENUES
$964 MILLION

1970

TOTAL REVENUES
$1,452 MILLION

1975

TOTAL REVENUES
$2,315 MILLION

1979

PE RCE NT

23.8%

PUBLIC SWITCH

76.2%

RECORD SERVICES lj

TOTAL REVENUES
$313 MILLION

1970

CD AT&T
Ea INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE CARRIERS

OTHER COMMON CARRIERS

TOTAL REVENUES
$302 MILLION TOTAL REVENUES

$386 MILLION
1975 1979

1/0ther common carriers for Public %hitched Record Services consists almost solely of Western Union
Source: FCC, U.S. Independent Telephone Association, Department of Justice, and Southern Pacific Communications Co.
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As. measured by market share, AT&T is a dominant firm in the
telecommunications service market, maintaining an overwhelming
share in virtually every submarket and sector. 1/ This dominance
is further reinforced by twd additional factors. First, AT&T
dwarfs its competitors in size (for example, revenues, net plant,
and net operating income). None of the competitors, we believe,
are large enough to perceptibly influence the price of overall
telecommunications services by their decisions regarding supply-
ing telecommunications services. -Second, AT&T controls access to
an overwhelming portion of the local services submarket by virtue
of its franchised local monopolies. Competitors in the interex-
chang% services submarket depend on these facilities to provide
their services.

Consequently, viewed strictly from a structural perspective,
we believe the overall services market cannot be considered com-
petitiye. Further, as noted in chaptec 1, regulation has been
imposed in the telecommunications industry because of the concern
that a firm holding a manopoly popition would abuse its monopoly
power. Because AT&T continues as a dominant firm in this indtas7
try and because it-has Considerable monopoly power we believer
continuation of price/earnings.reg;ulation is needed.

At the opposite Pnd of Oe spectrum from AT&T are most of
the other common carr,iers. These firms are relatively small--
both in absolute rev4'nue and in market shareand possess no teal
market power in anyHdf the markets,sUbmarkets, or sectors in
which they operate. Because of their 1,ack of market power, we
believe these firmsfido not require the price/earnings regulation
which would be appVied to dominant carriers. FCC has recognized,
this fact in its DOcket 79-252 proceeding begun in May 1979 and
is attemptin to eelax regulatory requirements for-competitive
carriers. This effort will be discussed in a subsequent section.

In between -*hese two extremes lie several firms which may
or may not be cqnsidered dominant in particular markets or subl--

markets. For Ocidmple, Western Union, as Measured by market share,
is a dominant proVider of services in the public_switched record\
services sect*. The potential exists for Western Union to use
this position:to behave anticompetitively in other sectors where
it faces competition. FCC has removed the legal barriers to entry
into this sedtor and at least one firm, Graphnet Systems Inc,,
has shown a desire to enter this sector. Further, facsimile
equipment combined with the MTS/WATS-services may provide a sub-
stitute which may mitigate Western Union's market power in this
sector.

%

1/EconomistS'have traditionally considered a firm dominant if
it controls at least 40 percent of the total market.
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Another firm for vthich dominance is an open issue is GTE. ,
As noted previously, GTE is the largest independent,telephone
company and has about 8 percent of the total services market as
measured by revenues. GTE also controls bottleneck facilities
through its local monopolies in several major cities and occupies
a major position in the enhanced services sub-submarket through
its ownership 'of GTE Telenet Corporation.

Whether these and other carriers are dominant and possess
such market power that price/earnings regulation or regulation in
some form should be applied, requires additional analysis. Such
a.determination can only be made after FCC has made a detailed
study of suc4 factors as the' relevant markets in which these firms
operate and the extent to which other services may act as substi-
tutes for the services in the dominated markets. As will be Ais-

,cussed in a subsequent section, we .believe this detailed analysis
is theiresponsibility of the regulatory agency.

Telecommunications
equipment market

The telecommunications equipment market involves elec-
tronic and electromechanical,devices used to originate, transmit;
switch, and terminate message's. We divided this market into three
submarkets--central office switching equipment, transmission
equipment, and terminal or customer premises equipment. Major
providers of a broad line of telecommunications equipment include
Western Electric, the GTE subsidiaries of Automatic Electric Com-
pany and Lenkurt Electric Co., Stromberg Carlson, Inc., and the,
International-Telephone and Telegraph Co.

Analysis of this market and its relevant submarkets is
hampered by a lack of comprehensive data. For example, conclu-
sions which other organizations, in particular FCC, have reached
regarding the terminal equipment submarket have been largely
based on less than complete evidence.

Of the three submarkets the one which has received the most
attention has been the terminal equipment. submarket. As a result
of Commission decisions directed at removing tariff provisions
that restricted noncarrier provided terminal equipment from being .

attached to the telephone network, this submarket has been subject
to an increasing amount of competition as new and innovative types
of equipment have.been introduced into the marketplace. Terminal
equipment manufacturers are not subject to economic regulation by
FCC, and therefore, are not required to file reports with the
Commisssion as are common carriers. Their equipment, however,
must be registered with FCC. FCC statistics, compiled during its
registration program, indicate that over 600 firms are manufactur-
ing a wide range of terminal equipment.

Data developed by the Office of Technology Assessment as
part of its study of Telecommunication Technology and Public
Policy indicates that various types of terminal equipment are
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subject to different Ye.vels of competition. 1/ For example, the
manufacturers caPtive to the telephone operating companies dominate
the key telephone and.dial in handset telephone seCtors. On the
other hand, new market entrants have made significant gains at the
expense of the captive manufacturers..in certain other sectors like
private branch exchange, 2/ although the captive manufacturexs
still have over 50 percent of this sector. In other sectors, like
decorator telephone sets and.facsimile machines, the new entrants
and manufacturers not captive'to the telephone companies have the
major Share.

-
Because of the lack of reliable data on the telecommunCa-

tions equipment market, we have not drawn any conclusions regard-
ing the competitiveness of the market's structure. We.note that
FCC has decided to relax prite/earnings regulation for AT&T's'
equipment offerings while still subjecting them to regulation
under a separate subsidiary approach. This approach is dis-
cussed in chapter 6.

et,

WILL.THE COMMON CARRIER INDUSTRY
BECOME WORKABLY COMPETITIVE?

Our analysis of the structure of the telecommunications
service market, indicates that a competitive market does not-now
exist. The status of the equipment market is less clear. Both
markets ate experiencing the impact of rapid techhological changes
which has reduced economies of scale and expanded markets beyond
the traditional telephone and telegraph services and the black
dial telephone. These changes strongly suggest that a coMpeti-
tive market will continue to develop and raise the question of
when particular markets and submarkets will be competitive enough
that regulation of dominant carriers cab be modified or relaxed.

We have attempted to develop some prognosis for future
competitive developments through talks with officials at FCC, the
Office of Technology Assessment, ,and the Department of Commerce's
National TelecommUnications and Information Administration, con-
sultants in the telecommunications industry, and officials of the

1/The data developed by the Office of Technology Assesament is
based on shipments of terminal equiPment units rather than reve-
nues, as was used in our services market discussion. This data
is, divided into four broad supplier categories--manufacturers
captive to telephone operating companiea; long-term U.S. manu-
facturers not associated %jab a telephone operating company; new
U.S. based terminal equipment entrants; and firms importing
foreign equipment for -le in the United States.

2/Private branch exchanges are terminal equipment which allow
for communications within a particular location. A typical
exchange would be a switchboard used by a business or apart-
ment building for handling communications on the premises.

1'
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established and other common carriers. These taiks focused pri-
marily on the serVices market. We discussed barriers to entry,
expecteq'merger'activity, and potential new entrants. On balance,
none of these factors.will preclude the development of a com-
petitive environment althougl they do suggest that competitive
developments.will not be rapid and the number of firMs in.the
industry will probably never be large.

Barriers to entry

Apart from the legal restriction on entry, mhich,FCC and the
courts have relaxed for interstate communications, a major
barrier to entry is the amcunt of capital required to construct
a viable communications network. This barrier was cited by
several officials we contacted. Its significance can be seen
in the range of annual expenditures of the existing carriers.
For example, AT&T spent al5out $11.3 billion in 1980 to maintain
and improve its network. New entrants.like MCI and Satellite
Business Systems have reportedly spent about.$350 million and
$500 million, respectively, for their facilities. These high
costs of entry have led many observers to suggest that the
number of carriers who own their own facilities would never be I

very large and that it would take a considerable period of time
before effective competition develops.

0

One former FCC official expressed the view that the amount
of capital needed to get started might be reduced if carriers
constructed regional rather than nationwide networks. This
would increase the number of entrants owning their facilities.
State Public Utility Commissions regulate entry into their
States; therefore, to build a regional network, the carriers

. must overcome the legal entry barriers provided by State regu-
lation. Further, other officials we spoke with expressed doubt
regarding the viability of regional carriers because they felt
only a nationwide network could attract sufficient customers to
meet the costs of ccinstructing a network. Concern was also
exPressed by several officials that increasing crowding of
frequency spectrum for both terrestrial microwave and satellite
facilities might limit the number of carriers owning their
facilities.

The required amount of captial to provide resale (includ-
ing value-added) ,services was generally viewed as considerably
lower. Rapid growth and vigorous competiti6n is anticipated
among value-added carriers in the enhanced services submarket.
The outlook for pure resale carriersthose canriers not adding
value to communications:services they offer but just taking
advantage of discountS offered by carriers mho own their facil-
ities--was more guarded4 Many observers felt resale carriers':
deperidence primarily on other carriers' fac4lities and pricing

, stfategies for existence would make them something of a transi,-
tory presence, in the market.

4 4:
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An additional crucial barrier to carriers seeking to enter
the services market is interconnection to the local network and
the charge which is assessed for this interconnection. This area
is discussed in chapeer 8.

Mergers and acquisitions

A pattern of mergers and acquisitions could reduce the
absolute number of Competitors in the services market, although
it may serve to make the remaining competitors more viable. Al-
ready several mergers and acquisitions have occurred. Most prom-
inene was the merger of GTE, the largest independent telephone
company with Telenet, a major value-added carrier. Satellite,
Business Systems çepresents a partnership of Communications
Satellite Corpora ion, International Business Machines ed6bra-
tion, and Aetna C suaIty and Surety Company. Other actions in-
clude the acquisition of 50 percent of American Satellite,Co. by

, Continental Telephone Corporation:" .

Potential new entrts

Considerable, ettention has focused,on new firms proposing
to enter the telecOmmuncations industry in response to its ex-,
pected rapid growth. One cited example is'Xerox Corporation
which.has proposed a digital network (referred to ag X-TEN) which
will cover about 200 cities. This network will use satellite
facilities for interexchange services and will use rooftop ter-
restial microwave' facilities to bypass the local exchange network.
Xerox, however, in May 1981 announced it would not pursue this
network with further investment. Consequently, the future of
this network is not clear. Exxon Corporation is also viewed as
a potential market entrant as a logical extension of its involve-
me t in the terminal equipment submarket.

FAC ORS WHICH CAN FU THER
THE,DEVELOPMENT OF C MPETITION \..

Based on our review, we believe the trendi towardcompetitive
service and equipmenl markets are established. These trends re-
flect the impact of technological Change on the telecommunications
industry, and the su sequent decisions by FCC and the courts to
allow new entry. In allowing new entry FCC has recognized the
benefits of competitionincreased innovation, the introduction
of new techniques and services, potentialry lower costs, and in-
creased responsiveness on the part of'the existing carriers.
Having set the industry on the road to a tore competitive struc-

, ture, FCC needs to establish an industry analysis function to
monitor the industry andithe growth of competition.

If it wishes to endorse the trend toward competition, the
Congress may want to amend the Communications Act to direct FCC
to rely on competition to achieve the act'z broad policy goals
and to allow FCC,to relax regulation for those Carriers which it
finds do not possess market power.
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FCC needs an industry
Analysis function

FCC must be in a position to an yze information regarding
market structure, barriers to entry, àc d other an'
analysis of the domestic common carrier stry. Such analysis,
we believe, represents an important input into the establishment
of appropriate regulatory policies and programs and initiatinig
legislative change. For example, the regulatory constraints
placed on a particular carrier should reflect the market power
that the carrier possesses in the relevant markets and submarkets
in which it operates. Where a carrier is dominant'and the po-
tential for abusing its market power exists, the Commission
should continue to regulate. Conversely, where a particular
firm does not possess market power the full range of regulatory
requirements is not warranted. The particular regulatory ap-
proaches used--traditional price/earnings regulation, cost allo-
cation requirements, separate subsidiaries add their attendant
conditions--should flow from a comprehensive, ongoing analysis
of the industry. Finally, the assessment of the success of
policy initiatives to promote competition must ultimately rest
on an analysis of their effects on the industry's structure--
haS the industry become more competitive?

The Economics Division in the ComMon Carrier Bureau is
responsible for conducting and coordinating ecbnomic research
required for the developpent of common carrier regulatory po-
licies including such guBjects as industry structure and com-
petition. The division is also responsible for developing
.guidelines for evaluatidg the economic performance of the in-
dustry. These' responsibilities, however, are not being carried
out. For, example, in developing the industry structure data
presented preyiously, we found that no such information was being
prepared-or collected by the division or anywhere else in the
Bureau. Division economists-responsibLe for industry data col-
lection told us that developing,comprehensive market share, data
using FCC information would be difficult because in some cases
detailed market data is not reported, and in other cases, such as
for Domestic Satellite Carriers and value-added carriers, no sys-
tem of accounts has been approved and, consequently, FCC receives
no regular financial reports from these carriers. Beyond the col-
lection of such basic data, we found that no group of individuals
is engaged in analyzing the industry.

Economists in the Economics Division, analysts on the Program
Evaluation Staff, add a former Bureau Chief have all Acknowledged
that this key function does not exist. 'The former Bureau Chief
also stated that the lack of industry analysis ih the Commission's
decisions, in particular, the Second Computer Inquiry, has re-
flected the absence of this function. We agree. For example, the
assessment of"the competitiveness of the terminal equipmentmarket
in the Second Computer Inquiry was based largely on less than com-
plete information. No data on relevant market or submarket Shares
was presented.
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We believe the principal contributing factor to this
situation has been the fact that the Economics Division has
been in a state of turmoil over the past several years. There
has been a continual turnover of Division Chiefs and prior to
November 1980 no full-time Oivision Chief for over a year. In
'this leadership vacuum, Division economists have tended to
become involved in projects which reflected their personal in-
terests, and the industry analysis function has been neglected.

The former Bureau Chief had initiated an effort to improve
this situation. This involved identifying the industry data
collected by the Bureau and determining what information is
necessary as part of an industry analysis process. A new quar-
terly report on carrier market structure and carrier financial
conditions wa's developed and the first ieport was, issued in
May 1981. FCC has also taken some steps to consolidate in the
Economics Division information'on the various reports the Com-
mission'receives from the carriers.

c

While collecting information is'an important first step,
we believe the Bureau needs to establish a group responsible for
ongoing analysis of the industry. This group's analysis would
serve' as the foundation for future Commission decisions oniregu-
latory policies for dominant and nondominant carriers as well as
a basis for, eialuating the impait of Commission policies designed
to foster competition.

Congress can facilitate
competition's development by
amending the Communications Act

4.

According to the broad policy goals of the Communications
Act, FCC is to regulate communications to make available a rapid,
efficient communications service with adequate facilities at'
reasonable,charges. FCC's decisions allowing competition have
flowed from its determination that a competitive environment would
facilitate achieving the act's policy, goals. While these deci-
sions have been sustained by the courts, several attempts have
been made to legislatively limit the development of competition.
In particular, the established carriers supported legislation in
the 94th and 95th Congresses to affirm a,.regulated monopoly in
all markets in which they operate. In recent years, however,
these carriers have altered their view to an acceptance of com-
petition as the appiopriate long-run structUre for the industry.
Legislation introduced in the,last Congress'and the cutrent Con-
gress contain provisions which in essence would codify FCC's and
the courts' decisions supporting competition.

If the Congress wishes to 'support the-trend toward competi-
tion and endorse the decisions reached by FCC and the courts in
favor of competition, we believe,the Congress needs to amend title
I of the Communications Act'to"direct FCC to rely on competition
and the private sector to the maximum extent possible to achieve
the overall goals-of the act.
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Where firms do not possess market power, we believe the kind
of pervasive regulation applied to a dominant carrier is not war-
ranted. FCC has recognized these facts in its Docket 79-252 pro-
ceeding and is attempting to relax regulatory requirements for
competitive carriers. FCC is attempting this "deregulation"
through what it believes are several novel interpretations of the
Communications Act. Certai,carriers like MCIor Southern Pacific
Communications Co., which were found to not have market power
would no longer be defined as common carriers and would no longer
be subject to title II regulation. Other carriers, like Western
Union, which we noted earlier in this chapter, have market power
in certain market sectors but not others would still be defined
as common carriers but FCC would "forebear" from regulating under
title II the nondominant aspects of their business.

According to an attorney in the Policy and Program Planning
Division controversy exists regarding whether FCC can take this
proposed action, and several existing Commissioners have raised
doubts about the appropriateness of this overall approach. Even
if approved by the Commission this overall approach will likely
be litigated 'over several years. Further, the "definitional"
aspect may beget other problems. For example, under FCC's spec-
trum allocation rules, common carriers are given key portions of
the frequency spectrum which are better in quality than other
portions. The issue is, therefore, raised whether previously de-
fined common carriers would still have rights to these portions
of the frequency spectrum after the Commission had defined them
not to be common carxiers.

We believe that the thrdst of the Commission's actions is
correct. Deregulating carriers without market power will reduce
the costs of regulation for these carriers and society as a whole..
Further, as subsequent chapters will demonstrate, much needs to
be done, including the more appropriate application of personnel
resources, to improve FCC's Tegulation of dominant common car-
riers. By freeing nondominant carriers from.title II regula-
tion, FCC can simultaneously release scarce'Common Carrier Bureau
resources for regulation of dominant carriers. The Congress by
amending title II of the CommunicatOns.Act to allow FCC, upon a
finding that it is in the public interest, to exempt any carrier
from any or all provisions of title II will provide the certainty
FCC needs to shift the focus of its regulation.

CONCLUSIONS

Domestic common carrier telecommunications is in the midst
of an evolution--from a highly monopolized structure to a com-
petitive structure. Rapid technological change has been at the
heart of this evolutionreducing barriers to entry into the in-
dustry and expanding market opportunities for a variety of firms.
FCC and the courts have reacted'to the impact of technological
change by removkng regulatory restrictions on entry and, as a
result, numerous firms have entered the industry.
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We believe the trends toward competitive service and equip-
ment'markets are established. From our analysis, it does not
appear that competition has developed to the point that the tele-
communications services market can be considered.competitive.
Detailed analysis of whether domestic common carriers are domi-
naRt and poSsess sufficient market power that regulation should
be4applied or relaxed, however, needs to be done by FCC. To
fa4litate such analysis, gcc needs to establish an industry
analysis group to monitoi and report on developments in the in-,
dustry and the growth of competition. This group would assemble -
and analyze information on Ktlich carriers were dominant and which
were nondominant so that the,appropriate regulatoiy programs and
policies can be applxed to 'these carriers. This group's analysis
would also serve as a basis for measuring the effectiveness of '

FCC's policies designed to foster and encourage competition.

In the equipment market, competition in some sectors is more
highly developed. Reflecting this situation, FCC has decided to
relax price/earnings regulation for AT&T's equipment offerings
while still subjecting them to regulation under a separate sub-
sidiary approach. (See ch. 6.)

If the Congress-TdiShes to endorse the trend toward competition
and Ihe decisions reached-by. FCC and the courts in favor of com-
petition, we believe the Congress needs to amend title I of the
Communications Act to direct FCC to rely on competition and the
private sector to the maximum extent possible to achieve the over-

. all goals of the act.

We believe deregulating carriers without market power is an
appropriate regulatory approach which will reduce the costs of
regulation for these carriers and society as a whole. By focus-
ing its regulation.on dominant carriers, FCC can optimize the use
of its regulatory resources. The Congress can facilitate this
shift in regulatory focus by amending title II of the Communica-
t,ions Act to allow FCC to exempt any carrier from any or all
provisions of title II when it finds such exemption is in the
public interest. By'reducing the uncertainti surrounding FCC's
ability to exempt carriers Congress would allow FCC to relax its
regulation of nondominant carriers and focus its attention on
dominant firms.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

If the Congress wishes to endorse the development of com-
petition, we recommend that the Congress

--amend title I of the Communications Act to direct FCC to
rely on competition and the private sector to the maximum
extent possible to achieve the overall goals of the act.

--amend title II of the COmmunications Act to allow FCC, upon
a finding that it is in the public interest, to exempt any
carrier,froth any or all provisions of title II.



RECOMMENDATION TO THE CHAIRMAN, FCC

We recommend that the Commission establish within,the Common
Carrier Bureau an industry analysis section, whose analyses should
provide a framework for future Commission decisions for regulating
dominant and nondominant carriers in light of changihg market con-
ditions and would enable the Commission to measure the effective-
ness of its policies designed to foster and encourage competition.

4.

4
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CHAPTER 3

PRICE/EARNINGS REGULATION--

ITS APPLICATION BY FCC

To carry out its responsibilities for regulating telecom-
munications common carriers under the Communications Act of 1934,
FCC has used a form of price/earnings regulation which relies
on rate,of return/rte base regulation. Under this system a
regulatory agency attempts to simulate,a competitive outcome by
limiting a regulated firm's revenues to its cost of service, in-
cluding a reasonable return on investment. This involves deter-
mining the firm's reasonable costs of plant (rate base) and' ex-
penses and the prices which it should charge for its products and
services to cover its costs and provide a fair return to invdstors.

FCC's administration of rate of return/rate base regulation
has focused on establishing rates of return. However, rate of re-
turn proceedings have been long and complex*fleading some critics
to suggest the possible use'of modified procedures.

FCC has, on the Other hand,,paid relatively little attention
to carrier investment costs and expenses. Apart from one large,
formal investigation of AT&T's rate base and expenses, conducted
in the mid-1970s, FCC has reviewed these items only on an informal
"continuing surveillance" basis. Little effort, however, haa been
devoted to carrying out this surveillance. As a result, FCC has
exercised little control over rate base and expense items and has
not addressed many-of the problems raised in the one formal
inITstigation.

While we believe that FCC can take certain actions to improve
its administration of rate of return/rate base regulation, we also
recognize that because of the nature and magnitude of the tasks
involved no such regulatory approach can ever bd expected to fully
simulate a competitive outcome. Further, while alternative regula-
torY approaches have been proposed, and some.tried by State com-
missions (see app. IX), no one aPproach has yet emerged which seems
cleatly more effective than rate of return/rate base regulation.

As the industry becomes more workably competitive, relaxation
of price/earnings rgegulation needs to be vigorously pursued. How-
ev.er, in the interilit FCC will still need to continue its applica-
tion of rate of return/rate base regulitiOn to services.not sub-
ject to effective competition and provided by dominant carriers.

To better enable FCC to carry out its regulatory responsi-
bilitieb as a more competitive environment evolves, we believe,
that FCC can take several actions including:

--Initiating a proceeding to explore,tchanges needed to
facilitate and improve its process for setting a rate of
return.
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--Increasing the scope of its audit program.

--Coordinating 44th State regulatory' commissions.

In addition, we believe the Congress needs to clarify FCC's
regulatory authority by amending section 214 of the Communications
Act of 1934 td give FCC explicit authority to require carriers to
submit for approval plans for the .construction of any facilities
subject to its jurisdiction and to allow FCC to require carriers
to file long-term facilities construction plans.

CONCEPTS OF PRICE/EARNINGS REGULATION

In-industries where One firm ,has been, able to achieve
monopoly power, economic theory has suggested that the firm be /
subject ,to some form of price/earnings regulation. Without such
regulation, the fiEm's natural profit-making incentives would be
expected to lead it to charge higher prices and produce less out-
put than if it were subject to effective competition. Regulatory
intervention, thus, attempts to simulate a competitive outcome
by restricting the firmvs prices Which should, in turn lead to
increased production.

Some form of price/earnings regulation has been frequently
applied to firms which age considered public utilities--those
which produce gas, electricity, water, and communications: uch
regulation is often mandated under Federal or St'ate 1

Such anapproach is contained in title:II of the Communica-
tions Act of 1934 which gives FCC the authority and responsibility
for carrying out a price/earnings regulatory program for ineer-
state,communications common carriers. For example, title II con-
taint a variety of provisions which may be used to constrain mar-
ket power through control over prices charged; control over con-
struction; prohibitions on discrimination in Charges, practices,
or services; and requirements dealing with terms of services.

The Communications Act does not explicitly set forth a
specific price/earnings regulatory system which must be used by
FCC. It does, however, contain the basic elements of a rate of
return/rate base regulatory system, such as is frequently used
to regulate public utilities. It is this system which FCC has
used to regulate domestic common carriers.

Principles of rate of
return/ rate base regulation

Under the Communications Act of1934, FCC has attempted to
limit the profits and review the operations of telecommunications
common carriers through a system of rate of return/rate base
regulation. Under this system, FCC tries to limit a regulated
carrier's revenues to those necessary to cover its cost of serv-
ice, including funds needed to pay reasonable interest payments
and dividends to investors. The amount of funds which a Carrier
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is allowed to take in during a given year is called its revenue
requirement.

A carrier's revenue requirement may be broken into,two
primary elements: (1) its-legitimate business expenses--operating
expenses, depreciation, and taxes--and (2) a fair return on the
property which is used in-proviaing services to the public'. This
latter amount can be computed by multiplying the net or depreci-
ated valuation of the carrier's property (rate base), times its
cost of securing capital (rate of return).

To determine a firm's revenue requirement, a regulatory
agency must, therefore, be involved in two major activities.
First, it must determine what constitutee a fair rate of return.
Second, it must oversee rate base and expense items to ensure
that they represent only those costs which the firm needs to
incur to provide service.

The rate of return which a firm is allowed to'earn shoUld be
equivalent to that arned by other firms with cqmparable business
risks. In determining this return the agency must take into ac-
count three main factors--the firm's cost of debt, its cost of
equity and its capital structure. Establishing_the firm's cost
of equiey--the return which should be paid to stockholders--is
gdnerally the most difficult task.

Determihing a fair rate of return will, however, not alone
ensure that a firm's rates are reasonable. The agency must also
determine which investments and expenses incuired lAt the firm
are actually necessary to provide service to the public. (See
app. V.)

After the firm's revenue requirement is determined, fates
for the various services offered by the firm must be established
to realize the total amount of revenue required. These rates
are, in the/case of terecommunications firms,contained in tar-
iffs, which^ere filed with FCC. To protect all of the firm's
customers, the agency must examine these rates, otherwise the
firm would be free to.price discriminate--i.e., to price its
services to arbitrarily favor one class of customer over another.
The incentives for a firm to engage in such price discrimination
are enhanced when it faces competition in certain market sectors.
(See ch. 4.)

Problems with rate of
return/rate base regulation

Although rate of return/rate base regulation has been widely
used by regulatory agencies, questions exist conderning whether
it'can ever come close to achieving its goal of keeping rates at
a competitive level or even whether the benefits of such regula-
tion outweigh its costs. For a rate of return/rate base regula-
tory syttem to function effectively, the regulatory egency must
supervise the firm's costs as well as constrain its liaLrofits._. In
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addition, the agency must pay attention to the firm's quality of
service ca)s well.as its performance--for example, its innovation
and efficiency--since the firm may lack the spur of effective
competition in all markets.

Gfven the size'of many monopoly firms, particularly one as
large as AT&T, the task confronting the agency is forMidable es-A
pecially since costs and market conditions change over time as
the result of technological change or change in consumer demand,
for example. Also, the imposition of profit constraints on a
firm may dause,its incentives to differ Irom those of a competi-
tive firm, thus, exacerbating the need for regulatory supervision
of its activities. Among the undesirable incentives which econ-
omists have attributed to limiting a firm's profits are the
following:

--The firm may excessively expand its rate base.

--The firm may be less cost conscioUs.

--The firm may be less innovative.'

--The firm may try to evade regulation and enter unregulated
or loosely regulated markets.

These incentives are discussed in appendix VI.

;6's EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH
AND MONITOR RATES OF RETURN

In administering its rate of return/rate base regulatory
.program, FCC is responsible for establishing rates of return for
-carriers under its jurisdiction and for monitoring carriers' ac-
tual ratet of return between formal rate prOdeedings. Through
these. efforts, FCC attempts-to ensure that a carrier has the
opportunity to obtain the revenues which it needs to cover its
cost of service without.allowing,it to earn excess profits.
FCC's'efforts in this regard have focused primarily on the inter-
state operations of AT&T. Carriers', intrastate operations ate
regulated' by the States.

Establishing rates of
retUrn--a complex, lengthy
and costly.process

Since 1965, FCC has been involved in four proceedings to es-
tablish a fair rate of re urn for AT&T and its associated opera-
ting coMpanies' interstate an foreign operations--each of which
involved the use of ttial like evidentiary hearings. .These pro-.
cee gs--Docliets 16258, 19129, 20376, and '79-63were initiated

;
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in 1965, 1970, 1975, and 1979, respectively. 1/ Before that
time, AT&T's rate of return was set on an infOrmal basis.

-

In each of these four proceedings, it has taken FCC about 1
to 2 years to issue a final decision. The most recent proceed-
ing, Docket 79-63, was initiated in March 1979, when AT&T filed
a petition calling for an increase in its authorized rate off,re-
turn. An initial decision was issued by an FCC administrative
law, judge on January 30, 1981, and the Commissionls final deci-
sion was made on April 6, 1981.

Rate of return proceedings have been complex, lengthy, and
cos ly. For example, during the hearings in connection with
phase I of Docket 19129, which dealt with rate of return is-
sues, some 33 volumes of transcript were taken. In Docket 20376,
which focused almost exclusively on AT&T's cost of equity, the
record consisted of over 1,400 pages of transcript and some lop
exhibits.

An FCC official told us that they had not documented the
costs incurred by FCC in carrying out rate of return proceedings.
We were told, however, that as of March 1981 approximately 53
person-months had be,pn spent on Docket 79-63, mostly at the
GS-15 level. 2/ This estimate did not include time spent by
the administrative law judge assigned to the proceeding or time
spent by Common Carrier Bureau staff involyed in preljaring a
final decision. In addition to staff time, FCC spent $70,000

oon consultant services.

Although rate of return proceedings have been long, complex,
and costly, a number of officials we spoke with believed that
they were necessary. The primary r&Iftsons cited for using such
formalized proceedings for determiffhg rates of return are that
they are.ndeded to ensure that the carrier receives "due procest"
and "equal protection of the law" 3/ and they allow detailed
examination of all evidence presented by all interested parties.

A number of officials we spoke wIth, however, were critical
of the rate of return setting process, noting that:

1/The basic process followed by FCC in conducting a rate of return
proceeding is described in appendix VII.

2/A GS-15 employee presently earns approximately $45,000-$50,000
per annum. Fifty-three person-months at an average salary
level of $47,500 would total approximately $210,000. The
agency would, however, also incur related overhead costs.

3/The constitutional rights of due process and equal protection
of the law have been cited by the U.S. Supreme Court in con-
nection with rate cases. See, for example, Chicago, M. &
St.P.Ry. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U.S. 418, 458 (4,889).°
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--The process produces no adequate standards which may be
used to determine from the ,evi'dence presented which
evaluation of a fair rate of return is correct.

--FP etermination of rates,of return applies only to
inter tate operations. Similar proceedings must also be-
conducted before State commidsions in which the.carrier
operates.

--The prOcess fails to focuson important aspects of
carEier performance, such as efficiency and-productivity.

Obiective standards to
determine rateeof return
do not exist .

In spite of the time and effort which has gone into 'rate of
return proceedings both before FCC and other similar regulatory
commissions, no objective and-unequivocal method for correctly -

determining a firm's rate of return has emerged. Instead the
Commission must rely on its judgment to evaluate the presenta-
tions of various parties to the proceeding and to weigh their
merits. Such a task is far from simpleisince, as economist -

Alfred E. Kahn has noted, participants in such proceedings "have
become increasingly skilled And assiduous in developing prolonged,
complex, and inconclusive testimony" on the proper measurement
of a firm's cost of capital. 1/

Since an unequivocal determination of a carrier's rate of
return cannot be reached even after lengthy hearings, some dis-.
agreement exists concerning whether the existing rate Of,return
procedures are necessary or whether some alternative means for
setting a rate of return might be used. In its decision in
Docket 20376 the Commission stated that it believed the inform-
ation contained in the hearing record was indeed useful in -
allowing it to reach a decision on AT&T'S rate of return. For
example, it stated that while no one method for determining the.
appropriate cost of equity can.be determinative, presentations
of alternative methods serve as "useful tools" in enabling it
to use its judgment.

Other persons we spoke with believed that some modifica-
tions in existing rate of return procedures are possible. For
example, a former Common Carrier Bureau-Chief-believed-FCC could
streamline the rate of return setting process :through the use of
a-rulemaking which could narrow the areas of contention and
establfsh a specific policy or procedure for settihg carriers'
rates of return. Alternative approaches which could be con-
sidered include the establishment of a "risk premium"--an ad-
ditional percentage return which a carrier would be allowed to

1/Alfred E. Kahn, "The Economics of Regulation: Principles
and Institutions." New York: John Miley & Sons, Inc., 1970:
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earn,based on the relative risk associated the carriers'
securities--which would be added to the return on more-or-less
risk free investments, such as Government bonds,' to determine
the carrier's rate of return, or a requirement that all parties
in rate of return prOCeedingb file their estimates of cost of
equity in a, format designated by the Commission.'

In 1976, the Federal Power Commission (currently the
Federal...Energy Regulatory Commission) had sought to expedite
its own consideration of Irate of return cases by establishing
a uniform format to determine the cost of equity capital for
natural gas pipeline companies and public utilities as well as .

establishing a set of evidentiary criterla to be used in fixing
rates of return. This would have reqUired parties to present
their estimates of cost of equity capital in terms of a dis-
counted cash flow format, 1/ although alternative methods,could
be submitted in addition. A/Federal Energy Regulatory Commis-
sion official told us that this policy was intended to facili-
tate the Commissioners' ability to make rate of return deter-

, minations. However, due to opposition to the policy change, no
action has been,taken on it.

-

An,economist in the_Common Carrier Bureau's Economics
Division who is involved in rate of return activities told us
that while he did not believe FCC could alleviate the need for
evidentiary hearings in.rate.of return cases entirely, he be-
lieved that FCC could talm action to r%Ouce their frequency:4.
He believed that FCC could through a rulemaking establish a
procedure whereby specific models could be used to monitor the '

cost of capital between formal rate of return proceedings. As
changes in cost of capital occurred, modifications could be made
in a carrier's rate of return. He estimated that the use of

' such an apprbach could have delayed the nee f the Docket
7963 rate of return proceeding by approxima ely)1 to 1-1/2
ears.

Rate og return responsibility
divided between FCC and State
commissions

AnOther limitation of the present rate of return setting
procedures is that,FCC's determinations apply,only to a cirrier's
interstate operations. EaCh ot the State commissions in which a
carrier .operates must also make rate of return determinations for
intrastate operations under its jurisdiction; This can be costly..
For example, AT&T told us that it .could not determine the costs

1/The discounted cash flow,formula which the Commission
proposed to use was:

Rate of return on = Annual dividend Growth rate
equity capital Market price .+ of dividends
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involved for all of its companies to participate in rate of returnproceedings; however, AT&T estimated that it Nould spend about.'
$1,200.1000-in 1980 on fees for putside witnesses and consultantsin sucH' proceedings. . AT&T also stated that most of the time of
its_ginancial Requirements Section is spent on such matters.The salaries and expenses for this section totaled about $525 000in 1980.

While consolidation of suci rate of return proceedings would
appear to be desirable in terms of eliminating duplication
of effort, one.carrier noted several,barriers which would firsthave to be overcome:

- -Different State commissions use varying standards and
procedures in conduCting rate of return cases.

- -Earnin9s vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and, thus,
the need for rate intreases will'occueat different timesin different States.

- -Different operations experience different risks, and
therefore require different rates of return.

While other parties we spoke\with agreed that it would bedifficult to consolidate rate of return hearings, some suggestedthat greater coordination was poss. le between FCC and State com-missions. Potential opportunities or inbreased coordination inthis area which were suggested,incljided exchanging rate caseinformation and establishing a Fed ral-State Joint Board which
would collect cost,of capital info4nation. The infbrmation
could then be used by various comm sions in.setting rates ofreturn.

Rate of return proceedings
do not focus on performance i

A further problem which hastbeen raised with the existingrate of return setting process i that the process fails toeffectively focus bn what shouldf be a major concern of regula-
tory policy--the performance of the firm. While the-establish-'Tient of a fair rate of return can effectively limit a firm's
profits while enabling the firm; to 'obtain needed capital, itdoes little to ensure cost efftciency. It may instead distort
a firm's natural incentives and encourage inefficient iniesttent.

- *--The fact that FCC's rate lof return procedures have not ef-
fectively focused 6n carrier terformance was noted by two Com-
missioners in FCC's first AT& tate of return proceeding, Docket16258. One Commissioner notO that while the record in the pro-ceeding consisted of "the.treditional stuff, of ratemaking deci-sions," it did not get at the heart of the matter--providing thecompany incentives to achieve efficiency and economy in itsoperation. Another Commistioner also pointed out the need forgreater focus on AT&T's performance and questioned whether that
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end'could be Accomplish d directly--for example, through the use
of some type of perform nce standards rather than 'by beating
around the bush of corm ntional public utility financial
issues."

In the subsequent r te of return proceeding, Docket 19129,
FCC used a procedure whi h was ostensibly intended to deal with
AT&T's performance to soI4e extent by encouraging AT&T efficiency
and productivity. In th's proceeding, FOC used what was termed
a "conscious use of regulatory lag." This allowed AT&T to earn
an additional 0.5-percent tate of return if it could be achieved
through additional effici ncy or productiyityAains. 1/ SpeCifi-
cally, in Docket 19129, F C allowed AT&T-to file tariffs designed
to produce an overall 8.5 percent rate of return. However, FCC
stated that if AT&T were ble to achieve a 9-percent rate of re-

'turn through efficiency an productivity gains, FCC would take no
regulatory action. FCC al o established a 0.5-percent range in
AT&T's rate of return in D cket 20376.

While AT&T has been able to earn a rate of return in exCess
of the minimum level estabrshed by FCC, FCC has not taken any

I;

action to determine whether such returns have resulted from im-
provements in efficiency an productivity or from other factors.
FCC officials recognized, however, that such increases in AT&T's

',tate of return could result from changes in market conditions or
'inaccurate tariff filings, as well as from productivity and ef-
ficiency increases. At the Same time, they acknowledged that no
investigation has been undertaken to determine the reason for
such increases. A former ColOmon Carrier Bukeau Chief stated that
he believed the 0.5-percent llowance in the rate of return
was not really aimed at incr asing efficiency and productivity,
but rather it was intended t simply allow FCC more time be-
tween rate of return cases.

In a September 1979 Hearing Order in AT&T's most recent rate
of return proCeeding, Docket 79-63, FCC indicated that a range
for AT&T's rate of return waS not at issue in the proceeding.

.
Rather, a separate proceeding would be initiated to consider an
allowance for efficiency and productivity. As of August 1981, no
such proceeding had yet been initiated. In its April 1981 deci-
sion in Docket 79-63 the Commission decided, ,however, to allow a
0.25 percent range in AT&T's rate of return. This range was, how-
ever, established to reflect the volatility in current economic
and financial conditions--rather than being tied to productivity
and efficiency.

1/In Docket 16258 FCC al*so allowed a 0.5-percent range in AT&T's
rate of return; however, its order did not specify that AT&T
could only achieve the upper level through efficiency gains.
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Common Carrier Bureau officials told us that they believed
an examination of AT&T's productivity and efficiency would be aworthwhile endeavor. In'this regard, the Economics Division Chief
and Economic Studies Branch Chief stated that while suchan inves-tigation may not lead to the development of any hard and fast
productivity measures, they believed that it would nonetheless bevaluable in assessing the effects of regulation on ATeT's per-
formance. A Division economist involved in rate,of return activi-
ties believed, however, that FCC could come up with productivity
and efficiency measures to be used in regulating AT&T. 1/

FCC's monitoring of the rate of
return--what policy is appropriate?

In addition to establishing a fair rate of return for AT&T
in formal rate of returd proceddingsA.(FCC also attempts to monitor
the'carrier's realized rates of return between rate proceedings.Various other financial informabion is also collected. The aimof the activity is to determine whether AT&T has exceeded its
authorized rate of return or whether changes in cost of capital
necessitate the initiation of a rate proceeding if, for example,,
a significant drop in the cost of capital should occur.. In 1979,
an occurrence took place which focused attention on this functionand raised questions concerning'the policies which FCC should'
follow in carrying out its rate of ;eturn responsibilities. This
was FCC's determination that AT&T had apparently exceeded its
authorized rate of return in 1978.

AT&T's 1978 excess earnings

In early, 1979 FCC determined that AT&T appeared to have
exceeded its authorized rate of return As specified in Docket20376. In that Docket FCC had authorized AT&T an overall rate
of return of 9..5 percent plus an additional 0.5 percent which
could be achieved through increased productivity and efficiency.According to FCC a report issued by AT&T in January 1979 showedits ratio of net earnings to average net investment for, 1978 was10.22 pefcent. FCC stated that this equated to an excess earnings
of $99 million above the authorized 10 percent maximum. Furtherstudy of the matter led to questions, however, concerning whether 'athe figure contained in the report was accutrate or whether a
different figureswas correct.

In October 1979, FCC issued a notice of inquiry into the
excess-earnings issue. In the notice FCC asked for comments onthe following questions:

1/Common Carrier Bureau officials told us in July 1981 that theyplan to explore carrier productivity and efficiency in connec-tion iiith the application of FCC's section 214 authority.
This issue is to be taken up in a planned extension of the
Competitive Carrier Rulemaking (Docket 79-252).
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--What is the appropriate time period over which FCC should
consider AT&T's'earnings--a calendar year or some other

period?

--What measurement of AT&T's rate of return. should FCC ute?

--Had AT&T exceeded its authorized rate of return for 1978
and, if so, by what amount?

--What action, if any, should FCC take regarding any excess

earnings?

In th notice, FCc also discussed more broadly the policies

it should ollow iir-thl;pe instances in which carriers earn above

their all wed rates of-"return. For example, FCC questioned
whether Sie rate of return prescription _should be,vieWed solely
as a'utarget" earnings rate which individual tariffs would be,
designed to achieve and, if so, whether it should prescribe tar-
iffs if the earned rate of return varied from the prescribed rate

of retUrn. It also.asked whether a rate of return prescription
should provide an upper limit to the-earnings of a common carrier
with any excess revenues being returned to ratepayers.

As of August 1981, the Commission had yet to issue a decision
on what action it will take regarding the excess earnings. Some \

FCC
..of

officials we spoke with,
Commission action on this

in'this regard, believed that a lack
proceeding could undermine the cre-

dibility of theix rate of return regulatory program.

.FCC's REVIEW OF RATE
BASE AND EXPENSE ITEMS

FCC's efforts to review rate base and expense items during
the past decade have focused around a single proceeding--phage
II of Docket 19129. In this Docket FCC attempted to formally'and
comprehensively investigate AT&T's rate base and expenses as well
.#s other aspects of its operations. Both before the initiation
And after the termination of this Docket, FCC has instead usedran
informal "continuing surveillance" approach for rate base and ex-

penseatalysis. Under both approaches FCC has experienced con-
siderable difficulty in establishing any meaningful oversight'over
AT&T's operations.

0

Continuing surveillance

Several years after it$ creation, FCC adopted a program of
continuing surveillance to use in regulating interstate telephone

rates. This program was designed to use informal negotiation
between the FCC and AT&T in lieu of formal rate cases. It re-

quired AT&T to submit'various reports and applications to the
Commission, including applications to,construct interstate facili-

ties. In addition, FCC maintained field offices which were respnn-
sible for interpreting and monitoring compliance with accounting

.requirements and prescribing depreciation rates.
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. In October 1965, however, the Commission began a formal
inVestigatiOn. into AT&T's charges for interstate and foreign
coMmunications services. It initiated Docket 16258 which was in-
tended to examine a'wide range of matters, including the rate of'
return required by AT&T, the amounts prOperly includable as rate
base and expense items, and Other aspects of AT&T's operations.
-Docket.16258 ultimately did encompass an investigation of AT&T's
fair rate of return; howeverr-a formal review of rate base and
expense items Was4 in effect, postponed to a subsequent pror
Iceeding--Docket 19129, phase II.

'Docket 19129--phase II

Docket 19129 was initiated on. January 20, 1971, to investi-
gat,,the lawfulne§s of the.charges of AT&T and its associated
cómPfinies for interstate and foreign communications service.The investigation was divided into two'phases. Phase I was
limited primarily to the determination of a fair rate 'of re-turn on AT&T's'interstate services.- Phase II was aimed at
other'aspects of AT&T's operations, inckuding an investigation
of AT&T's revenue re4uirement. 1/

There vere approximately 50 FCC.staff conducting the
investigation--consisting of Common Carrier Bureau personnel and'part-time consultants.. AT&T supplied the-staff with over one
million pages of documents and Oternal records during the in-vestigation. Hearings were also 'held periodically during 1974
and,1975 during which some 16,000 pages of transcript were
recorded and almost 16,000 pages of exhibits presented. In addi-tion, FCC awarded several outside contracts to study AT&T opera--tic:ins. Cost of participation were, according to FCC,-approxi-
mately $4 million for thb FCC Trial Staff and.almost $6 millionfor AT&T.

The overall proceeding lasted over 6 years. An initial
decision was issued by the presiding FCC,administrative law judgein July 1976 and the)Commissioh's final decision was adopted inFebruary 1977.

FCC's investigation of AT&T's revenue requirement included
an examination of various plant and e]cpense accounts as well as
a review of such items as AT&T's construction program, the utili-zation of the interstate telephone network, and AT&Tis'internal
audit program. In carrying out the invetigation, FCC did not,
however, attempt to perform a complete audit of AT&T. Therefore,

. 0

1/The two other major areas considered in phase II dealt with (1)the relationship between Western Electric and the rest of AT&Tand (2) AT&T's long-distance (MTS). rate structure.
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the dollar amoUnts reported by AT&T for its plant items were
generally accepted as accurate. 1/

Lack of past oversight
hampers FCC's investigation

In spite of the time and effort expended during phase II
FCC experienced.considerable difficulty in determining the rea-
sonableness ok AT&T's rate base and expense itemsparticularly
those involving the largest expenditure of funds. As recognized
by FCC throughout the proceeding, these problems were greatly
compounded by.the lack of previous FCC oversight of puch items
under its continuing surveillance program. This is clearly il-
lustrated by FCC's-attempts to deal with AT&T's construction
program, its utilization of the interstate network and its
maintenance expenses. 2/

AT&T's construction program'

FCC's investigation of AT&T's construction program during
phase II revealed that past regulatory oversight had been inade-
quate and more extensive review would be required in the future.
In his initial decision in/phase II, the presiding aaministratiVe
law judge concluded that neither-FCC nor State,publib utility
commissions had exercfsed the necrssary,scrutiny over AT&T's con-
struction expenditures. This dearth of review of construction
expenditures by the'responsible regulatory agencies, he believed,
precluded them "from acting responsibly and decisively to problems
as they arise." In this regard, he added that reviews, by ost
State commissions were, at best, little more than informal dis-
cussions between commission staffs and company personnel a that
FCC review was, seemingly, even less in depth. In its final
cision,.the.Commission agreed that more effective review of the
construction program was needed in the future.

Network ufilization

The inadequacy of past FCC/review also hampered the_Cgmmis-
sion's ability to deal in Docket 19129 with problems relating to
AT&T's utilization of the interstate telecommunications network.,

1/During the test year of 1972 used in phase II, AT&T's interstatb
rate base, as specified in the Commission's final order, totaled
approximately $15.4 billion and its expenses approximately $5.3
billion. In 198p, AT&T's interstate rate base and expenses, in-

. cluding taxes, totaled approximately $29.2 billion and $13.7
billiDn, respectively.

4

2/FCC's actians and problems relating to various other rate base .

and expense items are discussed in appendix VIII. Issues re-
lating to AT&T's depreciation expense and its costs for in-
stalling telephones and other station apparatus are discussed
in chapter 7.
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While the record established during the proceeding)indicated that
the network had been underutilized during the test year of 1972,
FCC declined to take retroactive action since it believed its
own lack of oversight placed with it some responsibility for the
problem. Again FCC called for increased future oversight.

Because AT&T's efficiency in using the interstate toll
network directly impacts its rate base, regulatory ovetsight is
needed to ensure that the network operates at its lowest cost
and most efficient level. Such oversight includes a review-of
service standards and utilization'objectives developed by AT&T
and its adherence to them. If service standards are too high or
network utilization too low, an over-investment in facilities
would occur which would, in turn, increase the carrier's rate
base and revenue requirement. If, on the other hand, service
standards are too low or utilization too high, service problems

-could occur. Among other things, this could result in increased
congestion of facilities, particularly during hours of peak usage,
which would reduce a customer's ability to successfully complete
a telephona call.

In Doéket 19129, FCC questioned both the utilization
objectives established by AT&T and its actual utilization of the
network. It noted, in this regard, that AT&T had not justified
its network utilization standard as being reasonable for effec-
tive utilization of its interstate toll network. FCC also as-
serted that actual utilization of the network had been far below
even the objectives which AT&T had set. Tocompensate for this
undetutilization, the staff had recOmmended to the administrative
law judge a disallowaqce of $305.7-7illion from AT&T rate base.
While AT&T did not dispute the conc usion that the work had
been underutilized, it argued that uch underutilization had
occurred because high growth'rates 4ndemand for service which
had bnn forecast,did not materialize.

In its decision the Commission accepted the conclusion that
the interstate terephone network had been underutilizedl however,
it determined that a-retroactive disallowance of funds in the rate
base should not be made. The Commission stated that while AT&T
was partly responsible for the underutilization, because of its
responsibility for facilities authorization under section 214 of
the Communications Act, 1/ it must also bear a portion of the
blame. In this regard die presiding administrative lay judge had
noted that neither the Commission or its staff had ever conducted
an in depth study of network utilization. Thus, he believed
retroactive criticism in this matter was warranted only on a
showing of arbitrary'or capricious management.

1/Under section 214, before constructing or extending a communi-
cations 'line," carriers must obtain from FCC a certificate
that such action serves the public convenience or necessity.
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Although it declined to take retroactive action, the Commis-
sion stated that the issue of network utilization was vital and
increased regulatory vigilance in the future was needed. The
Commission directed the staff of the Common Carrier Bureau to
develop regular reporting requirements and changes to the section
214 authorization procedures which would permit better oversight
of network management and utilization. In the interim, it also
required AT&T to demonstrate as part of its regular section 214
justification, that any propoSed addition to the network would
not exacerbate underutilization of the network and to take
remedial action to_correct that which existed.

Maintenance expense 1

FCC's difficulty in reviewing rate base and expense items

was further demonstrated in its investigation of AT&T's mainte-
nance expenses. Maintenance expenses upresent the largest cate-
gory of interstate operating expenses--totaling about $1. "Mon
in 1972 or about 31 percent of al/ expenses (excluding taxes).
Although the Commission concluded that AT&T had not demonstrated
the reasonableness of such expenses, it found that evidence pre-
sented in the proceeding wps insufficient for it to disallow any
expenses from AT&T's revenue requirements.

In its-Pnge7ii-tation, FCC's staff noted several problems
relating to AT&T!s expenditures for maintenance expenses:

--Maintenance expenses had increased at a faster rate than
average plant from 1966 to 1973.

- -Certain maintenance functions' productivity had been
decreasing.

- -AT&T's operating companies maintenance expensep were
increasing at widely differing rates.

In addition, thevs.taff maintained that unless AT&T adequately
justified maintenance expenses,they should be disallowed.

In its decision, the Commission agreed that AT&T had not "in
any sense" demonstrated the reasonableness of its maintenance eX-
penditures. Rather,%it Said

"* * * the sole evidence AT&T offered was the'
existence of its maintenance accounts and the

. bald assertion that they were.reasonable and
necessary to the rendition of interstate tele-,
phone service."

The Commission found, however, that the staff had not developed
evidence which was sufficient to demonstate imprudence on the
Rart of AT&T--noting that the staff had rekied on an examination
of AT&T expense ratios rather than challenging the accuracy of

-maintenance figures.
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In his initial decision the presiding administrative lawjudge also concluded that the staff had "put too many eggs in.onebasket" in relying on an expense ratio analysis. He went on tonote that the problem of understanding and evaluating the prudenceof maintenance expenditures was both complicated and somewhatarcane in the sense that a great deal of subjective managementjudgments Were involved, and there was probably no one on the
COmmission's staff with a sufficient combined background áf
engineering, accounting, and technical management needed to fullygrasp and comprehend the subject. He added that until the Commis-sion could find or train the proper experts, it would obviouslybe at a marked disadvantage in the performance of its regulatory
responsibilities in the particular area of maintenance expenses.

The Commission stated that gxeater certainty in the area ofMaintenance expense was needed. Toward this end, it requiredAT&T to submit an affirMative plan for monitoring the performanceof its maintenance program. In August 1977, AT&T filed such a ._plan with FCC. However,,as noted on page 46 little if anyl furtheranalysis of this area has been undertaken by FCC.

The proceeding's
effectiveness and future plans

Both the Commission, in its final decision, and the adminis-trative laW judge, in his initial decision, questioned,the.effec-tiveness of Docket 19129, phase II, and set forth proposals.forfuture procedures to deal,with rate base and expense.items andother aspects of AT&T's operations. In general, both agreed thatthe proceeding had been too broad, and that a different approachwas needed in the,future.

The administrative law judge believed that there was.promisein a "continuing surveillance" approach fo regulation, althoughFCC's administration of such an approach had been deficient inthespast. In this regard, he cited a 1973 report by the Admin-istrative Conference,of the United States which found that thecontinuing surveillance as practiced by FCC was a "misnomer,"since the Commission had little mastery of the subject it pur-ported to scrutinize. He added that it seemed that since the1930s "there never was a realistic intent on the government'spart to regulate AT&T and the other common carriers in the tele-communications field."

To regulate AT&T in the future, the judge called for aregulatory program which would include: A
4

--adopting rulies and regulations prescribing formal "audit"procedures on a periodic basis of all carriers, fo owedby formal reporting procedures with audit reports retainedin a public file;
4

--designating hearings, as necessary, on narrow orrestricted issues; and
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--scheduling conferences from time to time to allow
participation.by consumers, trade supplpins, andJ
other parties.

In addition, he called for FCC to employ or train an adequate
number of specialists in all disciplines relevant to its responsi-
bilities. He also advocated improvements in FCC's data collection
activities. In this regard, he stated tfiat a wholesale review of
FCC's Uniform System of Accounts was an absolute necessity. FCC's
efforts to revise the Uniform ystem of Accounts are discussed in
chapter 5.

In its decision, the Commission favored a somewhat different
approach. It stated that,,"where appropriate, future major cases
should be conducted first with a general rulemaking to establish
major principles." Once general policies had been established,
implementation of them could be carried out on a case-by-Case
basis using formal or informal adversary.proceedings or partial
audits.

Regarding the administrative law judge's recommendation Tor
increased auditing by FCC, the Commission noted that audits could
be used to determine areas of carriers' operations which require
further investigation. However, it did not believe a complete
audit would be an approprisite or efficient way to determine the
reasonableness of AT&T's rate base or expenses or the costi as-
sociated with proNnding individual services. Rather, it stated
a more.reasonable approach would be to audit only those services
or areas in which,"a significant question or dispute has arisen."

FCCs current p'rogram for
monitoring rate base and -

expense items remains a misriomer

. Since the conclusion of Docket 19129, phase II, FCC's review
of rate base and expense items has once again been conducted on
a "continuing surveillance" basis. However, relatively little
time an&attention has been devoted to this surveillance. While
FCC has taken action to address some ot the,concerns raised in
Docket 19129--such as increasing ovensight over network operations
and revising the treatment of station,connections and asset re-

. tirements 1/--it has done little or nothing on many others. Thus
FCC has fallen far short of the agenda which it established for
itself in Docket 19129 to exerciselleeded oversight and ontrol'
over.AT&T's interstate revenue requirements,

%Responsibility for reviewing rate base and expense items is ,
divided primarily among three divisions within FCC's Common Car-
rier Bureau--the Economics Division, the Domestic Facilities

1/FCC gctions.relating to.station connections and asset retire=
ments are discussed in chapter 7.
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Division, and the Accounting and Audits Division. Other
sions in the Bureau are.involved only on an ad hoc basis.

Ecbnomics Division

'Primary responsibility for reviewing rate ase and expense
items within the Economics Division has been a ign4d to the
Cost Analysis Branch. Among the responsibilities assigned to
it are the following:

--Develop methodst procedures and standards for testing
the reasonableness of investment costs and expenses
reported by communications common carriers,.

--Continually review and compare investment and expense /
cost data reported by carriers. Identify and investigdte
deviations from cost standards and initiate or recommend
corrective action.

--Monitor continually componentg and amounts in the rate
bases of carriers. Identify areas where the items in-1
cluded appear unreasonable dr inappropriate and initiate
or recommend appropriate action.

--Develop principles concerning datrier rate base and
structure for use in tariff.review And rate investiga-
tions. Review the general level of 'carrier rates, rate
base and expenses and recommend areas requiring further
investigation, as appropriate.

.

---,Develop, in coordination with the Accounting and Audits
DiVision, information requirement, for costs and rate base
analysis. '

During our audit work, a formal Cost Analysis Branch did not,
however, existiwithin the Economics Division,. Throughout most of
calendar year 1980 this br,anch and,the Economic Studies Branch
were without chiefs and the Division was without a full-time chief.
As a result, we were told work was being carried out in four in-
formal working groups, one of which was assigned cost analysis
resp6nsibility. Only one or two persons were involved, however,
in cost analysis activities.

Economics DiVision Officials in the cost analysis group told
us that no ongoing program for monitdring rate base and expense
items existed within the Division. While a Division economist
said that some work has been done within the Bureau relating to
rate base issues raised in Docket 19129--such as facilities con-
struction, station connections, and asset retirements--no overall
review has been cOnducted. He added that, except for depreciation,
no analysis of AT&T expenses has been undertaken--noting, in this
regard, that nothing had been done by FCC to address the concerns
raised in Docket 19129 .regarding AT&T's maintenance expenses4 In
general, he said that most of the cost analysis group's time had
been spent on cost of capital and depreciation issues.
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The Previous Cogt Analysis Branch Chief%told tis that little
or no rate base or expense analysis had been conducted in the
Branch during his tenure as well. Be,said-that, in essence,
the Branch had never reall functioned 'as intended.' Xnstead,
personnel had been _primarily involved in working on "crash
dockets" dealing with other issues.

Economics Division officials including the present and
previous Division Chiefs cited as a primary reason for not
carrying out rate base and expense analysis functions, the
inherent difficulty of such tasks. In this regard the Econ-
omics Division Chief said that he,was not optimistic about
FCC's ability to perform rate base and expense analysis par-
ticulArly for a firm the size of AT&T. Consequently, he was
unsure what would be done to carry out 'these functions in the
future.

,In addition to the inherent difficulties in carrying out
rate-base,and expense analysis, Division officialp pointed out
several other problems which had hindered theieefforts. One
frequently cited Intiblem was, that the Division wag without full-
time leadership for over a year. In this regard, both the present
and a formet Division chief agreed that the Division had not func-
tioned up to par and needed to iSe pulled back into the dainstream
of the Bureau's regulatory activities.

Another often mentioned problem was the lack of intrabureau
coordination, particularly between the Economics and Accounting
and Audits Divisions'. Officials including the present and
former Economics Division Chiefs told Us that 'animosity existed
between the Divisions for a variety of reasons--including dis-
putes over how to handle revisions of the Uniform System of

. Accounts and, thus, little coordination had taken place. The
Economics Division.Chief told us, in this reg'ard, that he be-
lieved 'coordination between the twob divisions was essential
and he planned to initiate action to improve their relationship
in the future.

Domestic Facilities Division

The Domestic Facilities Division is responsible for adminis-
-1 tering PCC,',s responsibilities under section 214 of the Communica-

tiona Act of 1934. The Division's functions include developing-
4policy and procedures for authorizing and regulating the domestic

transmission facilities used by interstate common wharriers. This
includes authorizing AT&T's "blanket application," which contains
its facilities construction proposals for a given year required
under section 214 of the Communications Act.

The.Divisionis also,responsible for maintaining general
oVersight over the interstate telecommunications 'network. To
accomplish this, a Network'Analysis Branch ha9 been established.
within the Division. Its responsibilities include studying the*
nationwide telecommunications network to determine the nature of
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its operation and the methods by which the carrier determines the
need for new or additional facilities and providing support and
recommendations for the development of facility au.thorization
programs designed to reduce unnecessary investment in facilities,
taking into account network efficiency and utilization/ among
other factors.

Discussions with a recently resigned Domestic Facilities
Division aief, the Network Analysis Branch Chief, and other
Division officials revealed, however, that while some progress
has been made, problems in determining the reasonableness
of facilities construCtion and network- utilization cited in
Docket 19129, phase II still exist. A primary reason cited
for this was the difficulty in understanding a subject as
broad and complex as the operation of the interstate telecom-
munications network, particularly in light of FCC's past lack
of oversight in this.area.

In this eegard these officials stated that FCC lecognized
in Docket 19129 the difficulty in attempting to regulate AT&T's
facilities investment retroactively. Thus, it determined, that ,..

a more prospective approach should be applied. To accomplish
this, in 1975 the Common Carrier Bureau established a networ,k
analysis function, which wasyhrarged with developing an under-
standing of the interstate telecommunications network. In 1979
this activity was expanded from two positkons to eight positions
when a formal Network Analysis Branch was 'formed.

The Network Analysis Branch Chiek told us that FCC has
generally reviewed AT&T's facilities on an informal basis rather
than in the context of formal proceedings. iHe said that they
have, on numerous occasions, asked AT&T questions about its
facilities' operations, which he believed, in some 'cases; have
led AT&T to improve its facilities' plans. He acknowledged that
such a claim would, however, be difficult to document. 'The
Branch Chief also believed that soie progress had been made to-
ward improving FCC ovtrsight over the utilization of the inter-
state telecommunications network, as the Commission ordered in
Docket 19129. He'taid, however, it would be a good diStance in
the future before FCC could evaluate the service standards and
utilization methods used by AT&T to the extent necessary for it
to be able to exercise any real control over AT&T's facilities
ap9Aications.

In addition to the complexity of such a review, another fac-
tor which may affect the Branch's effectiveness in tegulating
AT&T's facilities investment is the language presently contained
in section 214 of the Communications Act. Under section 214, FCC
is given authorization authority over interstate communication
"lines." Generally, FCC has interpreted this authority narrowlyI
to cover only interstate transmission facilities and to exclude
other facilities, such as switches. Under such an interpretation
FCC has facilities authorization authority over bonly a very small
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percentage of AT&T's rate base-approximately 3 tO 5 percent ac-
cotling to one FCCofficial's estimate. 1/ Although. Bureau Of-
ficials inoluding the Network Analysis BTanch Chief believed that
FCC might be able to assert jurisdiction over other types of dar-'
rier facilities including switching, some uncertainty exists. In
addition, one official said no attempt has been made to do so
because FCC is reluctant to try and expand its authority because
it lacks the resources necessary to review such additional facil-
ities.

Officials including the Network Analysis Branch Chief and
a former Division Chief, said that a,further problem relating
to the facilities review process under section 214 is that
facilities which,are submitted for approval have teen decided
on by the Carrier several' years earlier. Without understanding
the decisionmaking process which led, to the a plication, it was
difficult for FCC to determine the need for t e facilities-and
the reasonableness of their cost. To better carry out their
responsibilities, they said FCC needed to get ore,inyolved
in the facilpity planning process.

According to the Network Analysis Branch Chief FCC is
in the process of eva ating itS facilities authorization pro-
gram,and attempting to rmulate prdcedures which will 'better
enable them to carry ou ir responsibilities in the future.
He said a Notice of Propos d Rulemaking will be issued on this
subject although he 'did not know when this would occur.

Accounting and Audits Division

This Division isresponsible for administering FCC's Uniform
System of Accounts; reviewing and approving the darriers' ac-
counting reports, reviewing and summarizing the carriers' finan-
cial and operating reports; auditing the carriers'. financial and
operating pradtices, procedures, and records; and recommending
to the Commission annualcarrier depreciation rates. 2/ The -0

Division has one field office located in New York City to aid
it in carrying out its audit function.

The Division's accounting activities have generally centered.
around the approval of variodt plant account journal entries,
providing interpretations of the Commission's accounting rules

.1/FCC can retroactively review the reasonableness of other
interstate facilities, including switching, as was attempted
in Docket 19129, phase II; however, as FCC's experience
indicated, such a retroactive review is plagued by diffi-
culties.

.

2/FCC's_aptivities in setting depeçiatibn rates and their
implications in a more competitive'environment are discussed
in chapter 7.
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and providing, as requested, support to the Hearing Division on
accounting queStions related to rate of return cases. The Divi-
sion's sesponsibilities regarding the revisions to the Uniform
System of Accounts which are discussed in chapter 5 have not been
clear, resultin9 largely in an ad hoc, disjointed input.

The auditing capabilities the Division needs to review'
rate base and expense items virtually do not exist. The audit
capabilities would determine whether

--the carrier is maintaining effective control over
revenues, expenditures, assets, and liabilities?

,--the carrier is properly accounting for its resOurces,
liabilities, and,operations;

--the carrier's financal reports contain accurate,
reliable, and useful financial data; and

--the carrierds complying with the requirements
of the Commission's regulatory rules and regulations.

According.to the Acting Chief of the Division, anything which.
Would resemble the audit function-described above, other than
some ongoing onsite work by the New York office, has not
existed at the Commission. He attributed this to the lack of
resources, -the priority use of the audit staffcfor other, tasks,
and the general misunderstanding at the Commission of the impor-.
tance of auditing-and its relationship to'regulatory functions.
In this regard, the former Division Chief said that the Divi-
sion's role has depended largely 9n how the Bureau Chief has
perceived the Division function. He said that each of the past
three Bureau Chiefs have handled things differently, each time
with a direct impact on the Division's work approach.

Our review of the 23 ongoing or recently completed projects
by the Division's Washington staff as pf August 1980 showed that
'7 were administrative, 10 ealt with abcounting activities, 5 re-
lated to audit activities, and I was an internal FCC audit. Of
the five audit projectanone were specifically geared to review
expense items of the domestic common carriers. One was to re-

, view the audit reports received from the field, One was essen-
tially a desk or forms audit conderning,whether financial
material submitted by the carriers was correctly added and shown .

in the appropriate form and schedule. Two were for international
activities and one related to the.separations process. The
large numbef of administrative projects, we were told by the
Audits, Branch Chief; was necessary to him because of his newness
to the position.

The Division/s New York office-at the time of our review
represented the Commission's ongoing "hands onuonsite audit'
activity. It consisted of nine auditors and two administrative
persons. The audit activities of the office are determined
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--wasteful use of property;

- -procurement and accumulation of unneeded or excess
quantities of property, materials, or supplies;

- -inefficient or uneconomical use of equipment;

--Auplication of effort by employees or between
organizatipdal units; and

--performance of work which serves little or no useful
purpose.

It is not our intent to suggest that FCC shoUld be in a
position to audit all the ictivities pf all the regulated car-riers. The resource requirements would be overwhelming.. Rather,'
we see three changes ,to FCC's existing audit approach. First,
FCC must recognize that accounting and auditing ,are essential
tools of the regulator which Complement all other elements of its
regulatory:program. To use these tools the agency,needs to'have
or develop knowledgeable and experienced people. This/develop-
ment can be enhanced by hands-tin, onsite audit experience.

Second, FCC needs tO set priorities for'its audit work,
thereby establishing coverage of a carrier's activities which
can provide the Commission timely and adequate information on
performance. For example, AT&T's maintenance expenses were
singled out in FCC's Docket 19129 as an area which should be
given increasing attention. However, according to the Audits
Branch Chief and New York field office Chief they have done no
audit work relating to the reasonableness of AT&T maintenance
expenses.

.

Third, FCC's AcCounting and Audits Division needs to have
greater interaction and coordinatioh with the State regulatory
commissions. The Audits Branch and the New York field office do
not solicit the views or opinions of.the State regulators. They
neither actively compare their own audit activitied to those of-
the States, nor do they share or request,copies of audit reports
developed by.the State commissions.

Problems with the regulatory-program

In carrying out a rate of return/rate base regulatory
program, PCC bas made little progress since it clearly docu-
mented its own inadequacies in Docket 19129. Various officials,
including former Common Carrier Bureau Chiefs, stated that a
primary problem they faced was regulatIng A firm of the size
and complexity of AT&T. They said, in this regard, that the
difficulty in obtaining the knowledge and expertise necessary
to regulate AT&T's rate base and expense items had resulted in
relatively few resources being assigned-to these activities.
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During the time of our review the Chief of FCC's Common
Carrier Bureau told uethat he recognized that FCC's effo_rts had
focused on establishing AT&T's rate of return and relatively
little effort had been devoted to rate base, and expense analy-
sis outside of Docket 19129. He said that such an approach
was taken because he believed FCC could-not conduct a ".textbook"
rate of return/rate base regulatory program. As a result, he
said, the-Bureau has focused lts'attention on the one area which
it can address--setting a rate of returh--and spent little time
on rate base and expense analysisan area in which he believed
FCC's ability to function effectively was questionable. He
acknowledged that such an approach may create efficiency disin-
centives for the regulated'firm. 1/ However, he believed that,
cmerall, customers were better off under sucn A program than if
regulatory control was eliminated.. While he was not optimistic
about FCC's ability to substantially improve its rate of return/
rate base regulatory program in the future, he believed that one
action which would be worthwhile was an expansion of FCC's audit
Capability.

Another former Bureau Chief also believed that it was
impossible for FCC to develop a regulatory program which could
effectively substitute for competition. He said, however, that
in the absence of a workably competitive environment, FCC had no
alternative but to attempt to formulate and carry out traditional
rate of return and rate base responsibilities. In addition to
strengthening FCC's audit capabilities, he also favored strengthen-
ing the Bureau's network analysis program and streamlining its
rate of return setting process.

Obtaining and managing resources

Staff members in the Economics and Accounting and Audits
Division, among others, believed that another source of FCCis
difficulty in conducting a rate of return/rate base regulatory
program stemmed from its inability to obtain, retain, and manage
the resources needed to carry out its responsibilities. In this
regard, officials believed that the Common Carrier Bureau did not
have the trained staff needed to even begin to carry out an ef-
fective regulatory program.

One factor which was cited as contributing to FCC's staffing
problems was turnover among Common Carrier 'Bureau officials. In
this regard, during the 3 years before April 1981, the,Bureau had
four appointed or acting Bureau Chiefs, five Economics Division
Chiefs, three Tariff Division Chiefs, three Chiefs in charge of
domestic facilities, and three Chiefs in charge of program.evalua-
tion. Given the previously cited difficulty in obtaining a
th,Orough understanding of the problems and nature of the induAry,

1/Efficiency disincenti'ves which may result from regulation
are discussed in appendix VI.
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it is not surprising that turnover could greatly restrict FCC's
ability to regulate effectively.

Officials said that management problems had also impacted
FCC's regulatory efforts. One Particular problem which was cited
was the lack of effective coordination within the BUteau, partic-
ularly between the Economics and Accounting and Audits Division.
The lack -of interdivisional coordination and other FCC manage-
ment problems were discussed and recommendations concerning over-
all FCC management effectiveness were made in our July 30, 1979,
report "Organizing the Federal Communications Commission for
Greater Management and Regulatory Effectiveness" (CED-79-107).

Obtaining and processinTinformation

P'roblems in collecting, processing, and analyzing informa-
tion were also cited by FCC officials as a factor affecting FCC's
regulatory efforts. The Common Carrier Bureau Chief at the time
of our review, as well as staff members in the Economics, Ac-
counting and Audits, and Domestic Facilities Divisions pointed
out information problems which had hampered their efforts. These
included obtaining necessary information from AT&T and other car-
riers, organizing information collected into data bases, and
developing reports and analyses which can be used in carrying out
regulatory activities and deciding on policy matters.

The Common Carrier Bureau Chief told us that he recognized,
the need for a review of the Bureau's information activities and
had initiated a study into this subject. A Program Evaluation
Staff official told us in May 1981-that while the effort is not
yet cOmpleted, some accomplishments have been achieved, including
the elimination of certain carrier reports which are no longer
needed.

Coordination with State
public utility commissions

A further factor which has inhibited FCC's regulatory
-efforts is the lack of coordination with State public utility,
commissions. The rhsponsibility for supervising rate base and
expense iteas for AT&T and other carriers involved in both inter-
state and intrastate telecommunications is divided between FCC
and State commissions, respectively. Consequently, both FCC and
the States may frequently be involved in reviewing many of the
same aspects of a carrier's activities. However, we were told by
officials at both-levels that little coordination has taken place,
except for work involving Joint Boards and depreciation issues.

Both FCC and State commission officials we spoke with be-
lieved that increased coordination would be desirable and benefi-
cial. They particularly believed that increased efforts to share
information and to.discuss problems and concerns at the staff
level would I5e beneficial.
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ALTERNATIVES TO AND ABANDONMENT OF
THE TRADITIONAL REGULATORY PROCESS

A variety af proposals and suggestions have been made to -

modify, replace, or simply abandon the traditional .rate of return/
rate base regulatory process. These approaches range from rela-

-tively minor alterations in- the methods used to determine rates
of return to complete deregulation.

Most of the alternatives suggested appear to be based
largely on considerations of economic theory. We are aware of
little8empirical evidence to support the changes proposed or to
compare their effects to those which have resulted under existing
applications of rate of retur.n/rate base regulation. Indeed,
such comparisons would be difficult to make with any degree of
certainty.

Of the approaches which have been formulated, an approach
for promoting competition where economic conditions no longer
warrant the preservation of an exclusive m9Aopoly franchise and
for gradually relaxing rate of return/rate,hase regulation as
markets become workably competitive appears to offer the greatest
long-term benefit. 1/ However, other approaches--particularly
those which attempt to affect,the firm's incentives--also offer
some potential for improving regulation in those markets which
are not workably competitive;.

Modifications of rate of
return/rate base regulation

, .

Perhaps the most noteworthy proposals to modify the existing
rate of return/rate base eegulatory°system are those which involve
the use of automatic rate adjdstment clauses and incentive plans.
In general, automatic adjustment clauses aim at facilitating'the
regulatory process while ihcentive plans focus on a firm's_incan---
tives to perform efficiently; _

--AUtbmatic rate adjustitent clauses are designed to expedite
adjustments to changes in economic conditions. This may be done',
for example, by indexing utility rates or certain'utility costs,
to a general economic indicator such as the Consumer Price Index,
so that they would automatically go lip or down by the same per-
centage as the percentage change in the indicator. 2/ The primacy
advantages of using such clauses are that (1) they iay make it
easier for utilities to deal with Of1ation and'(2) regulatory
agencies mig4 be required to conduct fewer rate hearings .and,
they could devote thelr'time to other'areas needing attention.

1/This is further discussed in chapter 2.

2/Automatic adjustment clauses may also allow utilities to simply
pass along certain cost increases to customers.
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, Among their disadvantages are that they may reduce efficiency,
they may nof be tied to approbriate indicators-, and they may be
subject to manipulatioP.0

Incentive plans attempt to provide firms with reasons to
increase efficiency and, eonsequently, to overcome a primary
weakness of rate of return/rate 6dge regulation. Such plaware
often predicated on the concept that a firm should be given the
opportunity to4earn above its cost.of capital if it does so through
efficiency improvements.

Ope of the methods aimed at idproving,efficiency is simply
allowing a range in the firm's rate of return, the top of which
would be above°the firm's cost of capital. This 'would theoreti-
cally provide the firm with 'an incentive to reduce its costs,
since by doing so it could increase its profits. 1/ While this
approach appears to offer promise, a.primary problem with it lies.
in establishing procedures to ensure that extra profits result
from cost efficiencies rather than some other factors. 2/

FCC has taken some action to explore the possibility of .

using these or other modifications in its regulatory program for
,domestic common carriers. In 1974 Horace J. DePodwin.Associates
submitted a report to FCC under contract FCC=0071 in which it
outlined an alternative to rate of return/rate base-regulation.
The proposed alternative used.an'incentive approach which would
allow the regulated firm to increase its profits if its perform-
ance improved, in accordance with a performance index to be estab-
lished by FCC. An FCC official involved with the contradt said
that nothing was ever done to attempt to,implement the proposal
since it was believed to be unworkable.

197-6-FCC-argo-541-d_a 2-day conference in which a number
of experts in regulatory theory were to discuss alternatives to
°and improvements in rate of return regulation for the cothmon car-
rier.induitry. In his concluding remarks at the conference, the
then.Common Carrier Bureau Chief noted that while much informa-
tionyas presented op the theory and deficiencies of rate of
return/rate base'regufation, little'was said about alternatives.
Nevertheless, he believed the conference was "a good begin/ling"-
and, hopefully, would stimulate further research on the subject.

.1/As discussed on page 37, FCC set forth such 4n approach in tw9
of its rate of return proceedings for AT&T.--,

2/A more detailed discussion of modifications of rate of return/
-rate base regulation and examples of their use is contained in
appendix IX..
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. AbandonMent of rate of return regulation

Because of the problems which agencies such sa ;CC have ex-
perienced in formulatinTand, implementing a rate 'of return/rate
base regulatory program or soMe alternative to it, questions
have been raised by aome economists and. regulatory theoireticians
concerning 'whether regulation makes a difference or whether it
is worth its costs. Some parties have argued that society would
be better off if rate of return/rate base regulation were aban-
doned and some other form of.government intervention were man-
dated, as necessary.

While it appears that rate oi\Areturn/rate base.Aegulation can
and bas made ea difference in\ that agencies, including FCC, have,
among other things, ordered rate reductions, disallowed items from
firms' rate bases and limited rates of return, it has been argued
that such actions do not necessarily prove that such regulation
is effective. Rather, the argument continues, such actions may
have been in error or may have led to service degradation or,may
have resulted from exagg ted requests made by bhe firm, 'which
was aware that any full recjtTst would not be granted. Thus, it
has been, sug§ested, the ultimate result may have been close to

. that achieved without regulation.

Proponents of deregulation have also cited,the costs to
society which rate_st-return/rate base regulation. may create.
The regulatory process imposes administrative costs on the
agency, the firm and other parties to regulatory proceedings--
much of which is passed on to the ratepayer and taxpayler. How-
ever, it has beenoargped, even greater costs to sociefy mak re-
sult from the effedts of rate of return/rate base regtilation on
the firm. For example, s_uch_regulatiamAlitaystd-Ft-thie-EirmA-s-
piiCing behavior and inhibit its desire and ability to innovate.
It has been argued that the need to promote innovation is partic-
ularly &cute in the telecommunications industry where the rate of
technological advanCe is high.

Because of these costs, certain'studieS on the subject have
concluded that rate of return regulation is likely to be more
harmful.than beneficial and, therefore, shoUld be abandoned. ,

- Instead, it has been suggested that alternative forms Of inter-
vention such as opening the right to operate a public utility to
com-petitive bidding at specified iritervals (franchise bidding) or
taxing excess profits could be used, if necessary.

While recognizing the validity of some of the grobl4s raised
in these arguments, other studies have argued against the overall
conclusion that rate of return/rate base regulation shOuld be ,

abandoned under any circumstance. Among the counter-arguments
which have been made to such broad deregulatory proposals are:

--They tend'to'be based on simplistic analyses.

--They tend to minimize the power and incentives of an
unregulated monopolistic firm.
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-7They presume that the regulatory agency is inherently
inept and no improvements in the regulatory process win--
occur..

--Alternatives such as franchise bidding and-excess profits--
taxes are unlikely Aifunction effectively.

A more middle ground approach for deregulating firms with
monopoly power is one which links deregulation to the level of
dompetition which-exists in each market served by the firm. Under
such an approach, legal barriers to entry are removed from markets
in which cost factors or other economic concern's no longer Justify
the maintenance of'a franchised monopoly. As competition'develops
in such markets, rate of return/rate base regulation is relaxed.
To facilitate this process and make it function'effectively, how-
ever, other form-s of Government regulation.or intervention may be
required--particularly during"thetransitidn toWaid a fully com-
petitive environment in all markets served by the firm. These°
include such things as: 4 41

--The establishment of structural requirements to reduce or
eliminate the opportunities for firms to use their power
in ceitain markets in an anticompetitive manner.

.
--The formulation of accounting requirements and cost allo-

cation standards to ensure that costs are properly assigned
between competitive and noncompetitive.marleets(as well as
among services arkd products in markets which are not sub-,.
jectto effective competition).

---,The requlrement_that all firms-have-nondiminetry
accesg to those operations of dominant firms which coldpe-
titors need to provide service. °

In general, this As the-approach which, has been initiated
by FCC and is being considered by the Congress for proMdting
competition and deregulating or modifying regulation of the
telecommunications -industry. While such an apgrpach appears to-
offer substäntial-promise,, a"ntimber of'questions exist concerning.
FCC action's to ensure that the transition to a more competitive
and less regulated environment is successfully completed. These

'questions are discussed in the remaining chapters qf this.re6ort.
ol3

OUTLINE FOR IMPROVING FCC's
RATE OF RETURN/RATE BASE
REGULATORY PROGRAM

FCC's rate of return/rate base regulatory program, as
described in the previous sections, has fallen short of both
the standards set forth by economic theory and 'those which
FCC established for itself in Docket 19129, phase II. While we
recognize the inherent difficulty in conducting all of the tasks
necessary'to establish a "textbook" regulatory program as well
as the uncertain outcome of any regulatory efforts, we believe,.
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neverthekésst that dertain,Actions can ibprove the scope and In-
tensity.of'ECC's regulatory efforts and tibtter serve the public-
itnterest while a Fully competitive marketplace is given° the time
arid opportunity to evolve. These actions apply to both FCC's
efforts to establish fates of return and to monitor.rate base.
and expense items.

Rate of. return
. ,

4

°

In establishing.ra"tei of return for carriers--as exemplified
in kts regulation of AT&T--)CC has relied in recent years on the
use of an evidentiary hearing process. While this process
representsIthe traditional approach used by regulatory commis-
sions,. its',effectiveneSs has been qUestioned on the grounds that
its cantribution*.to-the achievement Of.a reasoned determination
bY the Commission'on a firm's fair iate of return.is outweighed
by the costs and d.elay.s which are attendant to it. The existing
"process has also been questidned on grounds of efficiency, in
that largely duplicative proceedings must be conducted before
bath FCC and'State coMmissions in which a carrier operates.

Although it appears unlikely that the existingprocess could
kke abandoned without jeopardizing carriers' rights to due process
and equal protection of the law, we believe that FCC needs to
institute al5roceediii4 to explore oppcxtunitiesfor improving and
facilitating ptesent procedures as well aS foi making"the need %.
for full evidentiary hearinga less frequent. Thehissues which
need to be examinedjn this proceeding include, amOng others,

- -ollporttinities for FCC to coordinate its rate of return,
pdeterminations with those of State public utility commis-
sions,

- -the possible use of formats for presentations of cost of
equity capital, and

130

--methods which could.be used to adjust carriers rates of
return-between formal rate of return proceedings.

We also believe that F needs to initiate a project to ex-
plore the methods which it Should ilse to address the issue of
dominant carriers' efficiency and productivity. This shoUld in-
clude an evaluation of using efficiency incentives iq establishing
carriers' rates of return. FCC has in the past allowed AT&T to
earn above its cost of capital if-such earnings were due to effi-
ciency and productivity gains; however, no attempt was made to
determine whether such earnings resulted from efficiency increases
or from other sources.

While there appears to be considerable merit in incentive
approaches such as this, we believe that FCC needs to develop
measures of efficiency and productivity which it could us8 in
applying such an approach in the fuiure. For example, given the
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problems which FCC has cited-in AT&T's utilization of the inter-
state network (see pages 41 and 48), FCC may wish to explore -the
possibility of linking AT&T's rate of return to its efficiency in
designing and using interstate facilities.

,.We recognize that developing efficiency and productivity
measures is a complex undertaking, particularly for a firm the
size of AT&T. However, given' the,importance of ensuring the
achievement and maintenance of high performance levels in U.S.
industry and the possibility of rate of return/rate base regula-
tion weakening efficiency and productivity incentives, we believe
the Commission needs to direct the Common Carrier Bureau to
initiate a project to work toward developing efficiency and pro-
ductivity measures. Based on this groundwork the Commission would
then be in a potition to determine how such measures could best
be used in regulating dominant carriers.

We also believe that prompt Commission action is needed to
resolve the issues which it raised in its 1979 notice of inquiry
on AT1t's apparent 1978 excess earnings. Such action should re-
solve notonly the factual question of whether AT&T earned in
excess of its authorized rate of return, but also set forth a
policy which the Commission can follow in any similar instances
in the future. Such action, 'we believe, will help dispel ques-
tions concerning the Commission's credibility as a regulator.

Rate base and expenses

We believe that several actions are also needed to improve
FCC's review'of the rate base and expense items of dominant car-
riers. These include (1).upgr'ading the Common Cargier Bureau's
information collection and analysis capabilities, (2) establi;h-
ing an expanded audit capability, (3) improving FCC coordination
with State.public utility commissions, and (4) modifying FCC's
facilities authorization authority and procedures;

FCC's Common Carrier Bureau hap already taken an important
first step in improving its regulatory 'program by undertaking a
study of the Bureau's information needs and requirements. Once
this ttudy has been completed the Bureau will be' in a better
position to develop improved data bases which it can use to
monitor dominant carriers' rate bate 40 expense items on a
continuing'basis. To ensure that this function is carried out,
we believe FCC needs to reestablish a group within the Economics
Division which has the resources necessary to carry out primary
responsibilities assigned to the Cost Analysisaranchl including

--developing methods for testing the reasonableness of
carrier investment costs and expenses,

--identifying and investigating deviations by carrievs from
cost standards and recommending corrective action, and
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--monitoring rate base components and recommending action
in those cases where amoUnts appear unreasonable or
inappropriate.

FCC's audit capabilities within itsoCommon Captier Bureau's
Accounting and Audits DivisiOn must also be tailored to meet
its needs for timely and adequate information on carriers''per-
formance. ThiS can be achieved by upgrading its existing audit
capabilities through a more active, participatory audit program--
one whose work has been pridritized and complements other elements
of the regulatory process, including those of the Economics Divi-
sion, described above, and has been communicated and coordinated
with others in the Comthission and State regulatory agencies.

Similarly, FCC needs to c000rdinate other elements of its
regulatory program with those of State public utility commis-.
sions. At present, little coordination exists, particularly at
the staff level. _Toimprove the FCC-State relationship, FCC
needs to establish a program within the Common Carrier Bureau
under the direction of a top level official aimed at accomplish-
ing this task. This person should work with other Bureau of-
ficials, representatives of,State commissions, and the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners to determine the
methods which can best be used to improve the exchange of infor-
mation and coordination of activities between FCC and the States.

To improve FCC's ability to carry out its responsibilities
to authorize carrier facility construction programs, its author-
ity under section 214 of the Communications Act needs to be
broadened. During our review FCC has taken action to improve
its review of facilities constructed by carriers by increasing
the staff assigned to its network analysis function and by ini-
tiating action tO formulate its future program for reviewing
the construction and use of facilities by carriers. We vdew
these as positive steps.

To ensure that FCC has the needed flexibility and author4ky
to carry out these responsibilities, however, FCC's present
authority under section 214 needs to be amended. In the past,
FCC's authority under section 214 has been applied to onT1
transmission lines--which constitute a small portion of the
interstate communications network. While FCC officials believe
its authority might be reinterpreted without legislative change,
such action could provoke legal challenges.. Congressional action
formally extending FCC's facilities authorization authority
to any new facilities under its jurisdiction, including switch-
ing, would provide FCC the regulatory certainty and flexibility .

needed to administer its facility authorization responsibilities.
Further, since FCC's efforts in this area have been hampered
because facilities submitted to it for authorization have been
planned years in advance, FCC needs,to have specific authority
to require long-term facilities plans from carriers and to es-
tablish the necessary safeguards to ensure that such plans are
followed.
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CONCLUSIONS

In carrying out its regulatory responsibilities under title
II of the Communications Act of 19 4, FCC has,used a system of
rate of return/rate base segulati to govern the prices charged
by carriers. In keeping with the precepts of this system, FCC
is responsible for establishing nd monitoring rates of return,
reviewing the reasonableness of/rate base and expense items, and
approving serviOe rates of carriers which are subject to this
form of regulatory control. It addition, to ensure that regula-
tory constraints do not lead /to undesirable consequences such as
service degradation, FCC must also supervise such carriers'
performance and conduct.

, As is evidenced by its application of rate of return/rate
base regulation to AT&T, FCC's experience in formulating and
implementing a regulatory program to meet the criteria estab-
lished by economic theory has been far from successful. FCC has
made little progress in carrying out the agenda which it estab-
lished for itself in Docket 19129, phase II--both in terms of (1)
addressing specific problem areas cited in the docket and (2)
generally upgrading its continuing surveillance regulatory
program.

Given.the complexity and magnitude of the tasks which FCC
faces in regulating the domestic common carrier telecommunica-
tions in ustry, we do not believe that FCC will ever.achieve.
a standa d of performance through regulation which will simu-
late a qompetitive outcome. Such an effort, we believe, would
involve resources beyond any reasonable standard, and even if
such/re ources Were available, the additional cost which, this
impose on society would still have to be baiae,d with the
benefit produced.

As discussed in chapter 2, we believe that FCC's move toward
competition and concomitant relaxation of rate of return/fate base
regulation in domestic telecommunications represents an alterna-
tive which may produce long term benefits to society. However,-as
noted in that chapter the development of workable competition in
all telecommunications markets has not yet occurred. Consequently,
we believe that it will be necessary for FCC to continue its ap-
plication of rate of return/rate base regulation for those car- '

riers which it considers to be dominant.

We have found little empirical.evidence which can be used
in determining what type or intensity of regulation will produce
the optimum results in these markets. We believe, however, thd'
regulatory and legislative initiatives we have outlined on pages
58 through 61 represent opportunities for strengthening the
regulatory emphasis and precision that we found to be lacking.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CHAIRMAN, FCC

We recommend that the Commission:
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--Initiate a proceeding to explore changes needed to
facilitate or otherwkse improve FCC's rate of retprn set- .

ting process for dominant carriers-including: (1) oppor-
tunities for coordinating its rate of return determina-
tions with till:Ise of State public utility commissions, (2)
the possible use,of formats for presentations of cost of
equity capital, and (3) methods which could be used'to
adjust carriers' rates of return between formal rate of
return proceedings.

--Initiate a project within the Common Carrier Bur4eau to
examine dominant carriers' efficiency and productivity.
This inquiry should explore possibilities for linking
carriers' rates of return to efficiency and, prOductivity
gains.

--Resolve the issues relating to AT&T's 1978 apparent excess
earnings by completing the October 1979 Notice of Inquiry.

--Reestablish within the Common Carrier Bureau's EconoMics
Division a.group with clear responsibility and adequate
resources to: (1) develop methods for testing the rea-
sonableness of carrier investment costs and expenses, (2)
identify and investigate deviations by carriers from cost
standards and recommending corrective acEion, and (-3) moni-
tor rate base components and recommend action .in those
cases where amounts appear unreasonable or inappropriate.
This group's activities should be fully coordinated with
those of other, groups within the Bureau that have related
functions.

--Increase the scope of the Common barrier Bureau's audit
program to enable it to review, appraise, and report
on carriers' operations and actiVities to support the
ComUssion's rate of return/rate base regulatory respon-
sibiltties.

--Establish a progam within the Commod Carrier Bureau to
improve overall coordination between the Bureau's regu-
latory activitiesi including its rate.base and expense
analysis f,unctions and those of State public utility
commissions.

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS

We recommend that the Congress clarify FCC's facility
authorization authority'by'amending section 214 of the Communica-
tions Act of 1934 to explicitly authorize FCC to require carriers
to:

--Submit to it for approval,applications to construct any
new facilities or extensions thereof which are subject to
its regulatory jurisd-iction.
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--File with it longterm facilifies ,construction plans
in lieu of or in addition' to such.applications and to
establish such conditions and reporting requirements
as are necessary to assure that such plans are followed.
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CHAPTER 4

COSTING PRIOCIPLES AND METHODOLOGIES TO PREVENT CROS'S-

SUBSIDY--FCC'S FAR FROM SUCCESSFUL 20-YEAR STRUGGLE

The inteoduction of competition has brought with it the need
to allocate costS,among various telecommunications services to
prevent the crosia-subsidy of competitive services by monopoly
services. FCC has struggled with this issue for over 20 years--

. the first 15 in determining appropriate costing principles, the
last 5 in attempting to implement these principles. FCC was un-
successful in implementing the costing methodology it adopted
in 1976 and in December 1980 FCC adopted an Interim Cost Manual
which usedla sharply different methodology than the one adopted
earlier. This manual is intended to provide a way to allocate
costs until a more complete approach can be developed; however,
FCC's long-run approach is still unclear.

The potential for cross-subsidy remains strong and this
issue must be addressed more comprehensively than it has been
to date. We are recommending certain'improvements in the Interim
Cost Manual as a near term approach,and look forward to a long-
run solution based on the developmen't of a new Uniform System of
Accounts and certain noncost approaches to preventing cross-
subsidy. We are also recommending changes in the Communication's
Act to facilitate FCC's obtaining cost data from dominant carriers.

THE IMPORTANCE. OF COSTING
METHODOLOGIES IN:A COMPET-
ITIVE ENVIRONMENT

Before competition was introdubed, regulation was,concerned
with the overall costs of the monopoly firm. Even though the
carrier provided multiple telecommunications services and equip.-
ment, because it had no competitors the prices charged for tqese
services and equipment were not a major issue.

With the introduction of competition the focus of regulatory
concern expanded to the appropriateness of the prices of individual
services and equipment. Where a fird operates in two markets--ope
monopolized and one populated by new competitive,entrants--it has
an incentive to Cross-subsidize the competitive markets by under-
charging for services in the competitive markets and overcharging
for services in the captive monopoly markets, The effect-of such
pricing behavior can nullify-ot retrain the development of com-

1 petitive markets.

The potential for cross-subsidy is compounded in telecom-
munications by the nature of the telecommunications plant. The
dominant firm provides all-telecommunications services via a
single, integrated network involving extensive use of common
facilities, personnel, management, and marketing resources. If
use and value of these common resources are misallocated between
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monopoly services and services subject tO cordpet. ion, and among
classes of coWPtitive services, then cross-sub dy can exist.
The misallocation may be.accidental or intentional. For example,
given that the highly monopolized MTS/WATS services Constitute
'the overwhelming proportion pf the dominant firm's revenues and
costs, errors which overallocate joint and common costs to these
services can be expected to have little impact on these services
or on the firm's overall revenues. These same errors, hoWever,
will underallocate costs to competitive services thereby reduc-
ing their price with corresponding negative implications for
competitors.

In addition to inadvertently misallocating joint and common
costs, a regulated firm facing competitive entry in patticular
markets may have an incentiVe to classify as much cost as possible
in categories which ane not directly attributable, to a specific
service and also design its plant o be joint cost in nature. As
a result, the directly attributable costs of producing competitive
services appear "low" 'a d,the firm can then justify to the regula-
tor low prices based on hese apparently low costs for_services
facing competitive entry.

);

WiL the introduction of competition, developing costing
principles and methodologies to guide in determining the appro-
priate pate level for monopoly and competitive services-has be-
come a critical isstie and has occupied FCC's attedtion for over
20 years.. This attention has focused in two areas(1.) estab-
lishing the underlying costing principles and (2) implementing
the principles,in determining pr(ices for monopoly and competitive
services.

ESTABLISHING COSTING PRINCIPLES--
THE_ ROAD TO'FULLY DISTRIBUTED
COST METHOD 7

Establishing cosfing principles came to a head in October
1976 when EtC issued,its decision in Docket 18128 endorsing Fully
Distributed Cost (FDC) Method 7 as-the appropriate method for al-
locating costs among services: This decision had its roots in
the origin of competition in long distance, inteTstate telecom-
munications. In its 1959 Above 890 Decision FCC permitted the
construction of interstate, microwave communicationS networks by
private (noncommon carrier) businesses. In response to this
decision, AT&T filed the TELPAK tariff, in February 1961, which
provided for drastically reduced private line rates for bulk,lease
of channels; TELPAK directly challenged the economic'viability
and potential growth of these private microwave systems.

The TELPAK tariff was reviewed in a series of proceedingt .

which began in 1961. As these proceedings evolved, they produced
evidence which suggested that cross-subsidy was a potential



problem. 1/ ,As a result, the investigation of the TELPAK tariff
broadened into a prOceeding to establish'basic costing principles. /
Two basic costing approaches became the focus of Docket 18128--
Long Run Incremental Cost and FullysDistributed Cost.

What are Long Run Incremental
Cost and Fully,Distributed Cost?

Lopg RunIncrekental Cost and FDC differed in two major'
respect6--how common costs were_distributed and how cross-subsidy
was determined.

In the area of common costs under the long run incremental
costing approach, AT&T proposed to FCC that it would foiecast
the incremental investment and expenses directly attributable
to the jarticular competitive service. The service would be
priced lo cover these incremental costs and make some contri-

, butio o the common costs associated with providing this and
... other services. The magnitude of this contribution to common
costs wodld depend on the prevalent competitive conditions and
how high a price AT&T thought it could charge. The portion
of common costs not recovered by the revenues from the colvet-
itive services were'to be recovered by the monopoly services
so that in the end AT&T would meet its total revenue require-
ment (i.e., it would collect revenues from all its services
to cover its total costs). This was known as the "basic serv-
ice" philosophy. The net result was AT&T waspafforded con- ,

siderable latitude in the assignment of common costs to various
services, and through common costs' impact on total costs con-

'siderable latitude in setting prices for services. #

The FDC approach sought to reduce this latitude. 2/ After
attributing to.each service its direct costs, the FDC methodolo-
=gies, unlike the incremental cost approach, sought to distribute

1/As part of its investigation of TELPAK, FCC ordered a study to
ascertain AT&T's interstate investient, revenues, expenses, and
net earnings for seven categories of service. The resulting
"Seven Way Cost Study" submitted in September 1965 -showed re-
turns for MTS and WATS were above the overall-systemWide.rate
of return and returns for coMpetitive services signiEicantlY
below the ollerall systemwide rate of return.

2/Seven FDC methods (FDC-1 to FDC-7) were initially proposed
by AT&T in an attempt to demonstrate that fully,distributed
cost allocation methodologies are inherently arbitrary
and without rigorous economic jAtification. Conversely,
AT&T argued that its incremental methodology was more ap-
propriate because it was similar to the economist's view
thatjprices should be based on marginal (or incremental)
costs. In.the debate over costing principles attention was
focused on FDC-1 and FDC-7.
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on the basis of economic allocation methods the remaining joint
and comton costs among all the various services. In the case-of
FDC-1 this allocation was to be made on the basis of t e "rela-
tive use" each service made of the cost element in que ticn.
Statistical and/or judgmental determinations (i.e., spe ial
studies) measured relative use. Under FDC-7 the alloca ion ofjoint and common costs was not made on the basis of rela ive usebut rather on the principle of "historical cost responsib lity."Measuring historical cost responsibility involved determin ng the
extent to which increases in total costs resulted from pro isionof a particular service.

To address the issue of cross-subsidy the incremental
approach was supposed to use a "burden test." This test was used'
to determine whether a competitive service's additions to total
revenue exceeded the combinetion of (1) the costs saved in the
service's absence and (2) the revenues flowing to this service
from other services due to ccosselasticity (i.e., their sub-
stitutability). .If it did, it Was presumed there was no cross-
subsidy; however, this test was"purely hypothetical.

For both FDC approaches, once all costs and revenues,had
been allocated to all of the services, a rate of return was cal-
culated fót each service. Cross-subsidy was Assumed to have oc-
curred whenever some services earned substantially less than theaverage overall rate of return.

The Docket 18128 decision

The decision to select FDC-7 as the appropriate costing
methodology Was a compromise. It arose because AT&T supported
the incremental apprbach while the 'Common Carrier Bureau staff
supported the fully distributed approach. The Common Carrier
Bureau staff opposed the incremental approach on two grounds.
First, they felt it was not true to the theoretical constructsof marlinal costing because it only applied to AT&T's competi-tive gervices. Second, because of the large amount of judgment
involved in distributing common costs and determining whether aservice had been a "burden," they felt FCC would nbt be able to
holq AT&T accountable for the prices it set for its servicesunder such an approach. The Bureau recommended FDC-1 as the
most implementable and correct method for preventing crdss-
subsidy.

At the same time, AT&T stpessed the apparent theoretical
correctness of its incremental costing properties. The Commis-sion was at an impasse. It could not approve the incremental
approach because of the staff's objections, yet it was appar-
ently attracted by the theoretical arguments in favor of an
incremental costing approach.

FDC-7 appeared to be the only method in the hearing recordwhich could bridge this disagreement. It distributed costs fully,
yet at the same time the assignment of common costs on the basis
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of their historic causation of costs appeared to capture the for-
ward looking aspects of the incremental methodology. This was
particularly'the case after FCC ordered certain "infirmities" in
FDC-7 corrected. These included (1). the assignment of facilities
to services under the proposed FDC77 was too _fluidt-and-w-ittrout

a fixed assignment ATELT_could- canstrirdt-a variety of facility
,asstglitentb-in response to competition (and thus generate the
costs needed to justify rates necessary to meet competition);
(2) the proposed FDC-7 did not fully reflect the expected use'

of facilities in making the -initial assignment of facilities to
particular services; and (3) FDC-7 could not truly be based on
historic causation unless it ipvolved the projection of intended
uses of facilities and fixed assignments of plant by service. 1/

To correct the problem of fluid facility assignment,CC
mandated that a fixed facilities "datum" be established as of
a particular point in time. The datum would be developed by re-
cord-ing AT&T's assignments of existing and new facilities by
service. Such shares of total facilities (rate base) would be
used in determining service costs and rates. To establish an
initial datum the Commission "suggested" AT&T go back to the
Seven Way Cost Study and work forward matching facility,cost
assignments with the uses (services) for which facilities Viere

-constructed.
1

Forecasts were to be used to assign nevily completed common
facilities. These facilities were to be assigned on the basis of
the projected use of the facility by each service. However, once

' these facilities were assigned based on either historical causa-
tion or forecasts they were to remain fixed. AT&T was placed on
hotice that'althopgh the datum would partially contain prospective
cost causation estimates, variance from such projections would
ultimately have to be reconciled.

To facilitate such a reconciliation, FDC-1 was selected for

use as a check on the modified FDC-7 results. The FDC-1 relative
use assignment of costs would be compared with. FDC-7's historical
causation assignment on a periodic basis for eliidence of "gross

imbalances."

On the issue of cross-subsidization, FCC stated that

"* * * we find that the existence of levels of
return that are unjustly and unreasonably high
or too low, indicate a return level relationship
which embodies cross-:subsidization. In absence

1/In the FDC methodologies the allocation of expenses was derived
from the allocation of facility costs to the particular derv-

ices. Consequently, the allocation of facility costs was an
area of critical concern.
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of proper justification we hold this cross-sub-
sidization unlawful witMn the meand-ng- of- Section
2014--b)-; it -must be -eliininated." [1/]

FCC directed AT&T to file revised rates and cost support material
for its interstate services so that,each service earned a return
equal to the company's.prescribed overall rate of return.

To correct t'he infirmities and implement Docket 18128, FCC
ordered its staff and AT&T to work together to revise FDC-1 and
FDC-7 and develop appropriate forecasting techniques. 2/

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF FDC-7-7,..,
A TROUBLED AND ULTIMATELY
FUTILE EXERCISE

Following the decision in Docket 18128, FCC spent over 4
years trying to successfully implement the FDC-7 costing methodol- -ogy. In DecS1ñbr 1980, FCC abandoned this effort in favor of a
costingappfoach which did not rely on cost causation and allo-
cated costs to significantly fewer categories. Numerous factors
contributed to FDC-7's demise; however, the major elements con-
tributing to its unsuccessful implementation were

--it contained two intrinsic flaws and

--FCC did not follow through with the implementation of
FDC-7 in areas which would have enhanced its opportunity
for success.

Key events during FDC-7 implementation

In response to the Commission's direction in the Docket 18128
decision, the Common Carrier Bureau in October _1976 formed a Cost
Analysis Task Force. The task force and AT&T personnel met in
working sessions over the next se'veral months. In January 1977
the task force issued an interim report And a Cost AllOcation
Manual (known as the January Manual). This manual was used for
AT&T's June 1977 submission required by Docket 18128. The con-
sultative process continued and in August 1977 the task force
issued a final report along with a refined manual (the August
Manual). This manual was to be used in later tariff filings.

1/FCC was vague on the issue of what services were actually
subsidizing what other services. Rather, it found return
levels too low on some services--indicative of cross-
subsidization.

2/Certain aspects of the decision were supposed to apply to
Western Union. Discussions with FCC staff indicate little was
dont in this regard and, consequently, our discpsion focuseson CC's activities regarding AT&T.
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Use of the term manual is something of a misnomer. The

Manual did not present a step-by-step proceduie-for allocating

costs. Rather, it can best be characterized as guidelines re-
garding how certain segmens of the cost allocation process should

be handled. These guidelines vary in specificity, some being very
detailed, others stating that AT&T can use a variety of.approaches
so long as they fully document their procedures.

(The final task force report noted major areas of disagree-
ment between FCC and AT&T over the implementation of Docket 18128.
The Commission "took note of" but never officially approved the

manuals.

Following the development of the cost manual AT&T filed new

cost studies in Docket 20814 using the manual. This Docket was
established in 1976 to look' at the lawfulness'of,AT&T's Multi-
schedule Private Line Tariffs. As a reSult, in March 1978
FCC-changed the direction of this proceeding to examine.the con-
sistency of.AT&T's costing approach with the principles of the

Docket 18128-decision.

In March 1979, an FCC administrative law judge issued his
initiai,dgbision on Docket 20814. In it he made a series of nega-
tive findings on AT&T's Implementation of Docket 18128 and based
dn these findings he rejected the tariff. He also developed
and recommended for Commission approval a.new cost allocation
manual and recommended tOat AT&T file a new cost study iSased on

the new-manual. He saiy the recommended manual as giving FCC the,
control necessary to accurately audit AT&T's costing methods.

In the final decision in Docket 20814 the Commission did not
address all of the initial decision's findings. Rather, it fo-
cused on the finding that AT&T used the "basic service" .approach
of residual costing for certain parts of its plant--a clear vio-
lation of Docket 18128--using it to reject the tariff. 'The

Commission also concluded that AT&T's cost-allocation methodology
was inconsistent with Docket 18128. Instead of using the in-
itial decision's manual FCC decided to begin a new proceeding
to-prescribe,a cost allocation manual. It stated:

"The record in this proceeding leaves little doubt
that a Commission-prescribed FDC manual is needed
if we to tave reliable, dccurate information as
to AT& 's cost of service."

FDC-7 contained two intrinsic flaws -

The selection of 'tipc-7 represented a cbmRromise With this
compromise came two inherent flaws which FCC could ultithately not

overcome. First, FDC-7 relied on forecasting to allocate plant

costs among service categories. , 4econd, FDC-7 produced total
costs for AT&T's interstate services which-Could not be reconciled
with the total costs AT&T was allowed,to recoVer as d regulated

firm. ,
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_me hasexperienced several problems in implementing itsdesire to use forecasting to allocate facility costs among serv-ice categories. Initially, in the meetings with the Cost Analy-sis Task Force AT&T stated that it did not engage in planning andprocuring facilities on a service-by-service basis. Rather, re-flecting the fungible nature of its plant, AT&T dtated that it
forecasted the demand for its aggregate plant and then built theplant to provide the mix of services eventually demanded by users.This meant that using forecasts to allocate=costs among services
was an artificial process and not related to how AT&T decided toacquire facilities.

Forecasting requires significant management judgment. Thisis particularly the case with AT&T where many of its services areclose substitutes for one another. For example, forecasting rapidgrowth in one service may mean forecasting slower growth'for acomplimentary service. Balancing these forecasts requires judg-ment and makes the forecasting process' more difficult. The sub-
stitutability of services also reinforces the tendency to forecastonly aggrega demand and to build fungible plant.

In an environment where forecasts are not used by the carrierin its procurement decisionmaking and where significant managementjudgment is involved, there may be an incentive to underallocate
plant to competitive services and overallocate plant to ponopoly
services--in other words, to cross-subsidize. FCC officials andindustry observers feel this has been the net result of using
forecasting to implement FDC-7. As evidence of this, they citethe inaccuracies of AT&T's forecasts apd the considerable diffi-culty FCC has experienced in getting ATta to satisfactorily speci-fy the effects of assumptions made wheneyer managerial judgmentis usea in the forecasting process. This has led some FCC of-ficials to favor removing forecasting from the costing process.

The Commission does have, however, the ability to exercisecontrol over the quality of forecasting by holding the carrieraccountable for the accuracy of its forecasts. We believe twomethods are available. One is the reconciliation of the relativeuse FDC-1 with the FDC-7 results as was contemplated in Docket18128. This has never been done, despite findings in Docket
20814,that discrepancies'in plant allocation and actual plantuse did exist. The other method involves the reconciliation offorecasts from the costing process with forecasts required aspatt of the section 214 facilitied authorization process. Asdescribed in chapter 3, carriers must get FCC approval before
constructing transmission facilities. As part of their appli-
cation, FCC requires facility forecasts. Both the Cost Alloca-
tion Task Eorce and Docket 20814 recognized that the facility
authorization process could be used as a "check" on the costingprocess but no such reconciliation was ever attempted.

When asked why neither of the two methods has'been used,the Chief, of the Policy and Program Planning Division and aneconoMist and.an attorney in the same division noted that even\
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if a p riodic reconciliation occurred, the inherent difficul-
ties i,h forecasting would mean that any deviations betwten
forec sted and actual use might be explainable by exogenous
fact rs, raising a legitimate question of to what extent the
carrier should be held accountable. In such an environment,
the Commission would be reluctant to take any action. An
administrative law judge and an attorney in the Policy and
Program Planning Division saw it as merely a lack of will on
the Commission's part. Without a mechanism to induce account-
ability FCC is likely to continue to experience difficulties
with forecasting since the incentive to manipulate forecasts
will not be reduced.

The second major flaw has to do with a process known as
"trial balancing." The essence of AT&T's implementation of the
FDC-7 costing methodology is the building up of costs to be
allocated to services through a rather complex process. 1/ This
process, however, is not the same process which is used to deter-
mine the aggregate costs AT&T may recover from its total inter-

state operations. This latter process is known as-separations
procedures. 2/

As the costing methodology was eing implemented, it was
found that the total costs derived th ough the FDQr7 process were
significantly less than the total costk derived through separa-'
tions. This led AT&T to use a 7trial b ancing" procesa to ad-
just costs created through FDC-7 with the total costs assigned to
interstate service through separations. The amount of the short-
fall was about $2 billion. How this amount was distributed,among
the services could significantly affect the costs assigned to
these services; therefore, another opportunity for cross-subsidy
was created. AT&T argued that "most of the difference" was due
to differences in the two methodologies. Competing carriers,
along with FCC, expressed the view that the differenCep were due
to the complex costing process and errors in forecasting.

1/Briefly, this process involves taking the forecasts of demand
for service and generating the quantity of plant necessary to
fill that demand through the use of "translators" or other fac-

tors. The cost of the needed facilities is the result of multi-
plying the projected plant quantities by the unit costs of the
various facilities. These unit costs, however, are developed
from spec'al studies" of the cost and characteristics of plant
currently n use. Once the cost of plant has been allocated,
the lloca ion of opefating expenses is made based primarily on
the lloca ion of plant.

2/Beca se man of the costs of providing service are common costs,
some procedre had to be developed to allocate these costs for
regul tory purposes to either interstate (FCC regulated) or,
intra ate (State public utility commission regulated),juris-
diction . AT&T is allowed to recover its total interstate costs
through its various interstat services. (See p. 77.)
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The Chief of the Common Carrier Bureau at the time of the
Docket 18128 decision told us that he recognized that. FDC-7
developed costs, and separtions costs were probably not going
to be the same. He stated that it.was his intention to revise
separations procedures-to attempt to resolve this problein; how-ever, this was never done. Consequently, the problem of trial
balancing remained along with the attendant opportunities to
manipulate the outcome of the costing process.

FCC did not follow through with
the implementation of FDC-7

The pattern of problem recognition and inaction was not
confined to the forecasting and trial balancing area. FCC did
not follow through in the development of the Uniform System of
Accounts (USOA)--a key area which would have enhanced FDC-7's op-portunity for success. FCC also did not exert effective controlover the implementation process of FDC-7.

As noted above, a major aspect of AT&T's implementation ofthe FDC-7 methodology involved the, use of special studies. FCCstaff experienced considerable difficulty with these studies,
finding them extremely complex, difficult to understand and
verify, and thus, in their view, beyond their ability to meaning-fully review. This view was reinforced in the initial decision
in Docket 20814 where the administrative kaw judge was highlycritical of AT&T's cost studies to the point that he felt that
their deficiencies alone were a basis for rejecting the tariffs.

Tht need ,for these special studies flows, in large part, fromthe inadequacies in the current USOA. The current system of ac-counts collects data on an aggregate, companywide basis and assuch cannot provide the detail needed for service-by-service cost-ing. The Commission recognized these difficulties and in June1978 began a proceeding to'revise the USOA. Thd Common CarrierBureau Chief, at the time of the Docket 18128 decision, told usthat the cost manual was viewed as an interim approach and oncethe revised USOA had been developed which provided the necessarydetailed costing information, the mandal cduld have beenabandoned.

As will be discussed in detail in chapter 5, FCC over thelast 3 years has made virtually no progress in revising the USOA.We recognize, however, that revisioh of the USOA will not obviatethe need for all special studies. Further, had FCC made satis-factory progress in revising the USOA it is conjectural whetherthe project would be complete and implemented as of-this date.Nevertheless, this situation has meant that the need for extensivespecial studies and the attendant problems of review and verifi-
cation remain and will continue for the foreseeable future.

FCC also did not exert effdctive control over ihe FDC-7implementation process. The Cost Analysis Task Force, as notedearlier, was formed after the Docket 18128 decision. The task
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force was charged With
,

u* * * developing, on an expedited basis, rules and
procedures which will ensure that telephone industry

costs are properly allocated and accounted for on a
service-by-service basis."

This vas to be accomplished within 3 months. The expectation
that the working sessions would develop implementation procedures.
was reflected in the Docket 18128 decisiOn itself, which as the
Chief of the Policy and Pro§ram Planning Division stated was long
on generalities and short on details regarding hoW FDC-7 would

be iMplemented.

In contrast to these expect'ations, when the task force
reports and manuals were submitted to the CoMmission, the Commis-
sion while accepting the reports took note of t;ut never,official-
ly approved the manuals. The Common Carrier Bureau Chief at the
time of the manuals' development told_us he advised the Commis-
sion not to endorse.the manuals'. He said that the development
of the manual,by the task force was in direct conflict with his
view oethe initial purpose of the task force, which was to sim-
ply explain the principles of Docket 18128 to AT&T and allow AT&T
to develop implementing procedures. He.did not wdnt the task
force agreeing with AT&T over implementation procedures because
the Bureau simply did not know enough about the speciai'studies,
data bases, or forecasting techniques AT&T might use to generate
cost of service data to know to what they were agreeing. H ,

favdred having AT&T file tariffs implementing the Docket 18 28
principles, and through the review and of these ta iffs
learn what cost data AT&T was using and ow the 18128 principles
could be implemented.

The apparent conflict between the Stated purpose of the task

force ind the responsible official's expectations contributed to
FCC's inability to satisfactorily implement FDC-7. If the purpose
of the task force was as publicly Stated, then given FCC's lack.
of knowledge, a deadline of 3 months was, in our view, totally un-
realistic. Further! the_task force should have been given author-
ity to compel AT&T to reveal the data bases which could have been
used to develop an allocation process. Such authority-falls within
FCC's powers under section 218 of the CommunicAtiong Act4. however,
the task force was given no control over the paplementation pro-,
-cess. 1/,If, as the Bureau Chief suggested; a more passive posture
was !desired, then setting up the task force with such a sipecific
deadline was clearly ncit appropriate. The net result we believe
was a manual over which FCC did not exert adequate control and
which FCC did not fully understand or have confidence in, but

/
1/SeCtion'218 authorizes FCC to "inquire into the manageMent of

the business of all carriers subject to this Act" and to "ob-
tain from such carriers * * * full and complete information
necessary to enable the Commission .to-peFform its duties * * *."
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which having been developed in the- Working Sessions had a certain
undeniable legitimacy.

FCC ADOPTS AN INTERIM CdST MANUAL WHICH
OFFERS LITTLE IMPROVEMENT OVER FDC=7

After a 4-year struggle with iMplementing FDC=7, FCC in
December 1980 (Docket 79-245) discardecY4TC-7 and adopted an In7
teriM Coat Manual which differed sharply in approach frpm FDC-7.
This manual sought tO avoid the inherent flaws of FDC-7 and toproduce a cost methodoidgY which was more understandable and
auditable and which 'crldnot Create incentives for manipulation bya dominant carrier. The manual was intended Only to serve as'astopgap until a more acCeptable 1000'..-range zolution could be dev-,eloped. Part of this long-range solution apparently includes
other "noncost" approaches, such as resale and shaiing, to pre-vent cross-subsidy.

Fcc has through the interim manual eliminated the maior flawsof FDC-7, but we question whether FCC has produCed a more,under-
standable, auditable method for allbcating costs. Further, webelieve the interim manual does not reduce:the incentive,to man-ipulate the costing process. The manual:is alsoi we believe, anad.hoc response to the rder of the U.S. Court of Appeals for theDistrict of Columbia Circuit'to develop an acceptable WATS tariff.Thus, we see the interim cost Manual as just that--an interim
solutiOn--which cannot serve as along-term approach,

I

The rnterim Cost Manual differs from FDC-7 in two major
respects--the manner n which costs are allocated.among services,and the number of.'service categories to'which Costs are allocated.Whereas FDC-7 attempted to build up costs using .forecasts and acomplex costing process, the)Interim ManUal. incorpotate*no fore-casting. Rather, it takes facility.costs derived from-separationsprocedures and allocates them bised on relative use among theservice categories. SoMe'of this allocation takes place within ,the separations ITOCedures--separations divides costs between,tmessage services (MTS and WATS) and an aggregate 0! private line
services--the remaining allocation is done within the Interim \Manual procedures. .Expenses are divided among the service cate-gories by the use of the techniques in the August Manual.

While FDC-7 divided costs among 16 service categbries theInterim Manual 11.3.4 only four categories--MTS, WATS, an''aggregate.
category for all private line services, and Exchange NetworkFacilities for Interstate Access (ENFIA). 1/

.The Interim Manual has apparently mitigated th'e majorlaws of FDC-7. Bir eliminating forecasting, FCC has eliminated
one major trouble spot. By usingoseparations procedures asa starting point and dividing total costs from the "top down"

° 1/ENFIA is discussed in chapter 8.'
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on-the basis of relative usei-FCC has also-mitigated the prob-
lem of trial balancing. FCC also argues that separations based
numbers are more auditable and understandable than FDC-7. By
basing costing on existing separations procedures, FCC'officials
feel they have reduced the incentive and.opportunities for mani-
pulating the costing process. This has resulted,'FCC believes,
in separations procedures being More effective than FDC-7 in.
preventingcross-subsidy between MTS and private line services..

Regarding the contraction of.service categories, FCC has
argued that increases in competition in private line services
have mitigated the potential for-intra-private line cross-subsidy,
thus removing the need for the individual private line service
categories which made up,the bulk of the'earlier 16 categories.
FCC has,also noted that.it is taking action in noncost approaches
of resale and.sharing (see p. 82), ancr-the retructuring-of pri-,
vate line services which, will'further reduce the potential for°
crOss-subsidy. FCC has said, however, that.it still,expects AT&T
to justify its private line tariffs using 'fully distributed costs
but it has left the allocation tedhniques to AT&T. -

The Interim Manual iA .

not an approprlate cost
of servide,methodology

, Major portions of telephone plant are used jointly or ,

inierchangeably to provide interstate apd intrastate service.
Separations procedures were started around 1910to allocate
plant coste as well as expenses, taxes, and reserves for regu-
.1atory purposes between intrastate and interstate jurisdictions.
The basig on which separations are made is the relative use of
telephone plant in each,of the operations. As noted below, the
usage:measure may be expanded by some.multiple when applied.to
particular types of plant. This allocation occurs in a two step
process. The first step is to divide the-cumulatiVe plant costs_
recorded in the USOA into the special Olant categories used in
separations. Tor example, the'USdA has one account for all Cen-
tral Office Equipment. The equipment in this account is di ided
into eight categories for separations purpose8. The secon ter)

is to apportion the cost ol'the plant in each category amor the
operations by,the application of various Usage factors or .

rect assignment. Usage is determined through varidus specia
Studies. General guidelines for separations Procedures are-An,
.the Separations Manual, whichlis contained in Part 67 of FCC!s
rules.

Separations procedures were designed to allocate costs,L.
between the interstate and intrastate jurisdictions. They were
not designed to allocate coats among services. Consequently
separations uses tectiniques which may not:produce an appropriate
allocation of costs among services.' For example:

--Separations uses residual costing techniques, which FCC
found inappropriate in Dockets 18128 and 20814.
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--Separations uses broad averaging of costs which ignOres
the different cost characteristics of,various categoriesof plant..

--Separations uses a subscriber Nant factor which multi-
plies the usage measure by about three' times to allocate -
a greater portion of certain types of eichange plant to
the interstate jrarisdictibn thanapplication of the basic '

usage measure would accomplish.

In particular, because of the residual techniques and because the
subscriber Tdant factor is applied only to message seryice usageand not to private line service usage, it appears that separatioft
underallocates costs to the private line category.'

Both this result and the inap dpriateness of using the
separations prodedures for cost of seevice allocations is\recog-nized in the Separatidns -Manual and has been readily acknowledged
by FCC Officials and by the gommission in its Report and Order
implementing the Interim Manual. The Commission, however, defendsthe use of separations on the following grounds.

--An advantage of using separations As that .it is more
-understandable, aUditable, and may reduce the incentive
to manipulate the costing process when compared with
FDC-7.

v

--While costs may be underallocated to private line services
using separations, more posts are allocated using this
method than were allocated under FDC-7.

--Separations will be more effective in preventing MTS drose-
subsidy of private line services.

--An FCC-State joint board proceeding to revise separations
was begun in 1980 to address the separations allocation
techniques discussed previously.

Separations may not be more
understandable, auditable, and
ldss subject to potential manip-
ulation than FDC-7

A

It is questionable whether Separations is anykmore under-
standable, ,auditable, and aess subject to potential manipulation
than FDC-7. This is because separations procedures are extremely
complex, have been subject,to little Commission scrutiny, and
allow the carrier latitude in implementing the general guidelines
in .the Separations Manual.

The Separations Manual outlines the allocation methodologies
to be used in separations stuOies; however, it does not specify
the detailed procedures underlying those methodologies. Rather,
AT&T carries out the basic collection and organization of data
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and detailed prodesses. In September A79, 4CC hired a-contractot
tb analyze the relationship between the Separation,. Manual and
AT&T's implementing procedures to assure they complied with the,
principles in the manual. 1/ The studytsjmain conclusion-was
that',

" * the Separations Manual, as currently imple-
mented by,the Bell Systei-Trits.Divisibn of Revenues
process, permits flexibility to such an extent that
we have serious reservations as to its use as a rea-
sonable device to determine the apprqpriate jurisdic-'
tional separation of telephone plant, costs and "

expenses."

In particular, the study was critical of the basic studieS, which
develop the factors used to apportion costs, as being updated, and
modified in an irregular manner dnd totally at AT&T's discretion.
The study also expressed concern about.AT&T's control over,the
data to which the studies are applied. In addition, the study
questioned the use of sepdrations as a cost-manual. It made a
series of recommendations aimed at giving Fec more understanding
and control over AT&T's implementation of the Separations anual;
however, an FCC'official told us that no ftion has been t ken
on these recoMmendations.

From our work at FCC's New York Field Office, vere, found that
FCC from studies initiated in 1976 of Nevf York Telephone (1
AT&T affiliate) had also identified questionable areas in t e
implementation of separations procedures. Based ootheir
findings FCC's New York auditors supported the findings of the
contractor's study and noted that separations is not a cost
manual.

In addition to these studies FCC officials, includin4 t
recently resigned Bureau Chief; agreed that Separations pro- 1

cedures were aTcane and that, in the absence of close FCC scru-.
tiny, the potential existed for separations-to b'e manipulated
to produce cross-subsidy. An.FCC accountant in the New York
'Field Office expressed the view that comprehensive auditing of
AT&T's implementation of separations procedures could mitigate
the problems highlighted above, but only if such auditing takes
place. (FCC's efforts at auditing are discussed in ch. 3.)

To obtain an estimate of the resources required to have con-, -

fidence in separations results, we asked the New York Field Office
officials to estimate the time spent on their audit of New York
Telephone and what it might take to accomplish similar audits in
the other 22 operating companies. They estimated that since

1/"A Study of Jurisdictional Separations to\Compare AT&T's In-
terstate Settlements Information System with the Separations
Manual and Division of Revenues Process" J. W. Wilson &
Associates, Inc.t Sept. 30, 1980.

,
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1976 about 19 staff years had'been.spent on the New York Tele-
phone audit but that based on the expertise they had developed
future audits of individual companies might take about 9 to 14

' staff years; therefdre, an audit of all, 23 AT&T.operating com-
- panie6.could require,from 207 to 322 staff years. In contrast,.for fiscal year 1981 27 staff year's were budgeted formall ac-
counting and audit activities. .Given the other responsibilities
of this activity and, the likelihood that additional resources

. will 'not be assigned of the magnitude required to audit all AT&T
companies, we believe FCC spould not present the Interim Manual
as more auditable and less subject to manipulation than FDC-7.

No{

MTS cross-rsubsidy of private
line services is still possible

FCC officials also support the InterimMallual on the
grounds that a separations procedures based agkroacti will pre-
vent MTS services' from crosssubsidizing private line serVices.It hds been alleged by Fcc officials that such cross-subsidiz-etion occurred,under FDC-i-7. As evfdence of this, FCC officials
cite the fact that the change from FDC-7 to the Interim Manualhas shifted more costs from message ,services to private line
services towering the private lihe return (to about 3.5 percent)
and raising the MTS returh (to about 11.7 percent). FCC has
recognized that by using separations procedures some additional
cross-subsidy may be occurring; however, FCC officials arewilling to'accept the currentt_result on the grounds that.it
represents a beneficial'shift, 1.6 costs and because they feel'that thtough the use Of separations a boundarrhas been drawn
between message and private line services which will preventfurther cross-subsidy.

While we would not contest the shift of cost rdiodnsibility
from messa9.,0 to private line services and the evidence it givesof potentthl cross-subsidy under FDC-7, we_question whether a
toundary has bp9n drawn 'betwen MTS and private line services asFCC suggests. wWe base our reservation on the concerns cited
previously regarding the 4ncentive, in the absence of closeFCC scrutiny, for manipulation of the separations proceduresand FCC's apparent inability to prevent suchtmanipulatioh. Wewould also note that the Interim Manual allocates .expenses usingbasically the same procedures contained in the August Manual.

While the problems in allocating facility costs among serv-ices have received the most attention bedause expenses areoften allocaqd on the basis of special studies the potentialexists for expenses to be misallocated and thus cause cross-subsidy. In this regard, the administrative law judge who triedDocket 20814 stated that there were more potential areas formanipulation on the expense side of the allocation process thanon the facilities side and that potential misallocations of ex-penses had not received sufficient attention. Officials An*the'Policy and Program Planning Division responsible for the Interim
Manual agreed that the expense allocation procedures-may allowsome potential for,crpss-subsidy. As a result, they said FCC
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will have to look closely at the rates proposed for private lin
services.

It is not cleal to what extent
separations procedures will be
revised by the Joint Board

In its Report and Order issuihg the-Interim Manual FCC
recognized many of the problems we bave discussed and stated
that it bad convened a Federal-State JointBoard in June 1980 .
to look at separations procedures and make recommendations for
Commission action to improve the separations procedures. The
Joint Board was begun to look at,the allbcation of exchange

-plant' because of FCC's decisionto prescribe access charges and
deregulate'terminal equipment. 1/ The FCC officiar responsible
for the Joint Board proceeding indicated that it would not in-
volve a comprehensive,look at'separations and that, in partic-
ular, interexchange plant allocations was not a topic to be
.considered by this Joint Board.

given this situation,: it is not,clear when the separations
..related problems of thekInterili Manual will be revised. The

FCC official reSponsibroe'the Interim Manual told us that
if the Joint Board does nottimake all the necessary changes,
FCC may make independent changes in the Manual; howevet, he
could not\...be precise about when this would occur,

'Prei,rention of intrasekvice.cross-
subsidy has not-been clarified

.-In addition to the 15roblem of cross-subsidy between MTS and
private line services is the potential for cross-:subsidy-among
private line services:as Well as among the various WATS services.
To detect and prevent such cross-6subsidy, FCC'intends to rely on
so-called noncost approaches and tariff review.

The noncost approaches are directed at the three conditions,
which allow a firm to engage in piice discrimination; The firm
must (1) have market power, (2) be able to segment its customers,.
and (3) be able to constrain arbitrage. 2/

To address the first condition, FCC has allowed entry into
pritrate line services. As was noted in chapter 2, compe,titors
have made their greatest inroads into this sector; however., in
the-aggregate AT&T still has a,dominant share,

1/Access charges and issues surrounding terminal equipme,nt
deregulation Are discussed more fully in chapters 7 and 8.1

-

2/Arbitrage is the simultaneous buying and selling.of a telpcom7
munications service in different markets in order.to profit
from a price advantage.
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To address the/second condition FCC, based on the'view that
diliffences in private line services are largely marketing dis-
tin ons dedigned'to segment custorners, is attempting to re-
structure AT&T's private ine services into their generic com-
ponents such ag'a local loop, a switch, and a transmission line.
Such a'restructuring would allow customers to buy only the serv-
ices they need to meet their communications demands and not force
them to purchase "packaged" services which could involve elements
of cross-subsidy. While this approach has strong intuitive ap-
peal, it is still being developed, and its success must ulti--
mately depend; we believe, on establishing the cost of the
gerkeric,components.

Regarding arbitrage FCC has attempted to relax the prohibi-
tions on the roesale'and sharing of private line, WATS and MTS
services. Allowing.fesale and sharing would mean that if a car-.
rier attempted to undenkiCe a service, its competitors could also
buy that service, repatkage it, and sell it to other customers.

As of June 1981 all resale restrictions on MTS and WATS
services were removed. Some restrictions still, exist on private'
line services. In particblar, AT&T tariffs do not allow its.
private line services to be resold if the purpose of the 'res9le
is,to provide a functionally equivalent MTSfor WATS service.

-A genior-public utility specialist in the Tariff Divisian told
us, however, that the relaxation of resale restrictions on MTS'
and WATS have essentiallyomooted these restrictions on private
line services, and th,e resale field in hisifiew is "wide open."

These noncost approaches havd a strong appeal and we
encourage FCC to continue their development; however, it will
be several years at best before the private_line restructuring
is completed. Further, we suspect it will be several additional
years before their effectiveness can be determined. In the in-
terim,,FCC must rely on 'the review of individual tariffs to de-
tect and prevent cross-subsidy. FCC officials,noted, however,
that,they do not now have an acceptable FDC methodology for
allocating costs among individual private line Ogrvices. Their
review of cost allocation procedures for individual tariffs will
cOntinue to be done on an ad hoc basis, and as ode official put
it "we will know an acceptable methodology when we see it." Com-
mission officials view this uncertainty as beneficial, and the
Bureau Chief duiing the time of our reviem, suggested that it
might-act as an incentive for AT&T to file a cost justification
FCC would find acceptable. If,an acceptable methodology is not
produced, FCC officials indicated they would reject the tariff.

The Interim Cost Manual is
in part an ad hoc reaction
to the U.S. Court of Appeals
order to provide a legal
WATS tariff

In February 1979,,MCI filed a petition with the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit for review
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of FCC's decisionsfwhich repeatedly found AT&T's 1973, 1974, 1975
and 1976 WATS tariff revisions unsupported by the data provibed.
PCC has, however, allowed the revisions to remain in effect. MCI
challenged FCC's allowing the WATS tariffs to continue Ln effect
for sUch a long period without a determination that those-revi-
sions were just and Ileasonable; In its April 1980 decision, the
court 1/ in essedbe dreed with MICI and found that there must be
some limit to the time tariffs unjustified under law cqn remain
in effect, even if FCC is in no position to decide whether they
are actually lawful. The court .ordered FCC to develop a schedule
for 'the expeditious resolution of this controversy. Developing,a
Commission-approved cost manual wag part of the timetable FCC'
subsequently filed with the court, promising to decide the ques-
tion by December 1980. . r

The initial Notice of Inquiy in the proceeding to develop
a cost manual was issued In September 1979., It contained no men-
tion bf a separltions-bpsed approach, although the discussion did
indicate FCC wasdissatisfied with FDC-7 an4 wanted to consider
.alternatives. 'FCC stated that after receiving parties' comments
it would issue a proposed manual. In June 1980 FCC did 'issue the,
proposed Interim Manual for comment and in December 1980 it was
adopted.

FCC officials have stated that regardless of the court's
order they' wbuld have gone with a separations-based approach.
The 'language of FCC's Report and Order adopting the Interim,
Manual suggests, however, that the court's order had some
effect. For examiile, in deciding not tomodify and adopt PDC-7
as-its cost thanual FCC said

"Because of our desire to implement an allocation
methodology which would be understandable and
auditable and because of our obligation under an
order of the United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit to adopt a cost'allo-
cation manual in December 1980, we determined that
am,salternative approach was required." ,

Further, FCC said:

"In evaluating the criticisms of our proposal to
utilize jurisdictional separations results as a prime
component of the interim cost allocation manual it
is necessary to be mindful of the prbper context for
this task. We are obligated by order of the United
States4Court of Appeals to promulgate a manual on an
expedited schetu1. The proposal contained in the
interim manua must be judged by two standards. irst,
it is an impro ent over existing procedures and,
second, it is superior to alternative proposals which
can be implemen ed at this time:"

1/MCI Telecbmmunications COrp. v. F.C.C., 627 F. 2d 322 (1980).
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TARIFF PROVISIONS OF THE
COMMUNICATIONS ACT IMPEDE
FCC's ABILITY TO OBTAIN
NEEDED COST DATA

FCC has.specific responsibilities under sections 201 through
205 of the Commmunications Act regarding the approval of tariffs
fbe individual communications services. 1/ These responsibilities
are directed at -giving FCC control over monopoly pricing abuses.
'In particulariFCC may, in the case of an excessive rate, issue
an accounting order requiking the carrier to maintain a record
of revenues received from the service in question, and after
findinv in a hearing that the rate is excessive, order a refund.

)

With the development of competition and the attendant poten-
tpl for cross-subsidy, FCC's regulatory concern has expanded,to
detecting gnd correcting rates which are too low in addition 4to
eates.wh,ich are too high. FCC has required 'that rates IQe coSit
based and that costs be fully distributed among all services. To
make this determinatiokFCC requires carriers to file certain cost
clta supporting their riffs. This data forms'the factual basis
for a review following which the Commission may

--find the tariff is unlawful on its face and; there-
fore, reject it not allowing it to take effect;

- -find that the tariff has questionabkat aspects,
suspend the tariff for a maximum of 5 months (after

°which it becomes effective) and set the tariff far
hearing to determine its lawfulness; Or

- -find the tariff is lawful and allow it to become
effective. tk

After the hearing, if FCC determines the rate violates the act,
it may prescribe a just and reasonable charge.

Fcc officials-havie. stated that a carrier which is attempting
't.6 cross-subsidize has a strong incentive to provide enough cost
data information to meet the statutory requirements but not enough
for FCC to'find the tariff unlawful on its face. During the en-
suing hearing process an FCC official noted the carrier will con-
tinue to have an incentive to obfuscate the cost data supporting
ifs rate'. This in turrimay extend the hearing process beyond the
5-month suspension per,iod, thus allowing the tariff to take effect.
Once the tatiff is effective a powerful clientele will build among
users who enjoy the artificially low rate while the low rate at
the same time may thwart competition. The incentive torobfuscate
cost data'flows not only from a desire to behave anticompetitively
but also from a natural desire by the carrier to avoid having its
costs scrutinized by competitors.

1/A tariff dontains the rated, terms, and conditions for a
particular service. FCC's responsibilities are detailed in
appendix I.
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FCC summarizedIsuch a situation in its deCision in Docket
20814 when it said:

"Although we have condUcted several in-depth inves-
tigations in which major AT&T tariffs have been found
unlawful, in every case these findings of unlawfulness
stemmed principally from AT&T's failure to justify'
its rate levels and rate strdctures with appropriate
cost data. While the essentially negative findings
on AT&T's cost justification in the 'WATS, DDS, and
Hi-Lo investigations supported declarations of unlaw-
fulness and the formulation of specific guidelines
for the subsequent tariffs we ordered AT&T to file,
the records in these proceedings disclosedalittle
-reliable cost of service information which could have
forTed the basis for a rate prescription. Despite our
frustratiqn, we had no recourse but to allow the un-
lawful tariffs to remain in effect until AT&T complied
with our orders to file superseding tariffs."

The net result is a pattern of tariff filings, hearings,
findings of unlawfulness, and rejection followed by a repeat/
of this pattern. As the Commission put it in Docket 20814y

"Unjustified and unlawful tariffs-have remained in

i fs which themselves
effect often for years while
only to be replaced by other tar
are later found to be unlawful. Where replacement
tariffs have been found to be recognizably unlawful
at the time of their filing, as in the case cif ihe
most redent WATS revisions we have had little choice
but to exercise dur rejection,power with the unsatis-
factocy result that the former unlawful tariff must
remain in effect fo't an even longer period of time.
The paucity of useful cost information submitted by
AT&T in this proceeding, and in Docket No. 19919
before it, has prevented meaningful progress toward
the determinatpn of lawful Series 2000/3000 gates.
These two proceedings demonstrate the iarrier's
ability to frustrate the regulatory process by its
failure to provide the kinds of information we re-
quire for a reasoned analysis of its tariffs."

One way we believe FCC could deal with a tariff it believes
is too low would be for FCC to prescribe an interim tariff. If
FCC prescribes a tariff whiEh ultimately is higher than what the
market wilMear, then the carrier will ,seek to have the tariff
revised by filing sufficient cost.data to support the rate it
would prefer. FCC officials have fully agreed with the value of
prescgiption as a means to improve the quality of cost data they
receive. FCC, however, has not used its existing prescription
authority because FCC officials felt that past tariff hearings
had not producea understandable cost data on which a prescription
could be based. They felt that prescription had to be based on
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understandable cost Aata in order to withstand potential court
challenges by the carrier for whom a tariff had been prescribed._

FCC's statements involve circular reasoning which virtually
assures that nO prescription will be made--FCC cannot prescribe
without adequate cost data but FCC cannot obtain adequate cast
data without a ,prescription. To break this cycle we believe FCC
needs the authority to prescribe an interim tariff based on
the cost data which the carrier had submitted in support of its
tariff. With this authority FCC can use its expertise and
available cost information to make adjustments or correct defic-
iencies in the cost data the carrier filed. This interim tariff
would go into effect at the end of the suspension period. To
prevent FCC from keeping in effect indefinitely an interim tariff
which might be so high as to cause the carrier to lose consider- .

able amounts of business, we believe the interim tariff ought to
have a limited lifespan--2 months would seem reasonable.
During that time FCC could hold a hearing and based on the data
presented in the hearing, prescribe a perManent tariff.

CONCLUSIONS

With the introduction of competi
principles and methodologies to guid
priate rates for monopoly and comp
critical issue. FCC has struggl
years with what can dbly be ch
While FCC has established the
be fully distributed among a
a long-teTm approach for

ion, development of costing
in determining the appro-

itive services has become a
with this issue for over 20

acterized as limited sUccess.
road principle that costs should

1 services, it has not comb up with
ementing this principle.

FCC)s initial approach--FDC Method 7--proved impossible to
implement. It wae4hampered by two inherent flaws--the use of
forecasting to allocate facili.1ty costs and the,inability to
reconcile through trial balancing the total costs obtained from
FDC-7 with the total costs obtained from separations. We believe
FCC/Contributed to the difficulties it experienced with FDC-7 by
not foLlowing through with the development of a Uniform System of
Accounts to support this costing approach, and by not exerting
sufficient control over the implementation process.

In the face of these p blems and a court deadline to develop
a lawful WRTS tariff, FCC as adopted an Interim Cost Manual which
uses separations procedures to allocate costs among four broad
categories of service. The Manual is intended to be an interim
solution until a more concrete, long-term approach can be devel-
oped.

We believe the Interim Manual represents an illusory
improvement over FDC-7, and will prove to be of Aittle value
in dealing comprehensively, aver the long run, with the 15oten-
tial for cross-subsidy. Although the Interim Manual eliminates
the problems caused by forecasting and trial balancing, because "-

it relies on separations procedures to allocate facility costs,
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it may not be any more understandable, auditable, or less
subject to potential manipulati9n than FDC-7.

The Interim Manual does not address all potential areas of
cross-subsidy. .In particular, FCC does not have a comprehensive
approach for allocating costs among WATS and privat'e
ices. FCC intends to rely on currently undeveloped, and untried
noncost approachesresale and sharing, and private line restruc7
turing--as well as ad hoc tariff review to prevent cross-subsidy
csmong these service categories. I ividual tariff review, how,
ever, represents a continuation of t same unsatisfactory ap-
proach which FCC has used in the past but now without a clear
guideline of what is -an acceptable allocation methodology. The
noncost approaches while theo etically attrac,tive are simply
unproven.

We see a reasonable-solution to the problem of interservice
cross-subsidy occurring in seyeral stages and using several tech-
niques. One way to reduce the potential for misallocating joint
and common costs is to prohibit such costs to the groeatest extent
practical. In this regard, we discuss in chapter 6 the use of
separate subsidiaries. Even with separate subsidiaries, however,
there will still be opportunities, particularly in the inter-
exchange service markets, for cross-subsidy.

For now we believe FCC needs to revise the Interim Cost
Manual in two areas. First, the service catggories should be ex-
,panded to include appropriate groupings of WATS and private line
services. These groupings which should reflect the relative com-
petitiveness, particularly of the vanious private line 'services,
would improve FCC's ability to detect cross-subsidy. Second, to
provide allocation methOdologies for the expanded service cate-
gories and to alleviate concerns about carrier discretiowin the
implementation of separations procedures, FCC needs to develop an
independent set of allocation factors. Such factors, which would
be based on the principle of relative use, could be drawn from
separations, and from FCC's experience with FDC-1 and the Seven
Way Cost Study. Their key feature should beOlowever, th'at they

- are clear and Unambiguous 'and allow minimal c4etrier discretion in
their measurement or application.

For the long run we view the revision of the USOA 'as the
cornerstone'of an acceptable costing approach. While we will
discuss-the USOA revisions more thoroughly in the next chapter,
we believe FCC must move in the direction of a USOA which makes
as much direct attribution of costs to services as -possible and
which captures the factors used to allocate joint and common
costs among services.

To addreSs the problem of trial balancing, we believe the
revision of the USOA needs to be coordinated with the revision of
separations procedures. While we will discuss this further in
the next chapter, a USOA which is coordinated with separations
should eliminate the problem of trial balancing and would allow
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a change from top-down costing to an app.rOach where coste of
a particular service are aggregate4mfrom the bottom up. We would
also anticipate that,the long-teim aPproach would ir=rporate theprivate line restructuring now wider consideration. Certainly,
we would expect the revised USORto incorporate accounts which
woujd reflect and capture the costs of the generic privat linecaPonents.

The overall goal needs to be a methodology which provides
clear, unambigdous allocation of costs among service categories.
This methodology should provide a benchmark for'deteCting and
measuring cross-subsidy. As competitive conditions warrant,
pricing deviations shoula be allowied.

N

Other noncost approaches should also be vigorously pursued
which,can compliment the methodology's effectiveness in preyenting
cross-subsidy. .In this regard, we favor the relaxation of resale

- and sharing restrictions on all services. This should allow arbi- -trage of a carries's services if it attempts to cross-subsidize 14 .one service,.wiih another. We also believe FCC needs to evaluate
the feasibility of using generic components in services beyond
the Private line services currently under consideration.

We also believe that an expansion of FCC's authority to allow
it to prescribe interim tariffs would be an important compliment..
to the development of a viable allocation methodology and the useof noncost agproaches. Interim prescription would go a long way
toward increasing a carrier's incentives to supply cost data to
clearly dbpport its rates.. Amending the Communications Aot to ,provide such authvrity wodld also bring the"tariff,provisions
line with the reality of developing competition and the potentialfor cross-subsidy.

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS

We recommend that the.Congress amend section 205 df the'.
Communications Act to give FCC the authority,kto prescribe an
interim tariff based on the cost data which a-carrier 'spbmits insupport of its tariff. The interim tariff wOuld go intro effect
at the 'end of any suspension peripd'FCC might designate. _The in-terim tariff should have a limited lifespan. During this:time FCC
will hold a hearing and at the hearing's'conclusion FCC, based on .
the data presented in the hearing, will prescribe a permanent
tariff.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CHAIRMAN FCC

We recommend that tlw Commi$sion develop a clear, unambig-
uous cost a1location methodology in the near terM by

--ReVising the Interim Cost ManUal to (1) expand the
number of.sppice categsries'and,(2) develop an
independent set of allocation factors which would
allow%minimal carrier discretion in their measure-'
ment and application,
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We also recotmend that over time Old Commission

- L.Revise the Uniform Systal ofAccountd,to provide a
cornerstone for an acceptable long-term costing approach.

-.-Coordinate"the system of -accouhts' development with re-
vision of separations procedures and the restructuring
of private line services.

- -Develop, based on the revised system of accounts, a
cost-iftg approach which aggregates costs of a particular
servibe from the bottom up.

--Initiate a proaeeding to evaluate the feasibility of using
genefic components in services beyond the private line
services currently under consideratio

°
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CHAPT-ER. 5

FCC HAS MADE 4ITTLE PROGRESS IN REVISfkG

THE UNIFORM SYSTEM OF 'ACCOUNTS

The Uniform System of Acdotnts is a fundathental.source of
regulatory itformation. Adapted by FCC in 1935, subsequent
rapid technblog.ical change'and the subsequent introduction of
-competition have brought abopt the needfor its vievision. The
system of accounts cannot prbvide the dost of seikrie data FCC
needs.to address the probleth of cross-subsidy. by a carrier
operating.in both monopoly and competitive markets. FCC has
since.1978 been attempting to revise the system but without
success. Management peoblems'we identified- in a Noyember 1979
report 1/ are still unabrrected and FCC'has.not,decided on the
overall direction or structure for the system. We are making a

. series of recommendations to resolve the management problems in
.order'to have this project receive tlie priority it.deserves.

WHY REVISE THE UNIFORM SYSTEM OP ACCOUNTS? .

Tbe Uniform Systed of Accounts FCC.requires for domestic
comthon carriers provides a means forclassifying, recording,
interpreting, and reporting a carridi's faandial facts. As

'sucih, it is a fundamental source of information for the regu-
lator.. FCC adopted.the current USOA in 1935 when its basic
conctkrp Was the overall financial results of the regulated firm.
the USbA is broad and provides data for reviewing overall in-
vestment and expense levels, property valuation and depreciation
rates. 'The USOA has also provided a basis for reNiiew of car-
riers! .overall'revenue requiremmts, including the determination
of a fair rate of retarm comput0Eon an apprOriate rate base.:

Two events have served as a catalystelor revising the
existing USOA. First, technological change has created new means _

of -providing telecommunications services, Which are not reflected
in the antiquated accounts. For example, currentfillant a -aunts .

do not reflect the use of microwave and satellite facilities for
interexchange communications. T4ie same technolagical change as
created a variety of new services not envisioned when the US
was established. Thus, a revision of the USOA is'needed to re-
flect current technologies and businets functiont which, were not
contemplated when the,original USOA was formulated. Second, in
response to technological change competitive entry has been
allowed. As noted ill the previous chapter, this has created an ,
incentive for cross-subsidy. .Thus, the Commission has been con-
cerned with the costs (and rates)' for individual services. Be-
cause it focuses on companyw4de results the upcm has proved to
be little, if any, help in resolving issues fegarding the

1/"Outlook Dim For Revised Accounting System Needed Fbr
Changing Telephone Industry," (FGMSD-80-9, Nov. 13, 1979).
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appropriate r.atès for-various serviceS. To obtain service level
cost d4ta several special studies must be performed. 1/

The use of the special studies raised the potential for
inaccuiate distribution ofcosts- and, thus, raisedthe poten-
tial-for cross-subsidy. FCC has recognized this pioblem for
some time noting in Docket 19129

"Without belaboring the problems relating to the
accounting system or enumerating all- itskdeficiencies,
we need simply say that we recognize the inadequacies
of the uniform system-of accounts for our regulatory
purposes. In recent decisions involving AT&T inter-
state-services, * * * we were hampered in-our ability
to determine the lawfulness of Bell's'rateS and rate
structures by the lack of information as to invest-
ment,.expenses and revtnues associated with specific
services and sub-services. Although AT&T conducted
special studies for this purpose, even thes0, we
found, were inadequate."

Subsequently, in June.1978 FCC began a proceeding to revise
the USOA.

WHAT FCC SET OUT TO DO

In June 1978, the Commission adOpted a Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking entitled'"Revision of AcoPunts and Financial Reporting
for Telephone Companies." The noti0 Outlined a proposal for
extensively tevising the USOA, the dlOa collection, and record-
keeping and reporting requ ents O'r telephone companies. The
CommiSsion set forth severe- objecqves for a new system:

- -"It will form the bag*S for financial reports, includ-
ing both balance sheetand inoome.statement reporting.

- -"It will serve as a data base and a foundation for
managerial decisionmaking and internal management re-
ports by the carriers."

- -"It will provide sufficiently detailed disaggregated
cost and revenue information for derivation of costs
and revenues of individual $ervices and rate elements,
for pricing decisions and other managerial decision-
making by the carriers.

- -"It similarily will provide detailed disaggregated
cost and revenue information for derivatir of costs

1/To obtain the unit costs of plant used in a particular service,
t;T:1 special studies are done. The first identifies the char-
acleristics of telecommunications plant associated with the

. service. The second determines the cost of identified plant
characteristics.



and revenues of individual services and rate elements
for ri4te review and continuing surveillance purposes
of this Commission (and other regulatory bodles which
adopt the revisions) and provide a basis fdei4e-
prescriptigms, where appropriate.

--"It will facilitate the breakdown of costs between
interstate and,intrastate jurisdictions ('jurisdic-
tional separations'). .

permit analysis of facility and plant util-
ization, including studies of the causesfor each
category of expenditure and review of service quality
and service efficiency.'

A--"It will be structured so as to allow for regulatory
and independent auditing and tracing of questioned ,
entries."

FCC proposed a detailed system of accounts for revenues,
plant( and expenses. It also proposed to capture within the
USOA in Primary Allocation Records information which could-be
used to allocate costs which could not be directly attributed
within the.system of accounts. The revision was intended to
support the FDC-7 cost methodology information needs and, in.
Ihe process, improve on AT&T's August Manual which relied on
special studies. The revised USOA was expected to be useful in
Supporting,other cOsting methodologies such as FDC-1. It was
also intended to provide the information needed to facilitate
separations procedures discussed in chapter 4.

The Commission received a series of comments from tele-
communications common carriers, State public utility commis-
sions, and other interested individuals. After analyzing the
comments, the Commission, in August 1979, issued a Supplemental
N6tice of Proposed Rulemaking to further clarify issues and
request aaditional comments on the proposed system. The Com-
mission has not issued any additional notices.

MANAGEMENT WEAKNESSES IN FCC's
ATTEMPT AT USOA REVISION

In November 1979 we reported on the status of the USOA
revisons. We identified a series of management problems which
indicated that the revision might encounter difficulties in its
implementation and use'. To address these problems we recom-
mended', among other things, that the Commission Chairman appoint
an official to head the project, define the needs of intended
users of the revised system, and coordinate the revision with
Other proceedifigs, including the development of cost allocation
methodologies.

In its formal reply to our report, the Comaission_stated
that our report was critical, but very constructive. Therefore,
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the Commission believed our veport would be useful in the future
Aevelopment of the USOA. The Commission said it would take the
following steps:

--Establish a task-force, headed by a senior staff member
and composed of individuals with appropriate background
ind expertise, to design,the revised system.

--Make development of.an appropriate implemdntation
schedule a priority assignment of the task force.

--Require regular progress reports to.division chiefs
andothe deputy chief for policy to ensure that the
Commission's overall goals are accommodated'and that
appropriate coordination is maintained among related
major actions,.

--=Direct the task force to develop, as soon as possible,
a management paper defining the output that the various
users of the accountingsystem require, keeping in mind
the priority to be accorded each of these needs.

--Direct the task force to evaluate the procedural opr
tions and outline steps that will ensure that appro-
priate input from the industry and State regulators
will be bbtained.

ALMOST NO PROGRESS HAS BEEN
MADE IN REVISING,THE USOA

The revision of the USOA has made very little progress. A
second Notice of Proposed Rulemaking scheduled for Commission ,

action in July 1980, which would have proposed a set of revenue
accounts was never released. The project is now in limbo.
Although the Commission"Chairman promised the Congress in 1978
that it would begin implementing the new system in January 1981,
the Commission economist who headed the project recently esti-
mated that if the Commission could'get the project moving again,
implemedtation would not occur before January 1985.

There are two broad reasons for this current state of
affairs.

--FCC has not given this project adequate attention, io the
point of not implementing its promised reforms.

--Revisi¢n of the Cost Manual and other Commission actions
have kindled a debate over whether the Commission should
go forward with the USOA revision as originally planned.

FCC has not given
revision adequate attention

Although it has long recognized the need to revise the USOA,
FCC has not given this effort adequate attention. Reflecting
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this fact, the project still lacks a leader with the'authority
to direct the project and an appropriate staff to implement the
revision. In addition, other issues, such as intended user needs,
have not been adequately addressed.

There has not been, to.date, an individual with both.the
responsibility and authority to direct the USOA revision. Fol-
lowing our report FCC assigned overall responsibility for the
revision to the Deputy Bureau Chief'for Policy. This individual,
at the time of our review, told us that the Chief of the Economics
Division was to be assigned specific responsibi],ity within FCC
for all phases of implementation and development of the project.
This position, however, was vacant during most of 1980. Although
a Division Chief was named in November 1980 the Bureau Chief at
the tittle felt that he knew.nothing about the project and was not
qualified to head' the effort. This left an economist in the
Economics Division whohas worked on the project since its incep-
tion as the person largely responsible for the remision. The
Bureau Chief told us he was reluctant to give the pconómist free
rein with .the appropriate authority to direct the project because,
the economist did not have the necessary range of experience.

a

The Common Caerier Bureau Chief wanted the individual
heading the project td be gSle to balance the theoretical needs
of the accounting system'with certain 15ractical realities--for
example, does FCC have the computer capability io digest and use-
the detaile0 information it proposed to collect? His solution
was to recruit an experienced individual Erom outside FCC who
would become the new Chief of the Accounting and Audits Division
and whO'woUld head this project. Resporisibility for the project
.would then be transfetred from the.Economics Division to the Ac-
counting and Audits Divigion.

In November 1980', however, the outside individual the Bureau
Chief had recruited to head the project de'cided not to join FCC. ,

Shortly thereafter in January 1981 th-e Bureau Chief resigned. .

The project now remains largely the responsibility of the same
economist. To assure coordination with the interim cost manual
proceeding (discussed in ch. 4) the Policy and,Program Planning
Division Chief has become more involved.

FCC has not set up the task force to reNlise the USOA as
stated in its reply to our 1979 report, and over the last year
(1980) the resources assigned have amounted to three economists--
including the project leader--and one accountant. This is clearly
an inadequate staff. As FCC internal documents indicate, addi-
tional accountants must be involved. Engineers are also needed
to, among other things, develop plant accounts and to assist with
the de§ign of certain expense accounts. Attorneys are also neces-
sary to assist in the drafting of Commission orders.

In response to our recommendation .that FCC define the needs
of intended users, a userstudy was performed; however, it covered
only the revenue account information FCC officials would need and
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did not deal with plant or expense accounts. Surprisingly, this
study was done by a group id the Enforcement Division which had
not worked on the USOA revision. The study's results, besides
being limited, were contested by some of the individuals working
on the revision and, as a result, it is not clear what impact
this study will have on the final USOA revision.

Regarding other recommendations in the 1979 report concerning
State coordination, coordination with other proceedings, and
identifying industry reporting requirements, FCC has takn little
indentifiable action.

Fundamental debate:is occurring over
the direction of the USOA revision

Underlying the management problems discussed previously'has
been a debate over the general direction and structure for the
revised USOA. Since its first notice in 1978, FCC has adopted a
separations based Interim Cost ManUal and rejected FDC-7. Since
tbe initial USOA reVision was intended,to provide the data to
support FDC-7, a debate has developed among FCC's staff whether
the USOA should be revised to provide cost accounting data or
should restrict itself to financial data., Beyond this fundamental
question the debate also inCluded issues concerning whether FCC
should xequire the.detailed data it initially proposed to collect
and whet,her it can digest such detailed data, as well as what
the relationship should be between the USOA and the.Functional
Accounting System AT&T-is developing. Debate on al.1 of these
questions has cOntributed to the lack of progress on the USOA
revision.

The revision of the USOA was intended to provide the
aCcounting and allocation data to support FDC-7. With the shift
ftom FDC-7 to the separations based Interim Cost Manual, the
former Bureau Chief in July 1980 halted/work on the USOA re-
vision and in August 1980;ordered,a change in dirIction away
from FDC-7 to an approach more in keeping with the Interim Cost
Manual. After the resignation of the Bureau Chief in January
1981 the change in direction-never got down to specifics, and
there simply is no consensus on what form the revision should
take.

Underlying this situation is a fundamental debate over what
should be the basic purpose of the USOA. In January 1981, the
Acting Chief of the Accounting and Audits Division suggested
that the revised accounting system,should produce strictly 1

financial data to which allocation procedUres could then be
applied to provide costing information. This reflected his view
that accounting systems should limit themselves to financial
data. This suggestion prompted a sharp reply from Economics
Division officials po.inting out, correctly we believe, that
without cost accounting data FCC will not be in a position to
(1) assess the justness and"-reasonableness of particular rate-
structures and rate levels; (2) prescribe rates; and (3) 'main-
tain proper surveillance over money and property flows, which
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may be involved in cross-subsidization between services...The
Chief of the Policy and Program Planning Division acknowledged
the existence of this debate and stated frankly that there is
no consensus on which way the prbject should go.

In the face of numerous consultant studies, Commiaion
documents, and the statements of knowledgeOld officials support-
ing the,need for cost accounting .datal-we do not believe that '-
such a fundamental debate ought to be occdrring. Such a debate
should have beeh resolved years ago, and its oecurrence now il-
lustrates in the starkest terms the inadequacy of FCC's efforts
to addqess one of Its most basic and ndcessary regulatory
responãibilities.

Beyond thjis fundamental question, with the retreat from
FDC-7, there is no Clear view of how the USOA, assuming it is
intended to include cost accounting data, should be,constructed.

'The economist who has headed the project has ptoposed that the
USOA be revised to "support" separations. Under this proposal
the USOA would include cost categories which are the same or in
some cases mord detailed than those in separations. As noted in
chapter 4, accounts in the USOA are currently divided.into more
detailed categories for separations purposes. This proposal would
also capture in the Primary AllOcation Recordt the detailed usagedata which is gene-Cited while doing basic studies for separationpurposes. Such an approach wodld provide a stable base of de-
tailed cost and allocation data which could be used for juris7
dictional separations and cost of service purposes.

'The author of this approach argues that the unification of
financial accounting (the USOA) and separations acCounting will

. save the carriets money since they have about one-third of their
accounting departments currently working on separations. Cap-
turing the detailed uSkage information in the Primary AllocationRecords will allowfor detailed cost of service allocations.
It is also argued that incorporating the detailed data devel-
oped for teparations into the USOA will promote greater -accuracy. -in the separations rocedures.

This approach m y not be as novel as it first seems. As
noted earlier, one of FCC's stated objectives for the rev.isedUSOA has been to facilitate the breakdown of costs between inter-.
state"and intrastate jurisdictions. Further, under this approach
FCC's rejection of FDC-7 does not, in itself, make major changesin the information requirements of the Commission, except in the
areas of forecasting and recording of deviations between fore-catted and actual use.

This approach is not.supported by the entire Common Carrier
Bureau staff. Several have expressed a desire fpr a "less de-
tailed" system of accounts. The term less detailed, however, hasseveral meanings. One meaning, supported by the Bureau Chiefduring the time of our review, is that it Should not be neces-sary to haveall possible information contained in the chart of
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accounts as long as the information_is_prop co ec e an
.maintained in supporting records. It appears that a less
detailed chart of accounts may be in response to the stron4
initial criticism made by carriers of the extremely detailed
accounts proposed in the June 1978 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

Another area where less detail has been suggested is in the
amount of direct attribution made in the system of accounts.
The Commission's original proposal envisioned a large amount Of'
direct attribution of exapnses and facility costs to services.
Such direct attribution gould require extensive, detailed record
,keeping and reflected the Commission's decision in Doqket 18128
to have costs,attributed on a cost causative basis. With the ,

Commission's apparent shift from FDC-7 to an allocation method-
ology based on relative use, Bureau officials have suggested that
less direct attribution be required with costs allocated among
services based on usage factors. Some officials have questioned
whether FCC.could review and audit the large amount of data a
high' degree of direct attribution would qemerate.

A final issue under consideration is what the relationship
should be between the USOA and-AT&T's functional accounting
system. This.system has beem under development since the mid-
1970s and is intended to function as a management information
system. In light of the considerable time,and money which has
gone into the system, AT&T has suggested that FcC adopt it as
a USOA. Whether the system can provide the cost of service
FCC needs and whether FCC could administ6i or ,audit this sys-
tem remains unresolved.. In July 1980 FCC hired a contractor
to evaluate these issues. The contractor's report was released
by FCC for comment by interested persons in July1981.

CONdUSIONS

The USOA--a fundamental source of regulatory information--
needs'revision. It cannot provide the cost of service information;
FCC needs to effectively regulate a carrier operating in both 'v

monopoly and competitive markets.

4
p.

FCC,needs to give this effort immediate and priority atten-
,,t4on--attention which has not been given this project although
recommended in our 1979 report. In particular, an individual
with sufficient authority and responsibility is needed to diredt
the project. .There are fundamental differences of opinion amohg
the individuals nvolved in the project--particularly the econ-
omists and'accountants--over the direction the revision should
take. The attempt by the Common Carrier Bureau Chief during the
time of our review tO bring in an outside individual who could
head the projec't had'merit.' Presumably this person, having not
been party to past disagreements, could have used his authority
and experience to.forge solutions. While the failure of this
approac0 is lamentable, it ought not to be allowed to paralyze
the project.
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The individual responsible for directing the project
needs to head a group consisting of accountants, economists,
engineers, and attorneys whose function will be revising
the USOA. We do not take a position regarding whether this
group needs to'be a task force as FCC proposed initially, or
ought to be attached to a particular division as the recently
resigned Bureau Chief proposed; however, we do believe that
revlsing,the USOA should be this group's primary.responsibility.
To further introduce accountability, we believe FCC Reeds to
issue wi0in a short timeframe (3 months would seem reasonable)
a schedule for the completion of the USOA revision and report
annually,to its legislative committees its=progress in meeting
this schedule. 1/

Regarding the direction and structure of the USOA, we
believe, at a minimum the USOA must be revised to reflect in ita
accounts the current technologies-used tO provide telecommunica-
tions services and the current functions of the telecommunicationsbusiness.. To the extent,--fCC intends to restructure AT&T's tariffsin private line as well as other services (as was discussed in
chapter 4) into generic components the accounts and these com-
ponents must be closely coordinated.

We believe the issue of whethet the edVised USOA ought to be .
a cost accounting system must be resolved once and for all. The
Commission needs cost of sepiice data. Therefore, cost accounting
needs to be part of the USOA revision so that the needed aMoca-tion data can be captured in the Primary Allocation Records, in
a systematic manner which can be audited and thus monitored for
potential manipulation.

We believe there is merit in the concept of,coordinating therevision of the separations process and the revision of the USOA-.Certaihly, it makes sense to have the same plazt'fcategories in
'both systems, thut eliminating the process of trailisferring costsfrom one to the other. In addition, the basic stdpies used in,separations for interstate/intrastate allocations may apply
to the division of'interstAte Costs among serviced\ Clearly de-fining when.and how the studies will be done and ca-pturing thestudy results in the USOA could resolve some of the problems of
manipulation discussed in chapter 4. How much'of this might be
done in_the USOA and how much through revisions in the separa-tions manual is an issue FCC will have to resolve s the project
progresses.

,On the issue of direct attribution, we, in principle,lfavor
as much direct attribution is possible. We recognize that the

1/While this report was being finalized, the Congress passed theOmnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, P.L. 97-35 (95 stat.357) which requires FCC to complete the revision of the USOA as
soon as practicable and to report its progress annually to eachHouse of the Congress.
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additional costing precision which such attribution migAt gain is
obtained at a cost of more detail d accounting and a concomitant
increase in the amount of auditing neesled to have confidence in

the data.

Overall, we believe FCC's goal needs to be a USOA which
reflects current technology and business functions and cap-
tures allocation data in a clear, usable form. The net result
must balance, however,, the ideal of a highly detailed system--
probably articulated best in FCC''s June 1978 Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking--with the realities of what FCC reasonably can digest
and audit while at the same time having confidence in the cost of
service data the system produces.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CHAIRM4N,.FCC

f
To-produce a revised USOA we recommend that the Commission

- 7-Establish a group consisting of accountants, engineers,
'economists, and attorneys to work primarily, on the USOA
revision;

- -rAppoint an individual, with,demonstrated leadership
ability and sufficient knowledge of the prdject, to
head the group and give this person Clear authority
over the group.

- -Develop a timetable establishing a/swift but realistic
schedule far comPleting the project.

--Update the USOA to reflect current technology and business
functions.and to capture necessary allocaition data in a
form which can be audited and reviewed. A§ part of this
effort, FCC should explore opportunities to merge the
separations process and the USOA to increase the account-
ability and reduce,the overlap in both systems-and examine
opportunities for direct attribution while balancing the
benefits of such attributian with its cost.
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CHAPTER 6

DEREGULATION OF ENHANCED SERVICES AND-
I.

CUSTOMER PREMISES EaUIPMENT--USING SEPARATE

, --SUBSIDIARIES AS A PROCOMPETITIVE TOOL
-

The question of how best to promote competition in.the domes-tic telecommunications industry, along with its benefits of more
rapid innovation and broadened consumer choice, is one which fora number of years hasAoccupied the attention of FQC, the Congress,the courts, and the Nabional Telecommunications and,Information
Administration, among others. The question essentially centerson considerations of how to nurture and protett competition duringthe transition from a highly concentrated industry structure, dic-tated in part by an earlier technology, to a less concentrated andmore diversified, competitive structure made possible by new tech-nologies.

.1 A
FCC, in its Computer II Decision (Docket 20828) adopted in ,..1980 and in a series of less comprehensive and less far-reaching

decisions adopted earlier, has embraced an approach' to the trans-
ition-to-competition issue which allows for the relatively, freeentry of new firms as well as the participation in new and emerging
product.and service-areas by long established, monopoly-basedcommon carriers. This approach is Predicated on the use of a.
separate subsidiary device.to insulate a dominant carrier's newly"competitive" operations from its traditional monopoly offeringsaz a way of ,:reventing the abuse of market power generally and,particularly, as a means of preventing cross-subsidbzation of the
firm's competitive offerings by its regulated monopoly offerings.The separate subsidiary requirement does not in itself eliminateor even significantly reduce a firm's incentives to engage in
anticompetitive behavior, but, combined with the proper safeguards
and regulatory oversight, it can render anticompetitive conduct
easier to detect and penalize.

FCC's adopted approach is novel and largely untested,
certainly in the manner and on the Scale proposed in the Compu-ter II proceeding. How successful it will be in protecting the
competition and securing its benefits for the public only timewill tell. We believe that FCC will have to go well beyond the
safeguards currently provided for in Computer II if there is tobe any assurance of success in encouraging and protecting com-pokition in the domestic telecommunications industry.

FCC's SECOND
COMPUTP2 INQUIRY

The FCC rulemaking proceeding officially referred to as the
"Second Computer Inquiry" (popularly known as Computer II)(77 FCC 2d 384(1980)) represents the culmination of a more than
decade-long effort on thepart of FCC to address the regulatory
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questions and pioblems raised by the confluence and inMerdepen-
dence of coMmunications and data processing technologiOs. The

First Computer Inquiry (COmputer I) (28 FCC 2d 267(1971)) idat-
tiated in 1966 and concluded in early 1971 sought information
regarding-actual'and potential computer uses of commtinications
facilities and services as well as views and recommendaions
Ooncernirig whether a need existed for new or improved common
carrier services or for revised rates, regulations and practic s
of carriers to meet the emerging requirements for the provision
of data processing,'or other computer serVices involving the us'

of communication'facilities.

Two basic regulatory issues were addressed by FCC in tge

First Computer Inquiry: (1) whether data processing services
should be subject at all to FCC regulation under title II of the
Communications Act and (2) whether, under what circumstatIces
and subject to what conditions or safeguards, common carOers
should be permitted to engage in data processing. In,addressing
the first issue, FCC determined that data processing getyices
should not be regulated even though transmission over'CoMMori
carrier communications facilities was involved in linking user
terminals to central computers. This "forbearance" from'regu-
lation regarding data processing entailed a necessity to
distinguish regulated communications services from unregulated
data processing services and led to the adoption of a set of
definitions to assist in making such determinations.

In addressing the issue of common carrier participation in
data processing offerings,.FCC observed that common carriers,
"as part of the natural evolution of the developing communications
art," were rapidly becoming equipped to enter into the data pro-
cessing field, if not by design, by virtue of the fact that com-
puters used for conventional communications services could readily
be programed to perform data processing services. Regarding
whether common carriers should be permitted to participate in
competitive data processing offerings, the Commission stated that
it could not find the necessary social, economic or public policy
considerations which would require or even' justify an.outright
prohibition against the furnishing of data processing services by

common carriers. Accordingly, the Commission decided to permit
common carrier participation in the data processing area under a

, regulatory scheme embodying variops conditions and safeguards in

a concePt of "maximum separation" of activities which are subject
to common carrier regulation (title II of the act) from nonregu7
ated adtivities involving data processing.

Under FCC's maximum separation schieme, common c-rr4Prq
desiring to provide data processing setvices would be permitted
to do so only through separate corporate affiliates using
separate books of account, separate officers, separate operating
personnel, and separate equipment and facilities devoted exclu-
sively to rendering data processing services. Such conditions,
it was felt, would obviate foreseeable abuses, including deroga-

tion of carribr communications services to the public, abuses or
limitations regarding free competition (because of the carrier's



fr

access to customers as a provider of communications services) as'well as cross7subsidization and improper pricing. The maximum
,Separation requirement applied to any carrier with annual
revenues in excess .of $1 million.

In addition to permitting the .offeringof data processingservices only through a separate affiliate, FCC in its Computer I

ermitted to engage in the 'sale or prolotion of

Decision providr that: (1) no carrier subject to its proposed. rules would be
data processing activitieson behalf of its deta.processing
affiliate, (2) a data affiliate would be.prohibited from usingthe,name ofits related dOmmon carrier in its 'promotkons and from-usteg in its corporate name any words -or symbols contained 0,

. the name of its affiliated car-tier, and (3) a carrier would bebarred from obtaining any data procetsing serviCe from itt dataaffiliate. The purpose of this last prohibition.was to'prevent
any arbitrary manipulation in the allocation of revenues aiidexpenses between a carrier's regulated and unregulated serviceofferings, since, among Other effects, excessive pdyments bycarriers to data processimg,affiliates would enable thb affili-ates to unfairly underprice their competitors in the data pro-bessing-market.

The 'First Computer Inquiry was a vehicle for identifying
.and better understanding the problems spawned by the convergence,of computer and communications technologies taking place at thattime. However, many of its basic assumptions as well 'as its def-initions and distinctions were rendered outmoded by'fast-mbving

technological devtlopments, particularly advances in large-scaleintegrated circuitry and micro-processor technology which per-mitted fabrication of mini-computer't', micro-computets and otherspecial purpose devices which ate capable of dupli9atIng many ofthe data processing capabilities which were pkeviously availableonly at centralized locations housing large-scale, general-purpose computers.

"DistribUted processing" which allowed computers and "smart"terminals to perkorm both data processing and communications con-tr 1 functions within the communications network and at the cus-t mer's premises reveared the inadequacy of the Computer I defini-t onal structure. The adyent of this piocess compelled a,thoroughreexamination of the approach used by FCC to distinguish regu-lated communications serviceS from unregulated data processingservices. Moreover, an issue which had been skirted in the, FirstComputer Inquiry; namely, AT&T's ability to participate in compe-,titive data processing offerings in light of the terms of a 1956antitrust settlement with the Department of Justice could nolonger easily be ignored after FCC's 1977 Dataspeed 40/4 decision.The decision included the issue of computer processing applica-
tions incorporated into terminal equipment devices and the netdto determine whether such equipment should be offered as part of
a regulated communications service. The _Commission determined
that AT&T could offer its Dataspeed 40/4 terminal as partof atariffed communications service. This determination, however,
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. was made subject to an examination in the Computer II proceeding
of the issues raised by a carrier's provision ,of peripheral de-

vie. which incorporate computer information processing func- g

tiQn .

These changes in commUnications and-data processing tech-
nology, led FCC to conclude that "technology may have rendered
,meaningless any real'distinction between 'terminals' and compu-

' ters." . FCC further concluded that a revised definitIonal struc-
ture, standing alone, would not adequately:resolve the issues, and
that the regulatory problems arising from_the interplay of data
processing and communications would have tobe addressed by way

of a more comprehehsive approach. The approach would ,need.to ac-
commodate,the market applications of computer processing technology
and consider the realities of the marketplace and user needs.

6

,
'Throughout the protraCted Computer II proceeding,. which was

initiated in 1976 and ended in late 1980/%with the CoMmission's
Final Decision on Reconsideration, 1/ the COmmission continued to
wrestle with the difficult problem of devising a workable defini-

tional approach. FCC spught an approach.which would distinguish
4 regulated communications services from unregulated data processing

serviceS, as well as dealing with other important issues, for

I*** example (1) the need to, define the appropriate scope-, nature, and
mode of regulation tO be applied to"innovative service and product
offerings of common carriers and (2) the desirs to somehow find a '% 4

way to allow AT&T to participate in.the evolving communications/
data processing markets given the 1956 Consent Decree.

The Commission's final decision in Computer II was adopted

on April 7, 1980. This decision drew a bOundary kzetweerL"basic
services" (i.e., traditional "pipelinA" tranSmission seryices).
and "enhanced services" (see p. 17) made possible by rapidly
evolving computer and eiectronic technology. The decision also
provided for FCC forbearance from traditional title II common
carrier-xegulation in:,the case of enhanced service and terminal
,e4uipment offenings 2/ of common carriers under its jurisdiction.
As an alternatiVe to traditional price/earnings regulation in
this area, FCC proposed imposing a regulatory scheme involving

a separate, subsidiary requirement (an extension of the maximum
separation concept develobed in Computer 4) for carriers deemed

1/In a real sense, the Computer II proceeding (77 FCC 2d 384(1980))
is far from oiee.' ,The: complicated details of it's implementation

have yet to be worked,out.

2/CustoMer premises equipment (CPE) is-a term which is used
interchahqeably With the expression 'terminal equipment".to
signify these devices, ranging in sophietication from conven-
tional black.dial telephone" to state-of-the-art computer ter7

minals, which are located a'E the customer's premises and at-
tached to the communidations network.
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dominant (in the final decision this was determined to be AT&T

f

and GTE) as well as, n unlimited resale requirement designed toensure the continue widespread availability of quality "basic" .telecommunications rvices for the benefit of the public andfor use as the foun ation for providing a variety of enhancedservices.

Much of the final decision was devoted to a discussion ofthe specific conditions, Separation requirements, and competitivesafeguards which would be imposed on_ dominant carriers as pre-requisites for their participation in competitive offerings ofenhanced gerVices and deregulated terminal equipment. The finalodecision also set forth FCC's rationale for concluding that its
alternative regulatory Scheme would permit AT&T's participationin enhanced service and .ierminal equipment offerings, notwith-standing the constraints imposed by the 1956 Consent Decree.

On Reconsideratioa of its Final Decision in October 1980(84 FCC 2d 50(1980)), the Commission made relatively few changesto the regulatory framework and requirements set forth in thefinal decision other than to remove GTE from the category ofdominant firm end, as a result, from the requirement of estab-lishing a fully separated subsidiary with all of the attendant
Computer II conditions and requirements. Henceforth, only AT&Twould be subject to the full range of Computer II regulatory
requirements and competitive.safeguards.

In both its final decision and in its reconsideration ofComputer II, FCC had relatively 4ittle to say on the specific
form, organization, and capitalization of separate subsidiariesor on the grouping of, product and service offerings withinseparate subsidiaries. Regarding the question of financingseparate subsidiary operations, including the valuation andtransfer of assets to the'separate subsidiary(ies), the Commis-sion stated that it would be appropriate to wait until the car-rier submits its plan for capitalization of the,rseparate entitybefore considering questions of outside-financing and relatedconsiderations. The Commission's decision allows, but does notrequire, the creation of multiple separate subsidiaries for theoffering of various types of.enhanced services.and customerpremises equipment. Thus, a carrier may choose to provide both
enhanced services and customer premises equipment through.a single?separate subsidiary which may also engage directly in the manu-facture of terminal equipment. There is every.reason,to believethat a carrier would prefer this type of conglomerate organizationwhich provides maximum internal flexibility and reduced visibilityfor regulatory scrutiny over a multiple separate subsidiaryorganizational scheme which wou],0 have just the opposite effect.

Under the Commission's present time table for implementingComputer II, the Commission will require all new carrier ter-minal equipment offerings to be provided on an unbundled anddetariffed basis as of March 1, 1982. By,that date also, allenhanced services offered by AT&T through facilities used in
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interstate communications will have to be provided through the
separate subsidiary structure" provided for in Computer II.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO
THE PROMOTION OF COMPETITION

Although FCC in its Computer II Decision has focused on the
a-dParate subsidiary device as a means of nurturing and protecting
emerging competition in telecommunicetions product and service
offerings, two other approaches--market segmentation and di-
vestiture--have been suggested.

The difficulties inherent in pursuing a policy aimed at
encouraging the growth and spread of telecommunications competi-
tion wherever feasible and at the same time curbing the incentives
for anticompetitive abuse of market plower constitute &significant
challenge for policymakers and regulators alike. The difficulty
in fstering and-preserving effective competitidn in a monopoly-
dominated industry is so great, in fact, that some feel there is

no alternative but to segment the industry into monopoly and com-
petitive sectors and to preclude the anticompetitive abuse of
monopoly power by excluding the dominant firm entirely from com-
petitive offerings. Others suggest that the optimal solution
lies in divestiture, that is; the restucturing of the dominant
firm through a forced,spinoff of certain operations in such a way
as to reduce or eliminate the firm's monopoly pOwer, and thereby
alter its incentives and its ability to behave anticompetitively.

Limiting the dominant carrier
to the provision of basic
telecommunications services

Those who advocate limiting the (pminant carrier to the
provision of 'regulated, basic telecomMunications services argue
that,its overwhelmingly dominant position in the industry makes
it virtually impossible for regulator authorities to effectively
oversee and regulate its participation'in competitive markets
in such a manner as to ensure against_cross-subsidy, predatory
pricing, and other forms of anticompetitive abuse of market Power.
To obviate such problems and to ensure fair and effective compe-
titiori in those markets where competition is deemed to be, at
least Rotentially, workable, oit is suggested that the dominant
carrier be confined essentially to the role of a carrier's car-
rier, that ,is, providing the basic transmission capacity which
would be available for purchase on an equal and nondiscriminatory
basis to all comers to satisfystheir particular telecommunica-
tions needs and to serve as the transmission building block's for,

a wide array of enhanced telecommunications services offered-by
other carriers.

Although confining the dominant carrier to the role of car-
rier's carrier could simplify the task of the regulatory authori-
ties, at least in so, far as the problems of cross-subsidy and
other forms of anticompetitive conduct are concerned, there are
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reasons for questioning whether it would allow society to realize
the full benefits of competition. In economic terms, such a con-straint on the role 'and potential contribution of the dominant
carrier may not be as efficient or desirable a policy alternative
as one which would permit the firm to participate as a vigorous
competitor, and make its full contribution toward achieving theefficiency and innovative potentials inherent in rapidly evolving
telecommunications technologies. This presumes, of course, thata way can be found to ensure full and fair competition, to pre-vent the dominant firm from overrunning competitive markets solelyon the basis of its monopoly power and not its efficiency.

Divestiture

Many observers of the telecommunications industry seem toprefer a more positive and pro-competitive approach to the prob-lem of monopoly power than one which consists, essentially, of
excluding the dominant carrier from providing anything but basic
transmission services. Their alternative is often divestiture,that is a restructuring of the carrier invqlving the spin-off of
selected aspects of its operations into fully independent and
competitive entities.

The United States Department of Justice s presently engagedin an antitrust action against AT&T which'alkOges attempts by thefirm to monopolize the domestic telecofimunications industry anawhich seeks the divestiture of various operations and associatedassets of the'firm., Because this matter is still in litigation,
we have not addressed ourselves to this area and will refrain
from comment on the issues involved.

SEPARATE SUBSIDIARIES AS
REGULATORY AND POLICY TOOLS

1

The use of the separate subsidiary device--esseAtially acorporate organizational form--as a means for accomplishing regu-latory purposes and achieving public policy goals is a relativelynovel and untested concept. None of the parties we contacted--including FCC and Justice officials, as well as industry experts
and officials of major telecommunication firms--were able to shedmuch light on the origins of the concept nor on the economic,ra-
tionale for its application as a'regulatory and public policy,tool. A numbei of parties were skeptical about the efficacy ofseparate subsidiaries as a means of preventing abuse oE monopolypower and had misgivings about relying on separate subsidiariesas the chosen instrument for promoting a public policy favoring,competition in the provision of telecommuhication products andservices.

To appreciate the strengths and, weaknesses of the separatesubsidiary device as a pro-competitive regulatory tool, it isimporta4t to understand what separate subsidiaries can and cannotaccomplish. First and foremost, the separate subsidiary require-ment does not fundamentally alter the economic incentives of thefirm on which it is applied. Second, a teparate subsidiary
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requirement, applied as a regulatory tool, is essentially nothing

more than a complement to--really an extension of--accounting
techniques which are aimed at identifying, allocating, and par-
titioning costs and revenues involved in providing various tele-
communications products and services. Separate subsidiaries may
enhance the visibility and auditability of intracorporate trans-
actions# but they in no way eliminate the manifold difficulties
and anticompetitive potential inherent in the allocation of joint
and common costs. Finally, separate subsidiaries are not a
panacea, a cure-all, or a self-sufficient solution to the probrem
of monopoly power and its abuse. Separate subsidiaries, because
they solve little or nothing in themselves, imply a continuing and
intensive regulatory effort, including a heavy reliance on the

very cost allocation, accounting, and auditing techniques which .

have proven so troublesdme, difficult, and inadequate in the past
in their application to traditional rate of return/rate base
regulation and as a means of preventing cross-subsidization of

competitiNie offerings.

Separate subsidiaries do not
alter corporate incentives

Imposing a separate subsidiary requirement on a dominant
firm does little or nothing to alter the incentiveb of the over-

, all firm or make the incentives of the Separate subsidiary sig-
nificantly different from those of the corporate parent. This

is so because a separate subsidiary requirement in itself does
not alter the links of ownership and control which result in the
separate subsidiary's subordination to and identification with
overall corporate goals and strategy. The governing incentive of
the separate subsidiary will be to maximize the profitability of
the overall firm and to serve as an instrument of corporate
policy in pursuit of this objective.

A separate subsidiary merely serves the function of drawing

a line of demarcation, a boundary between the parent and its
affiliate. With its provision for separate books of account and
records, it provides a means of tracing transactiops between the
two--something to look at, investigate, and audit.

FCC has clearly'recognized the limitations of the'
separate subsidiary in this respect. In the final decision in
its Computer II proceeding, for example; the,Commission acknow-
ledges that:

"A separate subsidiary requirement, from a purely
structural perspective, does not guarantee a com-
petitive marketplace because it does not signifi-
cantly change the incentives of,a firm upon which
it is imposed. The requirement does not impart an
incentive to operate the subsidiary in a manner
that would detract from the overall profitability
of the parent corporation. Thus, in general, if
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the parent has an incentive to exercise its marketpower to the disadvantage of consumers and com-
p4titors in the'absence of a separate subsidiary,
it has the same incentive to do so after one is
required."

, What FCC sees as a "limitation" inherent in the separatesubsidiary approach, otfters perceive as a fatal flaw. For exam-ple, °lie economist, who is also a specialist in telecomMunicationsregulatory matters, has characterized the separ.4te subsidiary ap-proach as a
1v.

u* * * half-solution 'which] fails to address, much
less resolve, the economic incentives associated with
horizontal and vertical market structure. Beset by
built-in conflicts of interest, the separate subsid-iary approach is a policy snare and delusion."

In connection with prOposed legislation peoviding for theuse of the separate subsidiary device as a'safeguard against theanticompetitive effect of allowing the dominant carrier to engage,in competitive offerings an antitrust expert testifying in Sep=tember 1980 before the Subcommittee on Monopolies and CommerdialLaw, House Committee on the Judiciary 1/ commented that the separ-
,

ate subsidiary:

"* * * is an ineffective safeguard, * * * a fiction,
a contradiction-in terms. If it were fully-separated
it'would not be a subsidiary. But it clearly willnot be fully-separated, despite provisions against
interlocking directors and officers."

Finally; the Department of Justice has observed in connectionwith FCC's proposed reliance on separate subsidiaries to preventanticompetitive behavior that:

"It is clear * * * that the separate subsidiariesconcept is likely to have a ae minimis impact on
removing-incentives to the exercise of market
power * * *. Whe principle that 'separate'
entities operating under the same corporate
umbrella are unlikely to prevent anti-competitive
consequences has long been recognized by anti-
trust courts. In like manner, here, d separate
subsidiary with separate officers, personnel andbooks of account is unlikely to deter anticompe-
titive potentials."

1/Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Monopolies and'CommercialLaw of the House Committee on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 2dSess. on H.R. 6121, Sept. 9 and 16, 1980, serial.no. 69, p. 378.



Separate subsidiaries are
essentially an accounting device

The fact that separate subsidiaries constitute essentially
an accounting/safeguard rather than a definitive structural
solution to the problem of monopoly power is acknowledged by the
Commission in itp final decision in Computer II. The Commission,
in recognizing that the separate subsidiary requirement does not
alter incentives, maintains', nevertheless.,that it ieduces the
a6ility of the firm on which it is imposed to engage in preda7
tion or to do so without detection. This is accomplished; the
Commission states, through rSduction of joint and common costs
between affiliated entities, the requirement that transactions
move from one set of corporate books to another, and the publi-
cation of rates, terms, and conditions on which services will be
available to all potential purchasers.

The separate subsidiary requirement is thus intended to
separate and segregate costs associated with producing
particular products and services while at the same time providing
visibility, accountability, and-auditability for intracorporate
transactions. In this sense, as the Chief of the Commission's
Office of Plans and Policy has observed, acdounting and separate'
subsidiaries are complements and not substitutes for one another.
In fact, in a very real sense, separate subsidiaries are really
nothing more than an ,extension of accounting, a means of illumi-
nating and subjecting to public scrutiny a vast array of cor-
porate decisions and actions relating to such items as transfer
and valuation of assets, cost allocations, pricing of intra-
corporate transfers and transactions, pricing of product and .

service offerings, and distribution of revenues.

Structural separation requirements, as well as requirements
of arm's length dealings and fully compensatory transfer pricing
between corporate affiliates are clearly regulatory requirements.

,
Just as clearly, imposition of such requirements presupposes the
imposition of still other requirements--notably costing princi-
ples and methodologies and accounting procedures--which make it
possible to detect and prevent cross-subsidy and to ensure, --
where appropriate, that, intracorporate transactions take place
on a fully compensatory, arm's length basis.

Because costing methodologies and accounting tools are so
crucial to the workability of an approach which, by general agree-
ment, does not significantly alter incentives to engage in anti-
competitive conduct, these tools must be fully developed and
implemented before a separate subsidiary, approach is made opera-
tional. Otherwise, there will simply be no way to adequately
assure that separation is accomplishing the pro-competitive,
public interest purposes for which it is intended.

Chapter 4 discussed in detail the Commission's efforts to
'date to develop a satisfactory and feasible methodology for allo-
cating joint and common costs. Because separate subsidiaries do
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not totally eliminate joint and common costs, resolution of the
costing problems outlined in that chapter will have to ptecede
full implementation of separate subsidiary operations. Moreover,
since traditionally regulated basic services will presumably con-tinue to experience ever increasing competitive incursions, it
will be equally essential to have costing methodologies which
can protect against interservice cross-subsidy and predatory_
pricing in the basic interexchange services sector.

Just as it will be necessary to resolve longstanding Costing
problems before moving ahead with separate pubsidiaries, it will
be essential to have in place fully developed cost accounting for
all affiliated corporate entities to endure that intracorporate
transfer prices are fully cost compensatory in nature. Without
such cost accounting, the need for which is discussed in detail
ircchapter 5, the Commission will not be able to make valid
comparisons of prices and costs. 'It will also not be able to
maintain próper surveillance between corporate entities, particu-
larly between the traditionally regulated monopoly sector and the
deregulated, competitive (enhanced services, customer premises
equipment) sector. 1/

Along with detailed cost accounting, there will be a needfor audits. Without audits, FCC will be compelled to rely, as it
has so often in the past, on the word of the carrier for the ac-
curacy and reasonableness of the accounts, data, and reports.
The problems posed by FCC's reliance on unaudited carrier data
are discussed in chapter 3 in connection with an evaluation
of the agency's traditional price/earnings regulatory activities.

As can be readily seen, separate subsidiaries do not
represent a qiiantum leap in FCC's ability to prevent and detect
cross-subsidy or to mitigate the risk of anticompetitive actions.
Regulatory authorities will still be obliged to deal with highly
subiective,,complex, and troublesome problems of cost allocation.
They will still need to ensure that a vast array of intracorpo-
rate transactions as well-as external product and service offer-
ings are priced in a fully cost compensatory manner. They will
still be relying, in short, on those techniques which have provendifficult to apply effectively in the past and imperfect as
safeguards against anticompetitive behavior. In this regard, the
former chief of'FCC's Common Carrier Bureau during congressional
testimony in late 1979 stated:

n* * * I don't wish to appear too negative about
this, but I do think that there should be a clear
understanding at least of my perceptions of the
question of separate subsidiaries and accounting.
[The question was asked] could someone-guarantee

1/we recognize that private and governmental enforcement of
antitrust laws will also aid in deterring anticompetitive

' practices.



that there wouldn't ,be,cross subsidiba eMploying
thesP'kinds of tools, and the answer is no. We-

can't guarantee that there won't be'cross subsidies
* * * Accounting is really not a science, attleast
in this area it is not a science, and there are going
to be difficult questions of cost allocations where
there are'joint and common costs'involved,'and maybe
sometimes even when it is not,so-clear that they are
involved * * *.

In addition, where goods and services are trans-
ferred back and forth between and among affiliated .

entities, really, no matter what the degree of
separation, there is a possibility tor the manip-
ulation of transfer prices._* * *

So, while separate subsidiaries are helpful and
accounting systems are helpful in tprms of trying
to expose a,little better anticompetitive prac-
tice-d4, it would be, I think, a'serious misunder-
standing to believe that these devices would really
resolve all our problems. * * *

[Absent divestiture or 'ilts functional equivalent]
I don't have a good deal of faith that problems
associated with the manipulation of transfer prices
or arguments about cost allocations'are going to be
resolved." 1/

Separate subsidiaries presuppose
intensive regulatory*involvement

GiVen the present lack of truly workable competition in most

sectors of the telecommunications industry and the salient fea-
tures of the separate subsidiary -approach, that is, it does not
alter the firm's incentives and relies-heavily on accounting
techniques to highlight opportunities for abuse of market power--
one can only conclude that reliance on the separate iubsidiary
approach presupposes continuing intensive involvement of-the
regulatory authorities. This is a conclusion of utmost impor-
tance for those who might be tempted to conclude that the present
state of competitive development 'in various'sectors of the indus-
try constitutes a justification for withdrawing regulatory safe-
guards and entrusting 'these markets to the self-regulating,
"invisible hand" of.pompetition. Clearly, deregulation, in the
sense of using separate subsidiaries and-associated structural
conditions and competitive safeguards as an alternative to tradi-
tional price/earnings type regulation, does not mean the absence

of reg-ulation.

1/Transcript oeunpublished testimony by Phillip Verveer, Chief,
Common Carrier Bureau, FCC, before the Subcommittee on Communi-
cations, Houae Committee 'On Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
Nov. 8, 1979.
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'To have any confidence at all in separate subsidiaries as Ameans of promoting and protecting emerging competition, we believethat FCC will have to have a direct involvement in specifying thefory and number of separate subsidiaries as well as the products
and services that will be offered by these subsidiaires. The .agency, we believe, will need to prescibe a variety of conditionS'and competitive safeguards to be imposed on the operation of theseparate subsidiaries as Tgll as on their dealings with other
corporate affiliates and with competing entities. 'FCC will needto prescribe and oversee the,development of the&accounting and
reporting systems that will 'be relied n to provide the "visibil-ity" and "auditability" which are the hallmarks of this approachand its primary deterrents to abuse of market power. It will needto oversee and approve the valuation of assets trarisferred to the_separate subsidiary(ies) as well as.the initial capitalizationand dubsequent financing of the subsidiaries.

Once the separate subsidiaries are operational, FCC yillhave to monitor, on a continuing basis, the competitive state andperformance of the markets. It will need to (1) police compli-ance with the various conditions, prescriptions, and prohibitionswhich"it has imposed on separate subsidiary arrangements, (2)respond to and investigate complaints of anticompetitive conduct,and. (3) on its own initiative, scrutinize transactions betweenand among affiliated entities to ensure where required that theyare fully.00st compensatory and made on an arm's,lengbh basis.

'MAXIMAL SEPARATION IS NEEDED
.FOR SUCCESSFUL USE,OF THE
SEPARATE SUBSIDIARY APPROACH

If separate subsidiaries are*to be relied on for protectingand promoting competition and if the regulatory, tasks implicit inthis approach are to be kept within realistic and feasible bounds,it will be necessary, we believe, to fashion structural separationconditions and competitive safeguards in such a wali as to makeit as diffiCult as possible to abuse market power and at the sametime as easy as possible for FCC to fulfill its regulatory re-
noffliat is, needed is a set of.structural require-.

ments, conditions, and prohibitions which will severely constrainthe firm's ability to act on anticompetitive incentives and atthe same time minimize the need for repeated ad hoc regulatory
determinations and detailed, day-to-day regulatory oversight andintervention.

What we have in mind here is an approach more closely approxi-mating true "maximal separation." Such an approach involves iden-tifying the sources of market power as well as the principal
opportunities for its abuse and fashioning,appropriate structuralarrangements and safeguards to limit the potential for anticom-petitive actions. Through such an approach, FCC can segment andpartition the dominant carrier's operations to (I) minimize jointand common costs, (2) contribute a high degree of visibility andauditability to transactions which take place between and among

t-
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affiliated entities, and (3) erect fairly impervious barriers to
anticompetitive cross-subsidy and other forms of abuse,of market
power.

Maximal separation stands in. marked contrast to the limited,
and, in our view, inadequate separation provided for in FCC's Com-
puter II proceeding. Key FCC officials we consulted during our
review acknowledged that,the structural separation conditions and
competitive safeguards provided for in Computer II are minimal
by any standard and were formulated as much or more with an eye
to what would be accewtable to a Commission divided on the ques-

. tion of need for any structural separation at all, than to what
is essential to ensure full, fair, and effective competition.
Repeatedly, we were told that the chief obstacle to stronger
separation requirement and competitive safeguards was the lack
of support on the Commission for more stringent separation and,
in some cases, a lack of conviction that any separation is neces
sary.

We believe that maximal separation constitutes an appropriate
quid pro qdo for relaxation ,of regulatory entry bprriers and
traditional rate of return/rate base regulation Insofar as the
dominant carrier's participation in competitive product and en-
hanced service offerings is concerned. 1/

In addition to successfully implement its chosen approach to
the regulation of competitive offerings, the Commission and its

1/It might be argued that in imposing separation conditions and
other procompetitive safeguards ihere is a cost imposed at the
same time, chiefly through sacrificing certain scale-economies
attributable to the vertical integration of a, firm. Much has
beem said about such economies in a general sense but rela-
tively little work has been done to document and quantify them
in speCific terms. Almost every firm is characterized both by ,

scale economies and scale diseconomies in its operations. Any
net economies must be weighed against the alternatives of
specialization economies and economies of technological change
as assesied in light of the present and future characteristics
of consumer demands.

FCC in its discussion of the benefits and costs of the
structural approach mandated in Computer II cited an expec-
tation of substantial public benefits from its chosen approach
for encouraging the growth and vitality of a competitive tele-
commuhications industry. At the same time it concluded that
the costs to the firm subjected to separation requiremenes

'as well as to the public in terms of any n4gative impact on
,innovation would not be significant. A requirement of separ-
ation or prohibition of sharing discussed in this-chapter could
be reconsidered if specific evidence is developed whdch demon-
strates that the costs imposed are.likely to outweigh the pro-
competitive benefits whick may be procured by such a.requirement.
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staff will.nead to devote far more attention than has been the
case to date to the resource and organizational requitements im-
plicit ip using the separate subsidiary regulatory scheme. This
'includes needs in regard to the size and organization of staff;
the Specific analytical, monitoring, enforcement, and other fuhc-
tions that'will need to be perfotmed; the mix of skills, experi-
ence, and training that will be required; and the types of sup-
port systems and facilities (e.g., record and report filings and
electronic data processing equipment) which will be needed to
carry out the Commission's regulatory tasks.

.Implementing the Computer II approach is a matter that has
redeived little attention by the Commission. At the time of com-
pletion of our' review only three individuals were assigned full-
time to the Computer II Implementation Task Force. Many senior
Commission staff who' had key roles in developing the-Computer II
approach have since left the Commission, including the chief of
the Common Carrier Bureau. Without more attention'devoted to
matters basic to implementation it is extremely doubtful that
Computer II can--or, for that matter, should be.allowed to--go
into effect on March 1, 1982, as presently scheduled.

The-need to attend to these important matters is underscored
by FCC's apparent intention, as illustrated by its April 1981
Cellular Land Mobile Decision (Docket 79-318) to make broad useof the separate subsidiary device in the future.

FCC's COM413bTER II DECISION FALLS
SHORT OF MAXIMAL SEPARATION NEEDED
TO PROTECT AND ENCOURAGE COMPETITION

FCC's Computer II Decision, although it refers repeatedly to
the concept of "maximum separation" first enunciated by the Com-mission in the Computer,I Inquiry, falls short of maximal struc-
tural separation in our yiew, in several important respects. Theinadequacies of the separation required by FCC relate primarily
to the allowable grouping of activities within the deregulated
separate subsidiary prescribed for competitive offerings_and thedegree of separation required for such important and basic func-tions as research and development and manufacturing.

A single.,conglomerate
subsidiary versus multiple,
stand alone subsidiaries

FCC's Computer II Decision allows, bat does not require,
more than one Separate subsidiary for a carrier's deregulated
competitive offerings, that is, it-would' allow the dominant car-rier to provide both enhanced services and customer premises
equipment through a single, conglomerate subsidiary. Such a
subsidiary would be endowed from the moment of its creation
with massive size,, pervasive dominance, and a significant po-
tential for abuse of market power. In recent testimony before
the U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey, where it



is attempting to secure a definitive construction of the 1956
Consent Decree to be able to fully implement the deregulatory
scheme envisioned in the Computer JI rulemaking, AT&T testified ,

that it has already initiated a massive corporate restructuring
'in line with the Computer II decision. This will entail transfer-
ring between $10 and $15 billion of its assets and abbut 100,000
employees to a new separate subsidiary.

Because of the fledging ,character of much of the competition
in this industry and the ability of a single conglomerate subsid-
iary to practice internal cross-subsidy and to selectively target
particular markets for anticompetitive actions, we believe that
the Commission should have focused more attention on the potential .
for cross-subsidy, predatory pricing and, Other abuse inherent in
a single conglomerate subsidiary and should have explicitly pro-
vided for structural separation Of deregudated competitive
offerings in such a way to repuce the potent4al for anticompeti-.
tive abuse.

One of the more obvious possibilities for tructural separa-
tion would involve creating at least two fully s parated subsid-
iaries, one for enhanced service offdrings and an ther for
competitive terminal equipment offerings. Each su idiary, in
addition to having its own directors, officers, em oyees, facili-
ties, books of account and recordkeeping would perfo m the major-
ity of its own operating and administrative functiOns. Such
minimal administrative and other services as the separate sub-

.
sidiaries might be permitted to secure from the parent firm or
from other corporate affiliates would be provided on a fully cost
compensatory, fully auditable, arm's length basis.

Structural septration along these or similar lines would go
far, we believe, in reducing the potential for predatory pricing
and a number of other potential abuses of market power. 'It would-
also greatly facilitate FCC's tasks of fostering workably compet-
itive telecommunications product and service markets as well as
monitoring competitive performance in deregulated markets.

Separation of research and
development an0 manufacturing

In its final decision in Computer II and again upon comple-
tion of Reconsideration, the Commission determined to permit the
sharing of research and development as well as manufacturing
by the parent corporation and its competitive separate subsidi-
ary(ies). In the final decision the Commission also announced
its intention to examine the dominant carrier's license contract
arrangement through which monopoly derived revenues are used to
fund research and development as well as "other issues generic to
the use of monopoly revenues to support competitive research and

development." It indicated that at the conclusion of its inquiry



it would feel free to modify its treatment of.research and devel-
opment as the facts might warrant. 1/

, The dominant carrier argued against imposing unnecessary
regulatory constraints on the separate subsidiary which would
prevent it from competing fairly and effectively. Separation of
its research and developmentand manufacturing, the dominant car-
rier argued, would have the effect of handicapping ahy separate
subsidiary as a provider of enhanced services and customer pre-
mises equipment competing with large domestic and foreign firms.
Moreover, it argued Ehat preventing the separate subsidiary from
using the dominant carrier's research and development and manu-
facturing capabilities would deny customers of enhanced services
and customer premises equipment the benefits of integrated re-
search and development and manufacturing, resulting in inefficient
fragmentation and duplication.

Numeroue other parties offering comments in the Computer II
proceeding, commented on the, as they saw it, inadequate separation
and competitive safeguards provided by the Commission regarding
research and development and manufacturing. They poigted out
that these areas are of enormous importance to provision,of en-
hanced telecommuniCations servicpT.and innovative terminal equip-
ment offerings nd also that they have an inherent potential for
significant a ticompetit've abuse of market power. Chief among
the potential abuses citejd were cross-subsidy and anticompetitive'.
transfers o information.!

Many commenters stated that the Commission's failure to .

require complete separation of research and development as well
as manufacturing was inconsistent with the principle of maximum
separation which it had espoused, as well as 'with the goal of
promoting.competition in the provision of telscOmmunications
products and services. A number of parties observed that the
alleged benefits of a v tically integrated structure were not at,
issue in the proceeding, ince the separate subsidiary would be
free, in any event, to dev lop its own vertically integrated
structure with its own rese rch an.L development and manufacturing ---
capabilities.

We agree with. those who iaintain that adoption of a prócom-
petitive policy coupled with eliance on the separate subsidiary
device to assure full and fair, competition requires maximal

1/A Notice of Inquiry in this matter was adopted by the Commis-
sion on November 25, 1980, and a document released February 6,
1981. Comments.were due. by June 22, 1981, and reply comments
by August 10, 1981. Bureau staff have begun the task of sum-.
marizing and analyzing the comments received.
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separation of applied research atid development 1/ ,and manufecturing
activities. OtherwiSe; in our opinion, the riiiZs'Of cross-subsidy.

, and other forms of anticompetitive behavior are-dhacceptably great.
We note, that the Commission'dtself has stated, regarding the policy
of.maximpm eeparation, that

* * * Separation is appropriate in those cases in
which there is a substantial threat of injury to the
communications ratepayer .and where other regulatory
tools would not suffice."

Such'is clearly the case, we believe, regarding research, ahd
development and manufacturing.

In dealing.with the arguments surrounding the issue of ver-
tical integration, the Commission hes observed that

"* * * the record with respect to'the importance pf
Vertical integration on innovation ds ambiguous.
BUt it is. cl.ear that the benefits Of vertical inte-

.

gfation are less ih the specialized discrete areas
of enhanced services and CPE than in the design arid
operation of a,unified, integrated facility offering
basic services." ,

C11

Whatever the benefits of vertical integration, they would continue
to be available to a fully separated; stand-alone subsidiary which:
satisfied,the bulk of its own research and development and MariU
facturinT needs as the Commission itself has acknowl8dged. Thus
using the-example 'above, a separate CPE subsidiery'coUld be re-
quired to perform ite own research and development as well as
manufacturing. SiMilarly, an enhdnced serviCes separate subei-
diary could be required to satisfy-its own research and develop7
Ment requirements, as well as requirements for computer software
and hardware. Integrating these capabilities into. the Separate
subsidiaries would significantly reduce the potential for anticom-
petitive allocation of joint and common costs and would. result in
the seperate subsidiaries functioning as virtually autonomous,'

---,fully integrated providers of competitive service and-equipment
offerings.

.The.finai consideration which leads us to conclude that full
separation of reeearch and development and manufacturing is etp-
propriate has to do with regulatory efficiency and effective-:
ness. As we have notedelsewhere, Alle,existence of activities
shared between regulated and unregulated "sectorS implies the
potential for misallocation ofjoint and common costs anda cOh-
:sequent need for continuing regulatory oversight to ensure that

2/Applied research and development being that which is product
and enhanced service specific.
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ahuses do not take place. 'This implies, in turn, the scrutiniz-
in6 of transactions, contracts, and accounting data to ensure
that transfer prices are fully compensatory, tha transactions
occur on an arm's length basis,.and that various anticompetitive
practices are not.engaged ih.

The Commiesion has said in its final decision that it will
permit the sharing of research and development by the parent
corporation with its separate subsidiary, provided such exchanges
take place on a completely cost compensatory basis. However, as
the-Commission itself acknowledges:

"This assumes appropriate records of account are
established for research and development * * *
Such exchanges must be monitored, and if it is deter-
mined that research and development is being per-i
,formed for the subsidiary on less than a [eic]
compensatory basis, further exchanges will be
prohibited."

Eldewhere, 'regarding manufacturing, the Commission states that the
separate subsidiary will be required to deal at arm's length with
any affiliated manufacturing entity.

"The transfer of any products between this CPE/
enhanced service provider and any affiliated
equipment manufactgrer must be done at a price

,

that is compensatory. To police this requirement
we will require that any transaction between the
enhanced-services subsidiary dnd any other affil-
iate which involvee the transfer (either-directly"
or by accounting or other record. entries) of
money, personnel, resources or other assets be
recorded in auditable form. Moreover, any con-
tract entered into between such entities must be
filed with the ,Commission,'where it will be made
availableAfor public inspection * * * We will
monitor these contracts and,'should abuses be
discovered, we will xe-examine our determination
with regard to the appropriate degree of separation."

S&nly state-d, we do not believe .that'FCC is now equipped,
or is likely soon to lab equipped, to undertake a continuing regu-
latory task of this magnitude and complexity. Apart frot the
resource-intensive nature of the task and ttie question of re-
source availability, the're is the problem of data availability
dnd the well-documented record of FCC's difficulties (e.g., in.
Docket 19129) in dealing with precisely these kinds of ques
tions. 1/ FCC has never required the kinds-of accounting
procedures and accounting records for the dominant carrier's

1/FCC's problems in. implementing Docket 19129 are discussed in
chapter 3, and obtaining reliable and appropriately detailed
cost-data are discussed in chapter 4.
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manufacturing and research...and development affiliates which are
needed to monitor cost allocations within these affiliates ad
between products and services they provide to the-carrier's regu-
lated entitie.S. As a result,'the Commission has never been in a
position to ensure against cross-subsidy in these important areas.
As the Commission itself admits:

" standard,accounting procedures pr,esently in
use in the regulated telecommunications industry may
not be sufficient to insure the compensatoryjnature

' of such intracorporate transactionh where neither,
party is a regulated common carrier, but potential
burdens on the communications ratepayer.still exists.
In such circumstanceS, it may be necessary to require -
the creation of additional accounting records to enable
us to monitor more accurately.the cost allocations
within the manufacturing,or research affiliates."

Separate from the question of FCC's ability to effectively
police the minimal separatiOn requirements which it proposes in
the areas of research and development and manufacturing, is the
question of the wisdom of committing significant regulatory re-
sources to such a'task when a simpler, more straightforward al-
ternative is available. Although the cost and difficulty of
regulatory.tasks'da not in themselves constitute sufficient ar-
guments against,performing them when they are deemed essential to
protect the public inteest--and no less costly alternative.is
available--that does not seem to be the case here. No demonstra-
tion has'been made that separate subsidiaries would suffer sig-.
nificant loss of efficiency or competitiyeness under a reqUirement
of full separation of applipd research and development and manu-
facturing. In fact, as already noted, to the extent that there
are benefits to be derived from vertical integration, these would
be_achievable within a vertically integrated separate subpidiary.
Moreover, full and complete separation with appropriate costkng
apd accounting safeguards would provide a far more effective pro-
tection against cross-subsidy and other,anticompetitive abuse of
market power. It would seem that the logic of FCC's adOpted
approach compels this separalion.

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS,
SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS, .

AND-COMPETITIVE SAFEGUARDS

.A policy of maximal separation, in addition.to providing_ for
structural separation of corporate activities and offerings-in
such a way to minimize the potential.for anticompetitive allo-
cation of joint and common costs, needs to provide for specific
prohibitions, behavioral conditions, and competitive safeguard's
in areas"where examinatton of market conditions and corporate
practices has revealed a strong potential (i.e., an incentive and
an opportunity) for anticompetitive abuse. The following dis-
cussion deals with areas where we believe the potential for abuse
is particularly significant and where the safeguards proposed by
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FCC in Computer II falls short of what we believe is required to
protect and nurture emerging competition in the domestic telecom-
municatiops industry. .

Separate directors, officers,
and operating personnel

In' the ,final decision in Computer II, FCC required that
separate zubsidiaries established for competitive offerings have
separate officers as well as separate operating personnel. Sep-
arate officers were felt to'be necessary to reduce the anticom-
petitive advantagds that can accrue to the separate subbidiary
through privileged acce8s to information, chiefly customer pro-
prietary information, which results from the parent corporation's
common carrier activities. Se"parate operating personnel were
required to reduce the anticbmpetitive pbtential for misallocation
of joint and common costs inherent in the shared performance of
subh operating functions as marketing, maintenance, installation,
and training.

We agree with-these separation requirements regarding
officers and operating personnel. At the same time, we Tdould go
even further and iequire also that a separate subsidiary have its
own board of directors. While we have no illusions concerning
the added degree of independence which this requirement will ac-
hieve, we believe that a requirement of separate directors would
underline and reinforce the stand-alone) separated character of
the subsidiary and provide an additional measure of protection
against anticompetitive,abuse of the relationship between the
parent firm and its fully separated affiliate; Additionally, as
dicussed on page 128, we believe that an initial requirement of
separate directors will make it easier and more credible for the
Commission to.impose laterr should it deem this appropriate,

...a

requiiement of independent equity participation in the separate
subsidiary(ies).

Restrictions on joint use of
physical space or property

In its final decision-, the Commission,concluded that a sub-
sidiary offering enhanced services should be precluded from 4sing
in common any leased or owned physical space or property with an
affiliated carrier on which is located transmission equipment or
facilities used in the provision of basic transmission"services.
The reasons given by the Commission for this restrAction.related
to the need to ensure nondiscriminatory access to the clominant
carrier's basic transmission services and, the need to minimize
"the inherently difficult problems associated with the allocation
of joint and common costs."

In its reconsideration of Computer II, the Commission
broadened its'separation requireMents with respect to sharing
of physical space, stating that the sharing of space should be
confined to that used for joint administrative services; namely,
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accounting, auditing, legal services, personnel recruitment and
management, finance, tax, insurance, and pension services.

We agree with the Commission's determinations concerning
the need for stringent restrictions on shared use of physical
space and co-location of activities. Such separation is con-
sistent with the maximal separation policy and its corollary,
minimization of joint and common costs, which'we believe are
essential for successful use of the separate subsAdiary approach.
We believe that such restrictions are appropriate for all separate
subsidiaries (not just an enhanced servics separate subsidiary)
that'might be required by FCC.

*

Beyond the obvious risks inherent in the existence and
allocation of joint and common costs (namely, cross-subsidy), we
believe that a significant potential for other forms of anticom-
petitive abuse Aists in the shared use of physical ipace and the
co-location of such important functions as marketing, research and
development, and manufacturing. These antiCompetitive dangers,
including tying 1/ and misuse of inside information, have been
fully and, we believe, convincingly discussed in comments received *sr
by FCC in Computer II, as well as in congressional he&rings
dealing with use of the separate subsidiary device.

Marketing

Consistent with an "essential thrust" of its separate
subsidiary approach, that is, to separate joint and common costs
associated with the provision of regulated and unregulated 2/
activities, the Commision in its final decision required that
deregulated separate subsidiaries perform their own marketing
(including all advertising) relZted. to services and equipment
offered by them. The Commission concluded that the potential .

for misallocation of costs and anticompetitive behavior in joint
marketing is great and that, as a result, effective regulation
requires eliminating the'risks by prohibiting joint marketing
activities. The Commission also^concluded that a separate sub-.,
sidiary which offers customer premises equipment and enhanced
services may not market any other equipment, such as transmission

1/Under a tying contract arrangement the purchaser.of an article
. or service agrees, as a conclition of purchase, to buy the
seller's supplies of some other commodity or service. The

.......j

agreement in effect forecl.oses competing vendors from the
opportunity of selling the "tied" item to that purchaser.

o .

2/The words "unregulated" and "deregulated" do not mean in this_
context the absence of any form of regulation, rather they
mean the absence of title II_type price/earnings regulation.
The separate Subsidiary.approach is itself considered to be
an alternativeform of regulation by the Commission.
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or other network equipment, because of the risk that the communi-
cations ratepayer may have to bear the cost of noncompensatory
intracorporate transfer pricing that may inur(4 to the benefit of
the separate subsidiary(ies).

1

In its Reconsideration of Computer II, the ComMission
retained the separate marketing requirement for separate subsidi-
aries, with a few modifications. The Commission dealt with ob-
jections concerning the prohibition against separate subsidiary
marketing-of network equipment by discussing the incentives of
vertically integrated, rate of return regulated dominant firms.
It pointed out that firms subject to price/earnings regulation
have an incentive to transfer costs to regulated activities and
profits to nonregulated activities. As a result, if separate
subsidiaries were permitted to market transmission and other net-
work equipment to affiliated entities the incentive to cross-
subsidize could be acted upon by having_the separate subsidiary
serve as a conduit for cross-subsidy, buying equipment.from the
company's manufacturing affiliate and marking up the equipment
for sale to the rating companies.

To accOmmodate the dominant-carrier's objections to FCC's
proposed marketing restrictions and at the same time guard against
the problem of cross-subsidy, the Commission modified its proscrip-tion against subsidiary marketing of network equipment to the ex-
tent of merely restricting affiliated entities from acquiring such
equipment from the separate subsidiary if the equipment is not
manufactured by the subsidiary. The separate subsidiary would
otherwise be free to market network equipment acquired from the
company's manufacturing affiliate io any nonaffiliated entities.
Such a modification, the COmmission felt "more appropriately
guards against the potential injury to the ratepayer."

S'eparating the marketing of competitive terminal equipment
offerings from the present marketing of network equipment used in
providing basic transmission services provides a relatively clear
boundary. Without this boundary the joint marketing of competi-
tive terminal equipment and traditional network equipment would
introduce the possibility of anticompetitive abuse, including
cross-subsidy (e.g.,,the misallocation of marketing expenses as
between terminal equipment amd network equipment) and anticompeti-
tive tying arrangements. Moreover, we are concerned by the pre-
cedential sigialificance of such a Modification 11 as well as by
comments made by th'e Commission in connection with tfiis change.
For example, the Commission has taken the position that:

"* * * our concerns are limited to the potential impact
on the communications ratepayer from intracorporate
transfer pricing" and, that "absent' practices which

1/Particularly the potential for relaxation of other conditions,
safeguards and separation requirements through possible grant-

.ing of waiver requests.
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adversely affect communications consumers, anticom-
petitive, concerns should be left to the antitrust
'authorities and the antitrust laws. Where the
factual-premise of harm to communications cUstomers,
can be established, however, we would continue to
exercise our jurisdiction in aid of the goals of the
Communications Act."

We believe that the Commission's own finding that competItion in
the provision of telecommunications services and products is in
the public interest and that competition, as a conSeguebce, should
be encouraged and protected, dictates a mdre affirmatiye and ac-
tively procompetitive posture with respect to merketing than that
reflected in the Commission's statements. This is particularly
true, we believe; in view of the significant role assigned to the
Commission in advancing the public policy objectives embedded in
the Nation's antitrust laws. 1/ A retreat from the principle of
separation of marketing impli-e-s greeter regulatory vigilance and
regulatory resources and opens the door to potential anticompeti-
tive abuse.

Joint institutional advertising

In its final decision in Computer II and again'on Reconlid-
eration the CoMmission determined that separate subsidiaries pro-
viding competitive offerings should be required to do their own
advertising for specific products and services. This condition
is obviously aimed at ayoiding cross-subsidization of competitive
product and service promotional efforts through shifting of costs
to monopolir ratepayers and is clearly required in our view. The
Commission decided at the same'time, however, to permit joint
institutional advertising, that is, advertising which is not
product or service specific. ."There is no harm to the communica-
tions ratepayer" argues the Commission, "in letting the parent
take advantage of its good will."

As we have discussed elsewhere, and as the Commission has
itself acknowledged, the existence of any joint and common costs
involved in the provision of both monopoly and competitive offer-
ings provides the incentive and opt,ortunity for the firm to mis-
allocate the costs of competitive offerings to the regulated
monopoly sector. This, in turn, imposes a burden on the regula-
tory authorities to scrutinize cost allocations to ensure that
they are appropriate and not anticompetitive.; We believe that the
Commission would be hardpressed to determine whether allotations
of joint costs of "institutional advertising" between the parent
(or other affiliate) and separate subsidiary were being made
fairly and appropriately.

1/In AT&T_ Co. v. F.C.C., No. 77-1254 (D.C. Cir., filed March 7,
1980), the court discussed in detail the antitrust enforcement
responsibilities of the FCC.
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Beyond this lies the larger'question of whether permitting
joint institutional advertising constitutes the most procompeti-
tive approach the Commission*might take. Since the dominant car-
rier is virtually a monopoly supplier of basic telecommunications
services, there is little benefit to be derived from the stand-
point of monopoly sector services in engagini in joint institu-
tional advertising. Rather, the benefits are to be found largely
in the promotion of competitive product and service offerings and

,of the notion that a potential customer's entire range of com-
munications needs can'be optimally satisfied by a single supplier
of both monopoly and competitive services. In our view, adoption
of in approach aimed at promoting the development of competition
wherever feasible in providing telecommunications goods and serv-
ices dictates the need for the Commission to monitor the applica-
tion of institutional advertising. Should the appearance of
anticompetitive behavior occur, the Commission would then need
to place additional restrictions on or ban joint institutional
advertising.

Rotation of management
and operating personnel

Although the CompUter II Decision prohibits the sharing of
officers'and key operating personnel by the parent firm and its
separate subsidiary(ies), nowhere in the final decision nor in
its Reconsideration of Computer II does the Commission deal with
the question of the rotation of man'agement and operating personnel
between and among separate subsidiaries and other corporate
affiliates. In our view, this is an important question and
one which must be fully explored in terms of its signifiCance to
the overall firm, its anticompetitive potential and its possible
impact on other separation requirements,that have been imposed.

The rotation of management and operating.personnel among
various entities of a firm is a legitimate and reasonable method
of satisfying and adjusting-staffing needs as well as developing
management cadres with breadth and depth of experience in the
corporation's diverse operations. At the same time, however, it
should be immediately apparent bow this practice, when applied to
deregulated separate subsidiaries, could offer the potential for
cross-subsidy and other forms of anticompetitive 'abuse, as well
as militate against the effectiveness of other separation condi-
tions and competitive safeguards whidh have been imposed. For
example, without restriction oe continuing scrutiny by FCC, trans-
fers of personnel (officers, managers, engineerS, marketing per-
sonnel4 could serve as a 'vehicle for the anticompetitive flow of
inforMation (e.g., research and development data, advance network
technical and planning information, customer proprietary informa-
tion) from the corporate parent and its affiliates to the competi-
tive separate subsidiary(ies). Similarly, without some control or
safeguard, it mould be possible for the hiring and training of
perdonnel ultimately intended for a separate subsidiary to be per-
formed by other corporate affiliates prior to the transfer of such
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personnel to their intended,positions in the'competitive entity. I/
In such an event, the cost of recruiting, hiring, and training
would be unfairly borne by monopoly ratepayers rather than re-
flected in the prices paid for.competitive product and service
offerings.

While it would be unnecessary and unfair to impose a total.
prohibition on the transfer of employees to and from, as well as
between, separate subsidiaries, we believe that the FCC should
thoroughly and systematically examine the implications of person-
nel rotation.between regulated and deregulated corporate entities,
attempt to ,identify and evaluate the opportunities for antia-M-
petitive abuse inherent in this practice and then formulate appro-
priate restrictions and safeguards to militate against such abuse.
It may, for example, be appropriate to limit the number and fre-
quency of transfers. It may also be desirable to impose some
restrictions on the use of transferred personnel. For example,
a marketing/sales person transferred into the separate subsidiary
from another corporate affiliate might be prohibited for a speci-
fied period of time from contacting or dea1,0g with previous
vionopoly service customers.

Prohibition against construction,
ownership or operation of trans-
mission facilities by deregulated
separate subsidiaries

In the final decision in Computer II (77 FCC 2d 384(1980)) the
Commission imposed a prohibition on theikconstructra,-ownership,
and operation of transmission facilities by the deregulated
enhanced services subsidiaries of dominant carriers. The Commis-
sion determined that such &restriction was essential to preser-
vation of the resale structure, to curb the abuse of market power
and to assure the continued availability and Improvement of basic
telecommunications facilities and services. As the ComMission
put it:

"The thrust of applying the resale structure
* * * is to establish a structure under which
common carrier transmission facilities are
offered * * * to all providers of enhanced
services (including [the dominant carrier's]
own enhanced subsidiary) on an equal basis.
Inherent in the resale structure is the fact
tgdt the separate corporate entitY,may not
construct, own, or operate its own transmis-
sion facilities. In essence, the.resale
subsidiary must acquire All its transmission
,capacity from an underlying carrier pursuant

1/In its Reconsideration of Computer II the Commission makes clear
that the parent firm and its fully separate subsidiary(ies) will
be Remitted to share personnel recruitment and management.
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to tariff. This means that the same trans-
mission facilities or capacity provided the
subsidiary by, the perent, must be made avail-
able tO all enhanced service providdrs under
the same terms and conditions. Requiring
the subsidiary to acquire its transmission
capacity from other sources pursdant to tar-
iff provid&s a structural constraint on the

'potential for abuse.of the parent's market
power through controlling access to and use
of the underlying-transmission facilities
in a discriminatory and anticompetitive
manner.

"The separate subsidiary * * * also provides a
structural mechanism for the separation of * * *
regulated and nonregulated activities, thereby
lessening the potential that the communications
ratepayer will be subsidizing * * * unregulated
ventures * * * the subsidiary may not provide
basic transmission services for to do so would
subject it to [title II] regulation and negate
the structural separation of regulated and non-
regulated activities."

The Commission went on to characterize as "an essential
thrust" of the Computer II proceeding a desire to provide a_mech-
anism whereby nondiscriminatory access to basic transmission
services could be had by all enhanced service providers. Basic
semice, it pointed out, is the "building block" upon which en-
hanced services are constructed and offered. Thus, enhanced
serviCes are.dependent on the common carrier offering of basic
transmissio _services.

We strong y support retention of the resale structure and
strict adherdnce to the ban on construction, ownership and opera-tion of transmission facilities by deregulated separate subsidi-aries. We note, however, that the Commission on Reconsideration
has opened the door to the possibility of exceptions and abuse.
For example, the Commission has said that

"* * * the subsidiary is not precluded from
constructing transmission facilities for a third
party, as long as the facilities are not owned
and operated by the subsidiary."

Elsewhere, and of even greater significance, the Commission hasprovided for the_possibility'of granting a waiver of the trans-
mission facility,proscription to allow the subsidiary to own or
operate its own tran'imission facilities in the event it should
not be able to obtain adequate transmission capacity for a highly
specialized service from its carrier affiliate or from anothersource.
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-As a number of parties commented during the Computer II
proceeding, elimination of the ownership ban would frustrate the
basic goal of the resale structure which is to assure that all
persons are provided equal access to basic transmissiod facil-
ities. In such an event, the separate subsidiary could engage
in anticompetitive practices in the offering of essential
facilities Such as providing bundled qfferings, refusing to in-
terconnect, or denying service to specific competitive entities.
Moreover, an elimination of the ban would provide the underlying
carrier with incentives to overprice essential.basic transmission
facilities which would be u.Sed by competitors of its subsidiary
but not by the-subsidiary itself. In contrast,.the requirement
that a separate subsidiary not construct, own, or operate trans-
mission facilities would provide positive incentives to the car-
rier to maintain sufficient transmission capacity to serve the
needs of all users, including those of its separated enhanced
services subsidiary.

Another paramount objective which is served by retentiom
of the ban is that of assuring the continued maintenance and
improvement of the dominant carrier's basic transmission network.
Through retention of the ban, the benefits of any improvements
introduced into the carrier's transeission facilities to accom-
modate the needs of its subsidiary would become available to all
users of the underlying facility. In addition, the ownership
proscription would provide an important incentie for the domin-
ant carrier to continue to improve its common carrier facilities,
and to assure an adequatesupply of basic services compatible
with enhanced service use. As numerous parties observed during
the Computer II reconsideratiqn, relaxation or elimination of the
ownership ban could lead to a degradation of the basic network by
providing an incentive for the dominant firm to stiift its atte -
tion to the construction and-/mprovement of basic network facil
ities in the competitive, de?"egulated subsidiary with the result
that the basic network could become a least common denominator
facility that would be inadequate as a foundation for sophisti-
cated enhanced offerings.

The enhanced services subsidiary should be required, we
believe, to take all of its basic transmission facilities under
nonpreferential tariffs which are available equally to competing
enhanced service providers. A firm line must be drawn in pre-
serving the basic/enhanced service distinction to ensure the con-
tinued quality and axiailability of the underlying basic services
and to prevent a circumvention of the-competitive safeguards
which the separate subsidiary arrangement is intended to provlde.
Such safeguards would, we believe, be compromised if either en-
hanced services were permitted to be offered in the basic network
or if the enhanced services separate subsidiary were permitted to
construct, own, and operate transmission facilities of its own.

We believe that a need for the exceptions provided for in
the Commission's ReconMderation of Computer II has not been
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established And, moreover, that they carry the grave risk of un-
dermining the safeguards which the Commission itself has declared
to be essential for promoting and protecting competition. With
respect to the granting of waivers for ownership of transmission
facilities by the separate subsidiary, for example, the Commission
itself"has said:

"As to those contentions that the subsidiary must
be able to construct its own transmission facilities
if suitable facilities are not available, we would
merely note that under this structure [i.e., resale
structure] meeting the transmission needs of con-
sumers and enhanced service vendors is the respon-
sibility Of the communications common carrier, not
the enhanced service provider. The parent or car-
rier affiliated with theoubsidiary has the option
of seeking appropriate authorization to construct
the requisite facilities. Indeed, the resale struc-
ture imposed here is premised upon the hope'that
it would encourage underlying carriers to have
sufficient capacity, appropriately configured, to
meet the needs of enhanced service firms without
requiring our intervention * * *."

Financing and capitalization
of separate subsidiaries

In the Final Decision in Computer II the Commission stated
that one effective means of "deflecting" incentives to, engage in
anticompetitive conduct and to provide protection to the communi-
cations ratepayer is to requiie the infusion of some independent
equity financing for the deregulated, separate subsidiary. Such
a" requirement, the Commission pointed out, would also invokethe
additional safeguards afforded by the disclosure and other re-
quirements of the Nation's securities laws. 1/

A requirement of outside equity participation is not without
precedent in the Commission's regulatory proceedings. For ex-
ample, in 1975, in connection with what was to become the atel-
lite 'Business Systems venture launched by International Business
Machines Corp., the Communications Satellite Corp., and Aetna
Casualty and Surety Co., FCC required a minority financial par-
ticipation by a third party. The purpose of this requirement wasto act on the competitive incentives of the major participants in
the venture. Specifically, the Commission was concerned that
International Business Machines and the Communications Satellite

1/Theorganization, financing, and operations of separate sub-
sidiaries would be subjected to greater public visibility and
scrutiny as a result of a requirement of outside equity partic-
ipation because such financing arrangements would subject the
subsidiary to Securities and Exchange Commission securities and
disclosure regulation.
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Corp., because of their significant business ties with AT&T,
might have reasons to limit or restrain their, joint venture's
competition with AT&T and other carriers in the -specialized ser-
vice market. jt was felt that participation of another.partner,
not having, such_business ties, would alleviate concerns regarding,,
the new Venture's competitive posture and zeal and influence it
toward pursuing FCC's policy objective that all domestic satel-
lite systems be competitive to the greatest extent possible with
AT&T nd other carriers in the specialized service marketplace. 1/

Notwithstanding its recognition of the potential benefits of
independent equity participation, the Commission determined not
to impose such a requirement as one of the initial, basic Computer
II conditions. The Commission observed in the final decision that
the corporate and regulatory implications of outside financing had
not been addressed in any significant detail during the'Computer
II proceeding and asserted that there was a need for further ex-
ploration of'theunderlying issues. The Commission expressed the
view that it would be appropriate to wait until carriers subject
to the separate subsidiary requirement (only AT&T as a tesult of
reconsideration) had submitted their separate subsidiary capital-
ization plans for Commission Approval before deciding what further
action, if any, was warranted in this Kea..

Because of the potential benefits to be gained through a re-
quirement of outside.equity participation, we believe.that this
matter should receive the fullest and iliost'careful consideration °
by FCC in connection with its intended review of the proposed
Structuring and capitalization of separate subsidiaries At-the
same time, there should be ample opportunity for the public to
participate in this important undertaking which, in addition to
the question of outside financing, should deal with-all aspects.,
of the continuing financial relationship which wrll exist between ,
the parent firm and its separated affiliates. Among the issues
which need to, be addressed are such questions as financing ."coSt"
advantages of separate subsidiaries (the ability 6f a-separate
subsidiary to obtain financing in the capital markets at a.lower
-cost than its competitors on the strength of the.parent firm's
Credit rating), allocation of internally generated funds between
regulated and unregulated activities (questions relating to appro-
priate limitations on the amount and duration'.of capital.infusions
to the competitive subsidiaries from theparent firm's monopoly
earnings), and absorption of opetating losses of separate sub-
sidiaries by the parent should be explored.

The benefits of an independent equity participation require-
ment derive primarily, in out view, from the salutary impact
which it could have on the incentives of a stand-alone separate
subsidiary and from its contribution to facilitating regulatory
oversight tasks of the Commission. The added visibility which

1/CML Decision, 51 FCC 2d 14(1975).
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securities law discl sure requirements would impose on separate
subsidiaries with pu licly held securities, (disclosure of finan-
cial and o erating iniormation (15 U.S.C. Chapter 2A)), coupled
with- secr market evaluations of the potential and actual
performance oil the separate subsidiaries with publicly held
securities, would facilitiate FCC's as well as competitors' mon-
itoring of the separate subsidiaries' market\conduct and provide
needed benchmarks for measurement of competitive performance of'
fully separated entities.

STRUCTURAL SEPARATION OF,
INTEREXCHANGE AND'IJOCAL
EXCHANGE AS A MEANS OF
RESOLVING PROBLEMS OF
ACCESS AND INTERCONNECTION

FCC's Computer II Decision provided for the creation of fully
separated subsidiaries only for dominant tarrien offerings of en-
hanced services,and customer premises equipment. It did not pro-
vide for additional structural separation in other areas.of the
carrier's operations, even though the Commission's broad doncern,
with promoting beneficial competition in the domestic common car-
rier fhdustfy, as well as preventing anticompetitive abuses, mightwell have led it to consider where additional separation add other
competitive safegards might be desirable. One area in which wean0 a number of other parties, including present and former FCC
senior staff, believe additiOnal structural separation could be
beneficial has to do with separation of a carrier's long-distance
(interexchanse) transmissidh activities from its local-exchange
(intraexchange) operations. Structural separation and associated
-competitive safeguards could do much to prevent cross-subsidy and
other anticdmpetitive abuse and ensure fair and equitable treat-
ment in matters of access and interconnection.

Incentives of a dominant
carrier possessing control
over local bottleneck facilkties

A dominant common carrier which also possesses substantial
.ownership, and control of local distribution facilities (the local
exchange loop) has the incentive and the opportunity to abuse itsmarket power and act anticompetitively in matters of access and
interconnection to these facilities. When a firm isboth a bot-
tleneck local exchange monopolist 1/ and a participant in other

1/Local exchange service is a de facto monopoly. AT&T, the
dominant firm as defined by FCC, owns or controls 23 operating
companies which provide the bulk, 'Dyer 84 percent, of local
exchange services in this country." Bottleneck refers to the
fact that most entrants into the terminal equipment, interex-
change and enhanced services marisets will have to deal==-for theforeseeable future at least--with lobal exchange monopolists tooffer,service. The local'exchange fifms, in other words, have_
contrcil'over a bottleneck point in the other markets.
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markets (particularly interexchane transmisebn services), two
problems arise. The firSt is assuring the provision of non-
discriminatory physical access t the local exchange facili4es
to nonintegrated competitive com on carriers which are entirely
dependent pn such access to be a re to reach-their customers.
The second is establishin§ a fai and equitable price for such
access. ,

(

Chapter 8 deals in detail w th the many problems which have
been encountered in att mPting tO assure nondiscriminatory
access/interconnection nder a policy of promoting competition
in what is still a high y, concentrated industry. The problems of
assuring nondiscriminat rY interconnection of'interexchange car-
riers'to the local loop and guaranteeing that the prices charged
for such interconnection are appropriate will,have to be resolved
if competition is to be full, fair, and effective.

A policy of maximal separation, in our view, shoald,expli-4
citly recognize the incentives and opportunities for a dominant
carrier to discriminate in matters of, access to local exchange
bottleneck facilities and should provide for structural safeguards
to limit the potential for anticompetitive abuse. Such safeguards
wduld be aimed primarily at reducing the ability of local operat-
ing affiliates of the dominant carrier to discriminate against
competitors in matters of access charges and physical intercon-

, nection to the local loop.

One frequently suggested approach would require that a
dominant carrier's interexchange transmission operations and
facilities be separated from its purely local (intraexchange)
operations. Applying the rationale Of maximal separation, this
approach would involve creating a separate subsidiary for
interexchange service with the pertinent co ditions and competi-
tive safeguards. Such a separate subsidiar arrangement would
°provide the enhanced visibility which FCC needs to detect, and
hopefully deegr, unfair discrimination in matters of access
charges and physical interconnection. By miniMizing (if not
totally eliminatin4) the problems posed by,shared plant, equip-
ment, and persohnel and-by requiring the dominant.carrier to
deal with itself on an arm's length basis at the connection
between local service and other markets, the sep-arate subsidiairy'
device can offer greater assurance that the same access price is

paid by all market,participants and can facilitate FCC's task of
guarding against anticompetitive interconnection practices.

As in other areas where separate subsidiaries are used
to deal with problems posed by corporate incentives, requirements
of structral separation and arm's length dealing will not in
themselves completely eliminate the problems associated with
interconnection with bottleneck local,exchange facilities. .U1-
timately', such requirements, since theyRdo not act directly on
the incentives of the dominant firm, are only as good as the
regulatory scrutiny and enforcement tools available to ensure
compliance with them. It Would be necessary, we believe, for
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FCC to cohtinue its title II regulation; to .(1) monitor industry
practices regarding interconnection,- (2).act promptly in handling
complaints of.abuses,'and .(3) take.appropriate action to Penalize
violations of its rules and requirements.

. .

CONCLUSIONS

Technological advances, along with FCC and judicial deci-.
sions, have given rise in recent years to steadily in eeesing
competition in the domestic telecommunications indust y. The
growth of ,competition and the often noted donvergence of com-
munitations and data processing technologies have cre ted a need
for a coherent and comprehensive approach to the prob em of pro-
moting and protecting emerging competition in an indh try still
characterized by the existence of substantial mondpol power.
Among the proposals for dealing with this problemin ludipg
confinement'of dominant carriers to provision of basi telecom-s
munications services, forced sPinoffs,(divestiture) t 'elimin-
ate the sources of moriopoly power, and use of fully.s parated
subsidiaries,for the offering of dompetitive equi'pment and.
seivices--the separate subsidiary approach seems to have found
greatest favor among regulators .and policymakers. It lis the ap-
proach which FCC has proposed in its protracted and rcently
completed Second Computer Inquiry.

The most distinguishing feature of the separate slubsidiary
approach is that it does not directly affect or significantly .

alter the incentives of a firm possessing monopoly power to abusethat power for anticompetitive ends. Instead of spinn ng off
operational segments of the dominant firm in such.a wa as toreduce or eliminate monopoly_power (ahd," thereby, the ncentivesto behave anticompetitivelk), 'the separate'subsidiary pproachattempts to identify and illuminate the opportunities or abuseof monopoly power and through imposition of structural separa-tion, accounting, and other requirementb reduce the ab lity ofthe firm to behave in an anticompetitive manner or to lo so with-out.detection.

1

Separate subsidiaries,aim at-reducing the potential forcross-subsidy and other forms of antioOmpetitive-behevior by
minimizing the.amount of joint and commoh coSts, by giving visi-bility to intracorporate transactions through requixemehts ofseparate books of account for monOpol and competitiv&,entities
and through requirements of fully cost compensatory transferpricing and arm's length dealings between corporate affiliates.Use of the separate subsidiary approach iMplies continued reli-ance on regulatory scrutiny and, when necessary, regUlatory
intervention.-

Increasing the visibility of intracorporate transactionsand' illuminating'the-opportunities for cross-subsidyi predatorypricing and other forms of abuse presumes that someone will be
monitoring what takes place. That someone is, logically, theFCC. In,this sense, then, the separate subsidiary approach is
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properly viewed as an alternative regulatory approach, an al-

ternative to.traditional title II-type regulation where it is
deemed; that technological and market conditions as Well as
publit interest considerations_call for something other than

detailed price/earnings regulation.

Becaus& of the inherent limitations of the separate subsidi-
ary approach, that is, its inability to act fundamentally on cor-
porate incentivesland its reliance on separation requirements,
accounting, discloigure, and behaviokal proscriptions to forestall
anticompetitive abuses, the-effectiveness of th9 approach will
depend primarily on the nature and,stringency of the structural
separation conditions and competitive safeguards which are im-
posed as well as on the quality of their implementation and en-
forcement. It is with these considerations in mind that we have
reviewed the directives made by FCC in its Computer II proceeding,_
and it is on these grounds that we have found them wanting as a
means of preventing anticompetitive abuse of monopoly power and
of promoting the continued.development of competition.

The separate subsidiary approach adopted by the Commission
does not go far enough, in our view, in providing for organiza-
tional restructuring and separation of the activities of the

dominant carrier. By allowing the dominant carrier the option of
creating a single conglomerate subsidiary, offering both enhanced
services and competitive terminal equipment, the Commission, we
feel, is setting the stage for the creation of a huge deregulated -

entity that would be endoWed trom the moment of its creation with
substantial market dominance, as well as a significant potential
for internal cross-subsidy and a host of other anticompetitive

- actions. By the same token, by refraining from imposing strut-
"tdral separation in such vitally important areat as manufacturing
and applied research and development, the Commission has left a
considerable Ootential for cross-subiidy and.improper sharing
of inside information and has rendered its own regulatory tasks
(to detect and prevent anticompetitive actions) immeasurably more
difficult.

In every area where a significant potential for anticompeti-
tive 'action-exists-and where the Commission has opted for minimal
or no sepgration in preference to maximal separation which aims
at reducing to the absolute minimum joint and common costs and
other potentials for anticompetitive abuse, we believe the Com-
mission needs to reconsider its approach and to impose the types
of separation, conditions, and, safeguards which will more as-
suredly protect and promote competition and render more feasible
and effective its regulatory oversight,responsibiIities.

Finaily, we believe that the Commission has moved too quickly
toward implementating-the separate subsidiary regulatory scheme,
before many of the essential methodological and enforcement tools °

have been fully developed and before undertaking a systematic and
thorough assessment of what will be required--in the way of re-

sources, staffing,.functional organization--to give the approach
credibility and a realistic chance of success. The Commission,
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we believe, has not taken sufficiently into account either the
resource implications of the approach it has chosen or the funda-.
mental prerequisites for successful implementation of the sepatate
subsidiary deregulatory scheme. -

,

It has not made adequate provision, in our view, for /expedi-
tious and timely resorution of a large number of issdes which are
crucial to the feasibility and workability of its chosen regula-tory strategy. These open questions and unresolved issues include
development of costing principles and an appropriate costing meth-odology (ch. 4), a Uniform System of Accounts appropriate for
determining cost of service and equipment offerings and verifyingthe cost compensatory nature of intracorporate transactions
(ch. 5), and'depreciation issues, questions concerning deregula-tion of customer premises equipment (ch. 7)1 and questions re-garding the appropriate form of capitalization and financing of
separate subsidiaries.

n

At the same time,-the Commission has given virtually noattention to the resource and organizational,requirements implicitin the implementation and enforcement of the separate subsidiary Rregulatory scheme. This includes needs regarding the.size ind
organization of staff; the specific analytical, monitoring,
enforcement, and other functions that will need to be perfotmed;the mix of skills, experience, and training that will. be required;and the types of support systems and facilities (e.g., record andreport filings and electronic data processing equipment) whichwill be needed to carny out and facilitate the Commission's regu-latory tasks. As a ,result, it is unlikely, that the Commission
will be able to proceed according to its present schedule to im-
plement the separate subsidiary approach by March 1, 1982. Webelieve implementation should not begin until the Commission isfully prepared and equipped to ensure the efficacy of sepaxatesubsidiaries as a device for promoting competition and yrotectingagainst the abuse of market power. At the same time, (see p. 125)the dommission should be mindful of the need to preserve the boun-daries it has established between basic and enhanced services.

Looking beyond Computer II and its somewhat narrow focus ondominant carrier-provided enhanced services and customer premises\
equipment, we believe that the Commission needs to examine how
Its procompetitive objectives might be fuither advanced-through-
broadened application of the principle of maximal separation.
One area in which'additional structural separation might yield
significant competitive benefits involves distinct separationof a carrier's interexchange transmission facilities and activi-ties from its local exchange operations. FCC has not to date,
either in Computer II or in other proceedings, evaluated the costand benefits of structural separation as a means to reduceior
elitinate-the incentives and opportunities for the bottlenecklocal exchange monopolist, who is ,also a iajor supplier of basic
interexchange transmission services, to*abuse its market powerto the detriment of competitors and communications consumers who
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benefit from competition. As a result, the Commission taS oier-.
looked an important area of'anticompétitive abuse--one which is
directly relevant to the, ability of competitive suppliers of
enhanced services to reach their,potential customers--and has
thereby rendered more difficult its task of preventing'cross-
subsidy as well as, price and nonprice discrimination in matters
of access and interconnection to bottleneck local exchange
facilities.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CHAIRMAN, FCC

We recommend that the Commission, as part of implementing any
deregulatory scheme for enhanced service and customer premises

. equipment offerings based on the use of fully separated subsid-
iaries:

=-Resolve outstanding costing, accounting, and depreciation
issues which must tlé implemented prior 6 establishing
separate subsidiaries.

--Assemble, grganize, and train a staff for the essential
tasks of monitoring, auditing,,and enforcing-compliance'
with its structural separation.requirements 'and associated
conditions.

--Give full and careful consideration to the potential bene-
fits to be gained through a requirement of outside equity
participationin separate subsidiaries and prescribe ap-
propriate Capitalization and financing arrangements for
the separate subsidiaries.

We further recdmmend that the Commission, in using the
separate subsidiary device for enhanced services and 'customer
premises equipment," adopt an approach which more closely approxi-
mates true maximal separation. 'This implies:

--Separate directs:it's, officers, and operating personnel for
the °separate subsidiaries.

--Separate books of 'accounts, records and reports maintained
An appropriately detailed and fully auditable form far FCC
review.

--Separate physical facilities and space.

--Appropriate restrictions on the rotationo of officers and
operating personnel among corpdrate entities (fashioned
to take into account and to preclpde the most significant
potentials for anticompetitive abuse).

'--Separate subsidiaries performing for themielves the bulk
of basic operating functions such as marketing, advertit7
ing, applied research and development, procureRent and
manufacturing.



--Administrative services provided by ihe parent (or
other corporate affiliate) to the separate subsid-
iaries on a fully cost compensatory, fully auditable
basis.

In addition, in place of a single conglomerate subsidiary for
all of the dotinant carrier's deregulated enhanced service and
customer premises equipment offerings, we recommend that the Com-.

mission, fn the context of its intended review of subdidiary
capitalization plaris, Lnclude an assessment of requiring the
dominant firm to establish multiple, fully separated Fubsidiaries.
One.possibility would be.a requirement for separate, stand-alone,
subsidiaries for both enhanced services and customer premises
equipment. ,

Looking .beyond the limited concerns of Computer II, we fur-
ther recommend the Commission knitiate a proceeding to evaluate
the need for structurarseparation of a dominant carrier's inter-exchange facijities and activities,from its purely intraexchangeoperotions.

0

8
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CHAPTER 7

DEPRECIATION RATE SETTING AND ITS

IMPLICATIONS IN A MORE COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT

FCC's review of depreciable assets in prescribing deprecia-
tion rates is an important regulatory tool. Depreciation charges
are a large part of a carriqr's expenses and ate a major factor
'in determining the carrier s rate base, both of which affect the
overall eevenue requirement.

During 1980 and 1981 FCC made changes to its methods and

practices for setting depreciation rates. These have been large-
ly in response to-the rapid change in technology and are reflec-
tive of FCC's overall thrust for a more competitive environment.
.These changes along with interrelated issues directly affect
competiti'Ve development end the effiCiency of future regulatory
oversiglit.

These issues, involving the determination of depreciation
reserves by plant account, the recovety of reserve deficiencies,
and the valuation of assets, must be resolved',,we believe, before
FCC proceeds in using the separate subsidiary device described
in chapter 6. We also believe that FCC's program for prescribing
depreciation rates must continue but in a manner which provides
for active and thorough review by the Commmission and-participa-
tion by the State regulatory commissions.

ACCOUNTING FOR DEPRECIABLE ASSETS

The concept of matching expenses with the period in which
they result in revenues is a central principle of accounting
theory.. Depreciation accounting, as generally recognized in ac-
counting literature, attempts to recover invested capital at a
rate which is cionsistent with the rate at which the assets are
consumed. Thus, the rate of depreciation should correspond to
the expiration of an asset's service value and the depreciation
expense should be assigned to each accounting period in which the
asset provides a service. In determining the rate of deprecia-
tion, estimating an asset's probable service life and the method

d or procedure by which the service value of property is allocatO
to operating expenses are crucial points.

Service life estimation
fo

Probable service life estimation for telecommunications plant
is influenced by many factors including: (1) physical factors
such as wear and tear, actions of the elements or deterioration
and (2) functional factors such as inadequacy,,obsolescence,
changes in the art, changes in,demand, and requirements of public
authorities. Mortality'data, a history of past service lives
and recent life trends,of lkke or similar plant, is the-founda-
tion of FCC's life estimation process. Depreciation engineers
by studying the patterns of asset.surviyorship calculate for
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each group of telephone plant within a paYticular plant account
what the average realized life of the investment has been. The
past experiences when combined with future-expectations provides
an estimated average life. Telephone plant accounts consist of
many vintage groups 1/ and when the result for each vintage is
weighted, an estimaCed average service life is determined for theentire plant account.

If the estimated service lives are longer than what might be
actually experienced, then the assee's life may expire before a4
costs are recovered. Estimating'shorter lives than actually ex-7perienced will overstate expenses and revenue requirements. Ineither case costs have not !peen spread evenly over time, thereby
burdening future customers if estimateA are too long and existingcustomers if too short.

There may be an incentive for the regulator to require longerservice lives to spread the depreciatlon expense over longer
periods of time thereby keeping rates low. Similarly a regulated
'monopoly carrier might be willing to spread his cost over longer'periods of time to keep rates low, knowing that cost recovery isnot denied but extended with the asset remaining in the rate baseearning a return,. Likewise, a regulated carrier with a large
monopoly service, when faced with competition may also have an
incentive to spread costs over longer periods of time to keep oracquire a competitive edge. If such is.the case, then future
customers will bear the cost.

Allocation method

In'allocating a part of the net cost of an asset 2/ tooperating expenses over its service life, generally acceptedaccounting princ.iples require the distribution to be in a sys-,temat4c and rational manner. While'this allows for a variety ofmethods, the straight line method has been requited by FCC fordomestic telecommunications common carriers. This method assigns
.a uniform amount of the depreciable base to each period of theasset's estimated life. The straight line method of depreciationusing vintage groups to.determine depreciation rates was the onlymethod allowed until November 6, 1980, when FCC allowed thestraight line equal life group method.

The straight line equal life'group (ELG) methodAivideseach vintage group into similar groups, which are expected to have

1/A vintage or vintage group is that plant placed in service_
in a particular year. Telephone poles placed in service.in 1956 would be a vintage group.

2/Net cost of an asset is referred to by FCC's rules as the
service value and defined as original cost of the asset,N,less any salvage and plus the cost of removal.
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the same life. It is not possible to identify individual plant

units with a giyen life, but it is possible.through statistical
estimation to establish the number of units or dollars of plant
in each equal life group provided adequate mortality data is ac-

cumulated. FCC anticipates that this method Will result in an

iincrease to the ratepayer through higher depreciation expenses
but in turn will provide a faster recovery of capital for the

carriers. 1/

FCC in adopting ELG allowed the carriers to change from a
whole life approach to-remaining life when restudying asset lives'

of embedded plant. Using the whole life method, if the antidi-
pated lifespan of a $10,000 investment was 10 years (10 percent
depreciation rate over the life of the investment assuming zero
net salvage) and after 5 years you restudy the survivipg plant
and determine the investment will have only a remaining life of
3 years, .then the new rate would be based on the whole life of 8
years or 12.5 percent. Having already charged'a 10-percent rate
over 5 years, TO percent has been chatged off, but the remaining
3 years will be at a rate of 12.5 percent or only an additional
37.5 percent will be charged, thereby creating a depreciation
shortfall of 12.5 percent (100 percent - (50 percent + 37.5 per-

cent)). Using the remaining life approach, the remaining 50
percent of the surviving plant would be charged off over the
average remaining life of 3 years at a rate of 16-2/3 percent.

FCC used the whole life method in the past because (1) cur-
rent and future customers were only charged with the portion of
asset costs that they would have been charged with if the pre-
vious life predictions had been correct (in the example 12.5
percent rather than 16-2/3 percent) and (2) large groups of plant
are involved in which errors which underestimate the asset lives
should balance those which overestimated lives.

Plant accounts

FCC's rulesgfor telephone common carriers'(47 CFR 31.02-82)
established the following classes of depreciable telephone plant:
buildings, central office equipment, station apparatus, station
connections, large private branch exchanges, pole lines,
aerial cable, underground cable, buried cable, submarine cable,
aerial wire, undergr,ound,conduit, furniture and office equipment,
and vehicles and other work equipmene. 2/ Each account repre-
sents the cummulative plant acquired without making distinction
as to vintage.

1/A explanation of ELG and its adoption by FCC is discussed
on page 143.

2/Examples of items included in each plant'account are shown in
appendix X.
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Because of the large volume of plant and investment required
for each telephone plant account FCC requires a detailed elabora-
tion for each referred to as continuing property records. These
records show the portion of the total plant cost associated with
each unit or aggregate of similar units of property. FCC requires
the records to contain such detailed description and classifica-
tion of property record units to permit their ready identifica-
tion and verification. The following Objectives are established
by FCC for maintaining the property records:

--An inventory of property record units which may be
readily spot checked for proof of physical existence.

--The association of costs with such property record
units to assure,accurate accounting retirements.

--1The determination of dates of installation and
removal of plant retired to provide data for use
in connection with depreciation mortality studies.

Depreciation reserve

Th'e monthly and annual provisions for depreciation expense(that portion of the cost of depreciable asseEs recovered overthe life of the asset) are charged to depreciation expense, an ,income statement account, and credited to reserve for deprecia-
tion, an account on the asset side of the balance sheet"shown asa,deduction from depreciable plant. The balance of the reserveaccount represents the accumulated depreciation crelit to the
account (accruals based on charges over time to the depreciationexpense) and credits based on gross salvage less the accumulatedcharges to the depreciation reserve for property which has beenretired and charges for the cost of removing the retired plantfrom service. Thus the cost reflecteq, in the depreciable plantaccount when offset by the reserve account represents thelpalanceof the cost of the asset which has not been charged against *eevenue at the end of a given-accounting period.

Although the purpose of depreciation actounting"is to pro-tect the integrity of invested capital by charging a portion of°the cost of'depreciable assets over time to operating expenses,depreciation accounting is not intended to finance replacements.in this regard, the depreciation reserve does not represent afund to be drawn upon for capital replacements. It is only bygenerating enough revenues to cover expenses, including depreci-ation expenses, that past capital e24penditures are convertedback to cash. This cash can then be used by the business entityto best suit its immediate and long-term needs, which could in-clude replacing assets.

FCC's rules prior to the November 6, 1980, order requiredfOr corporate balance sheet purposes that the depreciation reserveaccount be regarded and treated as a single composite eeserve.
For pyrposps,of analysis, however, FCC required the carriers to
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maintain subsidiary records (about 30 classes or subclasses of
plant) in which the 'depreciation reserve was broken down into
component parts corresponding to the pcimary telephone plant
accounts which include depreciable telephone plant. The'subsid-
iary.records were required to show the current credits and debits
to the tserve in complete detail for each primary plant account.

DEPRECIATION--ITS IMPACT
ON REVENUE REQUIREMENT

Depreciation charges affect a carrier's revenue require-

ment 1/ in two ways. First, they are a large part of a car-
rier's expenses and second, they are a major factor in deter-
mining its rate base. FCC's review of depreciable assets in
prescribing depreciation rates is, therefore, an important
regulatory tool.

Depreciation expense--its size

The depreciation expense represents the estimated annual loss
in service value of the assets a carrier has devoted to service.
For the 11 telephone companies which FCC revieWed in 1980 (this
representing about a third which are reviewed everyi3 years)
the total annual depreciation expense was $3.7 billion. This
represents 21.4 percent of their total operating expense of $17.3
billion and for each company depreciation was one of the largest
categories of operating expense. For.AT&T ehe 1980 depreciation
expense was $7.039 billion, or 20.5 percent, of total operating
expenses of $34.187 billion. Similarly,.for those companies
of the General Telephone & Electronics Corporation for which FCC
prescribes depeciation rates, the 1980 depreciation expense was
$510 million, or 27.5 percent, of total operating expenses of

$1,854 million.

.Given the size and impaot that the depreciation expense has
on'total operating expense's, any change by the company regarding
service lives and salvage percehtages can directly increase or
decrease the revenue requireient. For example, for the 11 tele-
phone cdmpanies for which Fpc prescribed rates in 1980, those
rates resulted in annual increases Of $337 million, due primarily
to shorter lifelestimates. An official in FCC's Depreciation
Rates Branch and an industry represemtative both agreed that
shorter serviceilives can be expected to. continue given the rapid
pace of technol §ical development,Estimating these service
lives and establishing depreciatioil rates based on these changes
in life estimates will continue to be a regulatory tool which FCC
must use. Through its depreciation rate setting practicesone
which includes and involves the State'regulatory commissionsFCC
should be in a position to determine whether a regulated carrier
is overttating its depreciation expense to generate additional
revenues.

1/The components of a carrier's revenue requirement are
discussed on page 31.

A. .
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Depreciation's impact
on the rate base

Depreciation charges increase the depreciation reserve ac-
count which is subtracted from gross plant investment in arriving
at net plant investment. An increase in the depreciation reserve
lowers net plant and thu lowers the plant to be included in therate base. At the end-dI 1980'the depreciable telephone plant
for the 36 carriers which are actively reviewed by FCC was
$1i9.7 billion with a related depreciation reserve of $26.1
billion thus providing a net plant in service of $113.6 billion.
Depending on whether the present recorded depreciation reservefor the telephone carriers accurately reflects the accumulated
loss in service value of the property presently surviving, deter-
mines whether the Commission can properly ascertain the remaining

. cost of the property which should be included in the rate base.
It has been the Commission's, the telephone industry's, and new
dompeting entrants' concern that a potential reserve deficiency
may exist since depreciation charges may not have kept pace with
technological change. An inadequate reserve by the carriers
may have a potential rippling effect on future ratepayers as well
as competitors in the telecommunications market. In this regard,
if the reserve is too low, then present and future ratepayers may
be asked to "make up" the deficiencies through increased rates.

Responsibilities for pre-
scribing depreciation rates

Setting and prescribing depreciation rates requires inter-
action among FCC, the regulated company, and the State commission.
Section 220(a) of the Communications Act gives FCC the authority,in its discretion, to prescribe the forms of any and all accounts,
records, and memorandums to be kept by a carrier which is subject
to the 1934 Act. Section 220(b) requires FCC to presbribe the
classes of property for,which depreciation charges may be prop-
erly included under operating expenses, and 'the percentages of
depreciation which shall be charged regarding each of such
classes of property. Section 220(b) also allows FCC to modify
the classes and percentages prescribed when it deems necepsary:Section 220(i) requires_FCC before prescribing depreciation
charges to give the State commissions having an interest a reason-
able opportunity to present their view and to receive and considersuch views and recommendations.

Part 31 of FCC's rules establishes for overall accounting
purposes a Uniform System of Accounts which includes; for example,
sections pertaining to depreciation definitions, computation
of depreciation rates, depreciation charges, classes of deprec-
iable telephone plant, plant retired for causes not factors in
depreciation, and depreciation reserves. Part 43 of FCC's rules
set forth requirements for repdrts of proposed changes in depre-ciation rates.

In prescribing depreciation rates FCC's Depreciation Rates
Branch reviews each year the proposed rates for about one-third
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of the 36 telephone,operating companies for Which the CoMmission
actively prePcrlbes rates. The Depreciation Rates Branch.re-.
ceives studies from the coMpanies about,a Year before the dctual
prescription by FCC.: These studies contain details of basic
historic mortality and dalvage experience. This data is anal-
yzed independently by the carrier, the State commissions, and
FCC to determine the distribution of retirements by age, life
indications and trends, and salvage and cost of removal percen-
tages and trends. About 6 months prior to prescription the car-
rier submits its analysis of the basic data and analysis of any
planning, engineering, or other operating data which was used in .
estimating future lives and net salvage percentages. The car-
rier's submission also includes its proposals of average service
lives, net salvage percentage, and depreciation rates.

. r;

The Depreciation Rates Branch reviews the carrier's studies
and prepares a report containing a summary of its proposals and
e discussion of the differences between the carrier's and kts pro-
posals. The State commissions may prepare similar, reports. A
meeting is then,held among the three parties to discuss issues
and areas where disagreements exist.

, After-the three-way meeting thesregillated company files a
request for approval of the rates developed at the three-way
meeting. FCC's Chief, Accounting and Audits Division, under
authority delegated to him by, the Commission may, on an interim
basis, approve these rates. The rates, after public notice, are,
adopted or rejected by the Commission.

CURRENT FCC ACTIONS AND THEIR
RELATIONSHIP TO PAST PRACTICES

As the telephone4industri has become subject to competitive
entry and technological change has,continued, at a rapid pace, FCC
is faced with issues relating to depreciable assets'regarding
(1) the impact of changing from a straight line vintage group
,to permitting the use of a straight line equal life group depre-
ciation method and permitting the use of remaining life for em-
bedded investment, (2) the proper method for allocating the
depreciation reserve account for AT&T, (3) changes to the station
connections account, and (4) deregulation of customer premises
equipment embodied in the Commission's Computer II Decision.

While each of these issues has its roots in the past prac-
tices of FCC's depreciation accounting in a regulated monopoly en-
vironment, their future implications touch On the Ifficiency of
future regulatory oversight and the competitiveness of emerging
industries.

Change to equal life
group depreciation

On November 6, 1980, FCC adopted straight line equal life
group depreciation for new property/additions and in doing so
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stated that it would allow alternative depreciation methods at
the carrier's option, with the provision that implementation be
under the supervision of FCC's staff. Tkis change by FCC grom
the straight line vintage group depreciation resulted from a
petition 14y AT&T in September 1973 (Docket 20188) to permit
property to be placed in subgroups comprised 'of units expected
to have the same life.

The re4son given by AT&T for proposing'ELG was that this
method would provide for the recovery of capital more nearly
in line with consumption'as measured in the physical retire-
ment of property. The following simplified example'illustrates
the difference between straight line vintage group and ELG.

If a telephone company puts three vehicles, each coeting
$1,000, into service in IThrear, there would be a total inveet-
sent of $3,000. 'Based on life studies and future projection a
life is assigned to egch vehible--vehicle 1--1 year; vehicle 2--
2 years; and vOicle 3--3 years. The average life the vehicles
will have is 2 years or a depreciation'rate of 50 percent.. Using
the vintage grobp method and applying.this rate to the investment,

, of $3,000 would recover $1,500. The first Vehicle being retired
in year 1 would leave $2,000 invested ($3,000-$1,000). In year 2
recovery would be $1,000 leavin the remaining $500 to recover in
year 3.

Using the same example-) but applying ELG, knowing that
vehicle 1 has a life of 1 year a 100-percent rate would be ap-
plied, vehicle 2 has a 2-year life a 50-percent rate would be
applied, and vehicle 3 has a 3-year life then a 33-1/3-percent
rate would be applied. $o year'l depreciation would look like
this.

Vehicle 1 (100% x $1,000) = $1,000
Vehicle 2 (50% x 1,000) = 500
Vehicle 3 (33 1/3% x 1,000)

r
Total first year depreciation

= 333

$1 833

Similarly, year 2 depreciation would then be $831 and year 3 de-
preciation would be $333. The use of ELG,methods thereby results
in a higher accrual rite during the earlier years of the total
propertSr service life and a lower rate in later years.

The ELG method, also known as unit summation, is not new.
Its chief disadvantage, however, has been the need to have good
plant data from which reasonably accurate future estimatee of
mortality can be made. In this case, good plant data means the
long-term accumulation of data for large numbers of units within
each group of-property. In this regard, the American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants, in commenting on this to the
C6mmission stated that ELG is a preferable alternative to vintage1/4,
group depreciation, providing that a cotpany has the'abilit'y to
develop the information necessary to implement such a refinement.
Other comments including a study done for FCC on depreciation

-J
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rates and practices and policies 1/ noted that it would be
preferable in adopting ELG that reserves by vintage by depre-
ciation plant category be maintained. Reserve by vintage by -
depreciation plant category would allow for regulatory review
to ensure the utilities have not under or over recovered their
investment through their rates.

State commissions commenting on the ELG proposal.did\not
support ELG, citing particularly that the ELG procedures_vall
.necessitate heavy reliance on the use of computers in gathering
data, that the use of hypothetical engineering judgment will be'
necessary, and if such is the case then it would be questionable
,whether any State commission would be.in a position.to check and
monitor the accuracy of depreciation accruals., State commissions
also noted revenue requirements and the rates would increase:

FCC in adopting ELG noted that this metho was acceptable
provided it is assured that adectuate datw is vailale for proper
application of this method end that recordkee ing%Od reporting
practices will enable monitoring of the reasona leness of the
rate of allocation of both original cost and prov ibns for sal-
vage and remoVal. FCC stated that the impact of revenue require-
ments and the burdens placed on the regulatory staffs required
consideration. The Commission, therefore, directed the implemen-

,

tatioh of ELG on a progressive basis. During41981, new additions
to property falling in the brOad classification of outside plant,
in 1982 new additions to property falling within the broad class-
ification of central office equipment, and in 1983 all new addi- /

tions to the remaining categories of plant investment,would be
considered.

, In adopting the ELG depreciation method#. FCC.noted that this
method would apply to new additions of plant and not to embedded
investment, because of the lack of AT&T's depreciation data on a
vintage level of investment basis. FCC noted that if new ad-
ditions to plant are depreciated under the ELG or some other
method, then the embedded balance subject to vintage group
depreciation will diminish using remaining life and ultimately
be fully depreciated and,retired. FCC required that the tele-
phone companies maintain depreciation reserves by accaunt
.corresponding to the classes of depreciable telephone plant
acaounts.

The Commission also approved the use of remaining life
as a corrective mechanism as depreciation rates are periodically
restudied. It directed the staff to report the differences be-
tween remaining life and whole life rates for a period of at
least 3 years. The dual reporting requirement was set at 3 years
so that it would correspond to FCC's 3-year represcription cycle.

1/Studycammon carrier depre:7.1.tqQn rate practices and
policies; Ernst & Ernst, July 9, 1977.
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Acaording to aft FCC official during this tiMe it was ,envisioned
that remaining life rates would be implemented.

FCC described the difference between the whole life and
remaining life depreciation rates calCulation in that the forme'r
.attempts to determine the annual charge that would be appropriate
in the event that the current predictions of the whole, life (esti-
mated future life added to current experienced or expired life)
were in fact correct. The remaining life proceds.2roceeds on the
prethise;that the current prediction of remaining or7prpspective
life id more correct and then attempts tooillocate any 6nrecovered
ar unallocated cost over the time period. Thus, the original
'cost less accumulated reserve less future net salvage is divided
by the prospective remaining life in order to determine .the annual
future charges to expense.

It has long been recognized that setting service lives and
prescribing depreciation rales is not a precise science. In
adopting remaining life, FCC noted that it was allowing the tele-
phone .carrier A corrective,mechanism when tHere is a need to in-
creade or decrease.the current and prospective charges to assute
that all costs are allocated by the time of Plant,retirement.
This, according to FCC, will allow it to set rates which, while
possibly increasing revenue requirements, will also allow errors
of life estimation whi.Ch have been inadequate in the past to'be
recovered based on changed remaining life estimates. ,

Allocating the depreciation reserVe account',

One requisite according to FCC for applying remaining life
rates is the ability to determine net unrecovered. cost. ,Xor this,,
the current reserve tor depreciation attributable to thee particu-
lar bOok balances.of investtent tust.be known.if net unrecovered
cost is to be determined. At the present time FCC noted that
AT&T does not have book reserve for depreCiation Salances at even
the plant account or category of investment level, let alone t
the more disaggregated yintage level. The Commission.in Docke
204.88 ordered the carriers to maintain ,depreciation reserves-bli,
plant account for new investments and ordered its staff to deter-
mine the most reasonable allocation of AT&T',s current embedded
book reserve amounting to about $24'billion ad of DeceMber 3l.,
1980, to the various plant7categories.

, _Dye public natice in January 1981 seeking COMments On;,how
this reserve should be allocated, FCC stated that it,had two 1

principal alternative reserve allocation method's under considdrg-
tion: (1) ailocation based on the actual debits and Credits to
the reserve whiCh are attributable to specific subclasses of
plant and (2) allocation basgd,on a distribution determined ftbM
theoretical reserve studies.



Section 31.171(c) of the Commission'S rules prioe to the
Novemben 6, 1980, order required that

"* * for pgrposes of analyeis; the company
shall maintain subsidiary records in Which the
depreciation'ieserve is broken down into-eom-
'ponent parts corresponding to, the primary tele-
phone plant accounts which include depreciable
telephone plant* *

In this regard, FCC noted,in its public notice that the aggregate
depreciation reserve ii the accounting accumulation of accrual,

* retirement, salvage, and costs of removal all of which are di-
rectly, traceable to specific.subclasses of'property for which
depreciation rates have been prescribed. FCC states that a re-
serve can be developed for a specific class of' plant based on
analysis of.actual depreciation reserve activity, and the reserve
--developed in ,this manner represents capital recovery which has
occurred for that,class of plant. OCC noted, how4ver, that deter-
mi-ning category reserves in this manner does present minor prob-
lems, because of accounting changes and the reclasdification of
assets betWeen plant adcounts, but that a reasonable basis for
estimating the appropriate category reserve adjustments is avail-
able and.that the overall distortion of category reserves result-
ing front past accounting changes and plant teclassillcations is'
relatively small.

A theoretical reserve study represents the aggregate of
annual depreciation charges during the average remaining life of
each plant account which is estimated on the basis of Aeprecia-
tion rates deemed appropriate at the time of the study in light
of best available data. The aggregate book reserve is then
allocated tO the plant categories in proportion to the dis-
tribution of the theoretical reserves.

The process of allocating reserve based on theoretical
studieg can be illustrated using the following simplified 'example.

Assume three plant accounts1/4 A, B, C with balances of $50,
$30, and $40 billion, respectively, and a total depreciation re-
',serve to be allocated of $20 billion.

The book reserve figures shown in figure 1 of $10 for
A, $5 for B, and $5 for C represent those reserves by plant
account based on actual debits and credits to these reserires
by plant account and the total fot each account represents
capital recovery which, has occurred for that class of plant.
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Figure 1

Column 1 Column 3.
Balance of Column 2 (Col: 1 - Col. 2)

Plant account plant.acct. Book reserve Net book
,
,

(000,000000) 4

A $ 50 $10 $ 40
B 30 5' 25
C 40 5 35

Total $120 $20 $100

Figure 2

.Column 4
Column 1 Column 2 Col, (Col. 3x2) Column. 5

Balance of Theoretical 3 Allocated (Col. 1-4)
Plant account plant acct. reserve Ratio reserve Net book

Total

(000,000;000)

$ 50 , $12' 20/30 $ 8 $ 42
30 , 12 20/30 8 21
40 6 20/30 -4 36

$120 $30 $20 $roo

'USing the current life-estimates, the theoretical reserve for each
plant dategory was determined to be $12 billion for A, $12 billion
for B, and $6 billion for C.or a composlte theoretical reserve of
$30 billion. Therat,io of the total actual book reserve to the
composite theoretieal reserve is then applied to each of the In-
dividual theoretical reserve plant accounts. In figure 2 this
would be 20/30, or two-thirds, of $12 for A; $12 for B, and $6
for.C, thus allocating the total $20 billion reserve ifi the fol-
lowing proportioE, $8 for A, $8 for B, and $4 for C.

A redistribution of the reserve based on other than the actual
reserve balanceS by plant account then could have the effect of
requiring ratepayers of a certain service to pay additional
amounts because other categories of plant are anderdepreciated.
This can be seen from the illustration in which the net book cost
to be distributed from plant account A in figure 1 is $40 billion
and would increase to.$42 billion in figure 2. If, in this illu-,
stration, net book cost .for plant A represented that plant which
is used to furnish noncompet.itive servides, then the cost to be
recovered frOm regulated seçvices (the ratepayer) would increase
by $2 billion.

According to FCC'the theOretical reserve approach allocates
more than would be allocated'using abtual recorded amounts to
categories whose life char6cteristics are becoming relatively
shorter. If such is the case, therr depending on the Outcome of
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thebretical study, the redistribution of the reserve will affect
the net book cost to be recOvered,from various classes of rate-
payers. In this regard, in its January 1981 notice FCC noted

"* * * We think that past'contributions by various
customer groups sbould be recognized and given effect.
Similarly, we believe that the retention of infor-
mation as to sources of any.Underaccrual provides
an important reference point to assist us and
the State's in deterinining proper corrective
action (e.g., rate adjustments) to be taken to
remedy any shortfall."

Depreciation of station
connections investment

Station connections is generally that part of depreciable
te,lephone property from the telephone pole to the customers
premises (outside) and the inside wiring, including installation
within the premises (inside). Station connections have been
-capitalized in the past to spread the cost of adding new customers
over all customers, the new customers thereby broadening the
overall universality of the telephone service. At the end of
1980, station connections investment for all carriers was in
excess of $13.7 billion. According to FCC the annual activity
in station connections'for 1981 and later years is expected to
run in excess of $3 billion ber year with an accelerating rate
of growth.

Retirements of station connections are due to station move-
ments which are independent of time. In depreciating the station
Connections investment, PCC has in the past'attempted to assign
just enough Cost and reserve credit to offset any given years
retirements 'plus cost of removals less salvage. Theoretically
there would be no reserve balance, thus the embedded investment
in the station connections account at any given time represents
the net lokook balance for the account. 1/

FCC in-Phase II of DOcket 19129 helathat accounting for
station connections should be modified so as to place the burden
of and cost associated with station connections on the causative
ratepayer as Opposed to the present system which places the burden
on present and future ratepayers. This was based on FCC's find-
ings that 77 percent of the telephone's installed during the 5-year
period ending December 31, 1974, did not represent increased
services, but occurred because existing customers moved, or
because of offsets of the loss of one customer with the gain of

1/Accoiding to the Chief of FCC's Depreciation Rates Branch,
there is now over a $1,billion balance in the depreciation
reserves related to this account because retirement rates
in recent years have dropped and depreciation rates have not
been adjusted downward as rapidly.
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another. Th: was referred to by FCC as "churning." FCC
Docket 19129 çdered AT&T to submit a plan for changing'the
accounting of station connection costs. AT&T petitioned th
Commission on November 16, 1977, for a rulemaking. After re-
ceiving comments on AT&T's petition the Commission began its
own rulemaking (Docket 79-105) on August 14, 1979.°

On-March 31, 1981, FCC in its first report and order changed
its past accounting treatment for station connections. The new
inside wiring costs can be expensed and phased in over a 4-year
period beginning October 1, 1981, or expensed immediately depend-
ing on actions by the State commissions. For the embedded inside
wiring costs FCC ordered that it could be amortized over a 10-year
period; however,"FCC left to the State commissions just how the
cost will be passed on to customers. In adopting this change
the Commission looked upon it as a stopgap measure to halt this
fast-growing rate tase item.

The outside portion of the station connections account will
continue to be capitalized but will be depreciated in accordance
with Docket 20188. To accomplish this,,FCCsdirected the carriers
to separate the present investment in the station connections
account.rnto the two primary parts, station connections inside
wiring and station connections-other. Once established the
carriers were directed to maintain this information on a con-
tinue4 baeis.and be prepared to supply it as directed by the
Commission staff,

In this regard, however, FCC 'stated that

"* * * the precise identification of a single
point of demarcation to distinguish that por-
tion of the investment which will continue to "
be capitalized and that portion which will be
expensed cannot be made for each and every
circumstance."

Establishing a demarcation point would, according to FCC, be,the
subject of another proceeding.

The Commission in a sep4rate 'notice adopted on May 18, 1981,
also invited public comment the prospect of deregulating,com-
pletely the inside wiring po tion of the station connections
costs. This approach Would thereby Place the cost burden on the
causative customers.

Deregulation of Customer
Premises Equipment

FCC in its April 1980 final decision in Docket 20828 (Com-
' Puter II) founa that CPE should be provided on a nontariffed

basis. FCC provtded for a transition period lasting unitil
March 1, 1982. FCC required that unbundled ratgs be Piled by,
March 1, 1981, with the respective State commisSions and that all
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carAer terminal equipment be detariffed by March 1, 1982. -FCC
required that after March 1, 1982, CPE offered by AT&T and GTE
be provided through a separate subsidiary. FCC also stated the
need for a

...---
i

"proceedingi, tat would examine into possible
changes to depreciation schedules and also
address thea Ipasis upon which unsold equipment
should be removed from a carrier's regulated
rate base and books of account."

a

In its October 1980 reconsideration of Computer II, FCC
modified its final decision, requiring that equipment which is
embedded im the separations process 1/ and tariffed with the
var'ous States would be distinguished from new CPE and federally
tar ffed CPE. New CPE was described as that equipment which is
no in service as of March 1, 1982, and is offered to consumers
after this date. New CPR and associated maintenance must be
separated by the March 1982 date from a carrier's basic service
and offered on a nonregulated basis. All equipment tariffed with
PCC in conjunction with interstate or foreign communications was
ordered to be detariffed as of March 1982. 2/ FCC continued
structural requirements for AT&T but no longer required separate
subsidiaries for GTE.

For that part of the CPt which was not deregulated, the
,embedded CPE, FCC stated that it would institute a separate
"implementation proceeding" to address the transitional mechan-
isms for deregulating this equipment. The implementation pro-
ceeding FCC noted was to address the issues of capital recovery
and asset valuation, alternative mechanisms by which transition
to an unregulated CPE environment may be achieved, and the ap-
propriate time period for removal of embedded CPE investment from
separations and a carrier's rate base.

EFFICIENCY OF FUTURE
REGULATORY OVERSIGHT

Each of the actions taken by the Commission discussed above
directly affects the efficiency of regulatory oversight needed in
prescribing depreciation rates. These actions have placed demands
on FCC staff to develop and implement changes which, according to.

1/This process is discussed on page 162.

2/On February 20, 1981, AT&T petitioned for further reconsid-
eration by the Commission of Docket 20828. AT&T noted that
the bifurcated approach for CPE will be difficult to imple-
ment on March 1, 1982.
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.FCC officials, May increase the revenue requirement to ratepayers
by $1.55 billion in 1981. 1/L

In discussing FCC's adoption of ELG with FCC's Depreciation
Rates Branch Chief he said that ELG was theoretically a better
way of achieving'straight line depreciation. He went on to point
out, however, that there Bre many_uncertainties surrounding its
implementation. He noted that FCC (1) had no procedures nor
really a reasonable approach for implementing ELG, (2) did not
know what is needed to monitor ELG, and (3j did not know what ac-
counting controls were necessary. Also, if in 1981, ELG revisions
to all plant categories were-needed (one carrier has requested
revision for outsidevlant and central office equipment) the
official saidthat without operating procedures or knowledgeable
staff there would be no way.the Depreciation Rates Branch could
fully analyze the proposed revisions.

In adoptin4 the ELG depreciatioh method, FCC noted that this-
method would apply to new additions of plant and not to embedded
investment. FCC stated that if new additions to plant are depre-
ciated under the ELG or some other method, then the balanae subv
ject to vintage group depreciation will diminish and ultimately
be fully depreciated, and retired. While FCC in adopting ELG doc-
umented the importance of depreciation data on-a vintage level of
investment for new additions, it did not require that the tele-
phone companies maintain depreciation reserves on a vintage level,
but rather by account corresponding to the classes of depreciable
'telephone plant accounts. According to an official i

11

the Common
Carrier Bureau this was done because the Uniform Syste of Ac-
counts does not now require plant investment to be mai tained by
vintage and until the system is revised it would be inappropriate
to,require reserves by vintage.

0

Without methods and procedures to monitor and analyze the
vast amount of data involving large numbers of units within each
gfoup of property required in using ELG and without detailed
idformation by vintage for each depreciable plant category, FCC
will not be,in a position to review carrier submissions regarding
estimates of service lives and salvage factors op in setting serv-
ice rates'to determine the depreciation expense applicable to
that plant by vintage used in providing the service. "Therefore,
regulatory review, ensuring'that carriers have not under or over
recovered their investment or price discriminated, through their
,depreciation rates cannot be assured. Further, without detailed
information by vintage a later allocation of the reserves by

- Glasses of depreciable telephone plant'accounts to'reserves by
vihtage will be required.

1/FCC's estimated increases in total revenue requirements for
1981 relating to depreciation changes are shown in appendix
XI.
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In adopting remaining life rates as part of its ELG proceed-
ing, FCC noted that it will allow errors of life estimation vhich
have been inadequate in the past to be recovered based on changed
remaining life estimates. ,AccOrding to FCC, both AT&T and GTE
want to implement remaining life rateslor all accounts for all,
jurisdictions in 1981. This would involve over 2,000 rates'since
there are about 78 jurisdictions with approximately 30 accounts
for each. To revise these rates and verify if the carriers have
calculated the remaining life rates,correctly, FCC's Depreciation,
-Rates Branch Chief told us that it would be a formidable task
since (1) there are anywhere from 20 to 60 vintages for each of
the 30 accounts and the service life has to be estimated for each
vintage and combined on the basis of the surviving investment in
each vintageel/ and (2) State commission views obtained.

The Branch Chief has proposed that'reviewing remaining life
rates be implemented in conjunction with the detailed studies pre-
pared during the 3-year cycle Of depreciation represcription.
This, he feels, will allow for thorough analysis in support,of
chan§es which, according to FCC estimates, may result in addi-
tional revenue requirements of $0.6 billion for 1981, $1.55 bil-
lion fot 1982, and $2.07 billion for 19,83.

We believe this approach represents a positive step for two
reaions. First, it.should allow for the careful review by FCC

l

whi h is necessary during the transition to remaining life rates--
a transition which, according to FCC, may result in substantially
higher rates. Second, it should allow the full opportunity for
State commisgions to express their view through intepaction with
FCC. This interaction is an important aspect in ensuring.a more
cohesive and coordinated approach Por implementing the capital
recovery'policies established by FCC in Docket 20188.

, _

Allodating the reserves to the various plant accounts for
AT&T is essential gor future FCC actions in prescribing remaining
life rates for the AT&T companies. In Docket 20188 FCC directed
its staff to allocate the reserve as expeditiously as possible.
In this regard, we support quick and decisive action; however, as
FCC has recognized in its January 1981 Notice:

"The method used to allocate the book reserve is
f extremely important because it may result in the
redistribution of a significant amount of revenue
requirement between various categories-of ratepayers,
e.g., between current and future customers, users of

1/More specifically a generation arrangement--the method by which
the average-life of each intage group is determined by co -
bining its, (pist) reali d e with (future) estimated fe
still to be realized (t e unrealized life). The average lives
of the vintage groups, so determined, are reciprocally weighted
to arrive at the average servIce life of the category.
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inter and intrastate services, inter- and intra-
exchange,services, business and residential servr
ices, and monopoly and competitive services."

We believe an expeditipus allo'cation must, thereore, be
bnanced against the long-ferm implications of this one-time and
first-time 'allodation of AT&T's reserve account. Such implica-
tions as stated in FCC's notice and Ulustrated on page 147 are
the foundation for future regulatory oversight.

In requiring changes,adopted in Docket 79-105 for accounting
to the station connections account, FCC is confronted with four
important actions. First, it must divide an account with over
$13.7 billion into two'subcladses of plant--inside wiring.and sta-
tion connections-other. Second, in allocating the depreciation
reserve, FCC must do so between inside wiring ancl outside plant
classes. Third, the accounting'for the retirements of the sta-'
tion connections7other plant classes will be changed from one of
inward/outward movement of telephone sets to physical removal of
the facilitiles-wl.The current service life and tiepreciation rate

. will no longer be applicable, and new depreciation rates will be
required for the outside plant classes for all jurisdictio6s.
Fourth, FCC must monitor the appropriate monthly amount of
the embedded plant to be amortized during the 10-year phase-in.

FCC instructed the carriers to divide the station connec-
tions account into its two parts. FCC did not provide a point
of demarcation, rather.leaving this to a subsequent proceeding.
In discussing with an Accounting and Audits Division official
how ?CC plans'to work with the carriers and how a division will
be made without a demarcation point being established, we were .

told that FCC essentially-will accept what the carriers submit.,

. Stith an acceptance, however., does not provide iCC, any over-
sight as to how much ,of the-inside portion will be expensed

-rather than capitalized to the station connections7other account.
We believe random verification'and audit of the carriers' sub-A
missions would provide, at a minimum,:some regulatory oversight:.

Once the division is made, FCC must then set new depreciation
rates for the station connections-other plant. In setting the
depreciation "rates for the entire station connections account in
the past FCC has not identified, as they do for other deprecilble
assets, a specific list of items or units within the asset account
wbich would key a retirement. 1/ Rather a retirement occurred
with the outward.movement of a telephone set or other piece of
telephone apparatus. To set depreciation rates for outside plant

1/The Commission'rules.(47 CFR 31.8) contains a list of retire-
ment units for each-plant account. For example, within the
building account, a retirement unit would be a complete fire
escape. Knowing this provides a basis from which to estimate
service lives.
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classes.An accEirdance.witt Docket 20188 will now require, hOwever,
that retireMent,units be identified. Ip.Dockpt. 9-105 FCC does .

.not make this identificaTion or change the ru es to recognize that
a retiremeneto:the outside plant will no lon er be keyed by the
.outward'movement of telephone sets. In the a sence of a defih-
ition of what constitutes a retirement,oFCC c nnOt estimate'the
probability of its oocurrence Therefore, without:data on the
probability of,service Jives, FCC can Only arbitglaril'y set
depreciation rates foi the station connections-other plant.

Further, according tq an official in FCC's Depreciation
Rates Branch, they are untertain as to what method should be used
in setting depreciation ratee for the station connections-other
plant. He said, howemer, that itndoes not appear as if the.equal .
life.group method adopted.in Docket 20188 will be appropriate be-

.
-cause the account will,lack ihe necesgary historical mortality
data.

0.

DEPRECIATION CHANGES--THEIR-EFFECT
ON THE EMERGENCE OF-COMPETITION .°

. 4

FCC's actions in itg Computer II Decision to,qpregulate
only new customer premises equipMent 1/ and in DodEet'20188 to
adopt the use of remaining life rates to.depreciate unrecovered
investment-were based in laroge part.on the emergence of,com-

_ petition in the domestic common catiler.tqlecOmmunications
industry.' __. _

FCC in its retonsideration-of Computer II chose a bifurcated, .

approach for deregulating CPE. FCC defined the term embedded CPE
to mean all CPE tariffed at the State level or subject to the
'separations process. FCC determined that embedded CPE wduld have
a transition sthedule separate from that of federally tariffed
CPE 2/ and CPE not in service as of March 1, 1982. FCC further
'concTuded that deregulation of new and federally tariffed CPE
would occur on March 1, 1982, with those carriers affiliated with
AT&T not allowed to offer CPE except through a sepagate subsidiary.
FCC decided that the manner and timing of the embedded CPE's de- .

regulation be subject to sepatate implementation proceedings. FCC
took this approach because

"* * * the difficult transitional issues arise not
in connection with the provisions of new CPE, but in
connection with the necessity to make adjustments to

1/AcCounts for station apparatus and large private branch
exchanges contain the CPE--also referred to by FCC as
terminal equipment.

2/Federally tariffed CPE includes equipment tariffed solely
in conjunction with interstate and foreign services of both
telephone and record carriers.
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existing arrangements involving allocation of costs,
investment and revenues associated with embedded
equipment jointly used for both intrastate and inter-
state or foreign services * * * A bifurcated approach
would avoid the significant dislocations of an abrupt
transition that are alleged to occur if all CPE is
deregulated and removed from separations as of March 1,
1982."

We believe to implement its decisions, particularly its re-
quirement for,establishing by March 1, 1982, a separate subsidi-
ary 1/ offering new CPE, without first addressing the recovery
mechanisms for depreciation reserve deficiencies, will fragmbnt

° rather than enhance competition.

Recovering depreciation
reserve deficiencies

The balance of the depreciation reserve account represents
the accumulated depreciation credited to the account on charges
over time. It is this balance that FCC andoindustry officials
now believe is too low. This they feel has occurred because of
rapid technological innovations and competitive entry, both ofl
which have reduced plant lives more quickly than originally es-
timated. The shorter plant lives reflect a reduction in asset
values unrecovered through charges to the depreciation reserve.

The reasons given forounredovered investment are varied.
°One FCC official told us that service lives and depreciation
rates have not kept pace with the decline in'asset value. The
official noted that while it ie difficult to say why this has
occurpred, any increase in the depreciation expense could raise
rates to customers, something all regulators like to avoid. He
said, therefore, there may be a tendency to spread recovery over
longer periods. Another FCC official said that during his tenure
at the Commission there has not been an effort to keep rates low,
simply neither the Commission not the carriers realized how fast
technologica\L. changes were occurring. Industry officials have
stated that aster recovery has been sought for years but not
granted by . Competitors argue that recovery has been ex-
tended to kee rates low in an effort to stifle cOmpetition.

We found no one reason hich pointed to whether any one of
the above positions are more substantive thad the others. In
moving to deregulate CPE, howeVer, the methods to identify and
treat unrecovered investment are vital aspects in creating a
competitive environment for terminal equipment.

1/The limitations of using the separate subsidiary device adopted
by FCC in its Computer II Decision and our recommendations for
maximizing Separations were discussed in chapter 6.
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In FCC's divi'ded approach embedded CPE will xemain regulated
with its future deregulation 'considered as part orf the implemen-,
.tation phase of the Computer II pecision. Until Such time, FCC
noted that remaining life rates will be used to depreciate the
unrecOvered investtent over its life. To accomplish this carriers
liave'filed with FCC proposed changes in depreciation rates for
terminal equipment. According to 'FCC one carrier's proposed re-
maihing lives were based on product life cycle analyses prepared
from the carrier's corporate marketing' plans. The specific pro-
duct life cycle analyserand supporting data were not provided
in the carrier's filings, the carrier's considering it propri-
etary. The carrier stated that public disclosure of this infor-
mation would put it at a competitive disa[dvantage and make its
marketing plans difficult if not impossible to carry out.

4
FCC's Depreciation Rates Branch Chief told us that it is be-

cominvexceedingly difficult to carry out FCC's statutory obliga-
'tions, of prescribing depreciation when much of the data that is
required to assess the reasonablenesss of the depreciat].on rates
proposals is proprietary. In this regard, according to'FCC's
rules, depreOiation in part means the loss in service value from
causes4known to be in current operation. If these causes are
controlled by the carrier's marketing and pricing strategies which
Ray be aimed at shifting customer demand from one equipment type
to another, and if these strategies are not known to FCC because
they are proprietary then two problems for the regulator exist.

First, accurately,estimating equipment service liVes without
all of the relevant data will be difficult at best, particularly
when.a carrier's marketing strategies are subject to change at its
discretion. Second, marketing and pricing strategies by carriers
can influence customer demand for various types of equipment,
thereby resulting in reductions in lives and reserve deficiencies
for equipment,in which rate increases are being implemented. If
higher lates are set for certain types of embedded equipment than
for similar new unregulated equipment, the more likely it is that
customers will no-longer use such equipment. Therefore, embedded
equipment cost will not be borne by the ratepayer to whom the
plant was dedicated.

Given'these two points, continued regulation of embedded CPE
and deregulation of new CPE may increase the opportunities'for
carriers through their depreciation practices to achieve corporate
goals of,shifting customer demands from regulated embedded CPE to
new-unregulated CPE. Such an approach may not be in the best
interest of a specific det of ratepayers or ratepayers in general
since equipment cost might not be borne by the ratepayer who used
it, and the real cost of the new technology will be understated.
Further, if this approach allows the carriers to shift customer
dedand but not cost from regulated CPE to new unregulated CPE with-
out FCC.first identifying the reser4 deficiencies and establishing
a framework for deregulating all CPE, then competition while still
in its infancy may be preveRted from developing.
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An allocation df AT&T's depreciation reserve to plant
accounts must occur as a first step in determining.depreciation
reserve deficiencies. Without=i4 FCC will lose 'control over de-
precidtion tatesetting. ecd, tqough its January 1981 Notice is
moving in-this direction. ;0-ThiS allocation, if based On actual
debits and credits to the various plant-accounts, may allow FCC
to identify the reserve deOciencies. The difference between the
actual re0erves by plant a6count from this allocation and the re-
serves from the carrier's Oleoretical reserves would represent
the deficiencies. 1/

Once these difference are identifid then FCC-could be in a
position to treat separate y the reserve deficiencies by plant
account and the plant acco nt's remaining net book costs. Such
an approach would allow FCC to (1) define the extent of reserve
deficiencies to be recovered, (2) set forth a specific method for
their recovery, 2/ and (3) establish a baseline for determining
asset value to be transferred to' nonutility accounts or a
separate subsidiary.

CONCLUSIONS

FCC's current process of setting depreciation rates has
three elements which we believe are essential for its regulatory
oversight of depreciation expenses. First, FCC has a legislative
mandate to prescribe depreciation rates. We see no reason,to
alter this mandate for those carriers the Commission considers
dominant. This is consistent with our recommendations contained
in Chapter 2. The Commission through its analysis and prescrip-
tion of depreciation rates and its opportunities for changes based
on revised assumptions provides the regulatory overview of an ex-
pense item which is one of the largest parts of a carrier's
revenue requirement.

Second, for depreciation rate-setting purposes FCC has a
legislative mandate to obtain the views of the State commissions.
Absent a similar mandate in,other regulatory areas, as we have
pointed out in chapter 3, FCC has done little to coordinate arid
interact with the State regulatory commissions. We believe State
commission review and participation in the depreciation rate-
setting process provides an early and clear opportunity for FCC
and the State commissions to express their views for, and basis

1/From our illustration on page 148, the actual book reserves
in figure 1 of $10 for A, $5 for B, and $5 for C would be
subtracted from the theoretical reserves in figure 2 of $12
for A, $12 for B, and $6 for C.

2/FCC could, for example, amortize,the deficiencies over a
period of time, or treat them, as its rules permit, as ex-
traordinar retirements (47 CFR 31.02-83).
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of, prescribing depreciatiOn.rates. Nch an opportunity, we
believe, prOvides FCC with timely input4on. the impact deprecia-
tian champs will have-on the_ratepayer and ttie carrier.

Third, the pracess provides for Commission review and ap-
proval, while at the same time allows for interim approval. This
provides visibility and regulatory oversight by the Commisbion,
while.at the same time not conStraining the carrier's implementa-,
tion Of depreciation fates.

FCC's changes to its methods and practices for setting
depreciation rates can have an impact, however, on both the effi-
ciency of future regulatory oversight and the competitiveness of
a developing customer premises equipment market. In this regard,
uncertainties in implementing the provisions of Dockets 20188,
79-105, and FCC's Computer II Decision have not been resolved.

--Methods to implement ELG have not been developed.

--Depreciation reserves by vintage are not required for
carriers implementing ELp because the USOA does not -1100V1
require plant investment to be maintained by vintage.

7, Prescribing remaining.life depreciation rates for all
jurisdictions. in 1981 will not allow for FCC and state
commission verification and reView.

--AT&T's.depreciation reserve account has pot been Allocated
to plant Accounts--essential for futuie FCC actions.

--Division of the station connections acpount will be based
on carrier submissions..

--Requirements for setting depreciation rates for the
outside plant of the station connections account
have not been developed.

--Carriers incentives in establishing depreciation ratet
for embedded CPE, when new CPE will be deregulated on
March 1, 1982, may prevent competitive development.

Before proceeding in a piecemeal fashion, we believe FCC
must resolve these uncertainties. This will place FCC in a
position ,to avoid accepting and-approving depreciation rates
with less than the rigorous review needed, permit.active Par-
ticipation by the State commissions, and Will enhance the
development of competition.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CHAIRMAN, FCC

We recommend that the Commission before prescribing .

depreciation rates based on changes adopted -in Dockets 20188
and 79-105
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--Develop specffid procedures tor evaluating and monitoring
a carrier's depreciation rates based On ELG.,

,

--Reguire-Aepreciation reservfts.by vintage for a carrier's
implementing ELG.

--Identify the retirement units and methods for depreciating
the outside plant of station 'connections.

--Audit, through random selection, the carrier's division
of tbe station connections account. .

We further recommend that the Commission before implementing its -
'Computer II Decision to deregulate new CPE and continue regulatiqg
embedded CPE, first identifY the depreciation reserve deficiencieW
by plant'addount, develop a method for their redoverr, and'estab-
lish a framework for deregulating all CPE. Our recommendations
in this regard are associated with bur redommendations.in dhapter
6 for using th separate subsidiary device adopted by FCC in its
Computer II Decision.
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CHAPTER 8

ENSURING FAIR, NONDISCRIMINATORY ACCESS TO

LOCAL EXCHANGES: CONGRESSIONAL ACTION-IS NEEDED

With the introduction of competition ih interstate telecom-
munications, changes in existing procedures used to integiate
carrier operations. became necessary. The'new competitors brought
Viith them the need to interconnect their facilities with those of
the telephone industry. Particularly, they required access to
locaL exchange Tacilities of telephone companies, since such
facilities offered virtually the onry means for the local dis-
tribution of interstate services. Because of the need for such
acceSs by the new carriers, it,became necessary to formulate pro-

, cedurSs which would allow them to'interconnect their facilities
ciith these of telephbne'companies.and to determine how telephone
companies should be.compensated for local exchange acdess.

In FCC's 1971 Specialized Common Carrier decision, in which
FCC opened the door to competitive entry in interstate telecom-
munications, FCC recognizedthe need for the new entrants to.
.obtain local ekchange accesd. Since that time FCC has reiter-
ated the need for the establishment of npndiscriminatory access
on numerous occasions.

Neither FCC's past actions nor its present prOposals,
however, resollie the following questions:

--What types and levels of interconnect?o4 should telephone
companies be required to provide to the new carriers?

--What rates should be charged to new darriers for access to
local exchanges?

--What effect would competition have on any subsidies which
may have been provided between interstate services and
intrastate services?

--Cgn noniscrithinatory access conditions be assured without
major changes in.telephone industry structure and pro-,
cedures?

We believe that congreSIsional action is needed to establish the
f basic frameigoik for their resolulion.

,s

PAST FCC ACTIONS HAVE iOT
RESOLVED ACCESS QUESTIONB

11Since 1971 FCC has been involved in a variety of proceedings
which were designed to secure adequate access arrangements for
the new competitors. Fot the most part, however, these proceed-
ings were,aimed it providing,shott-term solutions to immediate
,problems, rather than addressing the fundamental qUestiOns needed
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to establish fair, nondiscriminatory access terms, conditions,
and rates.

Separations and settlements/
division of'révenues: a beief overview

AT&T anc3 the -other approximately 1,500 independent telephone
companies have traditionally operated as "partners" in providing
telephone service. Their facilities have been interconnected into
a nationwide telephone network which is used to provide both local
and long-distance services. For example, under the tiaditional
telephone industry arrangements, three carriers would typically
be involved in furnishing interstate long haul MTS service: an
originating telephone-company, AT&T Long Lines, and a terminating
company. Many of the facilities used in,providing this interstate
servite would al$o be Used for local or intrastate toll services.

Because many of the costs of prpviding interstate and
intrastate services are shared or "common" costs, procedures had
,to be developed to allocate these costs to either the interstate
(FCC regulated) ox intrastate (State publit utility commission
reguleied) jurisdiction. 1/ The process which was developed to
accomPlish this is known as separations and settlements/division
of revenues. Separations refers to the allocation or separation
of costs between jurisdictions. Settlements/division of reVenues
is the process of dividing interstate revenues collected among
all the carriers involved in-providing service. When all of the
companies involved are affiliated with AT&T the process is called
division of revenues. When AT&T ananonaffiliated companies are
involved, jt is known as interstate settlements.

Separations

Because regulatory responsibility is divided betWeen FCC and
State public utilipr commissions (see ch. 3), the costs'end reve-
nues associated with interstate and intragtate services must be
segmented. Since most of the property of telephone companies is
used in the joint provision of both interstate and intrastate
dervices and a major portion of expenses is incurred in their
joint rendition, this cost and revenue assignMent process:is a

. *large and complex task.

To carry out this assignment of costs, FCC and the National .

Association.of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, on behalf of the
State commissions, in cooperation with the telephone industry,
have developed a jurisdictional separations proceds: Since 1947 ,\
separations procedures have been formally set forth in a Separa-
tions Manual, which is approved by the FCC-NARUC Cooperative

1/Once costs have been allocated to $ jurisdiction, the relevant
regulatory agency is responsible for determining how they should

'be allocated among carrier service offerings. This is done
through the tariff review process. (See ch. 4.)
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Committee on Communications. The Separations Manual is iricorpor7/
ated into Part 67 of FCCks rules.

Although the Separations Manual:is used to allecate costs
4 between the Federal and State jurisdictions, it does not specifi-

cally identify all of the relevent costs incurred by local tele-
phone companies in'providing interstate services. In general,
the Manual reliesç on relative use of plant as the basic method
for allocating costs by interstate and intrastate operations
between them. However, for certain portions of nonusage sensi-
tive local'exchange plant, the Manual also uses a subscriber plant
factor,.which raises the-cost assignment to interstate services
above the relative use level. This additive is intended, ac-,
cording to the Manual, to recognize the Pdeterrent effect" which
the interstate toll rate schedule has on actual interstate use
of T plant. According to an FCC official, this implies that
beca e interstate rates are usage sensitive whereas local rates
generally are.not, interstate usage of local exchange plant is
less than if the rate sChedules were similar. The use of separa-
tion procedures to allocate costs is further discussed in
chapter 4.

Over the years, the Manual has been revised to place
an increasing cost burden an interstate services. In rght of
the gradual shifting of cost responsibility to the inte tate°
jurisdiction, allegations have been made that interstate services,
thug, provide a subsidy to intrastate servibet so as to elp keep
local exchange rates low. Other parties have. argued, owever,
that much of local exchange plant is designed primarily or
exclusively for long-distance service and, thus, assigning"costs
on a relative use basis would place too high a cost burden on
local services. The existence and direction of any subsidy
which exists between interstate services remains, at present,
an unresolved issue.

Settlements and division of revenues

Since more than one carrier may be involved in providing
interstate services, methods are also needed to divide revenues
collected among them. This process is basically accomplished
through the use of an interstate revenue pool which contains all
,of the interstate MTS, WATS,.private line, and other revenues
collected by the originating telephone companies. Once collected,
these revenues are then redistributed by AT&T Long Lines to unaf-
filiated local telephone companies to compensate them for costs
which they have incurred in providing interstate services, in-
clUding.a return on their plant imiestment. The compensation
which local carriers receive'isnot based precisely on the cost
apportionment contained in the Separations Manual, however, but
rather on the basis of arrangements made between the carriers..
Once these settlements have been made, the amounts remaining are
divided among AT&T Long Lines and its affiliated operating
companies.
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Access problems arise as competition
enters interstate telecommuniations

In its 1971 SpeCialized Common Carrier decision, which openedinterstate telecommunidations services to competition, FCC setforth a requirement of nondiscriminatory access to local'ex-changes. HOwever, approximately 4 years of legal struggle
ensued before even interim interconnection ar.rangements could
be developed for all of the private line services offered by the.new carriers.

In its Specialized Common Carrier 'decision, FCC recognized
that new entrants would need to be able to interconnect with thefacilities of established carriers. Thus, FCC stated in the deci-^sion that established carriers.with exchange facilities should,--upon request, permit interconnection'or leased channel arrange-ments on reasonable terms and conditions to be negotiated withthe new carriers, and afforcLtheir customers the option of obtain-ing local distribution service dnder reasonable terms set'forthin the tariff schedules of.the local carriers. FCC added that itwould also not-condone any discrimination in the interconnectionpolicy of local carriers.

Following the issuance of the decision, questions arose,however, concerning the extent to which AT&T and its associatedcompanies were or should'be required to interconnect their facili-ties with those of other common carriers (OCCs). One area ofparticular concern related to whether FCC's interconnection orderapplied to services such as foreign exchange and commOn controlledswitching arrangements which directly access 1 cal exchanges..1/

Foreign exchange service normally enables subscriber toplace calls to telephones in a distant or "foreign" exchange with-out paying MTS.charges and enables persons in the foreign exchange
area ta place calls to the foreign exchange subscriber in a dis,tant city by calling a local number without paying MTS charges orusing operator assistance to make a collect call. Common con-trolled switching arrangements provide a sul?scriber with a leasedprivate telecommunications network, including dedincated lines andswitches, which the subscriber can use to communicate betweenpoints on its system. Common controlled switching arrangementsubscribers can also obtain off network access lines which can beused in much- the same manner as foreign exchange service in a dis-.tant city.

In a proceeding initiated in 1973 (Docleet 19896) FCC examinedthe extent to which the new carriers were entitled to interconnecttheir facilities with those of telephone companies. In its deci-sion FCC noted that,while its previous interconnection orders "may

1/Other private,line services generally only required "local loopservice" which connected the facilities of the'new carrier tothe premises of Its subscriber.
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not have been perfectly clear," they were intended to cover inter-

connection for the broad range of services offered.by the new car- t

riers, including foreign exchange and common controlled switching

arrangements. FCC also concluded that AT&T had

"* * * engaged in conduc which has resulted in the
denial of, or unreasonable delay in establishing,
physical connections with MCI and other specialized
common carriers which are parties to this proceeding;
that it.pursued policies and practices which foreclosed
the estOlishment of through routes, and the charges,
facilitift and regulations applicable thereto in

connection with authorized interstate services of MCI
and other specialized carriers; *,* * and that Bell
has discriminated against MCI and other specialized
carriers in favor of its own Long Lines Department
by denying to MCI and other specialized carriers the
interconnection privileges presently provided to the

said Long Lines Department in connection with authorized
interstate services."

Accordingly, FCC ordered AT&T to offer OCCs interconnection
facilities essential in rendering all of their authorized inter-

state and foreigrOlcomminications servioes, including the local
exchange facilities necessary for furnishing foreign exchange,
service or for insertion into telephone company common controlled
switching arrangements and to file tariffs covering interconnec-
tion facilities for all authorized services of the new entrants.
It also ordered AT&T to furnish the new carriers facilities
similar to those provided to its Long Lines Department on a
nondiscriminatory basis.

AT&T subsequently filed an appeal of FCC's order before the
United States Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. The court affirmed
FCC's decision, including its ;Jetermination that nondiscriminatory
interconnection for foreign exchange and common controlled switch-
ing arrangements was required under FCC's Specialized Common Car-
rier decision. 1/

To comply with FCC's 'decision in Docket 19896 (46 FCC 2d
413(1974)) AT&T, in May.1974, filed tariffs with FCC. FCC placed
these tariffs under invesUgation (Docket 20099). Before a formal
investigation began, howeverl, AT&T expressed'a desire to work with
the Commission.and other parties to resolve the issues involved.
After approximately 5 months of negotiations, the parties were
able toprinulate a settlement agreement. Under the terms of the
-agreement, Ehe scope of interconnection facilities offered was
increased, some new levels of charges were imposed and certain
general operating and technical relationshipS between AT&T and
other common carriers were established.

1/Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania v. F.C.C., 503 F.2d 1250
(3rd. Cir. 1974).
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In its order terminating the inve5tigationi7 FCC stated thatit believed the negotiated settlement afforded an expeditiousand acceptable comptomise" on matters which would have requiredsubstantial time, effort, and expense to resolve through formalprocesses. Thus, it agreed to accept the settlement "withoutnecessarily approving it."

Execunet raises new access problems,

In mid-1977 an event took place which compounded the need toresolve.access questions. This event, was the U.S. Court of Ap-peals for the District of Columbia Circuit's "Execunet" deci-sion. 1/ In essence, this decision allowed competitors to enterall interstate telecommunications markets absent an affirmativeFCC finding that restrictions on entry were needed to preserve-the public interest.

The court's ruling overturned a previous FCC decision 2/that MCI Tel communications Corporation was not authorized to

-01P
offer its

54
ecunet service, a service similar to MTS, becauseits aut h rity was limited to the offering of private line serv-ices. While the court recognized FCC's authority to place.limi-tations on carrier service offerings, it stated that FCC couldnot do so without making an affirmative determination that suchaction was required by the public interest, convenience and ,-

,
necessity. The court noted that FCC had never made any determi-nation as to whether MTS-should be open or closed to competition,and, thus, it could not prbhibit MCI from offering Execunet.

,..

Followihg the Execunet-decision,questions arose, however, asto the existing telephone industry's obligation ta provide inter-connection for the new other common carrier seriiices. In January1978, after the Supreme Court had declined to review the appealscourt's Execunet decision, AT&T announced that it would ease pro-.viding additional connections for Execunet or;similar ser ices.Up until then it had furnished MCI with necessary connectionbfor it to offer Execunet. AT&T also filed a petition with FCCcalling for-FCC to rule that AT&T had no obligation to providesuch additional. interconnection. In February 1978 FCC issued sucha ruling stating that it believed while interconnection for "allspecialized interstate communications services" was required underits Specialized Common Carrier Decision as,Well as under a ruling ,by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit 3/, these rul-ings did not encompass the prdVision of interconnection for MTSand WATS-like services, such as Execunet.

.11MCI Telecommunications Corp. v. 561 F.2d,365 (D.C. Cir.1977).

//MCI Telecommunications Corp., 60 FCC 2d 25 (1976).

3/Bell Telephone Company of'Penhsylvania v. F.C.,C. 503 F. 2d 1250(3rd Cir. 1914).
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'In an April 1978 ruling, however, the U.S. Court of Appeals
-for, the District of Columbia found FCC's declaratory ruling to be
".in direct and explicit contradiction" with its Execunet decision.
The court noted, in this regard, that since the FCC Specialized
Common Carrier Decision MCI had met with almost continuous re-
aistance from ATsq in its efforts to provide communications serv-
ices. It added

\ige had thought that this prodess finally culminated
in our Execunet decision upholding MCI's authority
to offer Exectinet pending further rulemaking by the

Commission. Now, however, we are faced with a new
effort by AT&T, with the apProval of the COmmission,
to arrest the development of Execunet service* * *." [1/]

The court went on to state that the only Conclusion which

.
would be consistent with its reasoning in the Execunet case was
that AT&T was under an obligation to provide interconnections for
Execunet. This ruling was interpreted by p.CC as reqvirrhg, by;
extension, that all local telephone companies were obligated to
interconnect their facilities with those of the OCCs allowing
them to offer all authorized Services, .including serviceS similar
to MTS and WATS.

FCC actions to addiesS the court's decision took shape in
two closely related but separate proceedings. 'The first of-these

was apultifaceted proceeding (Docket 78-72) dealing with various
aspects of the MTS and-WATS market structure, including determina-
tions of appropriate access conditions and charges. -The second_
proceeding was aimed at developing interim access arrangements
until a more lOng-term approach could be developed. It was
commonly known as the ENFIA (exchange netwOrk facilities for
interstate access) proceeding.

The MTS/WATS4proceeding

The'MTS/WATS proceeding (Docket 78-72), initiated in February
1978, wag intended to determine whether MTS and WATS services
should be prOvided on a sole-source or a competitive basis and to
investigate other issues relating to the introduction of compe-
tition,in such services. :This included an examination of changes
which might be needed in the traditional procedures used by the
telephone.i.dustry for integrating their operations and for alt- '

- locating co ts and distributing revenues. ,

In its initial Notice of Inquiry and Proposed Rulemaking in
.the proceeding, FCC stated that alspecific policy statement was p

' needed regarding the reimbursement interstate services should make
,to local telephone companies for the use of ldcal plant. FCC

noted that although the question of possible subsidies between

1/MCI Telecommunications Corp: v. F.C.C., 580 F, 2d 590 (D.C.
Cir. 1978):
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intrastate and interstate services had not been definitively re-solved, it had been frequently alleged that MTS was providing asubsidy for local exchange service and that competition in theprovision of interstate MTS and WATS could necessitate an
increase in local exchange rates. The Commission, thus pro-posed to determine

--what reimbursement interstate services should make on a
cost causational basis;

--what additional charges, if any, should be levilon
interstate services to support local exchange se ices;and

--whether and how such charges could be equitably imposedon all interstate services of all carridrs.

FCC also noted that while it had approved jurisdictional separa-tions, division of revenues and settlements had been traditionallydevised by the telephone industry. FCC, therefore-, proposed toexamine the process to determine if it needed to establish costassignments in the future.

In an Atigust 1979 supplemental notice, FCC, among other
things, reiterated the need to investigate issues relating toaccess arrangements. In this regard., it stated that until non-
discriminatory access'arrangements wer4 defined, the operating
conditions 'under which the OCCs competed'eor intercity businesswould remain ambiguous, and "the degree of risk associated withinvesting in competitive service off4tings may remain unreasonablyhigh and new entry may be inhibited." As will be discussed inthe following sections,.FCC actions ha4e yet to create such non-discriminatory access arrangements.

The ENFIA proceeding

After, FCC issued the March 1978 notice in the MTS/WATS
proceeding, AT&T filed with FCC a tariff which specified the com-pensation which the OCCs would have'to pay to affiliated AT&Tcompanies to use local exchange facilities for the provision ofExecunet and similar services. Numerods comments from interestedparties were received concerning the ENFIA tariff, alleging thatit was unlawful and anticompetitive, and raising'a variety oflegal, economic, and policy issues--including issues which FCCproposed to address in the MTS/WATS inquiry. While a ruling onthe tariff was still pending, FCC also received a letter from theAssistant Secretary of Commerce for Communications and Informationurging it to seek an interim.solution to the issues tnvolved inENFIA through the use of a negotiated settlement, similar to thatused earlier in Docket 20099. He believed FCC could avoid'dupli-cating its efforts in the MTS/WATS market inquiry. FCC acceptedthis suggestion and convened a series of public negotiations amonginterested parties to attempt to arrive at a "rough justice"

1interim agreement to the ENFIA problem.
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,
As a result of these negotiations, the parties were able to

reach 1h agreement, which was accepted by FCC in April 1979. The

agreem nt established compensation to be given to local telephone
compavfies for providing network access for OCC services similar

to MTS and WATS. It did not, however, cover certain other serv-
ices such as foreign exchange and common controlled switching

arrangements.

The compensation arrangements established in the ENFIA
agreement were based on procedures contained in the Separations
Manual. The Commission recognized in its order that it did not
"have available" all of the relevant costs for the use of local
plant by MTS/WATS-like services. Thus, it decided to approve
the agreement using a "proxy" based on the subscriber plant factor
used in separations to allocate certain nonusage sensitive costs

in excess of specifically identifiable costs. As noted od page
163, this factor increases the costs assigned to the services to

a level above that which would exist if costs were assigned on a
relative use basis. Under the agreement the percentage of the

factor assigned to the other common carrier MTS and.WATS-like
services was to follow the following schedule:

Combined revenues of all
specialized common carrieYs
from MTS/WATS-like services

Percentage of the
manual's factor

.Less than $110 million/year 35

$110 to $250 million/year '

More than $250 million/year 55

Although the cost assignments to the OCC services under this
schedule were less than the, assignments to MTS and WATS, FCC

'noted that the compensation provided by the OCCs for such access
would nevertheless be greater than that previously paid. 1/ In

explaining why the factor assignment to the OCC services was less
than that applied to MTS and WATS, FCC noted at that time that
certain capabilities and functions provided by lqcal telephone
companies for use in connection with AT&T's MTS and WATS services

were not provided in connection with the MTS and WATS-like serv-.

ices offered by competitors. It added that in view of the impre-

cision of the factor used in the Separations Manual to assign
local exchange costs to MTS and WATS,

"The agreement's proxy for non-specific costs (a
changing percentage of the Manual's factor) is no less

reasonable than the Manual's similar proxy; it is
merely a lower dollar amount, which may reflect lower
relevant costs for MTS/WATS-'like' use of exchange
facilities than for MTS and WATS uses of the exchange."

1/The twoj)CCs previously offering MTS and WATS-like services'
had been connected to local exchanges under local exchange
tariffs governing business customers.
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The Commission further explained that a phase-in of the cost
assignment had been selected so as to assure-that the impact of,the OCC offerihgs on existing MTS and WATS ratemaking and revenue
division procedures, if apy, would remain de minimus during theterm of the agreement.

The ENFIA agreement was to remain in effect for up to 5years. However, for the portion of the agreement involving the
proxy to continue beyond 3 years, it specified that FCC mustfind that such a continuafice, would be in the public interestand must prescribe an appropriate level of costs above specif-
ically identifiable tosts to be assigned to the other common
carrier MTS/WATS-like services for the remaining 2'years.. Theagreement was also to be dissolved if the issues in the MTS/WAT$
proceeding were,resolved or if legislation was enacted whichspecified the interconnection rights and obligations of theparties.

While the ENFIA agreement did achieve its goal of providinga short-term rough justice solution to the iMmediate accessproblems springing from the Execunet decisions, the agreementdid not examine the cost assignments to be made to all services
which access local exchanges. It applied only to services simi-lar to MT§ and WATS. AT&T and General Telephone and kectricwere the only telephone companies which were directly party tothe agreement and, thus, bound by its conditions. -In this regardFCC has received tariffs from other companies which have speci-.fied different access charges. Equally important was the fact,that the agreement did not address the basic questions discussedon page 161 which'must-be answered to establish nondiscrimina-tory, cost based access arrangements. Rather, FCC chose toaddress these problems through further proceedings--Oese arestill ongoing.

PRESENT FCC PROPOSALS ARE UNLIKELY
TO RESOLVE ACCESS QUESTIONS

As part of its MTS/WATS market structure procee ng, in1980FCC issued two supplemental notices which are,aimed a expandingexisting access,arrangements and establishing a new a s compen-sation mechanism.. While we believe that the proposal ntaineddn these notices are well intended, they do not pro compre-hensive framework from which all access questions ca solved.Rather, FCC's proposals represent limited, short-term ap pacheswhich it apparently intends to use until a,long-term solutpnto the access questions is developed. Given however, the, absenseof a long-term FCC plan fordealing with access issues an&theproblems which FCC itself recognizes in its proposals, it appearsquestionable whether FCC's present proposals represent even,the best interim approach,for dealing with access problems.
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FCC proposes an
accesscharge system

In April 1980 FCC issued a Second Supplemental Notice of

Inquiry and Proposed Rulemaking in the MTS/WATS market structure
proceeding, in which FCC proposed the establiskiMent of a system of

access charges which would replace the existing 'compensation ar-

rangements for origination and termination of interstate services.
According to the notice, the goal of the proposal was to establish

a mechanism which would, to the best of FCC's abilitY, obtain "a

parity which eliminates possible discrimination between OCC and
AT&T services, and amongst the different AT&T services, in ob-
taining interstate access."

FCC stated in the notice that under existing compensation
arrangements discrimination could exist among competing interex-
change carriers, which could, in turn, result in discrimination

among end user rates. This it said would be in violation of sec-

tion 202-(a) of the Communications Act of 1934. 1/ In this 're-'

gard, FCC noted that different mechanisms--such siS separations

and settlement& and ENFIA--had evolved for compensating local
telephone companies for originating or terminating interstate

and foreign telecommunications. Because as noted on pages,163
and 169, the compensation which local exchange operators received
through.those mechanisms did not reflect cost differences of
originating or terminating services, discrimination might result.

The Commission also noted that discriMination between message and
private line services could result from the use of Separations
Manual Rrocedures to allocate local exchange costs.

Because of the likelihood i.hat openintry would be allowed
in all interstate services 2/ FCC determined that it must prescribe
new arrangements which would lead to the elimination of such
discrimination. FCC noted, in this regard, that:

"There appears to be a broad consensus that a new
formula' must be developed for allocating interstate
exchange plant costs among all interstate services
provided by all carriers which produces an alloca-
tion more closely aligned with the costs of origin-
ating or terminating such services. There also

1/Section 202 Ca),states that it is unlawful for any common car-
_

rier to make any unjust or unreasonable discrimination in
charges, practiced, classifications, regulations, facilities or
services in connection with like communication services.

2/FCC's formal determinatiOn that competition in all.interstate
interexchange services was in the public interest was set forth .
in.its August 1980 Report and Third Supplemental Notice of
Inquiry and Proposed Rulemaking in the MTS/WATS proceeding.
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appears to be a broad consenus that this,Commission
can and must prescribeithe necessary arrangements."

Thus,.FCC set forth in the Notice what it termed a "tenta-tive" access charges plan. Under FCC's plan uniform nationwide
.access charges would be prescribed for four interstate servicecategories: MTS/WATS, foreign exChange/common controlledswitching arrangements, private line and OCC MTS/WATS-like serv-ices. 1/ The charges established mould determine the amountswhich interstate carriers would pay for the use of local ex-change plant to orisinate and terminate services. However, theamounts which each local telephone company received from inter-.

state carriers for their use of local exchange plant would notbe directly based on the'revenues it collected from accesscharges. Instead FCC would require thataccegg charges bepooled and redistributed to each local carrier based on its prorata share of all investment and expense devoted to interstateservice. The total amounts to be paid 0 local telephone com-panies for using their plant by interstate services would con-. tinue to be determined 4py existing settlements and division ofrevenues procedures. lihus, the end result woUld be essential-ly unchanged in terms of the amounts which local exchange
carriers would receive for providing access.

FCC noted that the'access charges pooling FIocess it pro0Osedto create would besimiar ta that used by the telephone'industryas part of the separatiobs and settlements process with certainmodifications:

-Pooled access charges revenues would be kept distinct fromother pooled revenues. 2/

--Pooled access charges would include some servibes such asMTS/WATS-like service which were not pooled previously.

- -The pool would include certain local telephone dompaniesin Alaska, Hawaii, and overseas territories which werenot what FCC termed "full partners" in existing arrange-ments.

Under the plan, the pool would be administered by carriers sinceneither it nor any other gOvernment organization, to the best ofFCC's knowledge, had the charter or resources to asgumelsuch afunction.

1/Access for OCC MTS/WATS-like services is commonly feferred toby Fee and other commenting parties as OCC-ENFIA.

2/Since access charge arrangements wopld apply only to the use oflocal exchange facilities, separate rrangements would still beneeded when two or more xarriers provided portions of inter-exchange facilities.
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The access charge for each of the four service tategories .

was to be generally based, on the use which each service made of
local exchange plant. To determine this FCC set forth principles
for determining how various plant categories and expenses should
be assigned. 1/ Largely these assighments Were to be based on
relative use of plant by the services.. The revenue requirement
for each service category was to be computed by adding to this
assignment°a rate of return equivalent to that which AT&T is

allowed on its interstate investment. Access charges for
MTS/WATS, foreign exchange/common controlled switching arrange-
ments and OCC MTS/WATS-like services would then be determined ,
by dividing the revenue requirements for the service category
by the total holding time minutes of use 2/ for the category to

obtain a per minute charge. Access charges for the private
line category would 15e based gn a monthly per line charge .

'computed by dividing revenue requirements by the total number
of lines. 'FCC tentatively concluded that such computations
should occur,monthly.

Although FCC.set forth as its goal in its acbess charges
proposal the elimination of discrimination among interstate
services in obtaining interstat$ access, it acknowledged _in its,
Notice stveral key weaknesses in the plan which precluded the

attainment of such a goal. Among the limitations and deficien-
cies which FCC recognized weie

--the lack of adequate information on how different services
use local exchange plant,

--the potential for revenue pooling and average ,access
charges to reduce effiGiency incentives,

,--the plan's reliance on'sepatations principles to determine
aggregate plant assignments to interstate services,, and

--the fact that the plan did not and could not include
access chargeS for intraPtate toll servicts.

FCC recognized that while the service categories used local
exchange plant elements differently, 3/ itwas unable to determine
hog costs were affected by these differences. For example, FCC

1/We discuss this assignment more thoroughly in,appendix XII.

2/Holding time is the time in which.an _item of telephone plant
is in aGtual use either by a customeror an operator. For
example, On a cotpleted call it includes conversation time as
well as other time in use. ,

3/More'ppecifically, certain portions 'of investment in subscriber'
line outside plant, station equipment, nontraffic.sensitive
central-Office switching equipment and subscriber line exchange-
circuit equipment.
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said it wag unable to determine the cost difference in the use
which private line and message services make of nontraffic sen-
sitive central office switching equipment or cir,cuit plant. Fur-
ther, FCC noted that Customers could use'private branch exchanges
(customer,operated switchboarap) to "patch" private line calls
into local exchanges. Howev'er FCC stated-that ..it did not know
to what extent this took place and, therefore, what costs were
involved. -

'

Given these uncertainties, FCC justified iteiproposal to-
allocate such plant on the basis-of holding time minutes of use\ . .

on the grounds that (1) tope differences-between service.categories
were "far less significant" than their siMilarities and (2) since
cost differences could not be quantified, such ,an approach was .

i
"the most reasonable solution available " FCC added, however,
that before adopting a final plan it w ld consider evidence dem-
onstrating that different access categ ies use plant differently,
any cost differencee.could be quantified, and such cost differ- A

ences should be taken into aCcount in access charge allocations.
FCC also noted some ch.ange in actess charge categorles might be
needed to better reflect cost differences.

, (
_ . , -

In noting that pooled-average access charges could reduce
efficiency incentives for local exchange carriers, ETC recognizOd
that a skstem in which each barrier received directly,the access
charges paid for the'use of its exchange plant--rather thian
through the pooling system FCC proposed--would provide efficiency
incentives. FCC believed, however, such a plan could not be im-
plemented quickly. In this regard FCC said

-

"An arrangement'of this kind, however, would almost
certainly require-a classification scheme for exchange
paant based on cost* * * Considerable time d6d effort
would be required-to dbvelop classifications that would
identify exchange s. that should have 'compaiable costs
.under equally efficient management.' Even if such i

categories could be established qUickly, the developplent
of data that would be required to.prescribe multiple
access charge schedules would delay the implementation,
of the initial access charges. ' As already noted, we
believe it imperative that we move forward immediately
'to end discrimination amongst interstate services.
Accordingly, in the interest of dlopatch, we are tenta--
tively proposing uniform nationwide access charges and
an exchange revenme poof."

.

-.4

FCC also noted that it had receiVed commehts'quebtioning
its use'of existing separations 'procedures for access charges

i4

purposes. As FCC itself noted, th Separations Manual-was nbt
designed for the purposes of alloc ting costS among interState
services. Further, as nptea oh pa 163 qud'istions exist as to
whether use of Separations Manual procedures results in a sub-
sidy of intrastate services by interstate services. r
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gcc recognized that a number of parti4s proposed that an
FCC-State Joint Board be convened to revise the Separations Manual
either JElefore or in conjunction with the formulation df access
charges, but rejectecrsuch an'approach. Instead it decided to
eS6abliSh a separate proceeding in which a Joint Board would, in-
vestigate and revise exchange plant allocation provisiOns of the
Separations Manual and go forward with its plan to prescribe
a new access charges system without waiting for'Separations
M .ual revisions. I/

. FCC also recognized that it was limited by-the Communi-
tions Act of 1934 to the regulation of interstate and foreign

s rvices. -Therefore its access plan must be restricted to,such
services. Access charges for intrastate toll services would be
left.to the determination of State commission9 which could, if
they chose, use FCC's plan as a model.

FCC calls for additional-negotiations
,to improve access arrangements

In August 1980, FCC issued its Report and Third Supplemental
Notice of Inquiry and*Propo%ed Rulemaking in the.MTS/WATS pro-,
ceeding. In this fiotice, FCC recognized that while it had in its
second supplemental notice' proposed a system of access charges.,
that proposal would not:resolve all access Vestions. In this
regard/ FCC noted that certain differences in the physical access
arrangements provided to OCCs and telephone companies continued
to exist. Thus it called upon the cartiers to 'resume negotia-
ons to work out more satisfactory Arrangements.

Althotigh the U.S. Court of Appeals' April 1978 decision, as in-
terpreted-by FCC,.required teldphone companies to provide Jocal
-exchange access to OCqs, problems remained concerning the precise
type of access to be offered. A. FCC noted in its ENFIA ordet,
the access provided OCCs for their MTS and WATS offerings cdn:.
tinued to be different than that ptavided-for 'traditional MTS and fl
WATS offering/9. Generally, such services were provided access
Under the arrangements which had been developed under the 1975
settlement agreeraent forWoreign exchange and common controlled
switching arrangements services.

The OCCs maintained, however, tfiat the arrangements provided__
under this settlement agreement prevented them from making.their
'services as equivalent to 44N$ as they Wished. For example, they"'
noted that-because of differences in interconnection, customers
'using OCC MTS and WATS-like servfces may.have to "dial" 12 or
more additional digits to place a long distance,call than they
would placing an ordinary MTS long-distance cafl. Subscribers to
these OCC services also cannot use rotary dial telephones to place'

1/In June 1980 FCC convened a Joint Board to investigate this
and other matters (Docket 80-286).

v,
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"calls.unless they Otitain
othirservices.weie alao

special adxiliary equipment. Various .

not provided to them.

or dealing with such differences in in-
tive arrangements for providing future

access for OCC MTS and W TS-like sexvices, FCC had in October 1979
convened a series of negoti-ations }mown as the ENFIA II negotia-
tions: After 4 months, however, these negotiations had adjourned
without'an agreement being reached.

In its,August 1980 Notice, FCC made reference too,the cont.inu-
,ing pi.oblems in assuring equivalent access for all parties to
local exchange facilities and the ENFIA II negotiations failure
to resolve them. FCC continued, however, 'to favor a negotiated
approach. FCC 'noted that under section 201(a) of the Communica-
tions.Act it has the poWer to prescribe access'avangements, but
did not desire to make prescription of physical access arrange-

.

mepts "the norm." Further, FCC.stated that, it did not believe it
would be desirable for it to prescribe a single access arrangement
because a requirement calling for identical access at identibal
chakges was "probably too simplistic" and a more flexible apriroach

'was needed in which access arrangements and chaiges could be modi-
fied to Meet service needs.

Recognizing that its past approach had relied on cariier7
negotiations ,to derive access arrangements, FCC said it saw no
reason to depart from such an approach. FCC added that the ad-
journment of the ENF1A II negotiations'Tlas not an impasse which
necessitated a, proceeding to prescribe access arrangements. It
stated, in this regar,d, that negotiations had_ceased because the
participants did not appear ready to proceed further until FCC
had resolved certain questions including its MTS4WATS eptry
policy. 1/ Since FCC in the third supplemental nftic4Prin es- ,

sence, a-ffirmed a policy of open entry.in the MTS/WATS market, it
stated its ccinfidence that,parriers would riroceed in good faith
to work out*short-term and long-term solutions to the access
arrangements problem. FCC noted, however, "if that confidence
'proves to be unwarranted, this Commission will institute appro-
priate pro"ceedings:" On April 29, 1981'i FCC held a meeting in
Which AT&T; OCCs and other intdIrested parties discuised the pos-
sibility of resuming negotiations on access arrangements. This
meeting folldWed a proposal by AT&T to expand existing access
arrangements for MTS/WATS-like services.

Present FCC proposals,are
unlikely to create nondisk
criminatory access conditions

In its Second an& Third Supplemental Notices of Inquiry and
Proposed Rulemaking in the MTg'/WATS Market Structure proceeding,

To explore methods
terconnection and*altern

I/As noted on page 167, a 'primary reason for the commencement of
the proceeding was to determine entry policy in the MTS/WATS
market.
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FCC has set forth proposals to establish a new access cbmpensa-1
tion Mechanism and to broaden exitting interconnection arrange-
ments, Given the limitations contained in the access charges

/ proposal and FCC's past experiences in using negotiations, it

does not appear that these initiatives will result 4n,the reali-
Nzation of equit'able nondiscriminatory access conditions.

While the need to replace existing compensation mechanisms
with a system which can ensure fair, nondfscriminatory access
conditions is unquestionably a vital step in the transition to a*

fully competitive telecommunications marketplace, we believe
t,hat any such short-term plan shopd be formulated in the con-
text of this long-term approach to the problem and should facili-,

- tate the transition toward a more lasting solution. We also
believe that any interim proposal should be mindful of the effects
on communications suppliersianid users which may result from a
"rough justice" allocation of.costs. Further, the interim plan
should avoid, to the greatest extent possible, the creation or
continuahce 'of corlditions which will further or expand opportuni-
'ties for the exercise of anticompetitive behavior or create in-
,cpntives for inefficiency.

Ftt has in its Second Supplemenial Notice set forth a tenta-
. itive design for an interim access charges mechanism: It does
not, however, specify, either in the notice or elsewhere, what
lohg-term approach it plans for addressing all access relaled
questions of .how itS interim proposal fits'into.such a aong-term
approach. Regarding the development of a long-term, comprehen-
sive acoess charges approach, tbe National Telecommunications '

and Information .Adii4nistration noted in its comments on FCC's
proposal tgat it was 'ts understanding that the industry ex-
pected the time and ef rt required to implement the Commis-
sion's tentatively proposed pooling arrangement to be substan-
tial. .This it said

,"* * * combined with the inertia created by initial
adoption of the tentatively proposed,pooling ar-
rangement would, we fear, make it very difficult to
alter significantly such an arrangement once it is
in place."

In its access charges proposal FCC also recognized that it
does pot know the relevant local exchange costs which should be
borne by various interstate-services. Based on our review of the
comments which were submitted in response to FCC's proposal, it
appears that a substantial shift in the assignment of local ex-
change costs among interstate service categories could occur if its
plan were enacted as presently outlined. While a detailed studyl
of local exchange.plant costs could ultimately warrant a,major rd-
distribution of costs, we believe FCC must be mindful of the eco-
nomic consequences which may be produced by any interim rdugh
justice reassignment: .In th4s regard, a consumer orgariization



commenting on_FCC's proposal, noted that,Has'outlined, it could
lead tad§ drarQatic incfease in access charges for.private line
,and MigrWATS-like services, which would inAurn1 narrow opportuni-ties for market entry because of increased capital requirementsand lower return on investment. The National Association of Regu-latory Utility Commissioners also 4Pressed reservations on theeffects of FCC's proposalnoting the uncertainties which existir determining the local exchange cpst assignments which should
be made to interstate services and tie need to ensure fair.
'treatment of all carriers so as to eserve the "continued
viability of our nationwide communications network.

FCC's proposal to establish an industrywide pooling
arrangement has also led to concerns that such n arrangement mayfacilitate the opportunities for the exercise of anticompetitive
behavior by dominant calxriers and promote inefficiency, and distort
entry conditions at the local exchange.. In this regard, particu-
lar concern exists that the pooling arrangement proposed by FCCwould place ,the dominant inIterstate carrier on the insidec as pool
administrator, and leave cobpetitors on the,outside. Along theselines, the National Telecommunications and Information Administra-.<tion also expressed concern that the pooling arrangement wouldexpand and institutionaliZe features of the existing settlements
process which are least compatible with the development of a _freer-, more competitive telecommunications' market. In addition,
as FCC(has recognized, the use of a pooling arrangement using
average nationwide access charges would tend to.promote economic
inefficiency since access charges would-be overpriced in low-cost
areas and underpriced in Lgh-cost areabs. This.bould in turn,
insulate local exchange carriers with high costs.from competition.

We also have reservations concerning FCC's reliance on theuse.of negotiatiops as a mevans to resolve'existing access arrange-
ments problems--as is proposed in its Third Supplemental notice.In general, FCC's approach/appears to be based on two primary
reasons. 'First, it believes that flex-ible access charges ar-
rangements are needed, which can be revised as conditions-change.
Thus,-it declines to prescribe any single access charges arrange-ment which might create "a regulatory straightjacket." Secondly,
the.Commission expressed hope that the ENFIA II negotiations will
resume, in spite of their past failure to produce an agreement.

We fully endorse the Commission's desire for the development
of flexible access arrangements. The development of a complete"menu" of local access arrangements at compensatory prices from
which interexchange carriers can choose and which can be modified
as conditions change, is likely to produCe the optimum benefit
both to communications suppliers and consumers. While the in-
volvement of communications firms in the formulation of such
arrangements will undoubtedly be needed, given the importance ofthis task, we question whether negotiations should be relied onto produce such a result. At best, it.appears the ENFIA-negotia-tions will produce a new intulm solution which will still leave'

_ 9access questions unresolved.

01.
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In this regard, we believe the biggest problem with FCC's
present propOtals is that they do not provide a comprehensive
framework from whidh all of the basit access questions can be ad-
dresed and long-term solutions developed. For example, they do
not directly dear with the issue of mhat changes in industky
st,rUcture and intercompany arrangements may be needed to ensure
nondiscriminatory accessl they do not--and presumably cannótnr
deal With access for intrastate toll services; and they do not
'directly address the istue of what continuing Cominission involve-
ment is needed to ensure the maintenance of nondiscriminatory
access,conditions and the rapid resolutibn of access-related
problems. To resolve all of the basic access'questions, wp be-
lieve legislation is needed.

11

,LEGISLATIVE CHANGE REPRESENTS THE
MOST.COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH'FOR
ADDRESSING ACCESS QUESTIONS

During the past decade FCC has taken actions, and is presently
proposing further actions, to address problems rflating to both

. access arrangements and access charges. However, FCC's proposals
as it has recognized do not and, in some respects, dannot address
in a comprehensive manner all access-related questions. ,

To develop a comprehensive system for ensdYing equivalency
of access.to,lbcal exchange facilities by all interexchange car- ft

riers, we believe that the Communications Act of 1934 needs to set
.forth the basic framework to enilare trie exist4nce of fair, non-
discriminatory access arrangements and charges. Important ele-
ments to be considered in eztablishing this< framework include the
folrowing:

4Ir

- -FCC has regulatory authority over all interexchange
facilities and services whether,or not they cross State
boundaries,

- -All carriers who control local exchange facilities offer
access to all interexchange caeriers or other customers on
a fair, nondiscriminatory batis. To ensure this, rates,
terms, and conditions relating to the offering of local
exchange access services would be filed under tariff and
mechanisms created which would.allow FCC to promote com-
pliance.

--Procedures are established which can be used to provide,
qn an interim basis, funds obtained froift interexchange
terv.ice revenues- which would offset draStic increases in'
local exchange costs which may occur during the develop-
ment>, an access charges system.

- -A Federal-State joint board created to assist FCC in
"determining the appropriate costs for.access services
and carrying out other tasks attendant to the development
of an access system.
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Basic actions and conditions needed to
ensure fair, nondiscriminatory access

As long as the present situation exists under Which inter-
exchange servicv-,,are divided between TCC regulated interstate and
Statetregulated intrastate services, the formulation of a fully ,.
workable access charges:system will bemade-difficult--since
determinations of access charges may differ from juriddiction to
jurisdiction, Placing the develOpment of acces's charlges-fot all
interexchange services under FCC's juriadiCtion will consolNlate
within one agency responsibility for the development and mainten-
ance of a system whi,ch can dnsure nondiscriminatory access for
all interexchange services. Stated would retain jurisdiction over
local service, except koc tho'se facilities and service Offerings
used primarily for the origination and termination of interex-
change traffic.

-Legislatively requiring that'aocess be.offered under tariff
and empowering FCC with Additional regulatory tools to romotAL
comPliance could assure that all local exchange carriers offer a
full array of access services to all interexchange carr ers and
other customers on.a fair, don-didcriminatory basis. S ch an
approach would, in our view, open access arrangements to greater
public scrutiny'and help alleviate concerns regarding competitive
fairness which exist under separatipss and settlemerits procedures.
These tariffs should set forth acc4sIterms, conditions and rates,
that apply to all carriers and all d vice offerings, including
those cases in which a carrier offering ihterexchange services
obtainsaccess through an affiliated local exchange company.'

Because the filing c0; access tariffs by each of the approxi-
mately '1,500 telephone companies in trie United States would
place a substantial burden on FCC, we believe that several
actions can be taken. FCC needs to be given authority to dele-
gate, respohtibility to State public utility commissions for the
approval of tariffs dubmitted by small telephone coMpanies,
'under rules and guidelines which it promulgates. Further, car-
riers need to be allowed to file tariffs using average schedules
or to paxticipate in voluntary pooling arrangements under rules
developed by FCC, to the extent that such actions are consistent
with the development and preservation of fair, nondiscriminatory
access conditions.

Beyond a tariff provision, additional tools could also in-
crease FCC's ability to promote compliance with the nondiscrimina-
tory access requirement. One such tool would involve authorizing
FCC to adjust access fees so as to provide tncentives for local
exchange carriers to provide nondiscrimihatory interconnection.

Procedures,are also needed which can be used to offset, on
an interim basis, any drastic increases in local exchange costs
which May result from the implementation of an access charge
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system. 1/ During recent years the relative amoitjjE local ex-
change Ciists assigned to interstate services has grad lly in-
creased, giving rise to the notion that rates for such services
subsidiz4 intrastate rates, and in Particular local exchange rates. ,

The existence and magnitude of any such subsidy, however, is un-
clear. In,this regard, some parties have argued that while the in-
terstate cost burden has increased, no subsidy exists since much
of the local exchange plant was designed exclusively ior the pro-
vision Of long distance services. A detailed cost study will(ap-
parently be needed to determine what local exchange costs inter-
exchange services should ultimately bear and whether any subsidy
presently exists.

Ultimately, we believe that the access charges for interex-
change services need to be strictly based on cost. However, if
it is determined that ehe cost burden ptesently placed on such
.services through.the separations process exceeds the "proper" cqst
assignment and a shift to a codt-based assignthent would result in
a substantial increase in ldcal rates, it may be necessary to
continue some 'subsidization of lo,Cal services on an interim basis.
Thus, proceduree should p.e established which can'ensure the equit-
able provision of such a sObsidy, if it is found to be necessary.
One possible mechanism for Providing this subsidy would be the
creation of a.pool which would be used to collect a surcharge ap-
plied on a nondiscriminatory basis to,interexchange access charges
These surchargeso would then be redistributed to certain local ex-
change Carriers on the basis of need. Vle amounts of such sur-
charges Should be determined by FCC. In addition, payynts to
ocal carriers from the pool should only be made under congres-
sionally mandated guidelines and on approval by FCC of apblicar
.tions from carriers which clearly indicate the need for and uses
to be-made of such funds. In general, we believe that such sub-
sidies should be directed primarily at small local exchange car-
riei-s who are least likely to be able to adjust to increased cost
burddas without significantly raising local rates.

We believe that a legislatively established FCC-State joint
board will also facilitate the development of a comprehensive ac-
cess system by providing State public utility a voice
in determining the outcome of decisions, which 11 teCt
ices subject to their regulatory jurisdiction. this regard,
the Joint Board deeds to be involved in determining local exchange
bogndaries, apportioning local exchange costs between exchhnge and
interexchange operations, making changes in separations and set-
tlements procedures to the extent necessary to facilitate transi-
tion to an access charges system, and establishing and OverSeeing

1/ s noted on page 172, the access charges proposal set forth by
C in the second supplemental notice of the MTS/WATS inquiry
uld continue to be based on existing separations and settle-

ments procedres and, thus, should in and of itself, have no-
direct effec on local exchange rates. z'
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he management of the subsidy mechaniim. We believe, however,
hat FCC needs to have the ultimate responsibility for approv7
ng the assignment of,costs to interexchange services, estab--
ishing schedules of access surcharges, apprévidg applications

fordsubsidy payments and taking actions to ensure the existence
of,nondiscriminatory acCess arrangements.

Steps needed during.transition to a<
comprehensive access system

As is,clear from the magnitude and complexity of,the tasks
e have described, the tranSition to a fully workable comprehen-

sive system for interexchange access to local exchange facilities
is y to be long and arduous. While no precise estimate of .

he tim frame during,which such a system could be established
exists, a minimum of several years would not be surprising. In '

the interim, we believe that establishing procedures which would
, replace the extsting compensation arrangements with a unified,
tariff based system may be beneficial. However, such a system
should be established in accordance with the criteria Je noted on
page 177.

To better .determine the need r and desirability of estab-
lishing some interim solution bef. e a long term access syscf-ein
is established, we-believe, how-,er, that more information is
needed. Thus, we believe tha followtng the enactment of legis-
lation, the Congress needs t. require within a short timeframe
(6 months would seem.reasona le) FCC, in consultation with the
joint board to develop a n'which.will set forth the steps
needed to develop a fully workable'access system and specify the
timeIrames needed for its implementation. In light oT this plan,
FCC sHould be in a better position to determine whether interim
action is needed and how any such action proposed will facilitate
or hinder the development of a long-term access system.

The tasks which must be undertaken to 'develop a workable
access system are also likely to be resource intensive. For
example, FCC and the Joint Board will be resRonsible for, among
other things, redefining jurisdictional boundaries, determining
cost assignments, processing access tariffs, administering sub-
sidy procedures, if necessary, gnd taking action to detect and .

prevent the recurrence of access discrimination. Once a workable
access system is fully developed and in place, the need for
regulatory.involvement will undoubtedly decline. However, during
transition, we believe that it is important that adequate re-
sources be assigned to carry out the tasks needed to develop a
comprehensive access system and thereby facilitate the establish-
ment of a fullY competitive environment.

ONCLUSION

Since competition was first all,owed in interstate telecom-
munications ervices, a decade a§o, FCC has set forth the
requirement't at all carriers offering authorized interstate
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communications services be allowed access to local exchane faci-
aities on a nondiscriminatory basis. During the period"sinoe
then, FCC has taken various actions aimed at correcting.discrimi-
nation problems involving both access arrangements and charges.
However, problems continue to exist.

As part of its MTS/WATS market'structure proceeding, FCC has
proposed further actions in which it intends to improve existing
access arrangements and establiSh an interim access charges sys-

* tem. FCC's actions do not, however, provide,a framework from
which the following questions can be resolved:

- -What types and revels of interconnection should telephone
companies be required'to provide to competitive carriers'?

--What rates should be charged to competitors for access
to local exchanges?

1

- -What are the effects'of competition on any subsidies which
may have been provided between interstate services and
intrastate services?

- -Can nondiscriminatory acCess conditions be assured
, without major changes in telephone industry structure
and procedures? .

We believe that congressional action is needed to address
these questions. In this regard, we believe that by amending
the Communications Act of 1934 to establish the basic _conditions
'and mechanisms to achieve nondiscriminatory access arrangements
and charges,.the Congress will take a ftecessary Step toward es-
bablishing the existenCe of a fully competitive communications

.environment.

While the Congress is taking the necessary steps to enact
such legislation, we Also believe that.FCC should work in con-
cert with State commissions, toward formulating a long-term plan
which can be used to effectively discharge the responsibilities
which will be assigned to it by the Congress. For example, it
'should work toward establishing timetables'for revising juris-
idictional boundaries, formulating costing principles and con-
ducting cost studies to determine access costs for interexchange
services, and making necessay-changes in tariffs and accounting
procedures. This should not only enable FCC to "hit the ground
running,' once legislation is passed, but also place it in a
much better position to evaluate the desirability of proceeding
further with interim actions such as it has proposed. This would
be in addition to our recommendation in 'chapter 6 that FCC in-
itiate a proceeding to evaluate the need for requiring dominant,
interexchange carriers to establish separate subsidiaries for
those operations, if they are also monopoly providers of local'
exchange services.
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Ri6OMMENDATION TO TIE CoiliGRESS

.'we reCommend' that lile Congress amend the Communications Act
of 104 tcistablish th ebasic framework necssary.to create the ,

existence d° nbndiscriminatorY.access conditions. In doing so
,..the Congress should colpider'the following provisions:

:--FCC be given regulatory authority over ail inter-
exchange telecommunications facilities and serstices.

t4

--Access to local exchange facilities to be offered to
all carriers and other customers under,nondiscriminatory
rates, terms, and conditions.

Sp

--Rates charged for) local exchange access be assigned to
interexchange services, dn the basis of cost.

--Access services to all ,interexchange cairlers, includin
affiliated companies, would be filed under'tariff.

--FCC be empowered to prescribe access rates to provide
carriers with the strongest possi4le incentive to provide
nondiscriminatory access as well as to take other actions
necessav to end access discrimination.

--Procedures to be established which could be used on an
interim basis to provide funds from interexchange serv-
ices which could be.collected if needed to offset cost
increases which arise as the result of the implementation
of an access charges system. Such funds would be disr
tributed only to local exchange carriers upon approval
of applications by FCC.

--A Federal-State Joint Board be established to assist
FCC with the development of an access charges meaanism.

J

--FCC, in consultation with the Joint Board file a/long-term
plan setting forth the steps which it proposes to develop
an access system, including the need for and outline*IN
interim action before a permanent system is developed.

RECOMMENDATION TO THE CHAIRMAN, FCC

We recommend the Commission initiate a project'within the
Common Carrier Bureau to develop a long-term plan for carrying
out the tasks necessary to establish an access charges system
in light of the framewirk'described in this report. It should
use this plan as a trasis for evaluating the need for and desir-
ability of any interim action which it proposes.

18
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-A

KEY SECTIONS:OF THE COMMUNICATIONS ACT.OF 1934.

'RELATING TO DOMEtTIC COMMON CARRIER

Section Sub'ect

1

'201(a and O.

202.( ),

Key prov,Jisions

tatipose of act Created FCC or regulating
Interstate and foreign com-
merce by-wire and radio. Set
policy goals for regulatioh.-

Common carrier Under section 201(a) carriers
serlfice & must furnish service upon r.ea-
charges sonabla request'and must es-'

lablish ,physic4. connections
4

and through routes with other
carriers if FCC determineS
this is in the public interest.'
Under section 201fb),.all
chargesi., practices, classifi-
cationd, and regulations

n must be just and reasonable.

Discr4mination Section 202(a) bans uniust or
unreasonable discriMination
by carrierssin charges, ,...

. (
,

practices, classifidations,
regulations, and-facilities.

I

203(a and b) , Schedules,6f Section 203(a) requires every
charger carrier to file with FCC pub-

lic tariffs. Under sectio
203(b) no changes may be xqd
tO these tariffs-without 30
days notice.

204 Hearings on FCC mai conduct a hearing On
lawfulness the lawfulneds of a tariff ,

of new ?filed with it. Pending a hear-
charges ing, FCC may also,suspend the

tariff for 5 months; however,
after 5 monehs the tariff 14111,
go into effect. In the case .

oE an increased charge, FCC
. may order a efund after the
hearing.'

205(a) FCC authority After a hearing Vit.which FCC
to prescribe determines a charge violates
4Jates the act, it may' prescribe.a

just and reasonable charge.

185
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Section

214(a, c
and d)

Sub'ect

Facilities.
authorizations

218 Inquiries into
management

.

220(a and b) Accounting
practices

221(t). Special
'provisions
for telephone
companies

ot,,,

Key provisions

Under section 214(a) the con-
struction or extension of com-

. munications lines May not take
place until the carrier revr

. -ceives'from FCC a certificate
that the public convenience
and necessity require the car-
rier's'action. Section 214(c)
gives FCC tlie power to issue
the certificate-as applied
for, to refuse-to grant it,
or to attach conditions which
FCC feels the public con-
venience and necessity re-
quire. Under section 214(d),
FCC may also require carriers
to provide facilities which
are reasonably required by .

the public convenience and
necess,ity.

FCC may inquire'into the man-
, agement of the business of

allwcarrre-t: It may also
obta4n fro4 the carriers full
and complete information
necessary to enable it to
perform its duties under the
act.

Under section 220(a), FCC
!nay prescribe all accounts
and records kept by carriers.
FCC may also prescribe the
depreciation practices u,se,1
by the carriers under secti n
22'0(b).

After proper hearing and .

! notice FCC may classify,the
property of telephone earriers
and determine what property is
used in interstate telephone
service.

186
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APPENDI,CII

FEDERAL STATE, AND PRIVATE ORGANIZATIONS
t INTERVIEWED

We obtained information from the following Individuals
and organizations-or their legal representatives. .

Federal Government

National Telecommunications and Information Administration.'
Department of'Justice
Office of Technology Assessment
Congressional Budget Office
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Federal Trade Commission'

State GovernMent

MichigarilDu ,11c Service Commission
State of Ne York Public Service COMmitsion
Public Servtce Commission'of Wisconsin

Common carriers

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
The Western Union Telegraph Co.
MCI Telecommunications torporation
Southern Pacific Communications Co.
GTE-Telenet

Associations

Ad Hoc Committee for Competitive Telecommunications
Ad Hoc Telecommunications Users Group
North American Telephone Association
National Assoc4ation of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting
Organization for the Protection and Advancement of Small
Telephone Companies,

Public Citizens Congress Watch
U.S. Independent Telephone Association

Former FCC officials and academics

Walter Bolter--Former.Chief of FCC'S Economics Division,
Common Carrier Bureau

Walter, Hinchman--Former Chief of FCC's Common Carrier Bureau
David Irwin--Former Chief of FCC's Poricy and Program

Planning Division, Common Carrier Bureau
Harry Trebing--Director4 Institute of Public Utilities,

Graduate School of Business Administration,
Michigan State University
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CONSULTANTS EMPLOYED

Melicherr.D.B.A., Head, Finance Division, Graduate
School of Business Administration, University of Colorado

William H. Melody, Phd., Professor, Department of Communication,
Simon Fraser UniVersity

J. William Mihuc, Utility and Telecommunications Consultant,
Langley Park, Md.
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APPENDIX IV

CHRONOLOpY OF KEY FCC DECISIONS

RWARDING COMPETITION

TERMINAL EQUIPMENT D.ECISIONS

Traditionally, telephone company tariffs prollibited
customers from using any device not supplied by the company
in connection with the services it provided. In the 1956
Hush-A-Phone(Hush-A-Phone Corp. v. United States, 238 F.
2d-266 (D.C. Cir. 1956)), case this prohibition was firlit
chalynged.

APPENDIX IV

The Hush-A-Phone was.a plastic cup-like device placed over
the handset to facilitate private conversations. In reaching
its decision that AT&T acted unlawfully by disallowing the.
Hush-A-Phone's use, the U.S. Court of Appeals established the
principle that telephone subscribers have a right to use the
telecommunications system.in ways which are privately beReficial
but which do not harm the system's integrity, and that tariffs
which interfere 'with this right are unreasonable. .

After the Hush-A-Phone de;ision,, the industry made some
changes in its tariffs, but thb general prohibition against
connective customer-provided terminal devices continued. In>
its 1968 Carterfone (13 FCC 2d 420 (1968)) decision, FCC ruled
that the existing tariff provisions were-unlawful because they
violated the consurrier's right to tnterconnect the Carterfone
device. FCC found that this device which'would couple a mobile
telephone to the telephone system improved the system's utility
and did not harm the system's integrity. FCC also made it clear
that its decision was not limited to the Carterfone device per se,
but rather,constituted a general policy.

After the Carterfone decision, the carriers filed' tariffs
allowing interconnection if a connecting arrangement provided
by the telephone company was used to protect the telephone system
from harm. In 1972, these tariffs came under additional scrutiny,
with FCC recOgnizing that the carrier-supplied connecting arrange-
ment could impose a substantial and possibly discriminatory burden
on consumeks installing their own terminal equipment. This po-
tential fdr discrimination became very clear when consumers pur-
chased their equipment from the same firms which supplied the
carkiers, ,with the consumer-supplied equipMent requiring a con-
necting device while the identical carrier-supplied equipment did
not.

As a result, mg in 1972 in4tiated Docket 19528 to investi-
gate alternative interconnectiongmethods. A Federal-State Joint
Board was instituted to make recommendations to the Commission. ,

Based on the Joint Board%s recommendations, the Commission in
November"1975 established a registration program for ancillary
and data terminal equipment. The registration program provided

189
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certain .zchnical requirements toensure that the equipment would
not harm he system. Terminal equipment which met these require-
ments was registered and allowed to be used.

In March 1976, FCC extended the registration program to main
station telephones, key telephone,systems, and private branch ex-
changes. The carriers subsequently attpealecil,this action. The
FOurth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed all FCC's decisions in
this area, and in October 1977 FCC's registration program became
effective. 1/ Accordingly, telephone subscribers who have the
right under Carterfone,to provide and 'interconnect their own
terminal equipment may now do so without a carriei-supplied con-
decting arrangement, provided such equipment is registered purl
suant to the Commission's rules and the telephone company has
been properly notified.

The prim'ary rationale behind these deci$ions was the con-
sumer's right to interconnect with the syitem devibes of his or
her own choosing which increased the system's utility to him orm
her without harming the system's integrity. Issues of natural
monopoly in the terminal equipment sector were not raised be-
cause it is generally recognized that economies of scale are
not prevalent in this sector.

to

With regard to system integrity, FCC felt that the registra-
lion program was sufficient to ensure that the system would not
be harmed and that consumer's rights would not be violated by the

; interconnection of customer-provided devices.

SPECIALIZED PRIVATE LINE SERVICES DECISIONS"

Before the 1960s, only the establiShed carriers and'Western
Union offered private line services, with those services generally
being either telegraph or voice grade circuits. Tte advent of
computers and the electronics revolution, in conjunction with
changing social and economic developments and needs, created new
demands for specialized intercity communisation services. In
addition, the introduction of microwave te'chnology promised to
lower, the costs of intercity transmission and to.make it econom-
ically feasible for firms other than the established carriers to
construct microwave transmissi"...networks to serve the growing.demand.

The first FCC decision to respond to these demands was the
1959 Above 890 Decision (27 FCC 359 (1959)), which.allocated part
of the microwave spectrum to private business users. In issuing
this order FCC reasoned that an adequate number'of frequencies
existed in the microwave spectrum to satisfy both the common

1/North Carolina Utilities Commission v. F.C.C. 537 F. 2d 787
(1976), cert. denied 429 U.S. 1027 (1976):
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carriers' and private systems tuture needs. In addition, the
Commission determined that there was not much likelihood that
the common-carriers would suffer any adverse economic effects
from the entry pf private communications syb ms.

Despite thils decision, a growing demand for specialized
intercity communications systems continued, as a result of the
growth oke_compuier technology. To evaluate this demand the Com-
mission initjated a rulemaking proceeding which culminated in the
Specialized4Common Carrier Decision (29 FCC 2d 870 (1971)).
This decision established a Commission policy favoring new entry
in the specialized communications field.

As a rationale forthis decision, the Commission argued
that the specialized common carriers were not entering a fixed-
homogeneous market, with the same services but rather were seeking
to develop new, more heterogeneous markets. As a result,. they ,

could be expected to satisfy demands which were not being met by
existing carriers and_expand the size of,the aggregate telecom-
munications market.

In reSponse to these decisions, the argument'of a natural
monopcily in intercity transmission was raised. The Commission
noted that economies of scale largely occur in markets where
the technology is stable and the market ig homogeneous. In
cohtrast, FCC argued that the market for specialized communi-
cations is characterized by rapidly changing technology'and
diVerse consumer demands.

In its- 1972 DOMSAT Decision (35 FCC 2d 844 (1972)), FCC
extended its multiple entry pOlicy for licensing Specialized
common carriers using microwave systems to licensing-special-
ized common carriers seeking to use domestic satellite sys-
Nems. As a rationale fox this policy the Commission concluded
ehat a comPetitive supply market would be more dynamic and
would encourage service and technical innovation as well as
provide an impetus to minimize costs and prices to Oe consumer.',

In addition, FCC permitted the establishment Of "value-
added" carriers in 1973 and authorized the resale and sharing of
certain private line telecommunications services in.1976.

Value-added carriers lease channels from other carriers and
then add extra services or !'value" before reselling them to the
final consumer. Resale is the subscription to communications
services and facilities by one entity with the subsequent resale
to the public for profit. Sharing is a nonprofit arrangement in
which several users collectively use and pay for communications
services and facilities provided by existing carriers.
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THE EXECUNET DECISION--OPENING
MESSAGE SERVICES TO COMPETITION

In September 1974, the MCI Telecommunications Corporation,
a specialized common carrier; ftled a tariff application with
FCC to provide a service known as Execunet.,.With Execunet,
a customer can dial a local MCI number and-be connected through
a microwave system to another telephone in another city served
by the firm.

After several.procedural disputes and an informal letter
to MCI in July 1975 rejecting its tariff, FCC in July 1976
issued an extensive final opinion finding that MCI was not
authorized to offer Execunet. In that opinion, the Commission

. relied orts Specialized Common Carrier Decision, pursuant
to which ost specialized carrier facilities authorizations
have been issued. FCC felt that the Specialized-Common Car-
rier Decision dealt with only private line services, which
specialized carriers like MCI had applied to provide, and did
not open other areas such as MTS/WATS to competition.

FCC found that Execunet was not,a private line service,
but rather had the essential characteristics of the MTS/WATS
service offered as Omonopoly by AT&T. Therefore, FCC re-
jected MCI4s Execune tarifflas unlawful because it violated
FCC's Specialized Common Carrier Decision.

MCI subsequently appealed FCC's d cision to'the U.S. Courtof Appeals for the District of Columbia n its July 1977 deci-
sion 1/ the court said that while FCC ha the statutory.authority
to authorize competition in limited areas with restrictions,
section 214°(c) of the Communications Act required FCC to make
an affirmative determination that the public intereat requites
such restrictions. Regarding-FCC's Specialized Common Carrier
Decision, tbe court said FCC had not properly made such a deter-
mination. Instead, the court said: -

-"* * * it appears that the Commission saw bene-
fits accruing' to-the public from the services
'which were before it. In granting &he facil-
ities authorizatdons on the basis of that .public
interest finding, the CommissiOp did not perhaps
intend to open the field of common carrier com-
munications generally, but its constant stress
on the fact that epecialize0 carriers wodld pro-
vide new, innovative, and htherto unheard-of
communications services clearly indicates that

1/MCI Telecommunications Corp. v. F.C.C. 561 F. 2d 365 (1977),
cert. denied 434 U.S. 1040 (1978). Hereinafter referred
to as the Execunet Decision.
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,it had no very clear idea of precisely how far
or to what services the field should be opened.
*,* * There being no affirmative determination
'of public interest need for restrictions,
MCI's facility authorizations are not restricted
aRd therefore its tariff applications could not"
peoperly be rejected."

In reaching'its decision, the court did not determine whether
' the competition in monopolized long-distance service like that

prosed by Execunet was in the public ,interest. That determination
was left to theCommission.. In addittqn, it did not disturb FCC's
finding that Execunet was not a priOate line service. In, January,
1978, the Supreme Court denied FCC's petitions for review.

Following the Supreme Court's action, AT&T applied to FCC
fok a declaratory ruling to clarify and define precisely what
obligations AT&T had regarding interconnection with MCI for
Execunet. In its rpling,FOC said,thapeAT&T's interconnection
obligations were only for private line services and that the
Commission had not made the affirtative public interest finding
required by section 201(a) regarding the interconnection of
Execunet.

MCI subsequently appealed this ruling and filed a motion to
require compliance with the court's first Execunet mandate. FCC
opposed MCI stating that the first-mandate was not related to
interconnection. Rather, the court had found 'only an .error in
FCC's decisions regarding section 214.

On appeal, however, the court saIethat FCC read its original
4cision too narrowly and that its decision carried a broad inter-

condection mandate. 1/ In August 1978; FCC filed for review of.
this most recent decision with the supreme Court. In December
1978, the Supreme Court denied FCC's petitions for review of the

*second Execunet Decision.
40

In reaponse.to the Execunet decisions, FCC in FebrUary 1978
began a proceeding to decide whether long distance servide-=both
MTS-and WATS--should be sprovi4ed as a monopoly by AT&T_or should
be openNt5,cempetitive entry. In August 1980 FCC decided not to
'create a monopoly in these services stating that they were con-
'vinced thatecompetition in all interstate interexchange services
was in the public interest and would further the goals of the
Communications Act.

1/MCI Telecommunications Corp. v T.C.C., 580 F 2d 590 (1978),
cert. denied 439 U.S. 980(1978), also referred to as the
Execunet II decision.
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WESTERN UNION PUBLIC MESSAGg
, TELEGRAPH SERVICE DECISION

Unlike AT&T, Western Union had enjoyed a de jure fionopoly
of telegraph services. In March 1978, FCC began an inquiry to
.determine whether Western Union should retain its monopoly.
This action was prompted by the application of Graphnet--a
value-added carrier--to obtain permisO.on to deliver interna-
tional public messages domestically. To approve Graphnet's
application FCC had to determine whether'entry should be
allowed int.o domestic pOlic message.telegraph service. In
January 1979, FCC decided to end Western Union's monopoly and
allow competitive entry because the service was current4 in
decline and entry would improve the services offered in the
public message market.

4,
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.pRINCIPLES OF RATE OF RETURN/RATE BASE REGULATION

DETERMINING A FAIR RATE OF RETURN

Under rate of return/rate base regulation firms are entitled
to earn a fair return on property which they employ in providing

service. This return is intended to compensate investors who
have contributed funds to finance the firm's operations.

ad rate of return should be equivalent to that earned 6y .

Veccording to guidelines issued by the Supreme Court, a firm'A

ll

-

other firms which experience comparable-business risks. 1/ The

rate of return is also to be (1) sufficient to assure confidence
in the firm's financial candition and (2) adequaie, under effi-
cient and economical management, maintain its creA4t and enable
it to attract money to finance necessary operations. Ths.Supreme
Court has also held that a firm is entitled to the constittational
protection afforded by the "due process" and "equal protection" re-
quirements, to ensure that its earnings are not unduly and un-

justly restricted.

In determining a firm's rate of'return, a requlatory agency
must consider three main factorsthe firm's cost of debt, its
cost of equity, and its capital structure. The cost of debt is
the interest the firm must pay on borids and loans.. The cost of
equity is the return which a firm must offer to attract And main-
tain both-breferred and common stockholders. The capital struc-
ture is the dollar mix of debt to equity in terms of the firm's
total cost of capital.

The firm's rate of return can, accordingly, be computed by
using a weighted average of its various capital cOsts. The fol-

lowing example,illustrates the computation for a hypothetical
cOmpany with a $1 billion capital structure; long-term debt costs
of 9 percent, preferred stock costs of 10 percent, and common
stock coats of 15 percent. Based on the proportion of each com-
ponent in'the capital structure, the weighted cost of capital is

11.5 percent.

1/See for example Bluefield Water Works & Improvement Co. v.
Public Service Com. of West Virginia, 262 U.S. 679, 692-93

(1923).
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Example of Weighted Cost of Capital Computation

Capital structure
Percent of' Component Weighted
capital cost in cost in
structure percent percent

Component'

(000,0 0)

Long-teri debt $ 500

Preferred stock 100

Common equity .400

Total $1 000

,

e'50
v 9 45

10
1.0 1.0

40 15 6.0

100 0 11.5

Most of the difficul ies in establishing a fair rate of
return have focused on determining the value of the firm's commonequity. Two methods are frequently used for determining commonequity costs. The first method attempts to compare the earnings
of the firm in question to those of similar firms, and then tomake adjustments for \differences in risk. For example, underthis method, telephone companies may be compared to electricutiliiies and manufacturing firms. Determining which firms are. comparable, evaluating differences in risk and translating such_

. differences into eeturn diffexences are, howeve6,all difficultand subjective tasks.

The second method involves the use of mathematical' models.These models may produce-even more subjective and controversial
results than does the,comparable earnings method. Depending onwhidh model is used and what data and statistical techniques areused, estimates of cost of equity produced m'y vary widely.

A further difficulty which a regulatory agency must face
when attempting to formulate a rate of return is determining whatcapital structure will miniiize the firm's weighted average costof capital. Increasing the firm's debt financing up to a certainpoint should lower its capital costs, since debt costs are lower.LHowever, as the firm's percentage of debt rises, so do the risksborne by common stockholders since (1) they receive dividends onlyAfter-interest to debtholders and dividends to preferred stock-Mblders have been paid and (2) they are the last to be satisfiedif the firm is liquidated. If the firm continues to issue debt
financing, eventually its overall cost of capital is likely torise.

Because of the complexity involved in making rate of returndeterminations, and in light of the legal requirements imposed,regulatory agencies often use adversary hearings as part ofthis process. TObtimony is presented by representatives of the
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firm involved, the agency staff, and other interested parties.
Based on this record, the Commission makes a judgment as to the
rate of return to be authorized.

REVIEWING RATE BASE
AND EXPENSE ITEMS

While the establishment of\a fair rate of return is the most .

direct means of controlling th0.egulated firm's profits, it alone
is not sufficient to ensure a reasonaple and equitAple outcome.
The regulatory agency must also review the firm's ate base and
expenses to ensure that they are needed to provide a4equate service
to the public. In this regard, the agency must determine which
expenditures belong in the rate base, which are to be alloVed as
current expenses, and which should be disallowed completely.

A firm's rate base is the net value of the property used and
useful in providing service. For telecommunications firms, the
rate base includes such items as land, buildings, cables, poles,
microwave towers, and switches. Because a firm's profits are re-
lated to the size of its rate base as weLl as its rate of returnc
the inclusión.of, items must be carefully evaluated. This is
particularly true since regulated elms may have incentives to-
expand their rate bases beyond their most efficient levels..

Expenses incurred by telecommunications firms include main-
tenance expenses, taxes, and depreciation--the three largest
categories--as well- as a variety of other expenses. Generally,

only those expenses which represent the reasonable costs of effi-
cient operation may be included in a firm's revenue requirements.

Should the agency-determine that a coseshould not be in-
cluded in the firm's revenue requirement, it can "disallow" the
item by charging it to the firm's stockholders rather than to

ratepayers. In addition, regulatory agencies may be given speci-

fic authority ebt.authorize the construction of certain facilities
by the firm. Such authority is intended, in part, to help the

agency overtee the firm's costs and prevent undue rate base

expansion.

To supervise regulated firmt' expenses, rate base items and

rate of return, regulatory agencies, such as FCC, may also pre-
scribe accounting systems to be used by the firms and require
them to submit financial and operating reports in accordance with
rules formulated by the agency. Accounting rules set forth,
among other things, the kinds of costs which are to be capitalized

in the rate base as well as those which are to be considered as

current operating expenses. The reports contain details on the
financial structure of the regulated company, names and salaries

of officers and directors, amountt of assets, liabilitiet, in-

come, expenses, and detailed supporting schedules for major items.

I.
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76EORETICAL CONCERNS.WITH RATE OF RETURN/
.

RATE BASE REGULATION
.

,

The ability of rate of return/rate base regulation to achieveits goal of producing rates similar to'Ahose which would occur in
1 a competitive environment has been widely discussed in ecobomic

literature. In this literature; econpmists have poiqted out a
number of undesirable side effects which, can,result,from the im-position ,of such regulatiOn. These effects can, at the least,lessen the benefits derived from limiting the firm's profits aswell as re4uiring tegulatory interyentiOn in other aspects of thefiTm's oPerations. Artiong the problems which have been cited-are

-4.- \...

- -the incentive tor the fiEm tosexcessively expand
its rate base, .--

,

- -the tendency for the regulated fidm to be less
cost'conscious;

.
w_

,

--the tendency of the regulated firm to be less in-
% novative, and , 4 ,

_.

. 4

, s
--tlfdincentive for the firm to evade regulatcon and
enter unregulated or loosely regulatep areas-.

.-

APPENDIX VI

Excessive expansion of rate base

The theory that a regulated firm may have incentives to
.expand investment beyond the most-efficient level has receivedmuch attention. The theory is,largely based oh work done by
Averch andlphnson in 1962,,1/ who concluded that if (1) a mono-
poly utifityfirm wishes to maximize its'profits and (2) its al- -1lowed rate of return exceeds tts cott of capital but is less thah,if it were unconstrained, the firm will substitute capital for .other factors of production and operatvat an output where costis not minimized (i.e., it would excessively expand its rateb e). It has also been suggested that such a'firm would hav,e

17'ncentives to enter other markets, even those in which it tper-
tes at a long-run loss, since shortfalls could be made up inother markets in which'the firm had,been previously preventedfrom pricing at profit maximizing level's. This could, in turn,drive out other firms or discourage them from entering suchmarkets.'

While much has been written on this so-Called Averch-
Johnson effect, there is little consensus on its-effects and
magnitude. Attempts to test the theory empirically have produced

lk

1/H. Averch and L. L. Johnson "Behavior of the Firm Under,
Regulatory Constraint'," American Economic Review, Vol. 52.
(Dec. 1962), pp. 1053-,1069.
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inconclusive and conflicting results. No empirical study of which
we 'are aware has been attemp ed in the telecommunications field.

;
\ -

Nevertheless, it een suggested fhat the effect does
describe a real tendency which might show up in such things/as

- -the decision .to'construct rather than lease a facijity;

- -the establishment of excessively high. service standards,
thus requiring more excess capacity; and

- -reluctance tO use full peak responsibility pricing (which
would conserve capital). .

As rioted earlier, however, the Averch-Johnson-effect is-
theoretically valid only if the rate of return exceeds the firm's

true cost,of capital and if tlie firm is a profit maximizer. Fur-

ther, since the magnitude of the effect is qdestionable, it is
clifficult to detertine to what extent it offsets the benefits
of reducing monopolleprofits through rate of return/rate base

4
reg!,1lation. Finally,. economist Alfred E. Kahn has suggested that, .

tbe,effect maiy'actually be, more beneficial than harmful in that
by encouraging output expanSicin and risk takipg, it may offset a
lmonopolY's natural in&entives to underinvest. 1/

Reduced cost consciousness

One of the most telling effects of rate of return/rate'base
regulation is its erosion of the incentive for the regulated firm

tobe cOst efficient. If regulation continuqusly Limits tbe

fires revenue requirements to its true cost of service, it tends0
to take,away any supernormal.returns (monopoly profits) wbich re-.
sult from improvements in efficiency^and cost reduction. Lacking.

both the Ability to realize such monopoly proCts as well as the
spur of competition, the firm may have no inceHive to tryeto
improve its efficiency.

Further, by allowing firms to only earn the' cost of

.
capital, a sibpation may be'created where firms c=', pass on
inefficiencies in,.higher ,rdtes:without harming exis ing stock-

_holders. Injact,At may create incentives fqr the irm to -

pod its expenses and to buy its services, materials, and other
inputs from financial'affiliates at inflated pric.es:

fack of innovation

A closely related argument is that profit limitation through
'rate of return/rate base regulation alters a firm's incentive for

1/Alfred E. Kahn, The Econdlics cif Regulation: Principles
and InstitutiOns, Vol. II (New York: John Wiley and Sons,

Inc., 1971)
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product innovation. While unregulated firTs may be expectedto seek new inventions which will increase their profits, rateof return regulation may alter this incentive. It has beerlargued, in this'regard, that to the extent that a regulatory
agency is able,to limit a firm's rate of return to a normallevel, ie takes away its incentive to engage in high-risk re-search and development--since,such activities orily pay off ifa high return can be earned on successful inventions.

Depreciation policy may further weaken a regulated firm's
incentive to. innovate. In cases where equipment becomes,technologically obsolete before it is fully depreciated, a,firm may be reluctant to replace it with new cost-saving
equipment for fear that the regulatory body will require thatthe obsolete equipment be removed from the rate base. Suchaction could conceivably leave the firm ip a worse fina4cial
position than if it chose to continue using the old equipmentuntil it was fully depreciated.

As in other areas, however, there appears to be little
empirical evidence either proving or disproVing a general ,pervasive effect of regulation on innovation.

Evasion of regulation

- Because rate of return regulation holds a firm's profits.below those which it could earn if unregulated, firms haveincentive to evade regulation. Thus a firm may enter marketswhich.are unregulated'or laxly regulated, regardless of effi-ciency teasons, st) that it can shift-profits and revenues tothe unregulated business while shifting costs and assets to theregulated activities. For example, if a telephone company ownedan 'unregulated equipment manufacturing firm, it could cOnceivablytransfer monopoly profits from the regulated to the unregulatedmarket simply bx eaising equipment prices to itself.
e ,k

Si"
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BASIC PROCEDURES USED IN

ESTABLISHING'RATES OF RETURN

APPENDIX VII

The procedures used by FCC.in eStablishing.rates of
return generally follow the following basic framework:

-1. The carrier submits a revised-tariff filing in
which.it calls for increased revenues needed
to earn.a higher rate of return than,previously
authorized by FCC. This higher return is re-
quired to meet increased capital costs. 1/

Z: If FCC determines that the rate of return aspects
of the tariff should be investi atedi it can
issue ad,order suspending the t rift and insti-
tuting such an investigation. rate of return
investigation includes examinat ons and deter-
minations of-such things as

k

a) the cost of embeddeddebt,

b) the cost oC,preferred stock equity,

c) the cost of common stock equity,

d) the cOst'of any other sources of financing,

e) the weights to be accorded these costs of
sources'of financing in the carrier's financial
structure, and

f) .the authorized rate of return.

3. A'separated trial staff is established within
the CommoniCarrier Bureau to investigate the
areas of concern in the proceeding. While the
pródeedincvis'underway, the members of the
trial staff are restricted in their access to
Commissioners, fhe administrative law judge
who is responsible for presiding ove'r hearings,

'14and certpin other high-level FCC offidials.

4. Prohearing'conferences are held to, among othe
thin§s, clarify the issues to be considered
and estiblish procedures to be followed during
hearings.

-1/The darrier may instead submit a petition for a higher rate
of.,return.'
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5. Hearings are held before a presiding administrative
law judge. 1/ During these hearings the carrier,

. the trial staff and other interested parties pre-
sent written evidence and testimony regarding
the issues'of concern. Witnesses m'ay be cross-
examined by the other parties. Rebuttal and.sur-
rebuttal testimony may also be presented.

6. Based on the evidence of record the presiding
administrative law judge prepares and issues an
initial decision containing his findings in the
proceeding.

7. Perties to the proceeding may file e.eptions
to the initial decision. The Commission may also
hold oral argument on the exceptions, require the
'filing,of briefs or remand theTroceedings to the
administrative law judge, if necessary.

8. The Commission reviews the initial decision and
any additional information obtainet-through pro-
cedures described in step 7. Based on this it
issues a final decision.

1/Hearings may also be conducted by the Commission or one or
mdre Commissioners.
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PROBLEMS REGARDING AT&T's RATE BASE AND

EXPENSE ITEMS CITED BY FCC IN DOCKET 19129, PHASE II

In chapter 3, we discussed probrems which FCC cited in phase
II of Docket 19129 regarding AT&T's construction program,

itsuti1i2ation of the interstate telecommunications network, and

its maintenance expenses, as well assdbsequent FCC actions to
deal with these problems. In its final decision in Docket 19129

FCC also pointed out a number of other rate base and expense items
which required further, study in the future. These included: 1/

--AT&T's investment in affiliates,

--AT&T's cash management program,

--AT&T's internal audits program,

--AT&T's expenditures on the Business Information Systems

Programs,

--AT&T's Investment in Traffic Service Position System
installations, and

--AT&T's traffic expenses.

As is indicated below, little, if any, subsequent action
has been taken by FCC on many of these matters.

Investment in affiliates.

In its Docket 19129, phase II, final decision FCC expressed

concern that investment in certain affiliates of AT&TBell Tele-

phone Laboratories and the 195 Broadway Corporation--were included
in the interstate rate base. This investment totaled $48.4 mil-

lion in 1972. Bell Laboratories conducts various types of re-

search related to telecommunications and develops and designs
,telecommunications products, among other activities. The 195

Broadway Corporation owns the buildings housing AT&T's General
Department, which provides certain staff services to AT&T oper-

ating companies and provides funding for Bell Laboratories. FCC

noted that .because these affiliates were consolidated within.

AT&T for rate purposes, interstate ratepayers had to pay a return

on the investment in the affiliates.

1/FCC also stated that action was needed to address problems
relating to AT&T's depreciation practices and the treat-

ment of certain types of station apparatus (see ch. 7).

In addition, FCC conclude that revisions were needed in

the Uniform System of Ac nts, as is discussed in chapter

5.
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FCC stated that while it had no information which would allowit to make even a preliminary judgment on the rate base treatmentof the 195 Broadway.Corporation, it saw no justifica ion for in-cluding Bell Laboratories in the rate base. FCC not d that'Bell
Laboratories contracted its services to AT&T, Weste,r4Electric,and others and, in the case of contracts with AT&T, expenses
associated with such contracts weee allowed as operating expensesfor ratemaking purposes. It added that while it did not questionthe allowance of those expenses, it did not understand why rate-payers were'al o required to pay 4 retdrn on Bell Laboratories
investment. F C chose not to disallow investm'ents in the twoaffiliates at 1iat time,-but said it would

"* * * shortly institute a separate rule making
proceeding to examine-the reasonableness of in-
cluding in the rate base the Bell_System's
investment in Bell Labs and the 195 Broadway
Corporation."

In 1977 FCC initiated a proceeding°which was to examine the
ratemaking treatment of these affiliates. However, the proceedingwas aimed at exploring only the question of whether investmentin the affiliates was counted both as a rate base and expense
item--not larger questions concerning the treatment of AT&T'sinvestment in these affiliates, such as how and to what extent'this investment benefits AT&T's ratepayers. We were told duringthe course of our review that these issues still remain unre-solvdd,although they may be explored to some extent in FCC'spresent investigation into AT&T license contract arrangements.

AT&T's cash management program

Included an AT&T's interstate rate base is an allowance forworking capital. Working capital is, in a general sense, thefunds required on an annual basis to finance the ni-to-day ac-tivities of a business. It consists of two major elementS: (1)cash and cash items needed to pay current expenses dad (2) in-:vestment in materials and supplies. Allowance for these itemsin the 1972 rate base were $86.4 million and $21.4 million,respectively.

In its Phase II investigation FCC raised questions' con-cerning AT&T's treatment of materials and supplies aad itsmanagement of the cash which it needed to conduct its dailyoperations. Regarding the treatment of materials and supplies,FCC determined that AT&T's investment in materials held forfuture construction should be excluded from the rate base untilit was recognized as part of an allowedconstruction project.Thus, ECC disallowed $63.4 million from 'AT&T's 1972 rate base,subject to subsequent adjustment.
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Regarding cash management, in his initial decision, the
esidin administrative law judge stated that AT&T had

pre nt d no evidence on which the,gommission could rely to
ensure that the cash balances which AT&T maintained in its rate
base were required in the rendition of service. Thus he
recommended

4
* * that Bell be required to submit, within six

'months, a program designed tO insure cash manage-
ment practices that will minimize cash require-
ments for the daily operation of the business.
Such programs ought to be capable of being mon-
itored and their Oversight should be included as
part of the regulatory program of this Commission.",

The Commission endorsed this requirement in its final decision.
4ge

In August 1977 AT&T submitted a report on its cash management
practices. An FCC official who had reviewed the report said that
he questioned its responsiveness; however, as of August 1981 no
further action has been taken on the matter.

AT&T's internal audits program

an its investigation FCC raised questions about the
_procedures used by AT&T for carrying out its internal audits
program. 1/ Particulprly, FCC in its final decision expressed
concern that there was "no effective central audit direction nor
system of standard procedures for internal auditing." FCC stated
that because of the integrated nature of AT&T and the comprehen-
sive regulatory scheme in the Communications Act which requires
it to examine the costs of services offered by all its operating
companies and to audit those Costs, it needed to have "consistent,
valid audit reports" of the costs and revenues as reported in-
dividually and collectively by those companies.

Thus, FCC stated that "consistent with our continuing sur-
veillance over the Bell System and the revisions to the Uniform
System of Accounts" it expected ATtt to institute procedureS
which would ensure a more centralized and adequate supervision
and auditing control by the parent company over the operating ,

companies. It called for AT&T to report the procedures which it
had developed and instituted within 6 months. AT&T filed such a
report in August 1977. FCC officials told us, however, as of
August 1981 that nothing further had been done on the subject.

F

1/Internal audits activities were considered as a general
expense item.
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Business Information Systems Programs

Business Information Systems Programs is a section of Bell
Telephone Laboratories charged with the centralized development
of computer-based systems. The 1973*budget for these programs
was $46 million, all of which wa's fuhded by AT&T's Operating
Companies, which previously performed thii function.

FCC's staff claimed that over 18 percent of the investment
in the program was for projects Oat were abandoned and that the
program _had never operated cost-effectively. It also argued that

,the operating companies''individual programs were s6 successful
that a centralized program was Unnecessary.

'The Commission agreed with the staff that the record in-
dicated the Business Information Systems Programs had not been'
"entirely efficient or co§t-effective in its assigned functions"
and that further study oftthe,future funding of the,program wasneeded. The Commission statea, therefore, that it would require
AT&T, within 6 months, to submit a full written justification
for continuing its,funding of the program. Upon receipt of the
justification, the Commission said it expected to take another

_c-- look at allowance of expenses related to the program. A Common
Carrier Bureau official told us, however, that nothing further
has been done on this matter. He added that while FCC's in-
vestigation into AT&T's license contract,arrangement may touch
on this subject, it will not directly address the issues raised
in Docket 19129.

Investment in Traffic Service
Position System.installations

Traffic Service Positions are a type of switchboard which is
used by the Bell System for handling toll calls requiring operatorassistance. Using the Traffic Service Position System, customers
can dial various types of toll calls such as person-to-person and
collect calls, directly, as,in station to station service, -with
operator assistance ptovidedionly briefly. When "cordboard" op-
erator positions are used, customers are required to first access
a toll operator, who then dials the call, monitors it, and dis-
connects when it is completed.

In-its investigation, FCC's trial staff had questioned the
prudence of AT&T's inftestment in this system--believing that AT&Thad installed 4,926 excess positions, the interstate investment
of which totaleq $46.3 million. It also called for more careful
study of the costs involved in using Traffic Service Position and
cordboard installations. The administrative law judge a4reed with
the staff that more information on the system was needed, although
he did not support a disallowance for excess investment. In this
regard he stated
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"The record is burdened with much detailed
claim 'and counter-claim about the relative
economics of TSPS and Cordboard, and much
disputed and intricate argumentation about
the validity of data and its uses and eval-
uation. This denoEes a deplorable lack of
readily available, intelligible, tested
data reliably indicative of costs and cost
comparisons. Both the Company and the
Commission need such information. * * *
A number of factors * * * all reinforce the
need for close and timely check by the Com-
mission of the economic acceptability of
further [Traffic Service Position System]
installations."

In its final decision, the Commission agreed with the need
for additional information. Thus it called for the Common Carrier
Bureau to establish reporting requirements to obtain pertinent
information on future installations.

Officials in the Common Carrier Bureau's Domestic Facilties
-Division told us that following Docket 19129 they had monitored
implementation of the Traffic Service Position System and cor-
responded with AT&T on it. They believed that as a result of
their efforts implementation of the system had been improved.
One official told us in this regard that because of their efforts
he belieVed AT&T had taken some unneeded equipment out of opera-
tion; however, such equipment remained in the rate base. A formal
proceeding, he added, would be necessary to remove this equipment
from the rate base, but such a proceeding is not anticipated.

Traffic expenses

AT&T's traffic expenses are primarily composed of operators'
wages, employment and training, and supervision. Interstate traf-
fic expenses totaled $591 million' for 1972. Based on its investi-
gation, FCC staff questioned several aspects of the handling_of
traffic including'operator efficiency. In'this regard, the staff
asserted that operator efficiency in handling calls had declined .

during 1969-72 in spite of the fact that AT&T had invested
hundneds of millions of dollars for equipment, including Traffic
Service Position System units, which were purportedly designed to
increase operator efficiency.

Both the Commission and the administrative law judge found
evidence presented bytthe staff to be insufficient to support a
disallowance. However, the Commission said it was "very con-
cerned" about the cost-effectiveness of automated switching equip-
ment installations, such as the Traffic Service Position System.
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Thus, it said it would require as part of its effort to increase
surveillance over switching equipment installations, efficiencyreports and prior justification of the cost-effectiveness of
future Traffic Service Position System applicaions. Subsequentactions by FCC on this subject are discussed on page 207.
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MODIFICATIONS OF AND'ALTERNATIVES TO

RATE, OF RETURN/RATE BASE REGULATION

APPENDIX IX

Because of the problems relating to rate' of return/rate base
regulation, both theoretical and practical, a variety of modifi-
cations and alternatives have been suggested. hese range from
minor altenations in the methods used to determine the rate of
return to entirely different forms of regulation. The following
will outline some of these proposals. It will not discuss those
,approaches which deal solely with how to comput he cost of
equity, but will discuss some modifications to th rate of return
setting process.

MODIFICATIONS TO THE RATE
OF RETURN SETTING PROCESS

Various suggestions have been made to modify the rate of
return setting process to provide greater inaentives forthe
re4ulated firm to attempt to'minimize its costs, doOne basic
proposal for accomplishing this is allowfng the firm's rate
of return to exceed its cost ot capital by,pstablishing a
range rather than an exact figure for thetate of return. In
addition, parties have suggested, and some State commissions
have adopted, automatic rate adjustment clauses to obviate
the need for rate hearings to compensate for changes, in the ,

economy.

Rate of return ranges
-

Because limiting the regulated firm's,-rate of return
to its coat of capital tends to weaken efficiency incentiv,ds,
it has been-prOposed that the firm be allowed'to earn above
its cost of capital. This would be accomplished by estab-
lishing a zone of reasonablendss in the rate of return, the
top of which (at least) would be above the firm's cost of
capital. By establishing such a -zone of reasonahreness, a
firm would theoretically have an incentive to minimize its
costs, since by-doing so it could, to some extent, increase
its profits. The FCC ostensibly folloWed this approach in
Docket 19129 (Phase I)--establishing a 0.5 percent range in
AT&T's allowed rate of return to,''encourage improved operating -
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tjefficiency and productivity." (See p. 37.) FCC referild to
this as a "conscious use of regulatory lag." 1/

While the establishment of a range in a regulated firm's
rate of return which will allow it to earn above its cost of
capital may provide benefits to both investor-s and consumers,
the approach is not without problems. One major problen is
ensuring that any supranormal profits result from increased -
efficiency rather than from monopolistic or discriminatory
'pricing.

Adjustment clauses

Automatic rate adjustmerit clauses are designred to expedite
adjustments to changes in economic conditions by allowing
utilities to raise or lower their rates in response to certain
cost changes without going through a full rate proceeding.
This may be done, for example, by indexing utility rates or
specific costs to a general economic indicator such as the
Consumer Price Index--so that rates would automatically go up
or down by the same percentage as the percentage change in the
indicator. They may also simply allow utilities to-pass along
certain cost increases to customers. 'the primary advantages
of using such a system are that (1) it would be easier for
utilities to deal with inflation and, thus, to continue to be
able to obtain necessary capital and (2) regulatory agencies
might be required to conduct fewer rate hearings and, thus,
they could devote their time to other areas needing attention.

. Automatic adjustment clauses have been implemented by
several State commissions for use in regulating public utili-

-ties. Probably the most common of these'adjustment clauses
is the fuel adjustment clause, which allows electric utilities
to directly pass along changes in fuel costs to customers.

1/Regulatory lag results from the slowness of the regulatory
process to make needed adjustments in a regulated firm's ,

earnings--either by reducing earnings which prove to be
excessive or by approving new rates needed to keep the
firm's rate of return at satisfactory levels. While sucfi
lag could be perceived as a weakness in the regulatory
process, some economists have suggested that it may, in ,

fact, be beneficial and, thus, that some regulatory lag
should be institutionalized. Advocates of the use of regu-
latory-lag argue, in this regard, that it provides incen-
tiv or the firm to reduce costs since such action can
allow it to reap supranormal profits until the regulatory
agency t kes action by ordering rate reductions. Alter-
natively, it is argued that if the time betweeh rate in-,

crease requests and approvals is prolonged, the firm will
be motivated to cut costs in the interim to preserve profits.

210
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They have also been tried, to a limited extent, in telephone
regulation.

In April 1980, the Michigan Public Service Commission
decided on a plan which would link Michigan Bell Telephone Com-
pany's rates to the Consumer Price Index. The plan takes the
annual percentage change in the Index, then subtracts 4 percent
for productivity increases. The company could then raise rates
by 90 percent of the remainder.

A different approach was tried by the New Jersey Board
of Public Utility Commissioners. Its purpose was to provide
interim relief or adjustment based upon costs which are beyond
the direct control of the utility, to provide more gradual
increases in rates and tO reduce the Cost of rate proceedings.
The plan permitted New Jersey Bell Telephone Company's rates
to be revised automatically in response to increases in any of
four categories of cost: (a) salaries and.wages (including
fringe benefits), (b) depreciation expense, (c)""other expen-
ses," a catch-all classification, and (d) taxeS. Rates could
be increased only if the company's rate of return fell below
the authorized level.

Automatic adjustment clauses have attracted critics as
well as supporters. Most often theY have been 'criticized for
the following reasons: ,

- -they reduce efficiency incentives;

- -they are tied to inappropriate indicators (e.g., tele-
phone costs vary differently than does the Consumer
Price Index);

--they are subject to manipulation;

--they can lead to d1.stortions in the relative 9se of in-
puts, thut, reduci g efficiency; and

--they abrogate the responsibility scI the commissions.

INCENTIVE PLANS

Because of the lack of cost efficiency incentives found
under rate of return regulation, several proposals have been
made and a few tried, to improve such incentives. One qf the
simplest methods which aim at improving efficiency incentives--
use of a rate of return range--was discussed on page 209. Other
plans have, however, attempted to promote efficiency by linking
utility performance to,the allowed rate of return. These in-
clude "sliding scale" plans and several other somewhat more com-
plex proposals. Major problems with'spch plans include estab-
lishing workable procedures for reward5.ng and punishing the
utility and for isolating efficiency gains from changes which
are related to exogenous factors.
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.Sliding scale plans.

Sliding'scale plans originated in Britain in 1855.
Basically, they allow profit (the rate of return) to increase
or decrease in inverse proportion to increases or decreases
in rates ,as rates decline, the rate of return is al-
lowed to increase). This igS designed to provide an incentive
to the firm to increase profit by reducing rates.

Sliding scale plans.have been ti=ied several times'in
the United States, for example, by the Utilities Commission of
the District of Columbia for Tegulating the Potomac Electric.
Power Company. Under this plan, a.base rate ofreturn of 7.5
percent was established. If reven'ues exceeded those needed to
realize the rate of return, the company was allowed to retain
half of the excess with,the rest ,used for rate reductions'. The
company was not, however,.required to absorb shortfalls. This
plan was used from 1925-55 when it was abandoned because of
inflationary problems (e.g.; inflationary cost increases tended
to obscure improved efficiencies). ,A similar plan, which was
proposed for regulating4he Southern California Edisbn Company,
would have divided surplus profits among firm employees as well
as consumers and stockholders.

Performance standards

One further modification which has been suggested is the
establishment of,performance standards. Under this proposal the
regulator woula specify reasonable standards of performance (e.v.f
based on negotiations with the firm) in areaq such as price levels
and-service quality; The rate of return would be allowed to vary
based on achievements of these standards. A major problem-indm-
plementing such,a program would:, of course, be the formulation of
acceptable standards and development of a fair and effective sys-
tem of rewards and penalties to promote their achievement.

Other'incentive plans
[.

,In addition t.o sliding,scale p ans, other,. more.complex
plans ha;ie also been formulated whi h attempt to,deal with the
incentives of regulated firms. One such plan was that formulated
by Horace J. DePodwin Associates in its study, "Regulation of
Utility Perfonmance, N PropoSed Alternative to Rate Base Regula-
tion" which was prepared for FCC in 1974. The plan involved -

establishing a range within which the firm's profits would be
allowed to fluctuate. The range *as also used to establish ac-
ceptable performance standards.

Basically, the plan called for initially determining an
acceptable range of return of equity for the regulated firm,
within which its initial cost of equity would be established.
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This ran4e would be modified as economic conditiOns changed.
Next a performance index would lbe established based on the firm's
net income per unit of output.- Using the firm's initial period
level of output, performance index levels would be determined
which corresponded to the maximum and minimum limits on the
range of return on equity. s

Operation of the plan would involve comparing the firm's
performance with the pre-established range. If net *income'
per drat of output was above the acceptable range, excess
profits would be divided b ween the utility and its customers.
Customers would receive t ir share by means of lower rates
for the service for,which efficiency had improved. If net
income per unit of outpu was within the range, no action
would tle taken. If net ncome per unit of output was below,
the acceptable range, intervention would be required oply if
the utility's return on equity had fallen below the lower
limit of its acceptable range and the acceptable range had not
declined. Under that circumstance, service rates would be
raised to restore rate of return on equity at least to the
lower limit. However, since that lower limit might stilLbe
below the utility's calculated cost of equity capital, in
effect, a penalty would be imposed for poor performance.

A major obstacle to implementing &plan such as this
would, of,course, be the difficulty in carrying out the
tasks, such as determining the appropriate range for the re-
turn on equity and measuring output, which are required for

\t-,

it to function effectively.

OPERATING RATIOS, Exuips
PROFITS, TAXES, FRANCHISE
BIDDING, AND PUBLIC OWNERSHIP

In addition to the,proposals discusSed previously,
a number of More far reaching alternatives have also been
discussed. These include operating ratio regulation, ex-
cess profits taxes, franchise bidding, and public ownership.

One possible alternative to rate of return/rate base
regulation is the use of operating ratios, such as is used
by the Interstate Commerce Commission.v Under this method over-
all,revenue requirements are set at some percentage above
operating expenses. The firm mould earn profits on expenses,
such aS labor expenses, rather than or in addition,to a ret,urn
on investment--thus, giving it an incentive to inflate aAex-
penses, not just capital.

. Another alternative which has been euggested involves
the use of .excess profits taxes. Under this scenario, in
place of profit regulation, a surtaxmould be imposed on
profits in excess of the fair rate of return determined by
the.agency. Such a,plan has been criticized, however, on the
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grounds that it embodies some of the worst figglres of regula-
tion, and does not address price discrimination issues,

The use of franchise-bidding has also been suggested.
Under this approach; the right to operate a public utility
would be 'put up for competitive bid at specified intervals.
This process has also been criticized because, among other
things, it probably will not prgvent price discrimination and
may foster market dominance.

Still a more unlikely alternative is public ownership.
While presumably a publicly owned firm could be.directed to
price its services to limit discriminationand avoid monopoly
profits, it would lose the efficiency incentives,which can be
expected to be present in-a private, profitmakpig firm.
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Plant account

Stiildings

Central office
equipment

EXAMPLES OF ITEMS INCLUDED IN

DEPRECIABLE PLANT ACCOUNTS

Examples

Buildings--permanent fixtures, machinery,
appurtenances and appliances installed
(awnings, central air conditioning
systems, electric wiring, fences and
hedges, platforms, storage or loading .
water supply system).

Electric instruments, apparatus, and
equipment in central offices (automatic
message recording equipment, circuit
breakeri, line cdncentrator equipment
meters, operator head sets, repeater
sets).

'

Station Telephones, key telephones, coin tele-
apparatus phone, teletypewriters, radio telephone.

Station This aacount includes original cost of
connections installing or connecting items of station

apparatus,and the origina.1 cost of inside
wiring and cable and of dr9p and block
wires.

targe private
.Jbranch exchanges

. e

Pole lines *

Dial system private branch exchanges,
cables or wires from distributing frame
to switchboard, distributing frames,
television program"supply equipment and
43ther television equipment on customers'
premises.

TeleptIone poles, crossarms, bolts, guy
wires, river crossing' and long span
fixtures, pole brackets.

Underground cable Underground cable in conduit, cable
terminals or boxes, splice cases, fuse
boxes.

Buried cable Buried cable and trenches fOr buried ,

cable not run in regular conduit,
protective covering for buried cable,
and cable terminals.

Submarine cable Submarine cable, protectors, carrier
line filters, cable,terminals.
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Plant dccount

Aerial wire

ijurniture and
office equipment

- APPENDIX X

EXamples

Aerlal wire, insulators, tie wires,
grandwirec clamps, and rods, repeating
coils.

Furniture and equipment in offices,
storerooms and shops (bookcases,'chairs,
carpets, rugs, desks, drapes, fans,
stoves, television sets, water coolers.)

Vehicles and Vehicles, tools, garage and shop machinery
other work and equipment, (air compressors, concrete
equipment mixers, hand tool-s, power saws, iorches,

power winches, tents.)

0 Aerial cable Aerial cable, cable clamps, cable terminals
or boxes, fuse boxes.

Underground Original cost of tile pipe and other
conduit conduit.
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FCC's ESTIMATED INCREASES IN TOTAL

REVENUE REQUIREMENTS FOR 1981

BASED ON DEPRECIATION CHANGES

Increase in
Depreciation function revenue requirement

(millions)

Review of depreciation
rates for all accounts
for the 1981 companies (Note a)

Review of depreciation
rates for terminal
equipment accounts for

tl

$ 250

1982 and 1983 companies

Remaining life rates
for 1981 compahies

ELG rates for new
additions to outside
plani for-all companies

Station connections inside
wiring phase-in

Total

330

620

80

270

1$1 550

a/As described on page 142, depreciation rates are reviewed for
approximately one-third,of the FCC-subject carriers each year.
Therefore, the 1981 companies would be the one-third falling
in the 1981 review cycle.
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FCC's PROPOSED ASSIGNMENT OF LOCAL

EXCHANGE PLANT TO INTERSTATE SERVICES

In its Second Supplemental Notice in the MTS/WATS market
structure proceeding, FCC set forth the following basic pro-
cedures which were to be used for assigning local exchange
plant to interstate services: 1/

Distribution of direct investment
in exchange plant assigned interstate

A. Investment in Subscriber Line Outside Plant, station
equipment, nontraffic-sensitive central office switching
equipment, and subscriber line exchange circuit equipment
should be distributed to the access service categories
(MTS/WATS, foreign exchange/common controlled switching
arrangements "open end," private line and OCC-ENFIA)
on the basis of holding time minutes of use.

B. Investment in traffic sensitive local dial switching
equipment should be distributed entirely to the message
access service categories (MTS/WATS, foreign exchange/
common controlled switching arrangements open end
anct OCC-ENFIA) on the basis of relative dial equipmeut
midutes, as defined in the SeparationsAanual except that
if Any such investment is presently assigned directly to
private line service in accordance with Division of
Revenue instructions such investment should continuerto
be assigned directly to private line.

-

C. Investment in that portion of exchange trunk outside
plaht used jointly for exchange and toll message service
and related exchange trunk circuit equipment should be
distributed to the message acCess service categories
on the basis of relative minutes of use. 2/

D. Investment in exchange trunk outside plant for interstate
private line service and any related circuit equipment
should be assigned directly to private line service. How-
ever, outside plant facilities,running between local central
offices and toll offices should be e4cluded and considered
as interexchange plant.

1/As discussed in chapter 8, FCC also proposed to make
adjustment8 in the assignients to service categories to
exclude plant and expenses which were not used in their
provision.r

2/Plant used exclusively for toll service is not within
exchange plant, as FCC defined that term, and such plant
was to be assigned to the interexchinge,portion of inter-
state service.
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E. All other direct plant investment should be distributed
among the access service categories based on the same.fac-
tors which are used in the Separations Manual to allocate
the particular plant category or subcategory between State
and interstate jurisdictions. If the Separations Manual
factors cannot be used for this purpose, investment should
be distrihuted based on the Separations Manual pninciples or,
alternatively, on the basis of relative minutes of use.

Distribution of remaining #
investment and expenses for ex-
change plant assigned interstate

The investment and exchange plant not distributed as shown
above (e.g., land and buildings, furniture and office equipment,
vehicles and other work equipment, organization, franchises,
patent rights, plant under construction, materials 'and supplies,
cash working capital) and the expenses related to the provision
of exchange access should be distributed to the exchange plant
service categories, based on the method AT&T, used in developing
its restated FDC-7 results for its 1978 Central Submission and
on the factors contained in Volume 28 of the 1978 Central Sub-
mission.
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